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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 
AND DEVELOPMENT

Pursuant to Article I of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force on 
30th September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies 
designed:

-  to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Member 
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy;

-  to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the process of 
economic development; and
to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with 
international obligations.

The original Member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, 
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. The following countries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates 
indicated hereafter: Japan (28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand 
(29th May 1973), Mexico (18th May 1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland 
(22nd November 1996) and the Republic o f Korea (12th December 1996). The Commission of the European Communities 
takes part in the work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention).

N U CLEAR E N E R G Y  A G E N C Y

The OECD N uclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name o f  the OEEC  
E uropean N uclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th A pril 1972, when Japan became its first 
non-European fu ll Member. NEA mem bership today consists o f  a ll OECD M em ber countries except New Zealand and  
Poland. The Commission o f  the European Communities takes part in the work o f  the Agency.

The prim ary objective o f  the NEA is to prom ote co-operation among the governm ents o f  its participating countries in 
furthering the developm ent o f  nuclear p o w er  as a  safe, environmentally acceptable and econom ic energy source.

This is achieved by:

-  encouraging harmonization o f  national regulatory policies and practices, with particu lar reference to the safety 
o f  nuclear installations, protection o f  man against ionising radiation and preservation o f  the environment, 
radioactive waste management, and nuclear third party  liability and insurance;

-  assessing the contribution o f  nuclear pow er to the overall energy supply by keeping under review the technical 
and economic aspects o f  nuclear pow er growth and forecasting dem and and supply fo r  the different phases o f  the 
nuclear fu el cycle;

-  developing exchanges o f  scientific and technical information particu larly through participation in common 
services;

-  setting up international research and developm ent program m es and jo in t undertakings.

In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atom ic Energy Agency in 
Vienna, with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, a s w ell as with other international organisations in the 
nuclear field .
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COMM ITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

The Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the OECD Nuclear Energy 
Agency (NEA) is an international committee made up of senior scientists and engineers. It was set up in 
1973 to develop, and co-ordinate the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency concerning the technical 
aspects of the design, construction and operation of nuclear installations insofar as they affect the safety of 
such installations. The Committee’s purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear safety among 
the OECD Member countries.

The CSNI constitutes a forum for the exchange of technical information and for collaboration 
between organisations which can contribute, from their respective backgrounds in research, development, 
engineering or regulation, to these activities and to the definition of the programme of work. It also 
reviews the state of knowledge on selected topics on nuclear safety technology and safety assessment, 
including operating experience. It initiates and conducts programmes identified by these reviews and 
assessments in order to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements and reach international consensus 
on technical issues of common interest. It promotes the co-ordination of work in diffèrent Member 
countries including the establishment of co-operative research projects and assists in the feedback of the 
results to participating organisations. Full use is also made of traditional methods of co-operation, such as 
information exchanges, establishment of working groups, and organisation of conferences and specialist 
meetings.

The greater part of the CSNI’s current programme is concerned with the technology of water 
reactors. The principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor, reactor coolant 
system behaviour, various aspects of reactor component integrity, the phenomenology of radioactive 
releases in reactor accidents and their confinement, containment performance, risk assessment, and severe 
accidents. The Committee also studies the safety of the nuclear fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of 
the reactor safety research programmes and operates an international mechanism for exchanging reports 
on safety related nuclear power plant accidents.

In implementing its programme, the CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA’s 
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA), responsible for the activities of the Agency 
concerning the regulation, licensing and inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety. It also 
cooperates with NEA’s Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health and NEA’s Radioactive 
Waste Management Committee on matters of common interest.

The opinions expressed and the arguments employed in this document are the responsibility of 
the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the OECD.

Requests for additional copies of this report should be addressed to:

Nuclear Safety Division
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine St-Germain
12 blvd. des Iles
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux
France
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Introduction

A specialists' meeting on Human Performance in Operational Events was held in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA on October 23-17, 1997. The event was organized by the 
Principal Working Group #1 (PWG #1 ) of the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations 
(CSNi) of the Nuclear Energy Agency, in cooperation with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency. The host organization was the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This report 
contains the text of the papers that were presented at the meeting.

Also provided in this report are:
Appendix A: Final agenda 
Appendix B: List of Participants

Chairman’s Notes

The general chairman of this meeting was Dr. Denwood Ross of the USNRC. He was 
the US representative to PWG #1. The comments below reflect his views on remarks given at 
the sessions, as well as an overall summary on the effectiveness of the meeting. Representing 
the NEA was Mr. Lennart Carlsson; his remarks are enclosed as paper #3. Representing the 
IAEA was Mr. Milorad Dusic, and his remarks are attached at the end of the introduction.

Operational Events:

There was considerable discussion on human performance issues during operational 
events. Event analyses, such as those contained in Licensee Event Reports, were used as 
input to these studies. Some characteristic traits of human frailties were postulated.

One paper focussed on the psychological assessment in operational events, where 
special consideration was given to motivation and psychological attitudes. Another paper 
contained an analysis of 120 events, where errors were assigned to four categories, and the 
effect of error recovery was considered.

In many cases the authors cited the need for better data on human performance in 
event reporting. To this end, a human performance database was presented as an example of 
what is needed.

Note was made that some human errors during operational events are not yet modeled 
in PSAs.

More than one author dwelled on the role of management and organizational factors in 
human performance weaknesses associated with operational events.

Operational Response

Several papers discussed operational response as influenced by the man-machine 
interface. One suggestion was that a highly-qualified staff, with a strong sense of safety 
culture, can avoid safety-significant events. There was substantial support for a university 
degree for the SRO and Shift Supervisor.

One thought was that human factors efforts could reduce the significant event 
frequency.

Philosophical differences were manifest in the presentations by different countries, in 
the role allotted to operators following a design basis event. In some cases, no human action is 
required, or even desired, for time (on the order of 30 minutes) after a design basis event.
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Errors made in response to an operational event can be binned into categories, 
according to one author, and this can be a clue to further action, either by the owner or the 
regulator, toward reduction of such errors.

Modeling (ATHEANA)

The modeling code ATHEANA was applied to a representative PWR to test the ability to 
quantify human error. This process, when mature, may prove useful in performing human 
reliability analyses, with application to emergency operating procedures. Several papers 
discussed this prospect.

Other papers discussed computer codes for analyzing human errors.
There was a proposal to construct a decision tree for human reliability that considered a 
number of factors, including scenario difficulty, available time, crew knowledge, man-machine 
interface, crew integration, and procedure adequacy.

One viewpoint expressed was that there are common factors in serious accidents cut 
across industries, and that they are characteristic of people and technological systems.

Regulatory Practice

One interesting concept involved the used of a human factor correspondent to carry out 
and supervise human factors activities related to event analysis.

Two regulatory topics, Surveillance Test Interval and Allowed Outage Time, were 
studied in context of human error probability associated with these two parameters.

Simulation

The use of simulators in examinations of plant operators was a subject of discussion. 
Simulators as a research tool was discussed by the Halden Project.
In some studies involving simulation, the influence of organizational and procedural 
characteristics on team performance was observed.

Operator Aids

One paper discussed the use of a plant navigation system that is used to assist plant 
operators. Another paper analyzed the use of computer-based operator interfaces. There was 
also a paper on alarm systems, with prioritization, suppression, and classification of alarms.
The role and influence of a Safety Parameter Display System was presented.

Overall Summary

The 34 papers covered a broad range of topics and this specialists’ meeting attracted a 
spectrum of views from around the world. An excellent quotation is available from the keynote 
paper:

“It now seems evident that our industry can no longer afford not to carry on a process of
careful reflection, one which has doubtless never been done before to such a degree,
on the conditions of reliability of human activities, going to the heart of a subject:
'human nature and its functioning in work situations.

There was general agreement that the subject of human performance in operating
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events was a subject amenable to research, and that cooperation among the nations is 
desirable to that end.

Further, there was sentiment that a closer coupling to the PWG #5 is needed to assure 
that human factors assessment and human reliability techniques find their way into risk 
assessment
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In the field of Human-Machine Interface the IAEA has been concentrating 
mostly on human factors aspects of increased Nuclear Power Plant computerization 
and the impact of Operator Support Systems. Numerous documents have been 
published in recent years by the IAEA as a result of these efforts.

In the beginning of last year, the IAEA has gone through a reorganization 
process, creating a new department - the Department of Nuclear Safety. In splitting 
up the previous Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety into two departments, the 
IAEA has also underlined the importance of separating the role of nuclear energy 
promotion and nuclear safety assurance, in the same manner as it has been 
recommending to Member States.

Today, most regulators and operators have confidence in the safety level of 
their plants and the way safety issues are managed. Organizations, however, 
continue to look for good practices from others to further enhance the existing'safety 
level. This Meeting is another such opportunity for the exchange of our experiences 
and on behalf of our Director, I would like to wish you a successful meeting and 
enjoyable stay in Chattanooga.
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Remarks by Milorad Dusic of the IAEA

! am very pleased and honored to be able to address this gathering on behalf 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Mrs. Annick Carnino, Director of the 
Division of Nuclear Installation Safety has asked me to convey her strong support for 
this very important meeting. We would like to thank NRC and in particular Dr. D.
Ross for organizing and hosting this meeting.

The IAEA is devoting a considerable effort in promoting nuclear safety 
activities worldwide by means of:

developing non-binding safety standards,
facilitating for binding international legal agreements, and
offering international expert review and advisory services.

It is still recognized, of course, that the national authorities have full responsibility for 
nuclear safety and that nothing should be done in the international sphere to detract 
from that responsibility. It is also recognized, however, that some nuclear safety 
matters are of such direct international concern that they must be internationally 
regulated and that some others require certain minimum international standards, 
which cover essential points but leave detailed implementation to the national 
regulator.

To respond to this general recognition, the IAEA has developed and 
published in their Safety Series non-binding safety standards, guides and 
recommendations, most of which are currently under revision in order to bring them 
up to date. In parallel, it has also facilitated the development of binding international 
legal agreements, the most recent one being the Nuclear Safety Convention which 
entered into force last year. In addition, to facilitate better utilization and exchange of 
experience among nuclear plants and among regulators worldwide, Nuclear Safety 
Department is offering to Member States various safety services, all of which have 
one common objective, that is to review the various plant activities and benchmark 
them against the best world practices.

The IAEA activities in the field of Human Factors have been in the past 
directed mostly towards three areas: Safety Culture, Human Reliability Analysis for 
use in Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and Human-Machine Interface. Ever 
since the publication of INSAG-4 document on Safety Culture in 1991, the IAEA has 
been promoting this concept, mostly through ASCOT Seminars, which have been 
established in 1992 with that objective.

For a long time the Probabilistic Safety Assessment practitioners realized the 
need for proper human reliability data. As only adequate incorporation of human 
reliability analysis can give credibility to PSA, the IAEA has spent during the past four 
years considerable resources in coordinating research among institutions performing 
Probabilistic Safety Assessments in Member States.
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Monday, 13 October 1997 

13.00-18.00 Hotel Registration and Check-in 

18.00-20.00 Reception at Read Hotel, Silver Ballroom



Tuesday. 14 October 1997

7.30 Speakers' Breakfast; West Room

9.00-10.30 Opening Session. Continental Room 
Chairman: Denwood F. Ross

9.15-10.00 Denwood Ross - Opening Remarks on behalf of USNRC 
Lennart Carlsson - Opening Remarks on behalf of the NEA/OECD 
Milorad Dusic - Opening Remarks on behalf of the IAEA

10.00-10.30 Invited paper: Armand Colas, EDF: The Human Factor in the Nuclear 
Industry

10.30-11.00 Coffee Break

11.00-12.30 Session 1 - Continental Room 
Chairmen: Milorad Dusic and Stu Rubin

Operational Events

2. Gerard Duboc: Human Performance in Operational Events - Improve it?

3. Lennart Carlsson, NEA: Human Performance Research Strategies for Human 
Performance

4. Felicity Harrison, AECB: The Development of a Model of Control Room Operator 
Cognition

12.30-14.00 Lunch

14.00-15.30 Session 2 - Continental Room

Operational Response

5. Geneviève Baumont/F. Menage/F. Bigot, IPSN-CEN FAR: A Study of the Recovery from 
120 Events

6. Sok Chul Kim/Durk Hun Lee/Jong In Lee, KAERI and Hyun Jank Kim, Korea 
Electric Power Co. KNTC: Empirical Study of the Influence of Organizational and 
Procedural Characteristics on Team Performance in the Emergency Situation Using Plant 
Simulators

Chairmen: Lennart Carlsson and Richard Eckenrode
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7. Isabelle Schoenfeld, USNRC: Cognitive Skills and Nuclear Power Plant Operational 
Decision Making

15.30-16.00 Coffee Break
16.00-17.30 Session 3 - Continental Room

Chairmen: L. Carlsson and R. Eckenrode

PSA

8. Dae Wook Chung, KINS: A Sensitivity Study of Human Errors in Optimizing Surveillance 
Test Interval (STD and Allowed Outage Time (APT) of Standby Safety System

9. A. Bareith, Elod Hollo, Zoltan Karsa, VEIKI and S. Nagy, PAKS: Analysis of Paks Nuclear 
Power Plant Personnel Activity During Safety Related Event Seouences

10. Emmanuel Desmares/P. Le Bot/C. Bieder/F. Cara/J.L. Bonnet,EDF: MERMOS: An
EPF Project to Update the PHRA (Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessment) 
Methodology

17.30-17.40 Kenneth Raglin, USNRC
The NRC Technical Training Center, and the plan for the 
simulation demonstration on Wednesday morning.

Wednesday. 15 October

7.30 Speakers' Breakfast; West Room

8.30 Depart from hotel by bus to NRC Technical Training Center for
simulation displays

12.30 Return to hotel by bus

14.00-15.30 Session 4 - PARALLEL SESSION-Continental Room
Chairmen: W. Preischl and Larry Bell

ATHEANA

11. John Wreathall, The Wreath Wood Group and Ann Ramey Smith, USNRC: ATHEANA: 
A Technique for Human Error Analysis - An Overview of its Methodological Basis

12. Dennis C. Bley & John Wreathall, The Wreath Wood Group, S. E.Cooper, SAIC: 
Common Elements in Operational Events across Technologies
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13. John A. Forester, Sandia National Laboratories and Catherine M. Thompson,
USNRC: Results of a Nuclear Power Plant Application of a New Technique for Human 
Error Analysis (ATHEANA)

15.30-16.00 Coffee Break

16.00-17.30 Session 5 - PARALLEL SESSION- Continental Room
Chairmen: W. Preischl and Larry Bell

Regulatory Practice

14. Ann Ramey-Smith, Julius Persensky, Jack Rosenthal, USNRC: U.S. NRC Research and 
Analysis Activities Concerning Human Reliability Assessment and Human Performance 
Evaluation

15. Daniel Gagné, AECB: AECB/Canada: Introduction of Simulator-Based Examinations and 
its Effects on the Nuclear Industry

16. J. Pascal Lesot, DSIN, Yves Balloffet, DRIRE Rhône-Alpes-Lyon: Regulatory Monitoring 
of Human Performance in PWR Operation in France

14.00-15.30 Session 6 -PARALLEL SESSION-Chickamauga Room
Chairmen: Fred van Iddekinge and Kathy Halvey Gibson

Simulation

17. Jurgen Walther, Bavarian State Ministry/Hubert Sacher, TÜV Energy:
Human Performance in Bavarian Nuclear Power Plant as a Preventive Element

18. Eugene Trager, USNRC: Human Performance Event Database

19. Angelia Sebok and M. Kaarstad, OECD/Halden: Crew Situation Awareness. Diagnoses 
and Performance in Simulated Nuclear Power Plant Process Disturbances

15.30-16.00 Coffee Break

16.00-17.30 Session 7-PARALLEL SESSION-Chickamauga Room
Chairmen: Fred van Iddekinge and Kathy Halvey Gibson

Operator Aids

20. Tsumeo Nakagawa/Tomihiko Furuta/Ryuji Kubota and Kouji Ikeda, NUPEC:
Development of a Plant Navigation System
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21. Pedro Trueba, Tecnatom S. A.: Operation System Interfaces and Their Evolution in Time

22. Hyun Chul Lee, KAERI: Operator Performance Comparison of Two VDT-Based Alarm 
Systems

18.00 Leave hotel for banquet on Southern Belle riverboat

18.30 Board the Southern Belle

19.00 Boat departs

21.30 Boat returns. Bus service available for return to hotel.

Thursday. 16 October 1997

7.30 Speakers' Breakfast; West Room

8.30-10.00 Session 8 - Continental Room
Chairmen: Felicity Harrison and Len Reidinger

Operational Events

23. Kojima, I. Tanaka, O. Yamaguchi, Japan: Analysis of Human Errors in Japanese Nuclear 
Power Plant Usina J-HPES/JAESS

24. Jesse Arildsen, USNRC: Human Performance Issues Associated with the Use of Plant 
Procedures in Selected Operational Events

25. John Kauffman, Jack Rosenthal, USNRC: Some Recent Human Performance at U.S. 
Nuclear Poiwer Plants

10.00-10.30 Coffee Break

10.30-12.30 Session 9 - Continental Room
Chairmen: Felicity Harrison and Len Reidinger

Operational Events & Organizational Factors

26. David I. Gertman, Lockheed Martin-ldaho: Management and Organization Influences in 
PRA



27. David Desaulniers, USNRC Behaviors and Conditions that Challenge Teamwork:
An Assessment of Operating Events at U.S .Commercial Nuclear Power Plants

28. Vladilena Abramova, Obninsk Scientific Center: The Psychological Assessment in 
Operational Events

14.00-15.30 Session 10 - Continental Room
Chairmen: Genevieve Baumont and Jack Rosenthal

Organizational Factors

29. Gerard Duboc, EDF-NPE Gravelines: Human Factor on Gravelines Nuclear Power Plant

30. E. Strôbeck, Swedish State Power Board, J. Olausson and P. Van Gemst, ABB Atom AB: 
Control Room Tasks During Refueling in Ringhals 1 Nuclear Power Plant

31. Mike Blevins, TU Electric: Error Reduction in an Operating Environment

15.30-16.00 Coffee Break

16.00-18.00 Session 11 - Continental Room
Chairmen: Genevieve Baumont and Jack Rosenthal

Operational Response

32. Per Oivind Braarud, OECD: Complexity Rating of Abnormal Events and Operator 
Performance

33. Greg Galletti, USNRC: Human Factor Issues in Digital System Design and 
Implementation

34. Alan W. Rabe, Perry NPP: Human Performance at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant



Friday, 17 October 1997

Visit to Sequoyah NPP

8.30 Leave hotel by bus

12.30 Return from NPP to hotel



Index of Papers

1. The Human Factor in the Nuclear Industry
2. Human Performance in an Operational Event - How to improve It?
3. Human Performance Research Strategies for Human Performance
4. The Development of a Model of Control Room Operator Cognition
5. A Study of the Recovery from 120 Events
6. Empirical Study of the Influence of Organizational and Procedural Characteristics on 

Team Performance in the Emergency Situation Using Plant Simulators
7. Cognitive Skills and Nuclear Power Plant Operational Decision Making
8. A Sensitivity Study of Human Errors in Optimizing Surveillance Test Interval (STI) and

Allowed Outage Time (AOT) of Standby Safety System
9. Analysis of Paks Nuclear Power Plant Personnel Activity During Safety Related Event 

Sequences
10. MERMOS - An EDF Project to Update the PHRA (Probabilistic Human Reliability 

Assessment) Methodology
11. ATHEANA - A technique for Human Error Analysis - An Overview of Its Methodological 

Basis
12. Common Elements in Operational Events across Technologies
13. Results of a Nuclear Power Plant Application of a New Technique for Human Error 

Analysis (ATHEANA)
14. Human Reliability Assessment and Human Performance Evaluation
15. Introduction of Simulator-Based Examinations and its Effects on the Nuclear Industry
16. Regulatory Monitoring of Human Performance in PWR Operation in France
17. Human Performance in Bavarian Nuclear Power Plant as a Preventive Element
18. Human Performance Event Database
19. Crew Situation Awareness, Diagnoses and Performance in Simulated Nuclear Power 

Plant Process Disturbances
20. Development of a Plant Navigation System
21. Operation System Interfaces and Their Evolution in Time
22. Operator Performance Comparison of Two VDT-Based Alarm System
23. Analysis of Human Errors in Japanese Nuclear Power Plants Using J-HPES/JAESS
24. Human Performance Issues Associated with the Use of Plant Procedures in Selected 

Operational Events
25. Some Recent Human Performance at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants
26. Management and Organization Influences in PRA
27. Behavior and Conditions that Challenge Teamwork: An Assessment of Operating 

Events at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants

28. The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events
29. Human Factor on Gravelines Nuclear Power Plants
30. Control Room Tasks During Refueling in Ringhals 1 Nuclear Power Plant
31. Error Reduction in an Operating Environment
32. Complexity Rating of Abnormal Events and Operator Performance
33. Human Factor Issues in Digital System Design and Implementation
34. Human Performance at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant
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CHATTANOOGA CONFERENCE

THE HUMAN FACTOR IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

Armand COLAS
Human Factors Attaché 
Nuclear Operation Department

1 NEW PROBLEMATICS OF THE HUMAN FACTOR IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

From the very beginning, tie human factor has been linked to the dangers of the nuclear industry. There is 
no point in continuing the discussion of the danger associated with the operatiorf nuclear power plants. As 
other operators have done, EDF has amply covered the subject and has undertaken many aotis during the 
design, manufacture and assembly, pretesting, operation, maintenance, etc. phases of thesiestallations, witi 
the aim of making them as safe as is possible. It formed one of the first Human Ffesr teams in 1982. Major 
resources were brought to bear in the areas of man-machine interfaces, expeiriœe feedback, incidental and 
accidental procedures, and - more broadly - operating documentation and probabilistic risk assessment, 
including the human-factor. Training programs were begun in other related fields, with special care being 
taken in the areas of simulator training, quality assurance, etc. Significant gains were achieved. They are 
visible in reductons of malfunctions. As the first nuclear power stations were commissioned (1980-82), the 
level of significant incidents was between 13 and 20 per reactor year or even higher, with identification and 
declaration criteria which were less clearly set down than they are today. The numbef significant incidents 
per reactor per year has stabilized at around 7 sice the early 1990s. Compared to what existed at the start 
of the French nuclear program, safety regulations have become more stringent and the perception of the 
significance of the incident itself (detection and declaration) has increased considerably. Though it will not 
be easy, it has been estimated that progress should be able to be measured by a factor of about tteœr four 
in reduction of malfunctions and correlatively in situation control.

This analysis is based on a nuclear risk determined by relatively gèctive references, which delimit what are 
considered to be safe operating conditions for a reactor, that is, whose risks are measured and considered 
acceptable (a combination of frequency x seriousness drawn from probability studies). When an incident 
occurs, it is not always easy to compare it to the probability studies and to define whether or not it fits in 
among the calculated risks. In any case, any event of a certain level of seriousness, or which reveals 
"problematic" failings, becomes "preoccupying" in and of itself. Regarding this, there is a fairly general 
consensus between the Safety authority, EDF management, and the operating personnel concerning the 
necessity of reducing malfunctions, even if such situations generate guilt and attenuatioor defense reactions 
on the part of those involved. A fairly homogeneous culture has beeoonstituted. Yet there are still endless 
questions as to what is in fact "acceptable" and what is not.
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The situation becomes even more complicated when we add the question of what is acceptable to public 
opinion, the media, who echo the fears inherent in the nuclear industry. The notion of acceptability can n o 
longer refer exclusively to criteria for exposure dosages or risks considered to be such by experts. Certain 
limits are contested. What is "perceived" to be the operator's behavior counts at least as much as the 
"objective risk" of situations or events. There have been examples of this in France recently. They spea k 
eloquently about this problem. In thedebate, global, subjective judgment has influenced the question of the 
"acceptability or undesirability" of nuclear power by public opinion more than objective results and 
measurements have. Today, to a greater or lessedegree, that acceptability includes other data reported in 
some sections of the press such as: the quality of the work done by EDF's subcontractors, and theifig and 
working conditions of the people who work for those subcontractors. The debate becomes difficult withou t 
clear notions, understandable by all, of what constitutes safety.

2 MAJOR THREATS HANGING OVER THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

The nuclear industry can be challenged in various ways. Yet two major threats stand out:

♦ That of its being considered undesirable by public opinion, with the media, relayed by 
those in political power and those mandated by them.

♦ That of no longer being competitive in the European electricity market, which will
progressively open up.

In such a context another view of the human factor becomesriportant. It contributes greatly to "objectifying 
safety" via measurable criteria. It accounts for 100% of the subjeiste confidence which will be placed or not 
placed in theoperator. It will also contribute greatly to productivity and to competitivity of the manufactured 
product.

With the development of the European market, the future will require us to play the game on three courts at 
once, namely objective safety, tacit acceptance or undesirability of nuclear power by public opinion, and 
holding our own on a competitive market. In other words, we must work towards an "effective safety," founde 
on human performance. The poblem clearly becomes one of quality, economic optimization, performance, 
and excellence. That will certainly lead us to work towards good safety at the source, professionalism, 
method, quality assurance, safety culturepreparation and preliminary analysis of risk, implementation of an 
effective, in-depth defense through human actions (including inspection), these are the areas to be worked 
on in the future.
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3 MANAGING RELATIONS WITH THOSE AROUND US:
TRANSPARENCY AND THE CONTENT OF TRANSPARENCY

A recent article in a farly well-known magazine in France which has a reputation for scientific expertise and 
objectivity1 publicized the elementary malfunctions which are frequent occurrences in the life of a nuclear 
generating station, as they appear in the incident reports. The average reader, who knows little about the 
nuclear industry, sees that what goes on is the complete opposite of thœleal image of what he imagines the 
technobgy and the professionalism of this industry to be. But presenting that image is really transparency, 
since it only concerns deficiencies? EDF as others seem to have the reputation of being a good operator. 
That partial vision, which is taken to be a reflection of reality, only confuses the public and undermines its 
confidence in people who seem to be saying one thing and then saying the opposite. This raises the issue 
of another kind of tansparency, one that would not simply air all the incidents that the complexity of day-to- 
day human activity can give rise to.

The relationship with public opinionand the media lags behind the ongoing process of reflection all companœ 
have been engaged in internally (and till are) on the question of human beings' contribution to safety. That 
contribution is not always negative - putting machines at risk, weakening ganizations, bending safety rules, 
etc. - all the things that are bound to be emphasized by the kinds of incidents being analyzed. There is 
another side of the coin : participation in building safety, understanding of situations, the unavoidable 
“operational adaptation" in areas the rules do not cover, good habits and the real situations to which they 
apply, depending on the specificities of those situations.

In the current context,the obvious risk of this interplay among actors is that transparency will diminish, causip 
internal operations to close in upon themselves and operators not to call what they do into question, as a 
reaction to the other side's suspicions - in short, a dialectic from which the nuclear industry has nothing to 
gain. On the other hand, presenting the image of professionals who are in full control of what they do, 
continually reexamining thenselves, "obsessed" (in the positive sense of the word) with being careful about 
public health and environmental quality, builds credibility and atthsame time fosters reduction of objectively 
measured risk as well as the acceptability of the industry by the public. Thus safety and safety culture wil i 
probably have to take on a broader dimension. In other words, it is a matter of communication, but not 
exclusively of communication. In such a process, confidere will not suffer from the gap between the image 
that is sometimes presented and actual reality.

1 Sciences et Avenir (“Science and Future”), April 1997. 
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4 HUMAN FACTORS: WHAT DO THEY MEAN FOR THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY?

When the first nuclear power stations began operation, human factors were perceived as an unreliable 
element in the process, prone to mishandling of the carefully constructed arrangement of the installais and 
their operation. At least a decade later, with experience, that consciousness has evolved and the contributio 
of the human factor to building quality and safety is now recognized as essential. At EDF, that has been 
accompanied by a change in quality policy, expressed in the sentence: "involvement of players beyond 
application of the rules" (with full, respect for the rules, of course). The EPS.FHs have been adapted to the 
spirit of the times, seeking tointegrate error detection and corrective actions and situation management. Tlba 
idea is in line with the concept of "human reliability." For the last few years, the human factor has been 
presented as "the contribution people make to the company’s safety aftperformance." Content has evolved 
to include technico-economic factors, among others. In the future, should lie extended to include everything 
which can contribute to dealing with the threats we face and ensure the nuclear industry's success? This 
conference, perhaps, will answer that question.

5 EVOLUTION IN THE PERCEPTION OF HUMAN ERROR

What impressed itsef on everyone's minds was the disproportionate consequences of individual errors and 
faults which often could have been avoiéd in the operation of organizations. Chernobyl in 1986 and the air 
tragedy in Tenerife in 197? are terrible illustrations of that. The mind had difficulty making the leap from 6b 
simple, obvious facts to the integration of the complexity of the circumstances within which catastrophe 
scenarios are constructed. The contibutions of studies from civil and military aviation,3 SNCF French Rail,4 
the Paris transport authority RATP,5 and Electricité de France6 lead us to look at the contribution men and 
women make to safety in another light, through a few reference statistics that make it possible to put error, 
faults, and their consequences in perspective.

Laboratory exercises have shown for a long time that an individual who is asked to perform a simple but 
precise task on paper or on a computer will commit errors on about 40 in 100 operations depending on the 
complexity of what he or she is being asked to do and the conditions imposed. If that person is given the 
opportunity to detect (or to suspect) his errors and corredfiem, that rate drops to approximately one fault in 
100, one in 500, or even one in 1,000. Reviewincjhe work of others researchers, Reason showed long ago 
that an isolated individual performing an intellectual activity detects and corrects more th£0%  of his errors. 
The RATP studies show that a complex activity, carried out undequality assurance (not necessarily applied 
in a rigorous fashion), performed in a group, with questions and verifications among co-team members, 
produces between 2 and 5 significant faults in 100,000 operations (faults needing to be pointed out due to thei 
real or potential consequences in terms of experience feedback, but never having resulted in a serious 
incident).

2 The collision of two Boeing 747s on the ground due to a misunderstanding between the tower and a 
ground crew; 570 persons died.

3 Among others, that of René Amalberti, and more particularly his book La conduite de systèmes â 
risques (“Operating High-Risk Systems”), PUF, publisher (1996).

4 Study on missed signals, J.L. Nicolet, 1994

5 L a  quantification des métiers de la  sécurité â  la  RATP par le retour d ’expérience (Quantifying 
Safety Professions at RATP via Assessment of Experience), G. Churchill and M. Plages, reliability 
Symposium, June 1994

6 Probability studies for the EPS.FH, following observation of operating teams on simulators
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Observations in actual flight stow that experienced crews commit between 5 and 7 errors per hour and that 
97% of the resulting erroe or fault are detected and corrected. Out of the remaining 3%, approximately 1/3 
(1%) could contribute to a serious event, if the faults happen to be associated with others within a set of 
combinations that could trigger an accident scenario.

Given the way human reasoning and memory operate, given the approximations that exist in any organization 
given margins of freedom and the element of chance in the operation of a productiounit and the uncertainty 
of decisions and actions, there is a non-reducible rate of error. At that point, reliability is defined as "the 
probability of a mission's being accomplished accading to the expected criteria in a given set of conditions." 
That formulation implicitly contains a certain probability of failure. It is based on results and does not takëd 
account the number of errors that will becommitted, since the essential thing is that the faults resulting from 
them be corrected in time. This results in two major areas for action

♦ reducing the production of faults, while being aware that only a small number of them will be active 
immediately, and that a sightly larger number than that could be involved in a combination giving rise to 
à feared event. The fewer the latent faults, the lower the probability of serious consequences. Major 
accidents aie always caused by unknown defects, activated by a "final and fatal" error which "starts the 
domino effect" of the combination. Thus we must act so as to produce the fewest possible faults and 
errors. That is the purpose of preparation, risk analysis, rigor, and method while the activity is being 
carried out: reliability, professionalism, professional habits, etc.

♦ organizing a "hunt for latent defets." They are there like viruses in living tissue or in computer software, 
waiting for a favorable opportunity to act, preferably in orga'aed commando groups, but also sometimes 
alone. Not eradicating the defects noted would be a failure in terms of the reliability esptations of those 
who are observing us. It would also be nonsensical in the light ofsrfety culture. Spontaneous discovery 
is certainly not effective enough. The campaign against defects has to be organized s$fflnatically: self
inspection, group work with cross-checking (a typical prescribed mode of operatiofor flight crews), formë 
independent infections, etc. Reliability can progress greatly if all available means of detecting defects 
are use, particularly before commissioning or recommissioning of installations.

The situation is quite different when an error has immedte consequences and when the consequences are 
deferred. The control-room operator who pens a power-transmission breaker instead of opening a backup 
cooling valve to a storage tank immediately sees the consequences of his action. A mechanic working o n 
removing a valve can take the time to makead hoc checks during reassembly and make tests once the devie 
is ready to be put back into service. The danger distance (from an undesirable event) is more or less great 
in each case. During preparation of activities, risk analysis rarelyansiders risk of errors and the imminence 
of their consequences. Humanreliability is ultimately a question of competence and experience. Everyone 
knows that very experienced personnel can be involved in critical events. Mobilization of attention is an 
indispensable and determining complement to the skills that make up the basic foundation. It is beyond 
human capability to be constantly attentive. Channeling of attention to areas of risk will play a major role in 
determining what separates the real professionals from the others in the future.
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3 CONCLUSION

We are now at the heart of safety culture and professionalism. This brief evocatiodoes not presume to have 
covered any subject in depth or performed a finished futurologicadnalysis. It has been simply an attempt to 
underline a few themes for further work toward continuing to improve the reliability of nisdr operations. We 
have done extensive work on man/machine interfaces, on error protection systems, on corapative reliability 
of automatons and humans, on operational documentation, on operator aids, on quality assurance, on 
personnel education and training (including on simulators), on development of inspections and tests, etc. 
These different work areas are fairly well stakeabut, but are far from being fully developed. In recent years, 
safety culture, professionalism, and the pursuit of excellence have made leaps forward. The problem has 
taken on another dimension with the direct involvement of managers. Thsubject is far from being elucidate 
in terms of looking for a "prudent and rigorous approach," an "interrogative attitude," and "excellence in 
professionalism." It now seems evident that our industry can no longer afford not to carry on a process of 
careful reflection, one which has doubtless never been done before to such a degree, on the conditions o f 
reliability of human activities, going to the heart of a subject: "human nature and its functioning in work 
situations." While we are hard at work trying to improve operations from inside the company, the attitude of 
those around us towards living with the nuclear industry is evolving. We must not ignore them. They have 
the power to stop us and their judgment is not based exclusively on objective criteria of danger. What is at 
stake is the cohabitation of activities like ours with our society’s cultural aspirations. We must togi ourselves 
up to that level. The path will be long. The contributions^ companies, the experiments that have been donp 
the processes of reflection that are being carried on, the concerns that exist and that will be exfsæed during 
this meeting, will all help to define the progress that has alre^dbeen made and put us in a better position to 
see what remains to be done.
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EDF/DEPT CHATTANOOGA, October 1997
Nuclear Operations Department 
Armand COLAS 
Human Factors Attaché

COMMITMENTS OF THE FRENCH NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAM CONCERNING HUMAN 

FACTORS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE SUBJECT WITH THE SAFETY AUTHORITY

1 ORIGIN OF THE DISCUSSIONS WITH THE SAFETY AUTHORITY

Since early 1995, a member of the Nuclear Installation Safety Directorate (DSIN)1 has been designated to 
concentrate on Human Factors issues, and requested meetings with the Nuclear Operations Department 
(EPN)2. Several meetings were held on this topic in 1995.The various spheres of action in the field of Huma 
Factors at EDF, at EPN, Installations Management, and Research anSevelopment, were reviewed. In late 
November, 1995, DSIN sent a letter to EPN, detailing the results of its ætysis and its requirements. In mid- 
June, 1996, EPN responded, detailing its own analysis and its policies. In late 1996, each site commuated 
its positions, its intentions, its action programs, and its commitments to the safety Authority.

2 EPN'S IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

In setting the broad outlinesof its commitments, EPN used as a basis the analysis it made of its experience 
since the startup of the French nuclear industry in the late 1970s.

In particular, it details its evaluations of human reliability, based on statisticdfeta gathered in the field, which 
put actual operating fault rates(which are in the order of 1 fault per 10,000 to 100,000 operations) in a relafev 
context. It points out that Human Factors represent an ongoing added value for safety, throughanagement 
of situations but also through necessary complementing and adapting ctfafety instructions and specifications 
Thus "lack of human reliability" must be placed in a relative context, and false ideas of the situation must 
sometimes be corrected.

However, EPN notes that the companyas a whole (directors, safety specialists, Human Factors specialists, 
managers in the field, and operating personnel themselves) is convinced that there remains a margin for 
significant improvement, and that that improvement isfundamentally hoped for and expected, including by fe 
operating personnel, who are the first to suffer from shortcomings in the area of situation control.

1 Direction de la  Sûreté des Installations Nucléaires

2 Exploitation du Parc Nucléaire



Looking at its own experience in retrospect, EPN notes that until now, like most other high-risk industries, it 
has essentially used the kinds of measures known as "external to the individuals1’1: organization, rules, 
instructions, quality assurance, pocedures, man-machine interfaces; whereas most weaknesses remaining 
today are in the areas of personal or group working methods and precautions.

• preparation before acting, so that each person acquires a clear vision of what he is about to 
do: risks involved, difficulties, pre-planned countermeasures, etc.,

• performing tasks properly during the operating phase: keep informed, channel efe attention, cross 
checking parameters, practice self-checking, use independent inspection, etc.,

• leaving a clear situation after acting: informing, reporting, proper demobilizati and cleanup of work 
areas, establishing traceability of operations,

• taking responsibility for the activity as a whole, for management of interferences and interactioiroth 
other players, coordinating, informing others, practicing secure information exchange, etc.,

understanding and applying safety regulations better (General Operating Procedures, Operations 
Technical Specifications),

• participating actively in detecting and correcting non-quality; being a dynamic player in this area,

• knowing one's own vulnerabilities, especially concerning recourse to memory, working out 
diagnostics, attention channeling, task organizing (task difficulties in parallel), false certainties, etc.

The principal measures that have been used up till now have virtually no impact on these weaknesses. 
Therefore other forms of action must be invented, ones that act "from the insidë.ôf the individual by bringing 
him or her to rethink certain fundamental work practices. We must make use of questioning and 
reexamination of personnel, working in groups so that each person becomesware of what needs to be donç 
so that each person feels concerned and so that a climate of change takes hold. Changes must lead to 
greater personal in/olvement on the part of personnel, accompanied by the will to make an active and solid 
contribution, one that s well constructed and prudent, in which risks have been accurately assessed. Such 
an approach is perfectly in line with the spirit of INSAG4 and the search for excellence in professionalism, 
following INPO's more specific approach. We will come back to the types of actions which correspdto that 
orientation.

Since the weaknesses to be dealt with are essentially of this type, we have made it the fundamental thrus t 
of our policy. EPN wishes to emphasize that with such anapproach, it is not possible to make progress swifjl 
and in all areas. Typically, the actions to bestken are in-depth and of medium or long duration. EPN points 
out that with this kind of approach, one has to resist taking too many actions justrfihe sake of acting, which 
will only confuse the work being done and limit its effectiveness. On the other hand, clear evidence makes 
us accept the fact that if a given event brings to light problems which cabe corrected swiftly and with a high 
probability of success. However, such specific actions must be pertinent and limited. EPN wishes to make 
a point of resisting the obligation of undertaking an exhaustive plan of action to correct all human causesæft 
each incident.

1 Comparable to “extrinsic or exogenous” in F. Herzberg’s sense, speaking of motivation.

2 Comparable to “intrinsic or endogenous” in F. Herzberg’s sense, speaking of motivation



3 FUNDAMENTAL ORIENTATIONS OF NUCLEAR OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

EPN has set three fundamental orientations for its HF policy

3.1 Personnel skills

In a way this is the sine qua non. Skills are necessary, everf they are not sufficient in themselves. Indeed, 
significant incidents rarely prove to be caused by a lack of personnel competence. On the other hand, it is 
well known that a failure of competence is very dficult to compensate for with procedures or work methods. 
EDF feels that for a long time, it associated competence with the training provided at its training centers. A 
major redeployment effort is underway, backed up by qualified personnel, facilities, and equipment at each 
site. The policy of centralizing simulatorsjntended to simplify management, is also being reviewed so as to 
provide better balance. Greater attention is being paid to evaluation of actual, acquired skills by direct and 
indirect management. All of these measures have been grouped together under the name "Local skill 
developmentsystems". Each site must establish its own project in that spirit. The Directorate and the Suppbr 
departments at company headquarters are monitoring how the situation develops.

3.2 Consideration of interface ergonomics and quality of operating documents

Ergonomics, classically, is a domài which can have significant influence on personnel performance and on 
"lapses and foul-ups'". EPN has shown figures on failures attributable to ergonomic problems, and notes tha 
this type of cause is not often the origin of incidents (4 to 7%). The analysis shows theicent improvements 
in signaling faults lose their effectivenes through habituation of personnel. Avenues for progress, then, are 
to be found in areas like automatism of actions, behaviors, and personal work methods. This aspect is 
included in the themes to be developed in operating teams.

EPN keeps a watchful eye on ergonomic problems. It is strengthening its actions for new installations 
(computerized control rooms, new software applications, etc.), but has announced thatviiill not commit itself 
to major work on existing installations. Each case will be studied, balancingossible advantages against the 
risks inherent in modifications (technical defects, detraining, retraining, etc.).

EPN recalled the measures that were taken in France at the national level to guarantee the quality of the 
documentation in use throughout the entire installed base. Each site detailed what it will do to apply the 
nationwide principles and the measures it will take in areas in which it has specific responsibility.

1 As J. Reason sees it, that is, faults in performing tasks when the intention was correct, but 
automation of gestures has malfunctioned.



3.3 Actions for development of the HF Experience Feedback, involvementof operators, and group
self-diagnosis

These actions më<e up the essential part of EPN's Human Factors Policy. They have been tested at a few 
pilot sites, on projects decided upon and prepared by the sites, often in collaboration with the National HF 
team. There are several different approaches, but they all have characteristics corresponding to the follo'gin 
principles:

♦ The work consists of an introspective analysis of practices and modes of functioning of operating wor k 
groups.

♦ The work is done with the participation of the line of command that is able to resolve the problems tha t 
present themselves. Generally, that is the direct management of the team most concerned.

♦ Basic personnel are called upon to participate in seeking out weaknesses (and also strong points to be 
maintained or reinforced), to chose the most appropriate solutions, and to take charge of implementing 
those which are in their areas of responsibility.

♦ The solutions include measures involving the line of command, which commits itself to plying them, but 
also (and necessarily) mæsures involving each person in a team, which lead to changes in practices or 
work methods (behaviors), to which operating personnel commit themselves personally,

♦ The actions are followed, to the extent necessary, by a further work session to take stock, to give new 
impetus, or to reorient actions.

♦ These efforts are part of a continuous and sustained practice; though modalities may change to adap t 
to changes in the situation. The objective is to create a climate of ongoing reexamination to pinpoint 
malfunctions to be corrected, good practices to be developed, sources of progress to develop, and 
progress made within the team (safety, performance, and job satisfaction). Such a process requires 
periodic work sessions and continuity of action between sessions.

The different sources of failures identified at the team, site, or national levels all constitute subjects to be 
retained for improvement action. Priorities can be defined at the level of EPN's Management, site 
Management, or Department Management. Each team integrates these priorities, but musâlso define its own 
in terms of its specific characteristics and the situations it encounters.

4 HF SPECIALIST RESOURCES AND THE HF NETWORK

All sites have now designated "Human Factors correspondents". These are individuals responsible for 
undertaking or supervising Human Factors aspects involvedh incidents, to make syntheses of the analyses 
pointing up the categories of failures specific to theite, to determine the areas for priority action for the site, 
to provide competent collaboration with Management and witlthe line of command in carrying out programs 
or actions, to take part in them if that is called for, to provideoflow-up and evaluation, and to provide the site 
with competence in all Human Factors areas.
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The national Human Factors teamis made up of seven persons of varying training, origins, and backgrounds
Its mission is essentially:

* to consolidate and study in depth information from analyses of Human Factors causes from the sites 
around the country,

* to promote HF actions which are part of EPN policy and to publicize the experiments conducted at the 
various sites,

* to conduct studies of subjects where progress can be made,
* to lend assistance to the sites in the forrrof skills and resources (and in particular to the Human Factors 

correspondents at each site),
* more broadly, to develop skills in the entire industry in the area of Human Factors (through training, for 

example).

In order to facilitate exchanges of experience, which is very important in this area, and to maintain
favorable dynamics, all the Human Factors specialists are part of a Network led by the members of the
national HF team.

This HF policy sets the spirit and the orientation for actions.The sites apply them according to the specificitie 
of their situations. The approaches adopted by two sites will be presented at this meeting. Gravelines has 
already described its program. We will now learn about Saint-Laurent's. The site had planned to make its 
own presentation, but at the last minute they were unable to dso. I will make it for them, using the text and 
materials they had prepared.
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AN OPERATIONAL EVENT - HOW TO IMPROVE IT ?

AN INITIATIVE IN A FRENCH NPP

Contributed by M. MESLIN to the Chattanooga Conference

IMPLEMENTATION AT AN EPF NUCLEAR POWER STATION

Like all EDF’s other nuclear power stations, Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux has been developing a 
major work program in the area of Human Factors for several years now. The program has been 
presented to and discussed with the French nuclear safety authority.

The program is founded on a conviction on the part of the station’s management that the 
progress that is possible and necessary on the level of station operation is essentially related to individual 
and group work methods and also to the conditions under which work is carried out.

That is why all the actions undertaken at the station in the Human Factors area are based on a 
clearly-expressed policy.

ELEMENTS OF HUMAN FACTORS POLICY

The quality finally produced by an operator's performance of a technical task (using “operator” 
in the broad sense: the person performing an action) does not depend on him or her, but on the entire set 
of technical and organizational constraints which accompany it. For this reason, the station’s Human 
Factors approach is intended to be an essentially comprehensive one, in the basic sense of that term; that 
is, its aim is to include all available data in its analyses in explaining a situation or an event.

Human Factors activities are focused on improving the overall quality of work, and not on 
seeking out errors and failings. Thus, prudence skills and job skills are sought out and valorized in the 
same way as failure recovery and situation optimization actions.

Quality and performance require cooperation among individuals in the same department or in 
different departments. This implies tolerating differences and developing complementarities, identifying 
shared goals and getting people to commit themselves to attaining them, and finally recognizing each 
person’s contribution, in his or her area, to success.

Performance must be the result not of technological activity alone, but also of cohesion of the 
social fabric. Mobilizing people requires that within working teams there be collective deliberations on 
methods, on difficulties encountered, on organization, etc., agreements and arbitration conducted in 
complete transparency, and delegation of responsibilities at the appropriate level accompanied by regular 
reporting.
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THE INTERNAL HUMAN FACTORS NETWORK

For the principles described above to be instilled in managers of operational departments and
disseminated through all the activities at a site, it is necessary to build a transverse organization led by a
member of the site Management and including full-time specialists and part-time correspondents in the 
departments.

The existence of this network and its transverse nature make interdepartmental sharing of 
organizational and management problems possible.

The presence of the correspondent must result in the development of discussion areas in the 
department, where each job type can express itself, analyze events and day-to-day procedures, etc.

The correspondent also has a role to fulfill towards the management, helping it to bring itself 
down to field level and understand human contributions both on the individual and group levels.

Concretely, the correspondent participates:

- in analysis of events within his department, but also, if called for, in other departments, so as to avoid
reticence of personnel involved towards superiors. In this way, he can promote assessment of
feedback concerning Human Factors,

- in transmitting problems he or personnel in his department identify,

- in dissemination of safety/quality culture,

- in conducting organizational change, to the extent that he has received the appropriate training,

- in developing solutions or progress paths.

The correspondent regularly brings up Human Factors issues during management team 
meetings in his department.

STUDIES AND INITIATIVES FOR IMPROVING QUALITY OF OPERATION 

General

The activities of the Human Factors organization are negotiated and described each'year in a 
mission contract signed with the director of the site.

Some of these activities are permanent in nature, such as assistance to management, 
provided essentially by the human resources representative.

Others are on a case-by-case basis, such as the interventions requested by management in 
support of a specific program or event (organizational change, managerial difficulties, etc.).

Some projects take place in a time frame of several years and are part of the policy 
orientations described in this memorandum. Two of them are presented below:
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Analysis and valorization of human reliability in reactor operation activities

At the initiative of the site's Management, a research and training-action project on valorization 
of the activity and working methods of reactor operating teams was set up by the Human Factors 
organization in collaboration with a team of ergonomists. The working methods analysis and the training 
project have three major orientations:

- Understanding how the various teams players structure their day-to-day work and the skills they bring 
to bear in specific situations to avoid and/or compensate for sources of error, resulting in quality reactor 
operation.

- Assess the number of operating tasks and situations which tend to enter into potential failure 
situations, in order to put the importance of situations not compensated for by team members into 
perspective. This will be achieved by quantifying a certain number of parameters of human reliability, 
such as elementary error rates, compensation levels, and performance-influencing Factors.

- Describing the reality of operating situations in a common, shared manner (for players both within and 
external to shift teams) so as to make objective judgment of violations and their consequences 
possible.

The project is made up of three phases:

- Identification of characteristic operating situations for the installation and the players involved by the 
ergonomics team and the site’s Human Factors consultant,

- Analysis of the activity of the operating teams in order to determine Factors and contexts to be 
considered during the third phase,

- Implementation of a training-action program with volunteer from different operating teams and job 
categories. This phase, the most important, makes the participants into observers and analysts of their 
own individual and group behaviors. This process of reflection, which can be compared to a self- 
diagnosis, must lead to effective changes in working methods and technical and/or organizational 
improvement of work situations.

To deal with the quantitative aspect of human contribution to technical performance, 
researchers specializing in predicitive evaluation of human reliability will join the team. Based on the 
experience they have acquired during simulator enactment of situations, they decide which activities and 
parameters are pertinent for observation and evaluation.

What is clearly being sought here is a set of reference points to be used in placing human error 
in a relative context and valorizing situations involving human compensation and optimization. The 
resulting figures can also be used to follow up the effectiveness of the improvement actions adopted in the 
framework of the training-action program.
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Perception and appropriation of quality in the departments

Based on various diagnoses having to do with implementation of quality assurance in the 
departments, the station’s Management has decided to develop the skills of personnel at the site in this 
area.

In order to reflect on the problem before reflecting on solutions, this project began by taking 
stock of the existing situation and studying the needs of the operating departments.

The study, conducted in collaboration with an ergonomics consultant among 50 hierarchical 
personnel in operational departments (Maintenance, etc.) was concerned with:

- perceptions of quality assurance in the departments,
- difficulties of implementation,
- current and planned actions for developing skills in this area.

The results of this study confirm, notably, the following points:

- the necessity of giving Quality Assurance new direction by re-situating it in the context of personnel job 
categories,

- the overriding importance of involving personnels in implementing quality assurance,

- the limited effectiveness of training actions which are not relayed in the day-to-day environment.

These results have lead Management to begin by emphasizing a strategy based on specific, 
targeted projects of the “training-action” type, constructed around concrete problems using a quality 
approach (as in the project presented above) and involving specially formed working groups.

That choice is reinforced by the encouraging results achieved using a similar approach in the 
logistics and maintenance resources department for radioactive waste processing.

This type of action, which requires strong involvement of management and the support of 
outside experts (training, quality, etc.), allows the different departments to fully exercise their responsibility 
and control over management of their skills in this area by:

- defining objectives to be achieved by these actions,
- choosing and overseeing the work of contractors and subcontractors,
- integrating these actions into an overall department dynamic for the development of quality assurance

skills.

CONCLUSION

All of the actions and initiatives described here have been launched and are continuing 
according to schedule. In an area like this, where appropriation of issues and concepts is difficult and 
where personnel commitment is necessary, much time and energy must be invested in the preparation 
and accompaniment of projects. The first concrete results of the reactor operating program are expected 
in mid-1998.

But a few encouraging points may be noted today: the Human Factors network is operating 
and is rapidly extending its influence, and more and more operating personnel wish to become involved in 
the project. Human Factors are beginning to be a part of the site’s culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At its December 1996 meeting, the CSNI endorsed the SESAR/CAF report on 'Nuclear Safety 
Research in OECD Countries: Capabilities and Facilities and requested that the Principal Working 
Groups (PWGs) review existing co-operative programmes and develop specifications for programmes 
which address the identified needs.

Within the CSNI structure both PWG1 and PWG5 pursue complementary tasks related to human 
reliability and the Halden Project provides very valuable data and knowledge.

The Secretariat in discussions with the Chairmen of the PWGs proposed that a senior expert 
group meets to discuss possible strategies in the area of Human Performance over the next coming years. 
The specific objectives for such a meeting should be:

to exchange information on existing plans and strategies by different Member countries
to determine relevant issues and realistic medium/long-term targets and expectations for their 

resolution, and
to determine, in general sense, possible research programmes, their priority and their likelihood 

for success.

The present document reflects basic proposals derived from the discussions and results by the 
expert group on Human Performance. It further represents short and long term proposals to the CSNI as 
strategic planning in this area. The plans presented are built upon past and continued co-operation 
between the working groups. The future programme of work requires co-ordination and shared or joint 
undertakings by both PWG1 and PWG5

2. STRATEGY OF RESEARCH AND PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER WORK

Member countries continue to have a high interest in understanding human behaviours not only 
as individuals but also as groups, in co-operation o f groups and in the decision-making process. The 
characteristics o f human behaviour are more or less common. These behaviours highly depend on the 
context of the situation or the context o f their activities. The shaping factors which influence their 
performances have to be well understood. Particular interest can be found for human behaviour during 
the gathering information or assessment process activities, in risky situations or activities, in stressful 
conditions or in plant disturbance situations. Understanding this could be helpful to enable better mastery 
of error mechanisms in such situations and to improve or develop cognitive models for PSA. The data 
collection for such area should come from event analysis, observation of specific works, interview with 
operators, following methodologies which have to be defined. The programme to complete the research 
in these areas could be discussed with experts in a workshops or specialists’ meetings. Examples of 
research included in existing plans of member countries are summarised in Annex. Additionally, research 
carried out also in other cora like Halden or other joint undertakings internationally. The paragraphs 
below summarise the discussions on a number of issues developed by the expert group and proposals for 
co-ordinated joint efforts between PWG1 and PWG5.



A. Cognitive models and Errors of Commission

Efforts should continue to collect data to support studies of cognitive models, errors of 
commission, and application of selected portions of these models for treatment of innovative recovery 
actions. The present task under PWG1 on the International Common Cause Failure Data Exchange 
(ICDE) might serve as a model for the collection and dissemination o f data associated with cognitive 
errors. As part of development of this effort, the need for and use of additional simulator experiments 
should be considered. Cognitive models under development in member countries should be tested 
against this database. This effort once developed should establish models suitable for use in PSAs. A 
Task group should develop format, procedures and initiate actions in order to make progress.

B. Organisational Practices

Several programmes exploring the influence of organisational practices have recently been 
initiated in Member countries. While these research programmes are still in their formative phases, there 
is a need for a small workshop with the objective to producing a State of the Art Report. The synergism 
leading researchers from Member countries gathering together may greatly increase the likelihood of 
success of programmes newly underway or being contemplated. Such a workshop and resulting SOAR 
should consider all aspects of organisational performance, including a section of practices with 
maintenance in this workshop.

C. Validation of Existing Techniques for Human Reliability Analysis

Existing methods for skill and rule based human reliability analysis have several common traits. 
Member countries should continue to validate these methods against operating experience. The use of 
simulator data should also be of use in this regard. Such verification and validation should lead to a 
reduction of uncertainty both in human reliability analyses as well as in the overall PSA results.

D. Control Room Design and Man-Machine Interactions

Member countries are either considering new control room designs or are evaluating hybrid 
control rooms as digital equipment replace analogue equipment which has aged. Thus, there is a need to 
develop methods to assess, compare and optimise the man-machine interface associated with new or 
hybrid control rooms and give careful consideration of long term effects. Further, criteria is needed for 
evaluating the adequacy o f the safety design of new or hybrid control rooms. Such effort should remain 
cognisant of the significant work in this regard being conducted at the OECD Halden Reactor Project.and 
other simulator experiments. A workshop should be organised to generate contribution to a state of the 
art report including the aspects o f balancing automation and human interaction.

E. Use of Simulators

Simulators provide a unique capability for training operators to respond to infrequent or rare 
events. This is particularly true when training involves the response to accidents. If simulators of high
fidelity are available, they can provide data, both quantitative and qualitative, which can be used to



develop models useful in developing models of human performance, both individual and as a group, for 
use in PSA models, particularly those involving actions taken outside normal operating procedures. 
Model development is also needed. This will, of necessity, include some definition of the degree of 
fidelity needed for the simulator in its specific application.

F. Improvements o f Methods for Evaluation of Operating Experience

Operating experience is crucial for research in the Human Performance area. There is a need to 
check models with real outcome. The database needs further improvement. PWG1 and ETF have 
strengthened the possibility in 1RS to collect experience with Human Factor events. IAEA’s co-operated 
research programmes should be checked so that further activities in this area will avoid duplication.
NEA should only cover those areas not addressed in the programme by IAEA.

G. Safety Culture

The group discussions noted this was an extremely important issue, adding it is a topic that has 
been mainly dealt with by IAEA, through various guides and other documents. It was noted that some 
work has been done at NEA, through the CNRA Working Group on Inspection Practices. This has 
primarily involved looking at regulatory evaluation of safety performance o f licensees and not directly at 
human factor aspects. Further work should be directed towards the development of positive indicators 
for safe organisations. However, before any work starts within NEA, careful co-ordination should be 
maintained with the IAEA, (as it was understood the IAEA is giving some priority to this area in the near 
future). This does not exclude the NEA from performing work on the use o f performance indicators of 
more technical nature.

H. Operator Aids

The use of computer based operator aids is rapidly increasing and is an evolving area in many 
Member countries. The PWG1/ETF should perform a brief survey from the Member countries and the 
Halden and other projects on evaluation of the effects on operators with the developed aids.

I. Shutdown

The context for operation in low power and shutdown mode is different from power operation. 
This has been observed as a concern and should initiate further activities. PWG5 should take the lead to 
make an evaluation based on reports in progress from the currently established task. Further reflection is 
needed to evaluate the future activities.

J. Decommissioning

Group discussion showed a somewhat altered view of how to define decommissioning in respect 
to human performance factors. What is valid in many Member countries is the concern which 
precipitates from the announcement (or even the potential news broadcast) o f a plant shutdown to the 
time decommissioning begins. It was noted that resources play a key role during this period as well as 
staff changes (e.g., loss o f experienced staff, loss o f motivation, etc.). The Groups propose NEA to
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convene an information exchange meeting with interested Member countries in order to discuss areas of 
concern in this respect and identify possible areas that merit further research and their priorities. This 
could be a joint undertaking with the CNRÀ Working Group on Inspection Practices.
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3. REMARKS

Based on the various issues reviewed and the subsequent discussions it is quite evident that several o f the 
issues are a higher priority than others. Further work by the PWGs on: Cognitive models and 
Errors of Commission, workshops and accompanying SOARs on Organisational practices as well 
as Man-machine interactions. Additionally, the NEA should give some priorities to the area of 
shutdown and decommissioning. Co-ordinated actions are proposed for these issues.

A major point brought forward is that continued co-operation and co-ordination between PWG1 and
PWG5 of tasks in all o f these issues is vital. Going even further, the group noted that it is essential 
that future work in many o f these areas be operated as joint undertakings between the two groups.

It was determined that while the programme set out in this report provides strategic planning on the
issues o f human performance over the long term, in order for any plan such as this to be successful 
it is necessary that there be good co-ordination with other international organisations as well as 
individual national programmes in conducting future research.

Equally important to co-ordinating with other organisations is the overall importance that licensee and 
industry involvement can provide in human performance factors. This can and needs to be 
extended not only within the nuclear industry but to other industries in which similar problems 
exist. The need to develop better data is a key ingredient in this mix. This can also be reached by 
promoting human factor training to a large amount of specialists (experience feedback).
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ANNEX

1. STRATEGY OF RESEARCH WITHIN SESAR PRIORITY NEEDS

Human cognition - How and why human errors occurs : Human error analysis, human
performance modelling

Germany 1. Common characteristics of human behaviour
2. Better understanding o f performance shaping factors for different areas o f 

human actions
3. Better understanding of cognitive aspects o f human behaviour of individual, 

group and co-operation.
4. Influence of communication on human errors
5. Functional analysis and qualification demands in EPR

Canada Development of a model of operator cognition (normal operation)

Finland Integrated analysis method of accident sequences

Spain Elaboration of a human error taxonomy for risk analysis

Switzerland 1. Calibration of the analysis of human actions, treatment and analysis of errors of 
commission

2. Characterisation of actions and organisational factors,
3. Development of methods to identify diagnosis and cognitive errors,
4. In long term, development of a dynamic approach based on a dynamic 

operator-plant model

Czech Republic Human reliability analysis in frame of PSA :
- quantification of probabilities for human errors, performance shaping factors studies
-  analysis of human factors contribution to the risk

Hungary 1. Improvement in HRA models with use of data from varied sources, with 
integration of human behaviour and human factors concepts into quantitative HRA and 
with better link between analysis of reported events and HRA

2. Use feedback from ergonomic studies and HRA in the range of plant 
modification

France 1. Dependencies and pre-initiator conditions studies
2. Recovery studies,
3. Human factor in fire conditions

Japan 1. Investigation of characteristics of cognitive behaviour and to develop model for 
it including error modelling.
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UK Safety attitude survey, stress and performance study, fault finding Expertise training 
and aiding for novel and challenging events, detection of latent failure, Nature of 
violation

USA Conduct operating event analysis and database maintenance to support human 
performance evaluation and human reliability analysis, develop and update an 
integrated model of human performance and human reliability

Human interaction and decision making under emergency conditions
France Human factors or organisational aspects in accident management conditions

Finland Diagnostic and decision making in control room during plant disturbance

Evaluation of new computer based control rooms and surveillance & job aids

Control room and surveillance

Canada Review o f annunciation systems world-wide (state of art)

Germany 1 Development of methods and tools for assessment
2 Comparison and optimisation of classical, hybrid and computer based control 

room
3. Functional analysis and qualification demands in EPR
4. Role of participative ergonomics in control room design
5. Balance between automatics systems and human
6. Problem of interaction between human and automatic systems

France Problem of interaction between human and automatic systems

Sweden Modernisation o f instrumentation and control systems including control room function 
( maintenance of software, risk analysis of modification in software, organisational 
factors)

UK Alarm reduction technique studies

USA 1. Studies and development o f a review guidance on the effects of introducing 
advanced systems into existing control rooms (Hybrid control rooms),

2. Advanced alarm system characteristics and their effects on human performance 
and develop review guidance



Japan ]. Advance research on man machine interface
2. Investigation o f methodologies for supporting human intellectual activities in 

nuclear installation under unanticipated conditions
3. Development o f methodologies for human reliability analysis and develop 

human factor database including human error probability data

Spain 1. Advanced Boiling water reactor and AP-600 Human system interface design 
implementation plans studies

2. Control room design review design development, verification and validation of 
a computerised alarm systems for GE

3. Generation of a Guideline to evaluate Computerised Operator Support Systems,
4. Evaluation of the Safety Parameter Display System of a Spanish Nuclear Power 

Plant and MMI guideline including Human factors criteria
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Support tool

Germany 1. Development of advanced analytical tools to increase reliability of computer 
based systems and to license computer based systems

2. Further development of computer based operator systems for information, 
diagnosis, analysis of events, prognosis of events sequences, training

3. Optimisation of procedures and organisational aspect in particular for accident 
management

UK 1. Inclusion of human factors in design methodologies for major software 
projects,

2. Evaluation of the suitability of a nominated computer based display system for 
operating procedure management displays,

3. Developing discriminable and task relevant colour set for computer based 
displays

France Computerised procedure studies

Shutdown and low-power conditions: Training and support tools
Hungary Shutdown and low power conditions : training and support tools 

human reliability analysis for shutdown conditions

Czech republics Shutdown PSA studies

Finland Maintenance analysis and decision support:
- human and organisational factors in non destructive testing
- human errors in relation to maintenance activities
- human reliability for shutdown conditions
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Management and organisational performance - Total safety management and safety culture
Sweden 1. Nordic research programme for integrated safety analysis

2. Economy/safety Methods for the evaluation of organisation. Evaluation and 
modelization of organisation and management influence on safety

Czech Republic Comparison of PSA for different types of installation ; research, plant, chemistry

Hungary Development of methods that better meet the need of analysing event data for the 
purpose of risk evaluation and risk management.

Germany Management and HF reporting

Canada Project to understand and construct a method assess organisation and management in 
nuclear facilities

Finland Development of organisational performance indicators , relationship between safety 
culture and management

Spain Evaluation and modelization of organisation and management influences on the safety

UK Safety culture enhancement programmes

USA Develop the technical basis and guidance on management and organisational 
influences in human performance and facility risk (for example staffing aspects

2. OTHER PRIORITY NOT IN THE SESAR IDENTIFICATION

Procedure
Finland Modification procedures

Czech Republic Detailed analysis of new generation of procedures and development of new generation 
of emergency procedures

Spain Generation of human factor guidelines to be used in the writing, reviewing and 
approval of power plant procedures

Decommissioning
Sweden Development of a Knowledge based on Key issues for decommissioning



Competencies and Training
Canada Evaluation and validity of AECB simulator test based

Czech Republic 1. Addressing PSA result in the training schedule of full-scope simulators
2. Using data from simulators in PSA studies

France Competence study

Japan Investigation of methodologies for supporting acquisition and maintenance of 
intellectual competencies

Training on human factor field
Japan Study on human factors educational methods

Communication with public
Japan evaluation of mutual influence between society /culture and human factor

Specific activities studies
Sweden Non destructive testing from an MTO perspective

Finland Accident management studies 
comparative assessment of plant modification

3. STRATEGY OF COUNTRY / METHODOLOGY

Method for human factor events and operating feed back
Germany Improvement o f HF Reporting 

Further development of methods and tools 
for HF causes analysis 
for prioritisation of HF events
for assess effectiveness of improvement and correctives action in HF areas 

Development of credible Performance/safety indicators

Spain Use of different methodologies to analyses human related events

Japan Establishment o f database and development of human reduction methods

UK Trend and pattern methodology for human factors roots causes in events
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USA Provide human performance evaluation and human reliability support to inspection and 
review activities of nuclear reactors & for materials licensees

France Modelization of the methods used during human factor safety analysis, human factor 
analysis methods and database improvement

Risk or project analysis methods
Sweden

2 .

Review of methods for risk analysis applied in nuclear and other industries 
Development of a check list for the evaluation of project handbook
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A Paper Presented at the 
Specialist Meeting on Human Performance in 

Operational Events 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, October 13-17, 1997.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL OF 
CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR COGNITION.

C. Felicity Harrison, Ph.D.
Organizational Systems and Human Engineering Group 

Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada.

Abstract
The nuclear generation station CRO is one o f the main contributors to plant performance and 

safety. In the past, studies o f operator behaviour have been made under emergency or abnormal 
situations, with little consideration being given to the more routine aspects o f plant operation. One 
of the tasks o f the operator is to detect the early signs of a problem, and to take steps to prevent a 
transition to an abnormal plant state. In order to do this CROs must determine that plant indications 
are no longer in the normal range, and take action to prevent a further move away from normal. This task 
is made more difficult by the extreme complexity o f the control room, and by the may hindrances that the 
operator must face. It would therefore be of great benefit to understand CRO cognitive performance, 
especially under normal operating conditions.

Through research carried out at several Canadian nuclear facilities we were able to develop a 
deeper understanding o f CRO monitoring of highly automated systems during normal operations, and 
specifically to investigate the contributions of cognitive skills to monitoring performance. The 
consultants were asked to develop a deeper understanding o f CRO monitoring during normal operations, 
and specifically to investigate the contributions o f cognitive skills to monitoring performance. The 
overall objective of this research was to develop and validate a model o f CRO monitoring. The findings 
of this research have practical implications for systems integration, training, and interface design.
The result of this work was a model o f operator monitoring activities.

BACKGROUND
For the most part, past studies o f control room operator behaviour have been 

conducted in the context of abnormal operating conditions where the implications for 
safety of any operator action are immediate. It is also important, however, to 
understand the role of the operator in detecting the early signs of problems which may 
arise during normal operating conditions. In addition, the influence of varying 
levels of plant automation on operator monitoring performance has important 
implications for design. In this series of contracts, conducted by Randy Mumaw and 
Emilie Roth of Westinghouse, and Kim Vicente and Catherine Burns from the University 
of Toronto, the cognitive behaviour of control room operators at the older Pickering B 
and Bruce B stations, and at the newer Darlington stations was observed during normal 
operations.

Method
The researchers sat in on over 30 shifts, conducting interviews and observing 

the CROs on duty. Small group discussions were also held w ith  the CROs in order to 
discuss various issues and to clarify certain points of observation. From this a 
framework was developed which identified the primary resources used by CROs for
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m onitoring tasks, and certain insights were obtained w ith  regard to  monitoring 
strategies. The issues tha t were used to  guide observations included: policy and 
procedures, staffing, interface and information resources, alarm system overview, 
problems w ith  control room technology or operation, automation in the interface, 
d ifficu lties in monitoring, motivations for monitoring, interactions w ith  the 
interface, monitoring strategies.

Findings
Factors Making Monitoring D ifficult:

Alarm system design was one factor tha t acted to  impede monitoring. Alarm set 
points are, for the most part, not context-sensitive. In addition, the frequency of 
nuisance alarms can hamper a control room operator's ability to effectively m onitor 
the panels.

Displays and control design was another element which seemed to make monitoring 
more d ifficu lt. Meters which could not be read accurately enough, meters w ith  no set 
point alarms, and motor-driven meters tha t fail "as is" are hindrances to the 
monitoring task.

Procedure design showed tha t monitoring may be made more complicated when the 
layout of the instruments on the control panel is not harmonious w ith  the use of the 
w ritten  procedure. In addition, the large number of temporary operating procedures 
make monitoring d ifficu lt.

Automation design may lead to d ifficu lties when the CROs do not receive adequate 
feedback to monitor the effects of the automated systems, whether these are digital or 
analogue. W ith digital displays, for example, the information is presented in an 
alphanumeric form at and may be d ifficu lt to  interpret.

Training was seen to be an issue in tha t the three month apprenticeship phase of 
training may not be long enough. Operators reported tha t there are several skills, 
such as prioritizing activities, which they learn only through experience. In 
addition, it is only through experience tha t they learn which alarms are significant 
in a certain context. Another related skill which is learned on the job is that of 
anticipating the interactions between maintenance activities and the current state of 
the plant.

The demands associated w ith  a call up unit can be an impediment to  monitoring. 
When a unit is on call up the CRO can have many people wanting to  talk to them and get 
work approvals, thus competing w ith  the operators need to m onitor the unit.

Noise and distraction are a constant factor making monitoring a d ifficu lt ' 
activ ity. Sources of noise include phones ringing, people talking, movement of people 
throughout the control room, and messages on the paging system.

The complexity and reliability of the system can contribute to  difficulties in 
monitoring. Even though component reliability is high, there are always failures 
occurring on a regular basis, and this has implications fo r monitoring since these 
failures change the way in which the information must be interpreted.

The keyhole effect was found to be more pronounced at the Darlington station,
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which has many more computer-based displays. Here the operators have to access 
information serially be bringing up different displays in sequence, or to  view  only a 
small subset of data at any one tim e in parallel.

Strategies Operators Use to Facilitate Monitoring
Creating information can be done in various ways. For example, cursoring o ff 

nuisance alarms increases the signal-to-noise ratio thereby making the alarm more 
informative. Manipulation of alarm set points or using alarm set point from other 
indications can also be used to produce cues for action.

Maximizing available information can be done by using knowledge-driven 
monitoring to improve performance. Operators directly contact operators and 
technicians in the field in order to confirm observed anomalies. In addition, CROs 
would use their knowledge about individual field operators to interpret the reports of 
those people. Proactive monitoring and information sw itching could also be used.

CROs used various sources of information, including other CROs. In addition, 
operating memos and work reports are reviewed by CROs in order to get a fuller 
understanding of the state of the unit.

When the demands on an operator's attention become too great the CRO may 
allocate a dedicated Supervised Control Panel Operator (SCPO) to  monitor the alarm 
screen while the CRO works on other tasks.

In situations where the CRO may be concerned about w hat looks like a faulty 
reading he may make a baseline hard copy showing the status of the parameter under 
examination. The CRO would then act on the system to  see if the indicator responds as 
expected, and either confirm or disprove the reading.

Additional strategies were used during shutdown, when there are more nuisance 
alarms, the plant state changes more frequently, and there are more parameters to 
watch closely:

i) More detailed turnover
ii) A focused list generated from a larger plan
iii) Hard copy printouts of alarms
iv) Allocating tw o  CROs to one unit

Overview of the Operator Monitoring Model
The Operator Monitoring Model has four major elements:
1 ) Initiating Events:

This element identifies the three types of triggers tha t initiate monitoring 
activities. Some are directly tied to events such as alarms, while others are 
periodic. Once begun, monitoring can be sustained or altered at any point 
throughout the model.

2) Cognitive Activities:
Those activities which are driven by the situation model. Here the data which 
should be monitored is identified, priority and frequency of monitoring is 
determined, and a strategy developed fo r how the monitoring can best be
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achieved.
i) The Situation Model:

This is an incomplete mental representation of the operator's 
understanding of the physical and functional aspects o f the plant and its 
systems. The situation model supports general cognitive activities.

During training the operator develops a mental model o f the plant and its 
process functions. W ith actual experience the operator becomes more familiar w ith  the 
plant and its behaviour, and his mental model evolves to more accurately reflect the 
current plant state at any one time. This model is adjusted slightly at the beginning 
of each shift, and this up-to-the-minute model is the Situation Model. An important 
input to  the Situation Model is episodic knowledge, which captures the dynamic aspects 
of the plant, as gained through training scenarios or actual operating experience.

There are five types of monitoring which appear to  support Situation 
Assessment:

1) confirm  expectation about plant state: The operator has developed an
expectation regarding indications, and by monitoring is able to confirm or

disprove the expectations.
2) pursue unexpected findings: The operator w ill actively direct monitoring in

order to  aid understanding of the unexpected indication.
3) check for problems considered likely: Monitoring is directed so as to  search

for the occurrence of problems.
4) validate initial indication: The CRO w ill monitor other indications that can

validate initial indications.
5) determine the appropriate referent fo r a specific indication: The CRO seeks

other information to  provide a referent value to  give meaning to the
initial indication.

3) Facilitating Activities:
These are actions taken by the CRO to facilita te monitoring, and these provide a 
set of options for making the monitoring task easier (eg. acting on the control 
room environment or reconfiguring the interface). These are not always needed 
to  allow for monitoring to  take place.

4) Monitoring Activities:
In order for the CRO to obtain an indication the operator must select one or more 
o f the resources in th is element. Note the feedback loop between this element 
and the Cognitive Activ ities element, which allows the operator to update his 
situation model and either continue to  m onitor as before or change his 
monitoring strategy.

Response planning:
This refers to  planning and deciding on a particular course of action given a 

particular situation assessment. It involves identifying goals, generating and 
evaluating response plans, and selecting the best plans given the goals. There are 
four types of monitoring which support response planning.
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1) assess goal achievement: as the CRO uses a procedure he must determine
whether the intended goal is being achieved. To do this he must actively

identify and monitor sources of information tha t can aid in the 
assessment of goal achievement.

2) assess potential side effects of contemplated action: monitoring is
required to  support the mental simulation tha t is going on during response

planning.
3) assess means for achieving goals: The operator must consider the possibility

of failure of a process and that an alternative process would be needed. In
response planning, active monitoring is needed to support that 
evaluation of process availability.

4) obtain feedback on actions: as actions are taken, the operator monitors for
feedback tha t the intended actions were carried out.

5) assess preconditions: assessing whether the preconditions for action are
satisfied before acting

Initiating Events:
a) Data Driven

1) receive auditory alarm: alarm, w indow illuminated, auditory signal, and a
message on the alarm screen.

2) read indication: as a CRO monitors the panels he unintentionally reads
various indications in the area. The CRO may thus notice unusual readings

at this time.
3) receive communication: other personnel may identify a situation about which

the CRO should be aware. This communication can be in person, by phone, or
via the CRO workstation.

4) receive "unmediated" indication: information received by the CRO that is not
provided by sensors in the plant. He receives it through his own senses 
instead of through the interface.

b) Practices, Policy, and Procedures:
1 ) complete check form
2) review log/plant records
3) conduct sh ift turnover
4) conduct equipment tests
5) conduct periodic monitoring
6) review operating memos
7) review work reports
8) conduct field tours

c) Scheduled activity.

Cognitive Activities
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Once an initiating event occurs the CRO obtains information and cognitive activities 
begin. The information is evaluated in terms of whether it was as expected, whether or 
not it is valid, and whether it is in the normal range. This cognitive activ ity  is 
guided by information from  the situation model, and provides feedback to  the situation 
model. In addition, there may be a direct link from the initiating event to the 
situation model, as would be the case w ith  a scheduled task. Other monitoring 
activities are more closely associated w ith the Situation Model in tha t they support 
situation assessment or response planning. Following th is the CRO makes a series of 
decisions relating to which data to  explore, its priority and the frequency of 
monitoring. Other decisions guided by procedural and declarative interface 
knowledge, and strategies for obtaining information must also be made prior to 
m onitoring.

Facilitating Activities
The CRO also uses a set of activities related to  actively configuring the interface in 
order to make monitoring more effective.

1) enhance signal
2) reduce noise
3) document baseline or trend
4) act on interface to determine valid ity of an indication
5) create a new indication or alarm
6) create external reminder for monitoring eg. scratch pad, black plastic 

tag, post-it
7) create external cues for action or inaction eg. tags, signs, alarms, field 

operators
8) employ additional operators
9) create external descriptor eg. variable label, list
10) workload regulation 

Monitoring Activities
1 ) monitor plant state indications using panels
2) monitor plant state indications using CRTs
3) conduct field tours
4) review log/plant record
5) monitor alarm screens
6) monitor alarm panels
7) communicate w ith  field operators
8) communicate w ith  CROs from other units.

From the monitoring activities there is a feedback loop into the "evaluate input" 
element of cognitive activities.

Conclusions
The model developed suggests that monitoring should be viewed more as a problem-
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solving task than an vigilance task. The operator is not seen as someone who is merely 
tracking a large number o f indications while waiting for something to  occur. Rather, 
he is seen as someone seeking information for assessing the situation and developing a 
response plan.

The monitoring task itself is seen as being very complex, w ith  the operator 
having to deal w ith distraction, unreliable and uncertain indications, and a too-low  
signal-to-noise ratio. Success at monitoring depends upon the operator having an 
effective Situation Model. It was found that the Darlington instrumentation was more 
reliable and trustw orthy than for the other tw o plants, which made it easier fo r the 
operators to form their situation model. Also, this model needed to  be updated less 
frequently because failures did not occur as often. This resulted in reduced demands 
associated w ith  monitoring, though monitoring was still a d ifficu lt task.

Several applications of the results of this work are evident. Firstly, given 
the current trend toward ever-increasing automation in new designs, it is crucial that 
an understanding be gained of the costs and benefits for safety o f using increasingly 
higher levels of automation in NPP control rooms, and ensuring tha t appropriate design 
is utilized to  avoid interface-induced human errors. Secondly, it w ill be possible to 
use the model as a point of comparison against root causes identified in significant 
events involving control room operators. This w ill make it possible to focus 
attention on root causes which could compromise monitoring activities, and to deal 
w ith precursor problems before they become the root causes of CRO-related events. 
Thirdly, given information regarding how operators perform monitoring tasks, and how 
they cope w ith the presence of automation (which may be a hindrance as well as an 
advantage), it w ill be possible to identify training issues of importance to the 
improvement of monitoring activities by CROs. Finally, it w ill be possible to link the 
information regarding the cognitive model w ith information obtained through Human 
Reliability Analysis and Probabilistic Safety Assessment in order to  more fully 
address the issues of importance to the safe functioning of a nuclear plant.
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1. Introduction

This presentation covers both human reliability studies and operating experience analysis, 

since the purpose of the study was to create a link between the two hitherto separate 

approaches taken by IPSN. It became apparent that this link could take the form o f 

systematic analysis of the error process and error-recovery during events. The study of what 

causes errors is the main way of analysing experience feedback. The error recovery analysis 

is a main feature of human reliability studies.

The probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) developed by IPSN takes human reliability into 

account by using an HRA model identifying three different types of error, pre-accident errors, 

those recovered before the accident and those after the accident and the post-accident 

operating errors (as a result of following operating instructions). The resources (technical or 

human means) available for recovering from errors are important parameters for quantifying 

errors, time is another key parameter. The results of simulator tests carried out by EDF have 

made it possible to assess the probability of failure as a function of the time required to take 

an action or to recover from errors. Thanks to the model developed from this data, operator 

actions have been taken into account in a coherent manner for various accident scenarios. 

The model also highlights the most problematic human errors. The PSA results have led to 

technical modifications such as the automation of certain actions seen to be dominant. The 

importance of certain sequences, from a PSA point of view, has also led to the more 

widespread use of certain accident procedures during training sessions. During these 

simulator tests procedures have been validated and any anomalies corrected.

Nonetheless, there maybe certain limits to the use of the HRA model as regards the lessons to 

be learned from operating experience.

• The use of the model in the PSAs may reveal the importance of certain techn ica l 

modifications which will remove the need for human actions in certain scenarios. But it is 

to see how the model can show the benefits of organisational modifications stemming 

from experience feedback. Clearly, these organizational changes, which are carried out 

in the plants do improve human reliability and plant safety.

• The special nature of certain operating situations which can increase the risk of error or 

human shortcomings have not been included in the PSA. (certain sensitive operating 

transients have been shown by experience feedback to be high-risk situations.

• No difference is made between the plant operation during unit outages and that during 

normal operation. Also the human reliability model in the PSA for all plant states is 

treated in the same manner, even though human activity is in fact vastly different.
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• Another issue is the difference between operator reactions during simulator tests and 

actual accident situations, it is often a cause for concern, even though no method has 

been put forward to solve the problem better than the use of simulators for HRA purposes.

These limits could lead to the conclusion that the way of including human reliability in the 

PSAs is not completely satisfactory, since certain organisational, which are beneficial to 

safety cannot be quantified. On the other hand, deterministic analysis of events is considered 

a powerful tool for understanding and lead to actions which can reduce the causes of errors 

during events. However, it is difficult to determine their importance ranking as far as safety is 

concerned.

Let us now turn our attention to our approach. Event reports drawn up by the operating 

organisation describe operator activities from the time that the error occurs till it is recovered. 

Systematic analysis of the activity could provide data worthy of inclusion in the PSAs, and 

arrange the errors in order of importance. The events occur during normal everyday 

operation. Also, errors are both the result of past operating actions and also result from 

actions that the stational staff take to prepare for operations hours or days ahead. The process 

of recovery from errors is based on the reflexes, knowledge of operators and their m ultip le 

experience. The time taken to identify and correct errors, the means used to correct the errors 

and the operating limits respected are aspects which may shed light on the process the 

operators use. These processes may then be implemented for managing more severe events, 

such as those modelled in the PSAs.

The aim of this study is to provide additional information for improving safety further te- by 

using event analysis. As well as reducing the causes of human error, optimisation of the 

recovery process, which lays more importance on the positive role of humans during 

operation, could be based on the approach outlined here. The approach concentrates on 

the dynamics of error detection and the way errors and shortcomings are managed.

The study centres around the systematic analysis of 120 events, which should be a sufficient 

amount of data to test our approach and reveal the main trends. We shall present the 

analysis plan, describe each category of event considered and give some results to illustrate 

the advantages of the method, To conclude, we shall list the main lessons learned from the 

study.

2. The analysis method
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Before describing our method, we have to outline the similarities and the differences 

between'the activities described in the significant events and that which is assumed to take 

place during event and accident situations.

In order to define an incident event or an accident, the incident or accident procedure used 

is often taken as the reference. But even before the situation is clearly identified, the 

operating team has to have detected the situation and made their diagnosis. The situation 

maybe such that, rather than requiring the use of incident or accident procedures, actions

can be taken just to return to normal operating conditions, these would be in line with the

technical specifications for operation. If there is an incident situation but the faults do not

lead to the degradation of the installation, or there is an accident situation in which the

effectiveness of one or more barriers is greatly reduced, then procedures are likely to be used. 

This last situation could be the result of the prior one, or even from the first case. In this case, 

there would be -if* a case of continuous degradation caused by poor human performance in 

the recovery process.

Significant events involve the initial stages of the accident process. Here, faults are detected 

and a diagnosis is made, sometimes the crew decides to use a procedure. Actions are taken 

to recover unavailable systems, which resulted from human or technical errors.

For recoveries from the above situations, there are two possibilities:

- when actions simply have to be taken to return to normal operating conditions, little  

recourse is made to procedures and the Operations Shift Manager, the Shift Supervisor and 

the Safety Engineer are not necessarily notified,

- when the situation is more serious, the operators use Chart and incidental Procedures, which 

indicate the actions to be taken, and often the operation is close to near-accident conditions.

Accident sequences modelled in the PSAs include an initiating event and the m ultip le 

effects of numerous technical or human errors. The human reliability model is based on the 

following assumptions:

- once the diagnosis has been made, recovery action is guided by accident procedures,

-th e  operators adopt the logic taught to them in theoretical training and which they have . 

become familiar with during simulator training; each member of the team plays the role he 

rehearsed during training

- the Operations Shift Manager is on hand, having been called in at the beginning of the 

event, as required by the accident procedure.

The detection and diagnosis stages, which are not described in any detail in the HRA model, 

can be filled out by using the chronologies and event cause analyses contained in the event



reports. These reports also give an account of a "normal" operating situation, which differs 

from the simulator tests as follows, with the simulator:

• the trainee knows there is going to be a simulated fault and that an accident situation is 

going to have to be controlled. During plant operation, the fault often occurs without 

warning,

• although information and trends have to be translated into accident causes and in itiating 

event. During plant operation, previous operation and current activities may multiply the 

number of possible reasons for the first signals of accident,

• the team during training is involved in one single activity, surveillance, aimed at 

detecting the first sign of an accident. During normal operation in the plant, surveillance 

has been calculated as representing only a third of operator activity, since the team has to 

carry out other tasks. When an incident situation occurs, it can be assumed that there is a 

transition phase before the operating team is fuliy mobilised to deal with the incident.

• during the simulated exercise the instructor simulators certain equipment and points these 

out system faults to the crew, they are not investigated or managed by the operating team. 

Field workers are not present during the training sessions. Their recovery role is simulated 

by by the instructor.

The recovery methods reported in the significant event reports may overlap with the recovery 

logic contained in the procedures. If events are to be analysed in a manner advantageous for 

the PSAs, the points the two situations have in common have to be determined and any 

possibilities of transposition should be identified.

2.1 Transposition of a human reliability PSA model to event analysis

The method, we are formulating, is based on transposing the HRA analysis of significant 

events, error definitions and recovery methods as used to the PSAs. We will now discuss 

which parts of the HRA model can be transposed.

2.1.1 Error definitions used in PSAs

Probabilistic studies include different types of errors in accident sequences. We propose here 

a classification system1, in which each type of error is associated with certain recovery 

modes.

1 It should be noted that this classification is not the same as the most used classification described in the 
PWG5 task 94-1. In this document, the human interactions are classified in three categories. The category A 
include interactions that occur prior to an event that initiates a scenario, an initiating event. Errors associated 
with these interactions result in equipment in standby systems being unavailable to perform their function as 
required should an initiating event occur. The category B o f the human interactions that initiate a scenario, 
also referred to as human induced initiators. The category C include actions taken by plant staff after the
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Ai - latent errors recovered before the initiating event of an accident sequence,

A 2 - latent errors recovered from after the initiating event of an accident sequence

C -failure of equipment, plant status and operator diagnosis or operating error during the 

accident phase, and the latter possibly recovered by the operator, the team or the safety 

engineer.

The initiating event is the time reference on which classification is based.

The following diagram situates the various errors in an accident sequence chronology:

recovered after initiating event
before initiating event

2.1.2 Transposition of PSA definitions to significant event analysis

Continuing by analogy, these three categories are redefined so that they can be identified

within significant events:

A- latent errors detected and recovered earlier than the system in which they occur is put into 

service. For example, a valve has been incorrectly aligned and when it is tagged out for 

maintenance, it becomes apparent that the system was unavailable during the previous 

operating period.

B- latent errors detected when an item of equipment is put into service. For example, a valve 

has been incorrectly aligned in.a system and this becomes apparent when the system is 

put into service.

initiating event. The staff performs these actions in response to the scenario to bring the plant to a safe state. 
These actions, which are also called "dynamic operator actions" may be guided by procedure or they may 
not.
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C- errors in the implementation of a normal operating action, in the use of a procedure or in 

the logic of an operating action, with the item of equipment already in service. For 

example, when using an operating procedure, the operator forgets to operate a device.

One final Type D(ev) category of event was added during the study; it concerns multiple 

errors (for example latent errors + operating errors).

In the case of event analyses, the PSA model chronology is transformed, as follows:

- there is no « initiating event » (with PSA meaning) in the set of studied events.

- the time when the system, in which the error occurs, was put into service replaces the time 

zero, (To) of the initiating event in the accident sequence time line. The time, when the 

"system is challenged" is the classification time reference. This is an approach to 

differentiate between category of events.

- an operating error is an error, which does not result from accident condition operation, in 

the true sense of the term.

Latent error recovered 

before putting into 

service 

(Type A)

Latent error recovered 

after putting into service 

(Type B)

Normal operating error 
(TypeC)

2.2 Description of the analysis

2.2.1 Event selection

The IPSN database was searched for events to analyze. 65 events were selected from among 

those which occurred during Power operation (a total of 180 events). As for events during 

plant outages, 62 events were selected out of 182, with preference being given to the most 

sensitive shutdown states (these were conditions under which the primary coolant system was 

shut down with decay heat removal system connected).
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The events in both categories involve human actions in direct response to faults, equipment 
shortcomings or a process breakdown.

The results indicated that:

- human errors in the fields of operation, maintenance, tests or adherence to 

procedures. These errors represented almost 90% of the errors observed during events.

- equipment faults recovered from by operators during system startup. They are, 

however, small in number: 2  technical faults were encountered during plant outages, and 6  

during power operation.

2.2.2 Data studied during event analysis

For each event studied, each error or failure is classified according to type: A, B or C. Type 

D covered multiple errors. The events are then divided into four event categories, A(ev), 

B(ev), C(ev) and D(ev) associated with each of the above human error types, in order to give 

percentages per category. The event is then analysed according to the following plan:

=> Number in database,
=> date and -time,
=> plant and type of unit,
=> operating activities in progress 
=> maintenance activities in progress
=> cause of the event (error committed and connection between errors and failures )
=> event characteristics (brief description)
=> who and what means were involved in recovery:

• means of detection used
• means which could have been used but were not,
• operators involved in recovery
• time taken for detection
• time taken for diagnosis (of state and exact location of failure)
• time taken for recovery, (differentiating between recovery by automatic systems and

recovery by the operating team)
=> potential consequences 
=> documents used during recovery
=> circumstances justifying errors committed or excessive time taken (workload, recovery from 

unforeseen events, error forcing context etc.).

The detection and diagnosis times were extrapolated from the significant event report 

chronology. This chronology is itself based on printouts of readings taken or recordings of 

parameters. Therefore, even if the data are not provided explicitly by the operating 

organisation, they exist in the reports and are usually very accurate.

The detection, diagnosis and recovery times for each type of error in events (A(ev)-B(ev)- 

C(ev)-D(ev)) were accurately specified early on in the study. Indeed, we discovered that we 

could not adopt the same time definitions for all error types. Consequently, we deemed it best 

to divide the errors into four categories with different time definitions.



Type A errors,

- detection time, this is also the time during for which the fault is lying latent,
It was also necessary to determine how the error was detected, so the following was noted:
- the error detection mode

fault recovery recovery
time J

time

Type B errors:

- fault latency period
- time taken to detect that the system is malfunctioning
- how the error was recovered
- the time taken to diagnose the state of the plant equipment (in the sense of state-oriented 

operation)
- the time taken to diagnose the fault in the system/component
- the recovery time

It should be noted that latent faults discovered during periodic tests fall into this category since they are 

detected when the system is called upon to operate.

recovery
v  . /latency time

period detection diagnosis recovery

T
au system challenged

time

^ e te c t io ^ ^  diagnosis^  
time time

Type C errors:

This is the classical operation error

- the time taken to detect the error
- the time taken to diagnose the state of the plant (in the sense of state-oriented

operation)
- the time taken to diagnose the system/component fault
- the time taken to recover or restore
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recovery
>tim e

system challenged detection diagnosis recovery

time
>

operating error

detection diagnosis 
tim e time

In Category D(ev), which covers multiple errors (for example Type A + Type C), each error is 

analysed according to its type definition given previously (A, B or C).

2.3 Presentation of results

The results of both studies (during power operation and plant outage) were analysed in the 

same way. The results were presented systematically for each error type as follows:

■ the means/time taken histograms show the means used versus the detection time,

■ the operator/time taken histograms show the operator involved versus the detection time

■ operator "response" curves as a function of time.

The means of detecting errors, used by the operators, were split into four categories:

-.alarms,

- changes in physical parameters,

- field inspections,

- inspections or systematic checks (check-list for each shift, schedule check etc.) or 

any other organized means of inspection).

The action, taken by all those involved, is presented as a function of the time taken to detect 

the problems.

Those involved detecting errors include the operators, the Operations Shift Manager, the 

safety engineer, field operators etc.

For each type of error and operating period(at power or shutdown); operator response curves 

were plotted as a function of time. For the sample, they show the probability of detection, 

diagnosis and recovery failure. The curves were plotted as follows, taking the diagnosis failure 

curve as an example:

P diagnosis failure = 1- (number of successful diagnoses before time t / total number of events 

diagnosed and recovered).
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It should be noted that for the other studies, this definition will be changed. The total number 

of events in this category, including events with the recovery a safety feature, will take place 

of just the total number of events diagnosed and recovered.
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3 . Results

We shall limit ourselves to the most significant results of the study:

- the error percentage for each type in the data set,

- curves comparing recovery times for the two operating states, for each error type

- one example of analysis of the people involved and how the error was detected

- a discussion on the very interesting multiple error category.

3.1 Proportions of error types

For the 65 events with the unit in power operation, the distribution of each type of error 

within this sample is as follows

error

type

event

number of 

events

percentage of 

error type

Activation of 

engineered safety 

features occurred 

before operators 

recovered 

the situation

A(ev) 19 29% Not applicable

B(ev) 14 22% 14%

C(ev) 25 38% 40%

D(ev) 7 11% 86%

For the 62 events during Plant outages, the breakdown is as follows

error

type

event

number of 

events
percentage of 

error type

Activation of 
engineered safety 

features occurred 

before operators 

recovered 

the situation

A(ev) 14 22.5 % Not applicable

B(ev) . 13 21 % 0 %

C(ev) 27 43.5 % 37 %

D{ev) 8 13 % 25 %
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It should be noted that over one third of all the errors are operating errors (Type C). M ultip le 

errors (Type D(ev)) account for the smallest proportion of error types, but this does not mean 

they should be ignored. Multiple errors are not detected by operators and very often lead to 

the use of engineered safety systems and, as we shall see later, to very difficult situations.

During shutdown operation, there were slightly more Type C errors (operating errors). This 

slight increase can be explained by the fact that during this period, operators are involved in 

numerous activities at the same time. The most commonly quoted factors for Type C(ev) and 

D(ev) errors are workload or the fact that unforeseen problems have to be solved during 

shutdown operation; this is mentioned 13 times as having an influence on the 27 Type C(ev) 

events.

3.2 Error recovery probability curves

3.2.1 Diagnosis failure probability as a function of time: Type A errors

Failure of diagnosis for Type A errors
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Analysis of how this type of error is recovered is very interesting: it shows the effectiveness of 

organisational methods such as checking procedures.
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As far as the probabilistic safety analysis is concerned, it gives the percentage of latent faults 

likely to occur during operation and the length of time during which they lie latent. Also, it 

leads to a discussion of how such faults can be recovered.

From the examination of the data, we can see that the latent faults may be caused by human 

errors during periodic tests and then detected during subsequent periodic tests. S tatistically- 

speaking, a few of the latent faults are rectified within one month of operation. One way to 

reduce the time would be to do more field inspections and by the activities of other workers 

extraneous to plant operation.

During plant outages, the use of checking procedures are a powerful means of detection. 

Between two hundred and three hundred minutes, the curve dips: these points correspond to 

events detected by the Operations Shift Manager. This means that the second-level 

inspection process works. This point will be illustrated later.

The above observations are likely to be of interest to PSA specialists. In fact, the ever- 

changing nature of the states required of systems during plant outages is very similar to the 

changes, which occur during accident situations. This means that the plant state has to be 

monitored regularly. Just as each plant outage shift rechecks the safety state of the plant 

during outages, so a re-evaluation of the situation should be made by the changeover team 

or by those responding to the emergency response unit.

If the results were trended on a yearly basis, they could illustrate the effectiveness of 

measures taken by plant organizations to reduce the number of latent defects.
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3.2.2 Diagnostic failure probability as a function of time: Type B errors

Type B error response curves

Probability of failure

T A
0,1 1 10 100 T  1000 10000

one hour five hours
time in minutes

13 or 14 events from each plant state were considered, and the errors are seen to be fairly 

similar: most involved alignment errors.

For each of the two plant conditions; most errors were detected by the operator (this is to be 

expected, since they start up the systems). Faults were detected by the fact that the expected 

indications or changes did not appear during startup. During power operation, failure to 

operate is most commonly detected by the failure of the parameters to change, even before 

an alarm appears. Alarms are one way of detecting faults during plant outages, but they may 

not be of any immediate use, since alarms sometimes are not seen several hours after 

appearing. Late detection is often linked to poor human factors design or system quality. 

Also insufficient instrumentation is another cause because of a lack of useful operating data. 

A larger data sample would make it possible to plot response curves for different types of 

systems. For example, if the data was available for two types of system the recovery of 

defects on those with adequate instrumentation and en those with insufficient 

instrumentation could be compared to see if the differences were related to the adequacy 

of the instrumentation.

Before the above curves can be used in PSAs, further thought has to be given to the 

operators' ability to detect the failure of systems to start up. The normal operation or incident 

procedures are used by operators during incidents so that an operator in starting up a system,



has to check to see that it is operating correctly. This is not necessarily the case for acc iden t 

procedures. The operators assume that the safety systems will operate correctly (engineered 

safety systems) and consequently make no allowance for checks on start up, They assume 

that the periodic system inspections are adequate. Strictly speaking, this logic leads to the 

differences seen between normal, incident and accident condition operation. During 

accident condition operation, the operator's know-how has to be relied upon to detect a 

system fault on start up. The emergency procedure itself rarely recommends checks, at least 

not immediately. Therefore, it would be interesting to know whether the effectiveness of 

operator checks is better when dependent on operator know-how or on the use of step-by-step 

operating procedures. Event reports are not capable of differentiating between these two 

cases.

As far as experience feedback is concerned, we have some indication of how v ig ilan t 

operators are when systems are being started up, and this varies according to the type of 

system.

As far as PSAs are concerned and assuming that operator know-how is a reality, we could say 

that operators check the start up of systems when the requirement is contained in the 

procedures. They detect-system unavailability with a response time determined by their 

experience.



3.2.3 Diagnostic failure probability as a function of time: Type C errors

Type C response/error curves

time in minutes

These errors are primarily caused by operator errors, which are subsequentially detected by 

the operator or by the control room crew. Some errors may be caused by poor team strategy 

and later are detected by another team or by someone not part of the team. When the curves 

for the two plant states are superimposed, it becomes apparent that errors are detected 

slightly less quickly during plant outages that during normal power operation. As far as these 

samples set and error types are concerned, the probability of failing to detect errors occurs 

after 1 hour for units in power operation is about 2x1 O'1. The same probability value occurs 

after 200 mins in the case of plant outages. The probability of failing to detect errors after 

one hour during plant outages is 3x1 O'1. However, the error recovery curves overlap. After one 

hour, the probability of having recovered an error is 4x1 O’ 1 for the plant outage case and 

5x1 O' 1 in the power case. The corresponding diagnosis curves have proved impossible to plot, 

due to the lack of information in the significant event reports.

Our study, at this stage, cannot be compared with the diagnosis curves obtained from 

simulator tests, is due to the fact that the presentation and logic of normal operation 

procedures differ from those of accident procedures, and the procedures determine the 

diagnosis characteristics . However, the study could provide PSA specialists with upper-bound 

(conservative) curves relating to the recovery process for isolated operating errors. In fact, this
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information is not available for te  those in charge of quantifying events involving human 

error.

3.3 Who recovers the errors and how

Of all the systematic analyses made on e f who recovers errors and how effectively it is done, 

we have selected two examples. These lend themselves to discussion and help to illustrate 

the advantages of our method.

We shall discuss who recovers Type A errors during plant outages and we will compare these 

with those used to recover Type C errors.

3.3.1 Analysis of who recovers Type A errors during plant outages

Contrary to our assumptions made at the outset of the study, in type A(ev) events, the 

Operations Shift Manager has a leading role to play in error detection during outages. The 

Shift Manager is able to detect 50% of the errors made using inspection procedures such as 

the static point procedure prior to state changes, the inspection review during shift changes 

and the reactor state inspection procedure implemented at fixed intervals during the outage. 

We have already seen how this detection affects the diagnosis curves and we shall now go on 

to support our analysis.

□ 1 number of diagnoses made in period ■  2 operations shift manager

□  3 Safety Engineer □  4 operator

■  5 field operator B 6 maintenance

1 day days to 1 than
month one

month



3.3.2 Analysis of Type C error detection methods

At this juncture, we shall illustrate the effectiveness of various error detection methods 

depending on the time of operation.

Although the time scale is not quite the same for the two plant state studies, the comparison 

clearly reveals that alarms are less effective during plant outages than during normal power 

operation. During power operation, alarms are identified in less than 1h 45min. During 

outages, 50% of events are also recovered in this way, regardless of the detection time, but 

some alarms remained undetected for 1 0  hours.

During power operation

6  -i

0to5min 5 min to 1 h45min 1h45minto4h 4hto8h

B  alarms ■  pump tripping, parameter variation □  checks, field inspections

During plant outages

0 to 10 min 10 min to 1 h 1 h to 10 h more than 10 h

B  alarms ■  pump tripping, parameter variation □  checks, field inspections
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3,4 Discussion about the multiple error situations (type D(ev))

The multiple error category provides the most significant input for the study, since it paves 

the way for discussion on dependency factors and on the concept of initiating and pre

initiating events.

Far from being few and far between, this type of incident accounts for 11% of the sample. 

Multiple errors result from a combination of failures including both connected or 

unconnected errors, occurring under a particular operating condition. This category contains 

the most complex events due to the fact that the initial state of the reactor can be 

somewhat special and the incident procedures are used. Although the use of inc iden t 

procedures has not mentioned in relation to events involving single Type C errors, they are 

used frequently for Type D. This due to either because the first failure is serious or because 

the result of multiple errors requires that incident procedures be used. In the first case the 

results maybe further complicated by the fact that incident operation being poorly-handled 

(second error).

In some cases, a team is formed immediately to make a diagnosis, whereas in other cases 

senior members of the team (the Operations Shift Manager and the Safety Engineer) are not 

called in. Yet again in other cases, it is not easy to identify which procedure should be used 

and besides using the wrong one can make the situation worse. One of the features of the 

Type D situation is that it does not correspond to any pre-defined state. In these conditions, 

an initiating event would occur in an extremely vague initial context, from both a technical 

and human point of view. The efforts made by the operators to manage such the initiating 

event would undoubtedly differ from the effort employed to manage a more clear-cut 

simulator situation. It is considered that the dependency between pre-accident and post

accident errors could be more appropriately dealt with by using experience feedback from 

other events of this category.

Events occurring during periodic tests can often fall into this category. Two anecdotes are 

worthy of mention. On two occasions, errors were committed during periodic tests to check 

the reactor coolant system flow rate decrease following Reactor pump trip, lead to a hard-to- 

handle weakened situation caused by the special reactor state imposed by the periodic test 

(convection in reactor during the early stages of the situation). During a period when three 

periodic tests were being carried out simultaneously another event also occurred leading to 

difficulties for the operators. In yet another case, a team decided to go ahead with periodic 

testing even though a fire had been detected and signalled. Certain initial situations, which 

are short-lived in relation to the overall operating time, such as those which occur at the 

end of post-outage test period, are frequently at the root of events in this TYPE D 

category.
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Our study shows why multiple errors occur during this time. Latent faults discovered during 

subsequent power operation already existed at the end of the plant outage. It is during this 

period (return to power operation) that there is the highest probability of cumulation with 

Type A faults (or equipment faults) following maintenance. In addition, and this is an 

important factor for half of the Type C operating errors which occur during plant outages, that 

the heavy workload during the transition period is also conducive to type C errors. Tests 

carried out at this time involve a great number of actions and lead to an increased 

probability of errors. We deduce that the highest risk does not occur during stable situations, 

but during times of transition. This gives another clue as to how to study risk. It also 

underlines the importance of the "sensitive transient" type approach resulting from 

experience feedback, such as EDF is developing now.

Aggravated events are therefore characterised by multiple errors. As far as experience 

feedback is concerned, using this method for year-long events could lead to the

identification of discovering an increase in the number of multiple faults (two or three

simultaneous faults etc ). The scale of severity of the normal and accident situations could 

be taken into account by studying the types of procedure used under the circumstances. This 

proposal would encourage the inclusion of experience feedback data in.PSAs, or at least the 

two should be connected. Indeed, operating organisations are endeavouring to m inim ise 

operating risks (sensitive transients, reduce the number of latent faults during maintenance, 

alignment errors, limiting the number of unavailable systems, improving plant organisation 

and quality assurance). Their efforts are aimed at reducing the frequency of multiple errors by 

reducing the frequency of single errors and strengthening the safe state of the reactor during 

certain high-risk situations.

Furthermore, this type of systematic analysis could be used establish a need to co llec t 

relevant data for studying dependency issues and the effects of aggravation on operator

performance. This data is of the utmost importance for human reliability studies.

4. What the study reveals

PSAs advocate a classification system linking error and recovery. The transposition of this 

classification system to experience feedback, via significant event reports, sheds a new ligh t 

on events. These insights are obtained by introducing new indicators which assist in the 

analysis, and provide new data for improving the human reliability assessment methodology 

used in PSAs.

The study shows the advantages of using a multiple technical failure and/or human error 

categories. It includes potential starting-points for accident situations: these are weakened 

situations in which incident procedures are used. The frequency of these multiple errors 

provides information on the probability of fault combinations. By studying operator
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performance during these multiple error periods, information may be gleaned as to 

dependency factors between errors (latents and post-accident errors), which could be used 

when quantifying human error in PSAs.

Event analyses should concentrate not only on the analysis of errors and their root causes, but 

also consider the error-recovery tandem, by differentiating between the various categories put 

forward (Types A(ev), B(ev), C(ev) and D(ev)). One should also examine aspects within these 

categories, and between recovery by human means and by protection systems. The study of 

detection, diagnosis and recovery times, together with a study of who recovers errors and how, 

gives overall information as to the effectiveness of the man-machine-organisation system.

The proposed method can therefore be used in three different ways: for analysing individual 

events, for analysing events using generic categories of problems, commissioned systems or 

recovery means, and for analysing experience feedback over several years.

When one event is being studied, recovery probability curves, representative of the situation, 

can lead to discussions on man - machine - organisation performance during the event. What 

is more, positive recovery factors due to improving organisation may come to light thanks to 

this type of in-depth analysis.

As regards the human factor aspects of experience feedback over several years, tables 

showing the proportion per type of error and curves illustrating the effectiveness of their 

recovery would reveal the key factors. These are stable or changing vigilance of crews, 

organisational means, methods of detecting latent faults and managing operating errors. 

Going along the same lines, an in-depth study of multiple error events would teach us much 

about operations during accidents.

This study should be taken as a feasibility study, in view of the small number of events 

featured in it. However, it does show that experience feedback provides a wealth of 

information on the failure and error recovery process. This information could be used in 

PSAs, even if the reported event do not include an initiating event. The study suggests lines 

of thought, topics for discussions and broadens our horizons on the subject.

The further steps to validate this method should be :

- study dependencies, pre-initiating context and the mechanisms of certain type of errors

- use this method in a systematic way in event analysis and to record data

- discuss the results with affected utilities (in this case EDF)

- verify hypotheses coming from the interpretation of results,

- modify our HRA Model, taking into account the study results.
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Abstract

In most cases, the surveillance test intervals (STIs), allowed outage times (AOTS) and testing strategies of 

safety components in nuclear power plant are prescribed in plant technical specifications. And, in general, 

it is required that standby safety system shall be redundant (i.e., composed of multiple components) and thes 

components are tested by either staggered test strategy or sequential test strategy. In this study, a linear 

model is presented to incorporate the effects of human errors associated with test into the evaluation of 

unavailability. The average unavailfcilities of 1/4, 2/4 redundant systems are computed considering human 

error and testing strategy. The adverse effects of test on system unavailability, such as compontewear and 

test-induced transient have been modelled. The final outcome of this study would be the optimized human 

error domain from 3-D human error sensitivity analyis by selecting finely classified segment. The results of 

sensitivity analysis show that the STI and AOT can be optimized provided human error probability is 

maintained within allowable range.
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1. Introduction

The surveillance test intervals (STIs), allowed outage times (AOTS) and testing strategies of safety 

components in nuclear power plant are prescribed in plant technical specifications. However, most of the 

existing STIs and AOTs have been determined on the basi of conservative safety analysis and engineering 

judgement, resulting in a number of conservative considerations. It is known, through many recent 

researches[1 ], the improvement of safety while securing operational margins can be achieved, without any 

configuration change, in virtue of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA).ln general, it is required that standi? 

safety system shall be redundant (i.e., composed of multipl components) and those components are tested 

by either staggered test strategy or sequential test strategy in order to assure system availability. The 

unavailabilities of 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 systems with sequential test strategy and those of 1/3, 2/3 systems wit h 

staggered test strategy were evaluated [2],[3], The resultshow that if the system logic is more complicated 

than 1 out of 4, the staggered test frategy would improve the system unavailability, but it causes excessive 

load on the operators and, consequently, the human error associated with test. Therefore, quantification of 

human error effects is necessary in the course of unavailability analysis to deteiine the optimized STI, AOT 

and test strategy.

In this study, a linear model is presented tdncorporate the human errors associated with test and the averag 

unavailabilities of 1/4, 2/4 redundant systems are computed considering human error and testing strategy. 

Although the human errors are regarded as one of the most important contributors to system unavailability, 

it is hard to quantify them dueto the uncertainty of human behaviour. Hence, to suggest the acceptable rang 

of human error probability for each case, the finafoutcome of this study would be the optimized human error 

domain from 3-D human error sensitivity analysis by setting finely classified segment. For case study, the 

auxiliary feedwater system of Younggwang nuclear units 3&4 is selected. (2-out-of-4 system logic)



2. Application to 1/4 and 2/4 System Unavailability

2.1 Testing Strategy

Current technical specification allows two types of testing strategy. One is the sequential test strategy by 

which all components are tested sëquentially straight through one moment and the other is the staggered tes 

strategy by which each component is tested one and the other with the same time interval. The concept of 

each test strategy is graphically explained in Figces I and 2, respectively. The sequential test strategy may 

reduce the load on testing personnels compared to the staggered test strategy because all components are 

tested straight through one moment. However, the sequential test strategy may increase the system 

unavailability and dependency human error compared to the staggered test strategy . For that reason, the 

staggered surveillance test strategy is generally taken to minimize the system unavailability. By the way, if 

the

r

OA B C  D E  F G  HI

t  : surveillance test interval 
Tr : required time for test and maintenance (BC, DE, FG, HI) 

Figure 1. Staggered Test Strategy

X

A B C D E F

T : surveillance test interval 
Tr : required time for test and maintenance (BC, DE, FG, HI) 

Figure 2. Sequential Test Strategy
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surveillance test interval of component in redundant system with 1/4, 2/4 system logic arelatively short, the 

staggered test strategy results in excessive loads on testing personnels, which increases the human error 

probability and the system unavailability. Hence one can easily find the test strategy combined by test interVa 

plays great role in evaluating the human error and system unavailability.

2.2 Independent Failures and Common Cause Failures

It is common to use exponentialdistribution for modelling the independent failures such as demand failure at) 

random failure of components. And the beta-factor model is applied to modelling the common cae failures. 

The subscript 1 and 2 denote the compoent type in the system. The sequence of testing is modelled to be 

circulated, that is the test of component i is followed by the test of component (i+1 ), regardless of testing 

strategy. The beta-factor model is applied for modelling the demand and random common cause failures 

since the system is composed of almost identical components. Mathematical expressions for independent 

failures and common cause failure are summarized as follows

^ = Acl , ( 1)
M h )

K\ + K i ~ Aj > (2 )

Æ ) ° ' ' = d -  <3)

An + Dcl = D} , (4)

where Art : independent running failure rate
Àct : common cause running failure rate 
A, : total running failure rate 
DdX : independent demand failure rate 
Dcl : common cause demand failure rate 
Dx : total demand failure rate.

Above expressions can be rewritten for another type of component by replacing the subscript 1 with 2.

2.3. Adverse Effects of Test



Adverse effectsof test are distinct depending on the characteristics of components. To evaluate the advears 

effects, linear rrodels for random failure rate and for demand failure rate are derived and applied to 1/4, 2/4 

system using actual operating data:

Substantially, the adverse effects of test cannot be incorporated in the existing models for caletihg system 

unavailability since constant failure rates are assumed regardless of surveillance test interval variation. 

Equations (5) and (6 ) show that failure rate also varies with surveillance test interval, which incorporate the 

adverse effects of test.

2.4 System Average Unavailability with Human Error Consideration

The mathematical expression for the unavailability of system having 1/4 and 2/4 system logic considering 

human error associated wth test can be derived as follows. The number of human error occurrence during 

test is expected by following equation,



Number of Human Error Occurrence = 4C3 + 4C2 + 4C, + AC0 . (7)

Using above equation and conditional probability, the unavailability of 1/4 or 2/4 system can be 

derived as:

3 4

r=l *-1 r - l  >=/•+!

* ÎÎ ,{£ «k , I  +1 z Ê ̂ {s|£.£!£!£,}np̂ {e \̂e,_,e^e^}
*=1 r- l  /-w l;w +l *-1

+ -^234 {‘̂ |-̂ 4 '̂ '3 ^ 2  Ef | -^234 { ̂ 5-k \^A-k^3-k ̂ 2 - i } • (®)
i= l

From equation (8), after some tedious derivation, q(t) can be obtained and the system 

average unavailability can be obtained by:

1
0 L U tt I
\q{t)dt+  j q(t)dt+ $q(t)dt+ ^q(t)dt+--- + §q(t)dt
A B C D H

(9)

As shown in Eq.(8), the system average unavailability has 15 factors and can be expressed by 

following equation:

15
îov ^  •

avm I
(10)

Fav can be computed using equation (8) and listed in Tables 1 and 2 by separating CCF and human error 
terms.

The conditional probability of a human error occurrence associated with test can be expressed a/%. For two 

successive occurrencesof human errors, it is YdYi> and for three successive occurrences of human errors it 

is Y0Y1Y2. and so forth. The characteristics ofthese conditional probability probabilities in terms of dependery: 

are as below.
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f -------- 7 r i f  " "  strategy
A = A0| ( 1 - P ) + f [ y J | , (5)

ite aential Test(0)
FI t DnDj\)+2{p€lDA +DaDa)

wnere : random iajjure raie witn reierence rest interval 
^  D0 : demand failure rate with reference test interval ^ )r+2(i}n£,*A,+D*lz>«-Or

F3
T : surveillance test interval 
W : reference test interval 
P : wear effect ratio of test.

F4
23 r* 35f 2

F5 + Ĉ2 + (A/2̂ cJ +

F6 2{^  + De] + D) 2 + Dci + 2(D3Ü„ + 2{̂ , + />„ + X& + D(1 + 2(ftDrfI + A3 u)} 7

F7 2(/)V3>̂3 + DjAy 2 + + + + AVp +3A^r+^A + Dm jÂi + Oĵ i +2fl,,|Aj)rf

F8 (̂fel "*■ ̂ l)-^  + + ̂ 3̂ l)rrr k, + + (̂ 1 + + Mi +

Methodologiesfor evaluating the human error have been continuously developed and a number of researclse

Mutually Dependent Case : Y0 < Y 1 <Y2 <V3 < • • • 0 1  )

Mutually Independent Case : Yo ~ Yi = Y2 = Yj = • ■ • • (12)

have been done for the application to actual situations. Nevertheless, it seems that there is no single 

methodology which is prevalent and generally accepted for human error evaluation. In this regard, there 

exists many difficulties in analysing human errors associated with nuefcr power plant operation. Up to now, 

several methodologies such as THERP, SLIM, HCR
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Table 2. The F„ Equations for Each Testing Strategy

(Independent Failures and Human Errors)

I te m S ta g g e r e d  T e s t S e q u e n t ia l  T e s t

F9 2(r,rl + r h i) + 4r,rt{c>' + i{ r> r}  + / i V i ) + 4 r + a, j j

F10 7»'{(A + 4,,)+f  {K,+ *)}+ ri{(A  + 0 > §  U .+4)} ri{(A  + q».)+f (*. + *,)}+r?{(A + bJ + j U* + ̂ )J

F l l i {A/7 + + D j + DtA,2 )r

. 3r , 2 5t1 3 lr2 *
+ 4 : 4  +-**-.'2 4 '  + M i  2 4  I

+ A , + 2DlDin + (A/J-̂ r2 + A/l^l +

, r  , 2 r J 1 
+ 2  + 3 + ̂ jAl J /

F12 +DC1 +2D1Dlll +(DJtAr{ +DjtÀt + D2Arl)r 

3t , Sr1 31*1 1

2^1 {^ 2l + +2 £>J |̂ +(A/l^rl + + ̂ 2-^rl)r

+ ̂ cl j  + + ~jT  i

F13
^ r j z + r x + r l ) ^ : 2(4/ ,/2 + r \ +

F14 + J+2D, ^ -+ V ,} 2r,{(fl, + />rf,)-7 +-ti + 2  0 , £■+*,

F15
2J'l|(A + + ~f~ + Arl ~f + 2Dl 7 " + ;1' r' } 2y,{(i>, +D-I) ^  + 2 A  ^-+a, J

and ASEP which is shortened 6 rm of THERP, have been regarded as appropriate to some extent. Except 

HCR, it is thought any methodology can be applicable to STI/AOT evaluation so long as it is related to pre

accident human error analysis. However, it is recommendable to select appropriateethodology for specific 

system depending on the characteristic of the system.

The scope of this study is limited to the evaluation of pre-accidents human error (human errors during test ah 

maintenance), and the conditional probability concept is applied based on THERP methodology. In Summary



1) Types of Human Error Associated with Test and Maintenance

■ Error of Commission (ECOM): Human Error During Commissioning the 

Test and Maintenance tasks,

■ Error of Omission (EOM): Human Error of Omitting the Restoration of 

System After Test and Maintenance Tasks.

2) Probability Used Depending on the Dependency of Human Error

■ Zero Dependency: HEP,

■ Medium Dependency:(1+6XHEP)/7. (13)

In this study, sensitivity analysis of the human error is performed by treating both ECOM and EOM collective! 

and henceforth through entiresensitivity analysis, the probability of human error would be the sum of both tyep 

human error probabilities.

The human error dependency on the testing strategy are summarized as below

1) For Staggered Testing Strategy:Mutually Independent,

2) For Sequential Testing Strategy:Medium Dependency.

3. Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to STI/AOT

3.1 Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to Surveillance Test Interval

In previous chapter, the average system unavailability of 1/4, 2/4 redundant system is derived using failure 

probabilities and test parameters for each testing strategy, and the key results are summarized in Tables 1 

and 2. However, as previously mentioned, there are somdifficulties in quantifying the human error probabiljt 

for use in evaluating STI/AOT. Thus, it is judged that sensitivity analysis of human error can give nacmseful 

results and insight related to effect of human error, on the evaluation, of STI/AOT. Various human error 

sensitivity analyses was performed for auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) of Younggmg nuclear units 3&4 

with system logic of 2-out-of-4.
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As shown in Figure 3, the AFWS is composed of two trains and each train is equipped one motor-drive n 

pump and one diesel-driven pump. The quantitative value of component failure probability, common cause 

failure probability, and the range of human error probability of concern is presented in Table 3. The applied 

range of human error probability in this analysis is set for covering the whole HEP range used in PSA.

Applying the equations in Tables 1 and 2 and the failure data in Table 3, the humærror sensitivity analyses 

to surveillance test interval were performed and the results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for each testing 

strategy. As shown in Figures, five domains can be identified according to the unavailability range and the 

lowest is the optimized domain of hunan error in terms of unavailability. Current surveillance test interval is 

set as 30 days and staggered testing

Figure 3. Simplified P&ID of YGN 3&4 AFWS
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Table 3. Failure Data of AFWS Pump by Failure Modes

Demand 
Failure Rate

'Demand 
Failure Rate CCCF(Beta) HEP Range AOT

Motor
Driven
Pump

3.0E-3/d 1.5E-4/hr

1.0546 
(fail to start)

0.003 
(fail to run)

0.1 ~ 0.0001 2 hr

Diesel
Driven
Pump

2.0E-2/d 1.0E-4/hr

0.0546 
(fail to start)

0.003 
(fail to run)

0.1-0.0001 2 hr

Table 4. Distribution of AFWS Pump Failure Causes

IACK of Lubrication or 
Cooling

Maintenance Error Wear/End o f  L ife Not S ta ted E tc .

23 % 17% 15% 19% 23%

strategy is applied. It can be easily found from Figure 4, the maximum allowable HEP is 0.07 with current 

surveillance test interval, however, it is 0.03 with the surveillance test interval c80 days. This results suggei 

one of the important interpretations that once the probability of human error is maintained at low levelistSTI 

can be relaxed without anyimpact on system unavailability. For sequential testing strategy case, as shown 

in Figure 5, because of high dependency of human error and high common cause failure probability, the 

maximum allowable HEP is 0.03 with the surveillance test interval of 50 days. System unavailability varies 

rapidly with human error probability in the domain next to optimized domain, which means that the optimizatb 

can not be applied in this domain for the AFWS, but can be applied for those system of less contribution to 

plant safety. Remaining 3 domainsare regarded as inappropriate in any case. Thus, this type of sensitivity 

analysis can be used in balancing the STI and HEP, and in optimizing the STI by providing allowable HEP 

range.
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Figure 4. Human Error Sensitivity Analysis for Staggered Test Strategy Case

Figure 5. Human Error Sensitivity Analysis for Sequential Test Strategy case
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3.2 Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to Allowed Outage Time

The standby safety system becomes unavailable when it is tested and/or subject to maintenance and the ten 

duratbn for the test and maintenance is regarded as the allowed outage time (AOT). The effect of AOT on 

system unavailability is shown to be relatively small in case that human error is not incorporated in the 

optimization process. However, recently the human erroaspect is regarded as one of the major contributor 

to system unavailability and it is noted that all the human errors occur within the AOT. Thus, human error 

sensitivity analysis to AOT wasperformed to provide the allowable domain of HEP with respect to AOT rangé 

from 0 to 24 hrs.

Figures 6  and 7 shows the sensitivity analysis results to human error and allowed outage time with the 

surveillance test interval of 30 days and 90 days, respectively. Similar to the STI case, five domains are 

identified according to the unavailability range, and the two lowest domain is applicable to the optimization. 

The results in Fgure 6  show that the effect of human error varies more sensitively than that in Figure 7, but 

the change in unavailability is still negligible in both cases even though the human error is considered.

4.Conclusion

The applicable range of human error probability isletermined through various sensitivity analysis of human 

error with a view to optimizing the surveillance test interval (STI) and allowed outage time (AOT) of 

components in redundant safety system. For actual calculation, auxiliary feedwater system is selected and 

the results show that the STI and AOTcan be optimized provided human error probability is maintained withi 

allowable range. This conclusion can be expanded to other system if the characteristics of system is well 

reflected.

5. References
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COGNITIVE SKILLS AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
OPERATIONAL DECISION-MAKING

Isabelle Schoenfeld 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

There is growing awareness that the decision making tasks required for 

selecting appropriate control actions involve cognitive skills in addition to 
the mastery of formal procedures. Cognitive skills are those used to acquire, 
store, and use knowledge. These skills are needed to solve problems, make 
decisions, make inferences, and reason about the effects of inputs to a system 

or process. Decision making tasks required of nuclear power plant operators 
involve cognitive skills, especially in situations where formal procedures may 

not exist or may not be prescriptive. This paper reports on research on 
cognitive skills and nuclear power plant operational decision making sponsored 
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under a contract with the 

Westinghouse Science and Technology Center. Dr. Randall Mumaw was the 
principal investigator. The research is reported in two NRC documents: 
NUREG/CR-6126 "Cognitive Skill Training for Nuclear Power Plant Operational 
Decision Making," and NUREG/CR-6127 "The Effects of Stress on Nuclear Power 
Plant Operational Decision Making and Training Approaches to Reduce Stress 

Effects."

The objectives of the research project were to: identify cognitive 
skills and stress coping skills associated with severe accident mitigation and 
response; identify and evaluate training programs/techniques in nuclear and 

other industries to determine their effectiveness in developing these skills; 
and evaluate these training programs/techniques in terms of their application 
to the nuclear power plant environment. This paper is excerpted from 
NUREG/CR-6126 and reports on an aspect of the research related to the 
identification of cognitive skills required for severe accident management 

based on an analytic model of decision making for severe accident conditions.

In addition, scenarios were developed to reveal specific decision making 
difficulties and to test the cognitive skills associated with each of the 

model’s elements.

The research team investigated the potential cognitive demands of severe 
accident management on control room operators and technical support center 

staff who would be most involved in the selection and execution of severe 
accident control actions. The following characteristics of severe accident 
management were identified as relating to an increased need for cognitive 
skills: decision-making authority may be shared or transferred from the 
control room to the Technical Support Center (TSC), which leads to an
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increased reliance on communication and group problem-solving skills; reliable 
and accurate plant state data may be more difficult to obtain; guidance 

documents may not be as prescriptive as current emergency operating 
procedures; uncertainty in decision making may be increased; and stress levels 

on decision makers may be increased.

An analytic approach to identifying cognitive skills required for NPP 

decision making was developed. This approach used as a starting point a model 

of decision making, borrowed from Rasmussen (1986), that has been widely 
applied to NPP operations. This model was modified to capture performance in 
both standard procedure-guided (primarily rule-based) decision making (normal 

and emergency operations) and severe accident management (SAM) decision 
making, which has a greater likelihood to be knowledge-based. The model was 

used to identify cognitive skills required for skilled performance and 

cognitive skills that may be required to mitigate factors that can impair 

performance. In addition, both crew skills and individual skills were 

identified because SAM decision making requires both. The performance model 
captures both rule-based and knowledge-based decision making, since the 
evolution of a severe accident may require transitioning from Emergency 
Operating Procedures (EOPs) to a Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG) 
document or to a situation not sufficiently covered in either.

The model is comprised of the following six general processes used for 
describing decision-making performance;

Monitor/Detect - active (monitor) and passive (detect) means for acquiring 

data about plant state. Sources of data include alarms, indicators, CRT 
displays, other individuals. Often, the first indications of an abnormal 

plant state are acquired through passive means in the sense that the operator 
is not actively seeking that indication. After operators have been alerted 
that an abnormal condition may exist, they will actively acquire plant state 
data. At this point operators seek out specific indications, monitoring 
parameter values or indications that provide a description of higher-level 

processes or functions. As the transient evolves operators maintain both

means for acquiring data. This component also addresses the need to integrate
individual indications into a more complete picture of plant state.

Interpret Current State - the development of a mental representation about the

current state of the plant. This representation may include interpretations 
concerning faults and causes of abnormal symptoms, or it may be only a 

prioritized list of symptoms. When developing a mental representation, the 

decision maker does not simply attempt to make sense of the plant state 
indications presented but actively selects, organizes, and integrates certain
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indications believed to reveal some understanding about plant state.

Determine Implications - the determination of how the current plant state will 

progress (e.g., potential consequences, side effects). A set of goals is 
defined in which more important goals are given higher priority and complex 

goals may be broken down into subgoals. In some evolutions, several critical 
goals may be identified. The decision maker needs to determine whether these 

goals can be satisfied simultaneously or whether the goals are linked in some 
way. For example, actions to achieve one goal may place a second goal in 

conflict or delay action on the second goal. Hence, goal trade-offs need to 

be considered.

Plan - the selection of a response plan, which could be a high-level action or 

formal procedure, that addresses the goal(s) with the highest priority. There 
are three potential paths for developing a plan. The first two paths rely on 
established plans, e.g., as written procedures (EOPs and SAMG); this is rule- 
based decision making. The third path (formulate response plan), is a 
knowledge-based approach to decision making. Although all three paths require 
some decision making, the third path requires greater reliance on the decision 

maker's ability to think through a plan that will succeed.

Control - the coordination and execution of a specific sequence of control 
actions. This may include establishing and altering priorities of actions as 
plant state evolves, allocating actions between operators when actions are not 
routine, and coordinating control actions being taken in numerous locations.

Feedback - the information gained from control actions is used to update 

understanding. This component identifies information at three levels. First, 

the operators receive feedback (monitor actions) from the controls that the 
control action was executed successfully. Second, operators should see changes 
in parameter values or in indications of plant functions that are the result 
of the control action. At the highest level, operators are provided 
information about whether the control actions are supporting goal achievement.

The performance model was then used to identify cognitive skills. The 

primary input to this analysis were task analyses of decision making required 
in similar settings. Completed analyses exist for nuclear power plant 

emergency operations as well as analyses of performance in fields such as 

electronics troubleshooting, medical diagnosis, and complex problem-solving 
tasks. The model identified cognitive skills for the individual as well as 
the team. Team cognitive skills are clearly critical in the support of crew



coordination. In SAM decision making, team members are distributed and have 
access to different information. Cognitive skills make possible effective 

communication between team members and increase the likelihood that critical 
information gets to the decision maker. If the team can work from the same 

deeper understanding of the situation--i.e., an accurate mental representation 

of the event, a recognition of the highest priority goal, and a clear idea of 

the functional intent of the plan or procedure for achieving that goal--team 

performance is enhanced. The model also considered likely impediments to 

task performance. Hence, for each of the six decision making processes, 
situational factors were analyzed as potential sources of human error; 

cognitive limitations and biases were considered to provide an understanding 
of cognitive challenges in a demanding situation; and cognitive skills 

(individual and team) were identified as needed to enhance decision making 

performance and to reduce or eliminate cognitive limitations and biases. 
Following are examples of identified situational factors, cognitive 

limitations and biases, and cognitive skills for each of the six decision 
making processes:

Monitor/Detect:

Situat ional Factors:

-Plant systems and data may be lost 
-Sensors and indicators can fail 

-Data may become unreliable 
-Ideal indications may not be instrumented 
-Unusual value range may reduce sensitivity 

-TSC may have data access limitations
-TSC may need to rely more heavily on data reported through voice 
communication from the control room and other areas of the plant and my be 
susceptible to misinterpretations, false alarms, and lost context.

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Limitations in attention and working memory

Cognitive S k i l ls  (Indiv iduals ) -.

-Ability to determine accurate indications of plant state 
-Ability to integrate plant state indications 

-Ability to identify meaningful events

Cognitive S k i l ls  (Team):



-Ability to communicate important plant state indications to the decision 

maker

Interpret Current State:

Situational Factors:

-Phenomena less well understood 
-Attribute symptoms to known influences 

-Symptoms may be distributed to many systems 
-Important evidence can be obscured

Cognitive l imitations and Biases:

-Garden path interpretations 
-Representational limits 

-Confirmation bias

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to make inferences about current plant state 
-Ability to determine expected influences and relevant data 

-Ability to recognize links to existing procedures and SAMG

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to interpretation process 

Determine Implications:

Situational Factors:

-Competing goals 
-Removal of alternatives

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Representational limits may lead to a simplified or incomplete representation 
-Faulty conclusions

Cognitive Skills (Individuals)\

-Ability to use a mental representation to simulate an event’s progression and 

identify goals
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-Ability to determine goal priorities

-Ability to recognize links to existing procedures and SAMG

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to goal identification/priority setting process 

Plan:

Situational Factors:

-Uncertainty of plant state
-Communication between various players can lead to additional workload for 

addressing each concern 

-Time pressure

Cognitive limitations and Biases:

-Representational limits

-Incorrect information and misconceptions

Cognitive Skills (Individuals ):

-Ability to identify appropriate existing response plans 
-Ability to formulate response plan 
-Ability to evaluate response plan 
-Ability to determine action sequence

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to planning process 

Control :

Situational Factors:

-Control actions less well specified
-Personnel may be less familiar with their roles and need for coordination 

-Confusion may be added with increase in personnel 
-Noise and activity can be obstacle to clear communication 

-Uncertainty and time pressure

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:
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-Attentional and working memory limitations
-Incorrect action due to inability to determine the correct goal

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to manage the execution of a response plan 

-Ability to execute control actions

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to coordinate related control actions

Feedback:

S7 tua17on a 1 Factors :

-Data acquisition problems
-Less valid data or transitory indications of plant state 

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Limitations on monitoring goal achievement and evaluation of the response 

plan
-Confirmation bias
-Oversensitive criterion for shifting plans 

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to use plant state data to determine that control actions are having 
desired effect
-Ability to evaluate appropriateness of response plan

The above analysis provided one technique, a performance model, for 

identifying cognitive skills required for decision making. Another technique 
was the use of twelve SAM scenarios (6 PWR and 6 BWR) which were developed to 

provide insights about cognitive skills and as a means to confirm or 
disconfirm the performance model. The scenarios created situations in which 

the following were generally true: standard means for mitigating problems are 
removed or impaired; there are potentially multiple, inter-dependent threats 
to plant safety; the phenomena tied to the event are less familiar or less 

well understood. Each scenario was linked back to the performance model by 

determining the degree to which the activities suggested by the scenario were 
accounted for by the elements of the model. The test revealed no significant
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flaws in the model. The scenarios emphasized three broad areas of the model; 
interpret current state, determine implications; and plan. These are the 

elements of the model most strongly tied to knowledge-based decision making. 

Hence, the scenarios aided in confirming assumptions underlying the 

performance model.

In conclusion, the above description provides a characterization of the 

knowledge and skills required to perform at a high skill level and to 

eliminate or mitigate performance problems. These are the least detailed 
cognitive skill descriptions. That is, specific domain knowledge and specific 

cognitive processes have not been included. For a more detailed specification 
of cognitive skills, a different form of cognitive task analysis could be 

applied to identify specific knowledge. Thus, the list of cognitive skills 

developed is not a sufficient specification of cognitive skills for developing 
detailed training materials. However, it does identify the general cognitive 

skill categories required for decision making. It is. also important to note 
that these cognitive skills can benefit performance in a number of ways even 

when rule-based decision making is used, including to; develop expectations, 
support confirmation and disconfirmation of hypotheses about plant state, aid 
in interpreting procedures, aid in communicating intent, and in evaluating, 

that the selected plan is succeeding, etc. Hence, cognitive skills are used 

in all aspects of operations--from detection to execution and in rule-based as 
well as knowledge-based decision-making, and training can play an important 
role in enhancing these skills.
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Abstract

In most cases, the surveillance test intervals (STIs), allowed outage times (AOTs) and testing 

strategies of safety components in nuclear power plant are prescribed in plant technical 

specifications. And, in general, it is required that standby safety system shall be redundant (i.e., 

composed of multiple components) and those components are tested by either staggered test 

strategy or sequential test strategy. In this study, a linear model is presented to incorporate the 

effects of human errors associated with test into the evaluation of unavailability. The average 

unavailabilities of 1/4, 2/4 redundant systems are computed considering human error and testing 

strategy. The adverse effects of test on system unavailability, such as component wear and test- 

induced transient have been modelled. The final outcome of this study would be the optimized 

human error domain from 3-D human error sensitivity analysis by selecting finely classified 

segment. The results of sensitivity analysis show that the STI and AOT can be optimized 

provided human error probability is maintained within allowable range.

1. Introduction
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The surveillance test intervals (STIs), allowed outage times (AOTs) and testing strategies of 

safety components in nuclear power plant are prescribed in plant technical specifications. 

However, most of the existing STIs and AOTs have been determined on the basis of conservative 

safety analysis and engineering judgement, resulting in a number of conservative considerations. 

It is known, through many recent researches[1], the improvement of safety while securing 

operational margins can be achieved, without any configuration change, in virtue of probabilistic 

safety assessment (PSA). In general, it is required that standby safety system shall be redundant 

(i.e., composed of multiple components) and those components are tested by either staggered test 

strategy or sequential test strategy in order to assure system availability. The unavailabilities of 

1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 systems with sequential test strategy and those of 1/3, 2/3 systems with staggered 

test strategy were evaluated [2],[3]. The results show that if the system logic is more complicated 

than 1 out of 4, the staggered test strategy would improve the system unavailability, but it causes 

excessive load on the operators and, consequently, the human error associated with test. 

Therefore, quantification of human error effects is necessary in the course of unavailability 

analysis to determine the optimized STI, AOT and test strategy.

In this study, a linear model is presented to incorporate the human errors associated with test 

and the average unavailabilities of 1/4, 2/4 redundant systems are computed considering human 

error and testing strategy. Although the human errors are regarded as one of the most important 

contributors to system unavailability, it is hard to quantify them due to the uncertainty of human 

behaviour. Hence, to suggest the acceptable range of human error probability for each case, the 

final outcome of this study would be the optimized human error domain from 3-D human error 

sensitivity analysis by selecting finely classified segment. For case study, the auxiliary feedwater 

system of Younggwang nuclear units 3&4 is selected. (2-out-of-4 system logic)

2. Application to 1/4 and 2/4 System Unavailability

2.1 Testing Strategy



Current technical specification allows two types o f testing strategy. One is the sequential test 

strategy by which all components are tested sequentially straight through one moment and the 

other is the staggered test strategy by which each component is tested one and the other with the 

same time interval. The concept o f each test strategy is graphically explained in Figures 1 and 2, 

respectively. The sequential test strategy may reduce the load on testing personnels compared to 

the staggered test strategy because all components are tested straight through one moment. 

However, the sequential test strategy may increase the system unavailability and dependency 

human error compared to the staggered test strategy . For that reason, the staggered surveillance 

test strategy is generally taken to minimize the system unavailability. By the way, if  the

1
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T  : surveillance test interval
T r : required time for test and maintenance (BC, DE, FG, HI) 

Figure 1. Staggered Test Strategy

4 r ,

4---------»

A B C D E F

T : surveillance test interval

T r : required time for test and maintenance (BC, DE, FG, HI)

Figure 2. Sequential Test Strategy



surveillance test interval of component in redundant system with 1/4, 2/4 system logic are 

relatively short, the staggered test strategy results in excessive loads on testing personnels, which

test strategy combined by test interval plays great role in evaluating the human error and system 

unavailability.

2.2 Independent Failures and Common Cause Failures

It is common to use exponential distribution for modelling the independent failures such as 

demand failure and random failure of components. And the beta-factor model is applied to 

modelling the common cause failures. The subscript 1 and 2 denote the component type in the 

system. The sequence of testing is modelled to be circulated, that is the test of component i is 

followed by the test of component (i+1)', regardless of testing strategy. The beta-factor model is 

applied for modelling the demand and random common cause failures since the system is 

composed of almost identical components. Mathematical expressions for independent failures and 

common cause failure are summarized as follows :

where ArX : independent running failure rate
Acl : common cause running failure rate 
AI : total running failure rate 
Dd] : independent demand failure rate 
DcX : common cause demand failure rate 
Z), : total demand failure rate.

increases the human error probability and the system unavailability. Hence one can easily find the

PrX (1)

(2)

Pd\ n  -  n (3)

(4)
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Above expressions can be rewritten for another type of component by replacing the subscript 1 

with 2.

2.3. Adverse Effects of Test 

Adverse effects of test are distinct depending on the characteristics of components. To evaluate

Substantially, the adverse effects of test cannot be incorporated in the existing models for 

calculating system unavailability since constant failure rates are assumed regardless of 

surveillance test interval variation. Equations (5) and (6) show that failure rate also varies with 

surveillance test interval, which incorporate the adverse effects of test.

2.4 System Average Unavailability with Human Error Consideration

The mathematical expression for the unavailability of system having 1/4 and 2/4 system logic 

considering human error associated with test can be derived as follows. The number of human 

error occurrence during test is expected by following equation,

the adverse effects, linear models for random failure rate and for demand failure rate are derived 

and applied to 1/4, 2/4 system using actual operating data :

(5)

(6)

where Â0 : random failure rate with reference test interval
D0 : demand failure rate with reference test interval
T : surveillance test interval
W : reference test interval
P  : wear effect ratio of test.



Number of Human Error Occurrence = 4 C3 + 4 C2 + 4 C, + 4 C0 . (7)

Using above equation and conditional probability, the unavailability of 1/4 or 2/4 system can be 

derived as:

As shown in Eq.(8), the system average unavailability has 15 factors and can be expressed by 

following equation:

human error terms.

The conditional probability of a human error occurrence associated with test can be expressed 

as Yo For two successive occurrences of human errors, it is y0y,, and for three successive 

occurrences of human errors it is y0y:y2, and so forth. The characteristics of these conditional 

probability probabilities in terms of dependency are as below.

4 2 3 4 4

4

From equation (8), after some tedious derivation, q(t) can be obtained and the system 

average unavailability can be obtained by:

B C D

= X
Jq{t )d t+  ^q{i )d t+^q{t)d t+^q{t )d t+-- -+^q{t )d t  . (9)
A B C D H

15

<7„, =  X  Fa, ■ (10)

Fav can be computed using equation (8) and listed in Tables 1 and 2 by separating CCF and
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Table 1. The Fav Equations for Each Testing Strategy
(Independent Failures and CCF)

i
Staggered Test Sequential Test

FI + Ddl £>/| )+2(z).t DiJ2 4- Dc2 Dtl] ) (̂A/îA/l + A/2 A/i) + ̂ (A| A/2 + A2A/1)

F2 {tfnKi + A;2̂ »-i)r + DinDtl2Ar2)T ( A/l'̂ 'z-2 + A/2̂ Vl)r + ̂ (A/1 A/2̂ rl + ̂ illD,n̂ il}r

F3
23t 2  ̂̂ 2

+ Ai2̂ V2̂ -rl) 24 +(Ay2̂ rl + A l^ )  yj [DiAAl +A 2/̂ f2̂ 'rl) 2 + (A/2 K\ + A/1̂ 2) ^

F4 {̂ r[̂ r2 + ̂ rl r̂2) +(A:I/V2 + 'WV|) ^g
T1 2 t 2 (^ 1̂ ,2 + AriAl2)— + {At.lAl.1 + A A ,)-j-

F5 (A i^  + Dc2̂ r\)T + {DJ2̂ c\ + A /l'O ^ ( ^ 1 ^ 2  + Aî^i-l)7 + ( ^ 2 ^ 1  + D<J]Ac2 )r

F 6 i {d]{ + Del + An + Da + 2(D2D,n + Z), Z>,n)} ̂ 2 {A, + A, + An + A, + 2(A A, + A An)} 7

F7 l(P<nKi + D1A2 + A/2̂ 1 + A; A 1 + A4i + Ai'O7, (-̂ A/2̂ v2 + 3D,A,. 2 +2£)[(,^, +£>,M/lrl + A /lri + 2A;i-^)r,

F 8 (Al +A l)^ L + ('^A2 +KK\)TTr (̂ ci 1 }^! “1" ̂ ^2 ' 2Â|/l( 2 ^ -̂ 2̂--, 2 ~ -̂ rt ̂  j

Mutually Dependent Case : Y0 < Y 1 <Y2 <Y3 <- - -  (U )

Mutually Independent Case : y0 = y, = y2 = Y3 = • • • • (12)

Methodologies for evaluating the human error have been continuously developed and a number 

o f  researches have been done for the application to actual situations. Nevertheless, it seems that 

there is no single methodology which is prevalent and generally accepted for human error 

evaluation. In this regard, there exists many difficulties in analysing human errors associated with 

nuclear power plant operation. Up to now, several methodologies such as THERP, SLIM, HCR



Table 2. The Fav Equations for Each Testing Strategy

(Independent Failures and Human Errors)

f f e m i S ts g g ô & d  Tôsfc
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F 1 0
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and ASEP which is shortened form of THERP, have been regarded as appropriate to some 

extent. Except HCR, it is thought any methodology can be applicable to STI/AOT evaluation so 

long as it is related to pre-accident human error analysis. However, it is recommendable to select 

appropriate methodology for specific system depending on the characteristic of the system.

The scope of this study is limited to the evaluation of pre-accidents human error (human errors 

during test and maintenance), and the conditional probability concept is applied based on THERP 

methodology. In Summary,



1) Types of Human Error Associated with Test and Maintenance

■ Error of Commission (ECOM) : Human Error During Commissioning the 
Test and Maintenance tasks,

■ Error of Omission (EOM) : Human Error of Omitting the Restoration of 
System After Test and Maintenance Tasks .

2) Probability Used Depending on the Dependency of Human Error

■ Zero Dependency : HEP,

■ Medium Dependency : (1+6 X HEP)/7. (13)

In this study, sensitivity analysis of the human error is performed by treating both ECOM and 

EOM collectively and henceforth through entire sensitivity analysis, the probability of human 

error would be the sum of both type human error probabilities.

The human error dependency on the testing strategy are summarized as below :

1) For Staggered Testing Strategy : Mutually Independent,

2) For Sequential Testing Strategy : Medium Dependency.

3. Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to STI/AOT

3.1 Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to Surveillance Test Interval

In previous chapter, the average system unavailability of 1/4, 2/4 redundant system is derived 

using failure probabilities and test parameters for each testing strategy, and the key results are 

summarized in Tables 1 and 2. However, as previously mentioned, there are some difficulties in 

quantifying the human error probability for use in evaluating STI/AOT. Thus, it is judged that 

sensitivity analysis of human error can give more useful results and insight related to effect of 

human error, on the evaluation, of STI/AOT.

Various human error sensitivity analyses was performed for auxiliary feedwater system 

(AFWS) of Younggwang nuclear units 3&4 with system logic of 2-out-of-4. As shown in Figure
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3, the AFWS is composed of two trains and each train is equipped one motor-driven pump and 

one diesel-driven pump. The quantitative value of component failure probability, common cause 

failure probability, and the range of human error probability of concern is presented in Table 3. 

The applied range of human error probability in this analysis is set for covering the whole HEP 

range used in PSA.

Applying the equations in Tables 1 and 2 and the failure data in Table 3, the human error 

sensitivity analyses to surveillance test interval were performed and the results are shown in 

Figures 4 and 5 for each testing strategy. As shown in Figures, five domains can be identified 

according to the unavailability range and the lowest is the optimized domain of human error in 

terms of unavailability. Current surveillance test interval is set as 30 days and staggered testing
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Figure 3. Simplified P&ID of YGN 3&4 AFWS



Table 3. Failure Data of AFWS Pump by Failure Modes

Runaing 
Failure Rate CCF(Be$a) HEPRasge A O T

Motor
Driven
Pump

3.0E-3/d 1.5E-4/hr

l 054ft 
(fail to start)

0.003 
(fail to run)

0.1-0.0001 2 hr

Diesel
Driven
Pump

2.0E-2/d 1.0E-4/hr

0.0546 
(fail to start)

0.003 
(fail to run)

p i o © o o 2 hr

Table 4. Distribution of AFWS Pump Failure Causes

I Lack, oïh i& âf& tîm  or Maasteuance Error Wea?/£ndofXife Not Stated Etc.

23%  ■ 17% 15% 19% 23%

strategy is applied. It can be easily found from Figure 4, the maximum allowable HEP is 0.07 

with current surveillance test interval, however, it is 0.03 with the surveillance test interval of 90 

days. This results suggest one of the important interpretations that once the probability of human 

error is maintained at low level, the STI can be relaxed without any impact on system 

unavailability. For sequential testing strategy case, as shown in Figure 5, because of high 

dependency of human error and high common cause failure probability, the maximum allowable 

HEP is 0.03 with the surveillance test interval of 50 days. System unavailability varies rapidly 

with human error probability in the domain next to optimized domain, which means that the 

optimization can not be applied in this domain for the AFWS, but can be applied for those system 

of less contribution to plant safety. Remaining 3 domains are regarded as inappropriate in any 

case. Thus, this type of sensitivity analysis can be used in balancing the STI and HEP, and in 

optimizing the STI by providing allowable HEP range.
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Figure 5. Human Error Sensitivity Analysis for Sequential Test Strategy Case
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3.2 Human Error Sensitivity Analysis to Allowed Outage Time

The standby safety system becomes unavailable when it is tested and/or subject to 

maintenance and the time duration for the test and maintenance is regarded as the allowed outage 

time (AOT). The effect of AOT on system unavailability is shown to be relatively small in case 

that human error is not incorporated in the optimization process. However, recently the human 

error aspect is regarded as one of the major contributor to system unavailability and it is noted 

that all the human errors occur within the AOT. Thus, human error sensitivity analysis to AOT 

was performed to provide the allowable domain of HEP with respect to AOT ranged from 0 to 24 

hr s.

Figures 6 and 7 shows the sensitivity analysis results to human error and allowed outage time 

with the surveillance test interval of 30 days and 90 days, respectively. Similar to the STI case, 

five domains are identified according to the unavailability range, and the two lowest domain is 

applicable to the optimization. The results in Figure 6 show that the effect of human error varies 

more sensitively than that in Figure 7, but the change in unavailability is still negligible in both 

cases even though the human error is considered.

4. Conclusion

The applicable range of human error probability is determined through various sensitivity 

analysis of human error with a view to optimizing the surveillance test interval (STI) and allowed 

outage time (AOT) of components in redundant safety system. For actual calculation, auxiliary 

feedwater system is selected and the results show that the STI and AOT can be optimized 

provided human error probability is maintained within allowable range. This conclusion can be 

expanded to other system if the characteristics of system is well reflected.

5. References
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Abstract

Within the AGNES Project (Advanced Generic and New Evaluation of Safety) the Level-1 PSA model of the Paks NPP Unit 3 was developed in form 
of a detailed event tree/fault tree structure (53 initiating events, 580 event sequences, 6300 basic events are involved). This model gives 
a good basis for quantitative evaluation o f potential consequences o f actually occurred safety-related events, i.e. for precursor event 
studies.
To make these studies possible and efficient, the current qualitative event analysis practice should be reviewed and a new additional 
quantitative analysis procedure and system should be developed and applied.

The present paper gives an overview of the method outlined for both qualitative and quantitative analyses of the operator crew activity during 
off-normal situations.
First, the operator perform ance experienced during past operational events is discussed. Sources o f raw inform ation, the qualitative 
evaluation process, the follow-up actions, as well as the documentation requirements are described.
Second, the general concept o f the proposed precursor event analysis is described. Types o f modeled interactions and the considered 
performance influences are presented. The quantification o f the potential consequences o f the identified precursor events is based on the 
task-oriented, Level-1 PSA model o f the plant unit.

A precursor analysis system covering the evaluation o f operator activities is now under development. Prelim inary results gained during a 
case study evaluation o f a. past historical event are presented.



IN T R O D U C T IO N

Operational events have been evaluated qualitatively since the first unit was put into operation at Paks. Criteria for the events being 
evaluated or even reported to the authority underwent several modifications. Some events evaluated in the past are found to be not significant 
nowadays, thus they are not reported or even not evaluated at all. Since the completion of the Level-1 PSA study within the AGNES safety re- 
evaluation project an issue has been raised o f the possibility o f evaluating the operational events quantitatively, determ ining the risk 
significance o f the real occurrence and drawing conclusions based on its impact on safety.

Evaluation o f the human performance in an operational event has always formed an integral part of the qualitative evaluation process. At the 
same time, outstanding efforts have been made in the field of human reliability analyses within the framework o f the Level-1 PSA in order 
to be able to quantify probabilities of human errors. This has led to the conclusion that the methods developed and used for HRA purposes in 
the Level-1 PSA could be adopted also for the assessment of human performance in the process of quantitative evaluation o f operational events.

The qualitative evaluation process is performed mainly at the plant by plant personnel. The evaluation process is briefly described in the 
first part o f the paper. Activities on quantitative evaluation o f operational events have been initiated by the H ungarian Atomic Energy 
Authority. The proposed concept o f the evaluation process as well as tasks carried out up to date are described in the second part o f the 
paper.

1. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Paks NPP operates 4 W E R  V-213 type reactors. The NPP has a successful operational history. The units were put into operation in 1983,1984, 
1986 and 1987 respectively. Since then 169.962 GWh electricity was generated up to 1996, with a very good rate of availability. The plant 
has perform ed above the international average for many years as it can be seen on the capacity factor in the table below.

C apacity  F ac to r

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

W orld  m edian 77.6 80.1 81.1 81.4 82.8

P aks N PP 87.2 87.3 89.7 88.6 91.0

From  start o f the commercial operation of the first unit 52 automatic reactor trips have occurred altogether with the following distribution
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1.1. H um an  P erfo rm an ce  in O perational Events

For the four units 732 events have been investigated on corporate level. All these events are classified on the INES scale and show increase 
in number, but decrease in severity. In the year 1996 71 safety related events occurred and were investigated. It can be established pursuant 
to the monthly distribution o f events given in the table below that the decisive majority o f events occurred in the maintenance period - 
between April and October - characterizing the impacts o f the high flux o f events typical to this period.

V-M

Certain conclusions can be drawn from the above figures (not supported fully by statistical data) concerning the correlation between overhaul 
and the number o f events occurring. In the periods o f overhaul, a relatively higher number o f events have taken place on the units concerned. 
During this period, some increase in the number o f events can be observed on the twin-unit as well. Continuing the investigation o f these 
events, the following distribution o f causes leading to the occurrence o f the events can be observed:

M onth N um ber o f Events U nit outages
January 4

February 2

M arch 1

April 7 Unit 4

May 8 Start o f Unit 1

June 9 End o f U nit 1, Start o f Unit 3

July 9 End o f Unit 3

August 9 Start o f Unit 2

September 2

October 9 End o f U nit 2

November 2

December 9
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equipm ent related - 60 %
personnel related - 32 %
procedure related - 7 %
others 1 %

In compliance with previous years, equipment failures occur the most frequently followed by human errors. Perform ing a m ore detailed 
investigation o f equipment failures, the following distribution among the fields has been found:

mechanical 26 %
I&C - 14 %
electrical - 60 %

The breakdown indicated above shows the frequent failure of electrical systems. Performing a more detailed investigation similarly for the 
human related causes o f the events the following distribution o f errors among the personnel has been obtained:

operating - 52 %
maintenance - 26 %
planning - 9 %
auxiliary - 9 %
commissioning - 4 %

Similarly to previous years of operation the number of errors committed by the operational staff appeared to be the most significant among 
the human errors. The number o f documentation errors was relatively small (5), they have the following distribution among the different kinds 
o f  documentation:

operating procedures - 40 %
maintenance procedures - 20 %
program  - 20 %
design - 20 %

Concerning the effectiveness o f  prevention it can be established that nearly one third o f deviations had been detected and/or occurred in 
the course o f scheduled or non-scheduled tests and program s. Deviations detected in the course o f operation and maintenance represent a 
similar distribution as given below:
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planned test 21 %
unplanned test - 13 %
operation 31 %
maintenance - 35 %

1.2. Safety Related Event Investigation and Feedback

In case o f  the occurrence o f  a safety related event the personnel on duty have to write a report by filling out the regular event report 
form. In case of events extending over several shifts the reports have to cover the period between two changes of shifts or the whole period 
of time until the normal operational state restored. All documents including the readings, computer data archive related to the event have 
to be attached to the w ritten reports.

Safety related events or incidents fulfilling the reporting criteria are to be reported verbally and also in w ritten to the N uclear Safety 
D irectorate o f the Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority with its rating determined according to the INES manual.

Investigation

An investigation revealing the direct cause o f the incident or safety related event has to be started after the stabilisation o f param eter 
under direction o f  the shift supervisor. The on-call safety engineer o f the Safety Division has to arrive at the plant in the shortest
possible time and jo in  the investigation. A n in-depth investigation of the event is led by the safety engineer o f the Safety D epartm ent
The organisations concerned in the given incident or safety related event are obliged to support the investigation in every respect.

In order to make the circumstances of the event clear and yield as many insights as possible the person conducting the investigation makes 
inquiries among the personnel concerned directly or indirectly with the event. During the investigation the root cause o f the event is to 
be analysed in order to reduce frequency o f occurrence of the given event in the future.

The final report is sent by the Section o f Operational Safety to the Safety M anager for approval. The Safety M anager confirms the 
conclusions and the actions to be taken as a result o f the event investigation. The detailed report o f the event prepared on the basis of 
the investigation report has to be sent to the Nuclear Safety Directorate in 30 days after the event.

Feedback



The Safety D ivision is responsible for tracking the action plans, preparing training material and conducting the training o f the lessons 
learned to the personnel. In  order to enhance the availability and operational safety a summary is prepared about the reports o f event 
investigations for the quarterly and yearly meetings of the Operating Review Committee, which surveys the perform ance o f the actions 
ordered during the investigation of events

2. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Within the AGNES Project the Level-1 PSA model of the Paks NPP Unit 3 was developed in form of a very detailed event tree/fault tree structure. 
This model gives a good basis for quantitative evaluation of potential consequences o f actually occurred safety-related events, i.e. for 
precursor event studies. Such activities were initiated by the Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority in 1995 and the VEIKI Institute for Electric 
Power Research Co. was charged with developing methods and tools to be able to cany out those kinds o f evaluations. VEIKI has made a proposal 
for a “precursor program” and a number of steps have already been taken in building up its framework. Following is a brief description of the 
proposed precursor program, the tasks performed so far, some details about the approach to the human performance analysis and its place within 
the program.

2 .1 . G eneral C oncept o f th e  P roposed  P recu rso r E ven t A nalysis P ro g ram

The general conceptual framework o f the proposed precursor analysis program as well as the place of the evaluation o f human performance in 
it is shown on F igure 1. The objectives of the precursor program are almost the same as those that the NRC identified in its Accident Sequence 
Precursor (ASP) Program  [1]. The two m ain objectives are as follows:

•  determ ination o f the risk significance o f  the operational events on different levels o f risk (e.g. core dam age, system/component 
unavailability, etc.), identification o f the m ost significant ones and their ranking,

• early signalization o f negative trends in performance.

In  addition, the following secondary objectives have been defined:

•  drawing conclusions based on the impact o f the operational events on the risks at different levels
•  feedback to the PSA model, i.e. identification o f necessary model developments or data modifications.

In order to meet the above objectives the following “action plan” was set up:



• develop a method and a tool capable of determining the impact of a given operational event on the core damage risk
• apply the method and the tool for the events reported to the authority (trial application)
• develop and analyse risk based safety indicators associated with different levels of risk that are capable of giving early signal in the 

case if any o f those risk levels changes significantly
• develop a tool for the evaluation o f the set o f risk based indicators of different levels
• apply the risk based safety indicators for all operational events in a given period (trial application)
• finalise the set of risk based indicators and make any modifications to the methods and tools found necessary during the trial applications
• implement the precursor analysis system.

The approach applied by the NRC in the ASP Program has been chosen as a basis for the proposed precursor event analysis scheme. The methodology 
and the analysis process of the ASP Program has been reviewed and adopted with some modifications reflecting specificities of the proposed 
precursor analysis system. A computer software has been developed to make the process of evaluation of the core damage risk as “easy” as 
possible. O f course, not all the modelling approaches and techniques could be computerized, there is still a need for deep understanding of 
capabilities and limitations of the PSA model and assumptions. Trial application of the methodology and the com puter tool is underway.

As a next step, several risk based indicators have been defined and analysed. Analysis o f these indicators was perform ed by simulation of 
failure events and it included the following phases:

•  determination o f how well they estimate the underlying nominal risk level,
•  analysis o f their behaviour in the case o f a step change (increase) in the underlying risk level,
• analysis of their effectiveness with regards to indicating different changes in performance, i.e. (1) determination o f the probability 

o f detection o f a real change together with the associated average run length (average num ber o f steps until detection) and (2) 
determ ination o f the false alarm  probability (probability o f detection of a change when there is no change at all),

•  selection o f the optimal indicators based on cost-benefit analyses.

These are the tasks performed so far within the precursor program. All the others listed before are currently under consideration.

2.2. Types of Interactions Analysed

Quantitative evaluation of the human performance in operational events is supposed to be performed as part of the precursor event analysis 
program as shown on Figure I. The evaluation should be based on the results of the qualitative evaluation process, i.e. all the information 
relevant to the human peformance should be extracted from the Licensee Event Reports. These pieces o f information are mainly concerned with 
the qualitative evaluation o f human performance, in particular with knowledge adequacy of the personnel for the given situation, quality



and availability of procedures, man-machine interface, workload, etc. Human interactions performed in an operational event may be modelled 
in the PSA, but they may be missing from  it. In this respect, four types o f possible relationships have been identified between the human 
interactions in an operational event and the actions modelled in the PSA. These are the following:

1. An error committed during the operational event and it is modelled in the PSA.
•  In this case the basic event describing the given error has to be set to “true” event during the PSA based event evaluation. HEP value 

of the given basic event also has to be studied from the point o f view of: if it is low, how the error could occur at all. In such 
a case HEP value m ight have to be revised.

2. An error committed during the operational event and it is not modelled in the PSA.
• In this case appropriate risk level o f the error has to be defined deterministically first, i.e. possible place o f it in the PSA model 

has to be identified. A “true” event has to be added after that to the place identified in a correct logical connection with other 
basic events. In addition, risk significance o f the error has to be studied, i.e. characteristics o f its contribution to the core 
damage risk, such as fractional contribution (or Fussel-Vesely importance), risk achievement worth, risk reduction worth and 
sensitivity factor have to be determined. The need for the modification o f the basic PSA model (adding the above basic event 
describing the committed error once for all) has to be decided based on these characteristics.

3. No error committed during the operational event but one (or more) o f the errors modelled in the PSA is (are) challenged
• In this case the H EP value has to be studied from the point o f view of its appropriateness for the given situation. Some conditions 

may differ from  those considered during the identification o f  the “average” HEP value for the given action, that requires 
modification o f  this basic value.

4. No error committed during the operational event and none of the errors modelled in the PSA is challenged, but a postulated additional human 
error would lead to an undesirable state

•  In this case the postulated error has to be modelled by adding a basic event describing that e rro r to the appropriate level (and in 
appropriate logic) of the PSA model and determining its probability. Furthermore, risk significance o f the error has to be analysed 
by the characteristics o f  its contribution to the core damage risk. I f  the error appears to be significant then it has to be added 
to the model once for all, while in the opposite case it can be just left out.

As it can be seen, modelling o f human performance may require the following modifications o f the PSA model:

• model modifications (cases 1, 2)
• data modifications (case 3)
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• model and data modifications (case 4 and cases if more than one error modelled in the PSA are challenged by the operational event)
•  none (if no human interactions are performed during the operational event or the interactions performed are not related to the PSA model 

at all).

2.3. Modelling Approach

The approach selected for modelling human performance depends on the type of actions of interest. The types of actions modelled in the Level-1 
PSA are as follows:

• type A: pre-accident actions
•  type B: initiators
• type C: post-accident actions.

Type A
Pre-accident errors were analysed by using a modified ASEP procedure that took into account the specifics of W E R  operation. The study 
included a number of talk-through analyses with extensive involvement o f plant technical staff. A formalised procedure was adapted to collect 
information important to HRA and organise this information into a framework useful for quantitative assessment. The basic HEP estimates were 
derived mainly from  the TH ER P Handbook and from the ASEP procedure guide.

The first step o f the quantificationprocess was the selection o f a generic basic value for human error probability. This value was modified 
according to the existence or lack o f recoveries from the anticipated error by a recovery factor that could be determ ined and quantified by 
identifying the so-called basic and optimum conditions that apply to the given interaction. The next step of the quantification process was 
the assessment o f the so-called procedure factor under basic conditions. This was performed by the use of a logic structure taking into 
account the necessity, existence, usage and quality o f the procedures applied for the given interaction. In addition to the recovery and 
procedure factors within-person dependence was also considered in the quantification process by determining a dependence factor for multiple 
interactions on  parallel system trains considering separation o f actions adm inistratively, in tim e, or by location. As a result o f the above 
process a H EP value was derived for each pre-accident action modelled in the PSA.

With regards to cases 1 and 2 above of the relationship between the activities in the operational event and the ones modelled in the PSA the 
only thing that has to be done during modelling o f  the error committed is setting the appropriate basic event to true event. In case 3 
recovery, procedure and dependence factors have to be studied from the point of view o f the differences o f their values from  the ones 
calculated for an “average” interaction in question. Basic and optimum conditions, specificities o f the procedure usage in the given
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situation and the real dependence effects have to be reevaluated for this reason. In case 4 a new “average” interaction has to be analysed 
by the given quantification procedure.

Type B
Initiator type errors were quantified in the Level-1 PSA by the use of plant specific data. The m ajority o f these initiators w ere found to 
be those leading to an inadvertent reactor trip.

Case 1 in this context means that one of the initiating events included in the PSA model occurs due to a human error. In such a case probability 
of the given initiating event has to be set to P  =  1 and the CCD P is defined by the related event tree. All the other cases relate to situations 
when no initiating event has really occured but one (or more) of them is challenged by the human activity. The way o f modelling depends on 
whether the person carrying out (or not carrying out) the given activity should have perform ed the activity and its om ission has led to the 
situation challenging an initiating event or he has made an action by mistake and due to that one o f the initiating events could have occured 
with higher than nominal probability. In the first case the initiating event is challanged passively while in the second - actively. For the
first case the decision tree model developed for type C actions (see below) is applied. In the lack o f an appropriate model for errors of
commission for the second case expert estimates are to be applied.

Type C
~ ». Observations were made at the full scale replica simulator o f the plant to help modelling and quantification of post-accident errors. Although

the simulator study was originally aimed at developing and using plant specific TRC curves, the results of the data analysis showed that the 
use o f  such curves were not sufficient. This finding led to the development o f a stand-alone model of crew  reliability. This model is based 
on a decision tree approach, and it relies on both simulator data and expert opinion. The model, i.e. the decision tree directly shows the 
various factors that could influence crew reliability, the impact o f these influences, their dependencies together with the probability 
values assigned to each branch. The influence of the following factors has been integrated into the decision tree:

• difficulty o f scenario
•  time available
•  crew knowledge o f situation
• quality o f man-machine interface
•  required degree o f crew integration
•  quality and availability o f procedures.

In cases 1 and 2 the way of modelling o f the error is the same as for type A actions, i.e. the basic event describing the given error committed 
during the operational event (an existing basic event in case 1 and a newly built-in one in case 2) has to be set to true event. In case 3
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réévaluation o f the above influence factors is required from the point o f view of whether or not their average value is appropriate for the 
given situation. Case 4 requires evaluation of a completely new (from the point of view of the PSA model) operator action by the decision tree 
methodology.

3. FURTHER NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENTS

Up to day, qualitative evaluation of the operational events is performed by the plant, conclusions drawn and the necessary measures identified 
are included in the licensee event reports that are reviewed by the authority. The quantitative evaluation process is in a preliminary state, 
but it has already been understood that some pieces of information necessary for that - in particular for the human performance assessment - 
can be missing from  the licensee event reports since criteria of what information should be included in it have been defined in the past 
without considerations about the possibility o f PSA based event analyses. Such discrepancies should be resolved, new criteria describing 
the needs of not only the qualitative but also the quantitative evaluation should be introduced into the docum entation requirements of the 
operational events.

Trial application o f the method and the tool for determining the impact of a given operational event on the core damage risk is going on. This 
activity is performed within a joint work of the PSA team members from VEIK3 with the staff members of the HAEC. Some conclusions could already 
be drawn, but they are not to be published yet due to their preliminary nature. This activity should be continued in order to gain experience 
in such kind o f an evaluation process.

V»
m ■  V

More risk based indicators should be defined and analysed, including ones that are capable o f indicating changes in the human performance.

It is necessary to develop a tool for calculating values o f risk based indicators, keeping them up to date and comparing them to given 
criteria. Information needs for them should be determined and the information pathway should be set up. Having the supposedly complete set 
of indicators a trial application is to be performed. Based on its results the set o f indicators as well as the tool analysing them should 
be finalised.
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Abstract

To account for successive evolution of nuclear power plants emergency operation, EDF had several 
times to review PHRA methodologies. It was particularly the case when event-based procedures were 
left behind to the benefit of state-based procedures. A more recent updating was necessary to get 
pieces of information on the new unit type N4 safety. The extent of changes in operation for this unit 
type (especially the computerization of both the control room and the procedures) required to deeply 
rethink existing PHRA methods. It also seemed necessary to - more explicitly than in the past - base 
the design of methods on concepts evolved in human sciences.

These are the main ambitions of the project named MERMOS that started in 1996.

The design effort for a new PHRA method is carried out by a multidisciplinary team involving 
reliability engineers, psychologists and ergonomists. An independent expert is in charge of project 
review.

The method, considered as the analysis tool dedicated to PHRA analysts, is one of the two outcomes 
of the project. The other one is the formalization of the design approach for the method, aimed at a 
good appropriation of the method by the analysts. EDF’s specificity in the field of PHRA and more 
generally PSA is that the method isn’t used by the designers but by analysts. Keeping track of the 
approach is also meant to guarantee its transposition to other EDF unit types such as 900 or 1300 Mw 
PWR.

The PHRA method is based upon a model of emergency operation called « SAD model ». The 
formalization effort of the design approach lead to clarify and justify it. The model describes and 
explains both functioning and dysfunctioning of emergency operation in PSA scenarios. It combines a 
systemic approach and what is called distributed cognition in cognitive sciences. Collective aspects 
are considered as an important feature in explaining phenomena under study in operation 
dysfunctioning.

The PHRA method is to be operational early next year (1998). Preliminary validation tests were 
performed quite early in the design process. These tests will set the grounds for the presentation of 
examples of the application of the method.



MERMOS project motivations

France’s' 56 Nuclear Power Plants are one of the three unit types : 900 MW, 1300 MW, N4 
PWR. EDF has developed one specific PSA method for each unit type to evaluate the safety 
level of all the French NPPs, to help optimize their operation, and to improve design for future 
NPPs. As part of PSA methods, EDF has developed HRA methods (called Probabilistic HRA 
or PHRA instead), that take into account the specific unit type features, emergency operating 
procedures, and prescribed organization. Since the N4 unit type is quite different than the two 
other unit types, especially with respect to operation (e.g. computerized control room and 
generalized state-based procedures), a new PHRA methodology needed to be developed. This 
project gave us the opportunity of integrating into the method operation crew behavior in 
emergencies.

French operation crews are made up of two operators, a supervisor and a safety engineer. One 
operator controls the primary system while the other one controls the secondary system. The 
supervisor is in charge of monitoring the actions performed by the two operators. The safety 
engineer is supposed to strengthen redundancy. Each member has a specific procedure at his 
disposal. Those procedures are computerized for both the operators and the supervisor. This 
organization aims at generating redundancy on several levels, in addition to double checks. 
Each operator has access to specific information and develops his own a particular view on 
the event. Diverging views create the opportunity to have collective exchanges on how to 
cope with the accident. In this context, coordination within the crew plays a crucial role in 
emergency operation. Therefore, it was necessary to make efforts to better account for the 
activities all the members are actually involved in. What we observed on full-scope simulator 
pointed out the influence of collective aspects in emergency operation.

In the same spirit, concentrating the analysis on the mere gap between each member’s 
observed actions and prescribed actions didn’t appear to be satisfying to study the failure of 
human factor missions1. As a matter of fact, elementary failures such as giving a wrong 
answer to a test are not enough to explain the failure of the mission itself. First of all, with the 
computerized system, very few errors of this type can be made. Among its features, the 
computerized system monitors the path the operators choose through the procedures. 
Moreover, most of these errors are recovered before there is any consequence on the safety of 
the plant. Therefore, it seemed that the accurate unit of analyses is the failure of the human 
factor mission rather than the elementary failure defined as an « error » in going through the 
procedure. There is no doubt that the crew operates in a consistent way, and we had to better 
account for this positive aspect in the method through a model of emergency operation 
developed for the purpose.

The need for an improved model also was reinforced by our knowledge of real accidents that 
occurred in different industrial fields, and by the absence of failures of human factor missions 
during simulator tests due to the improvements of the system itself as well as of the 
procedures [2],

1 We call human factor missions the set of macro-actions the crew has to carry out in order to maintain or restore 
safety functions.
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At least, since PHRA methods may have to be developed or updated at EDF in the future, the 
qualitative model of emergency operation and of human factor missions failure had to be 
explicit and explained somewhere.

Also, development of PHRA method provides the opportunity to better take recent results in 
human sciences into account, leading to the formation of a multidisciplinary research team 
that consists of engineers and human sciences experts.

Those were the former motivations of the MERMOS project that started two years ago. The 
first reflections pointed out limits that had to be passed beyond. It appeared that only a change 
of point of view could make it possible. The more adequate point of view that has been 
adopted by MERMOS team is then described as well as the results it lead to.

Limits to get over

As it has been suggested previously, collective exchanges are crucial in emergency operation, 
especially with the computerized control room and procedures. Therefore, considering each 
crew member individually, as it used to be done more or less so far, was a limit for the 
analysis to be realistic. What had been observed on simulator revealed the need to consider 
the crew as a whole. Since each operator was mostly taken into account through the 
application of his procedure, it was impossible to extend this approach to the whole crew : the 
crew doesn’t have just one procedure, but rather four different procedures, and applying them 
is not the actual team work. Moreover, it appears all the more obvious that one can not reduce 
real activity to going through a procedure because a crew is made up of several members 
interacting frequently even if it is not prescribed. So, to account for the collective extent of 
emergency operation, we had to find another way to manage to handle the crew as a whole 
rather than as the juxtaposition of its members.

When using previous PHRA methods, the performance of a human factor mission was 
analyzed through the review of a single procedure. Since the whole crew is actually involved 
in coping with the accident, scrutinizing what we could call elementary failures , that is single 
operator failures in going through his individual procedure, appeared not to be the most 
efficient way to infer what occurred at a collective level.

This unit of analysis -elementary failures- was consistent with the point of view in the 
previous method. Some of these failures still occur on simulator even though they are much 
less numerous than before with the computerized control room. Nevertheless, we hardly 
observe accidents on simulator due to these kinds of « errors ». Most of them are recovered 
both by the operator himself, another crew member, state-based procedures design, or the 
computerized system design. Some of them even don’t have any consequence on safety. Since 
these elementary failures eventually have no direct consequence on the success or failure of 
the human factor mission, and in any case aren’t enough to explain it, a better unit of analysis 
may be defined. Maybe, there is no need to breakdown the human factor mission into such 
detailed units as elementary failures to characterize its success or failure.

Since a great part of the crew members actual performance is not written in any procedure, 
another reference than the procedures (more generally what is prescribed) had to be chosen. 
As a matter of fact, operators exchange information with each other, discuss decisions or take



initiatives in coping with the accident that have a great influence on operation. Moreover, 
there are aspects that are not included in the procedures at all. For example, there is no 
indication about how quickly the operators should go through their procedures, although time 
is one of the strongest influencing factors on the outcome of a human factor mission, since 
success or failure definition include a time criterion. The management of time is mainly 
devolved on both the supervisor and the safety engineer. With all these ideas in mind, the 
need for a change of reference to carry out human reliability analyses became obvious. We 
had to go beyond scrutinizing the application of emergency operation procedures.

These were the major difficulties we came up against with the underlying explanatory models 
used in previous methods. It became necessary to reconsider the importance of human errors 
in the explanation of mission failures, and to go beyond an individual and negative view of 
operation activity leading to the failure of a mission.

A change of explanatory framework and more generally o f point of view on emergency 
operation was proved necessary. What other conception of failure did we have to substitute 
for it ?

Another view on emergency operation

Our knowledge on accidents in real or simulated situations brought out a few convictions 
about what was to be done :
•  emergency operation -even if leading to a failure- should be considered in a positive way,
• operation activity should be considered as a collective phenomenon,
• time and organization should be integrated in missions failures explanatory schemes.

The modeling work that has been done for the MERMOS project essentially consisted in 
introducing these various considerations in our explanatory scheme of the failure of a mission.

The positive feature of operators activity

About TMI accident, Llory [3] tells us : « the operators thought of the possibility of an 
accident many times, but they diverted this eventuality because they had good reasons, for 
that » (it is underlined by the author himself). Shouldn’t we concentrate on the search of the 
good reasons the operators had not to cope with the accident that was going on ? This trend 
leads to giving up, or at least, considering alternatives explanations of failures as being based 
on deviations or wrong behavior.

The role played by organization

Many studies point out organizational problems in the origin of disastrous industrial accidents 
(e.g. Challenger shuttle, crash of a Boeing 737 of Florida Airlines in the Potomac river in 
1982, Bohpal catastrophe, Piper-Alpha accident...) [3,4,5,6,7, 8],
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This aspect of the situation is often dealt with through the communications between the 
members of a crew.

Organizations can not be reduced at the mere aspect of communication even though it is 
definitely important. Organization includes both « hard » and « soft » aspects, static and 
dynamic aspects, coordination and cooperation. In this spirit, organization corresponds to a 
distribution of « tasks » between crew members and between man and machine. This 
distribution may be final or revised according to the contexts.

In EDF’s use of the term, « organization » distributes operating tasks between men and 
machines (including computerized procedures). On this static distribution of tasks and roles is 
superposed a more dynamic organization : the latter, « opportunist » and informal is generated 
by men’s activity in situation. How can the impact of this organization on the efficiency of 
emergency operation be assessed ?

Man, machine, context, organization : competitive views on emergency 
operation

What is emergency operation in a nuclear power plant ?

Several views are possible. A classical one is a view in which only man -man in the control 
room, that is the operator- acts in order to perform the mission. A different conception can be 
championed, that considers that technical elements and organization act as well as man 
(operator) in this process. This idea of modes of performance of human factor missions 
enables us to better deal with technical, organizational and strictly human components of 
emergency operation since we don’t have to dissociate them. This approach of operation has 
the advantage of knowledge advances in the fields of organization sciences and cognitive 
psychology (distributed cognition) [9]. It appeared particularly suitable to adapt an HRA 
method to the specificity of the new N4 unit type.

A new explanatory scheme for failures of human factor missions

Integrating, as we do, organization into the explanatory scheme for failures of missions leads 
to proposing an alternative method to those that base identification of failures upon the search 
for difficulties in performing required actions (including diagnosis) during accident.

In these methods, study of failures tends to search for the conditions that could « force » the 
operator into failing functioning modes : in other words, the conditions either restrict the 
operator’s response capabilities or are excessive in comparison with the operator’s limited 
capacities.
It is easily observable that the organization adopted by a crew in a man-machine system 
doesn’t depend on functioning limits of the operators considered individually. Other factors 
characterizing the situation, more collective, cultural, contextual or historical have an 
influence.



To get rid of the individual view of emergency operation, we first had to define in an abstract 
way the system in charge of the performance of human factor missions. To do that, it 
appeared necessary to have recourse to a functional approach, which we did. An important 
result of the developement of MERMOS method is the definition of this system we named 
«Emergency operation system». The rest of the work consisted of designing a model 
representing the functioning of this system. This latter model is named « SAD » for 
« Strategy, Action, Diagnosis ». These are the three functions composing the system. They all 
interact with each other as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 : Functional description of the system in charge of 
performing human factor missions.

We also introduced the notion of CICA -Caractéristiques Importantes de la Conduite 
Accidentelles, that is, important features of emergency operation- in order to describe the 
functioning of this system throughout time. Through CICAs, the organization of the operation 
system is described throughout time. It corresponds to the « evolving » organization of the 
system.

Organization is considered both in its static shape and in its dynamic shape : as a result of 
action of each participant in the system that structures in its turn participants’ action ... The 
purpose is to describe the arrangements and rearrangements occurring within the system 
during the accident.

This focus on organization results from the fact that operating is above all the work of a 
collective system. The latter needs to get organized in order to work together. The phenomena 
we are interested in take place on a backdrop of prescribed organization. This latter form of 
organization can be described in terms of roles, fields of responsibility and so on. More 
adaptable terms are needed to express dynamic aspects of organization. Therefore, notions as 
« positioning », « delegation », « arrangements »,..., are used.

Thus, there are two descriptions of the functioning of the system : a functional description and 
a behavioral description as it is shown in figure 2.



Emergency operation 
System

Functional
Description

Behavioral
Description

Figure 2 : Various approaches for the functioning of the system

Significant progresses

At this point in the project, it is possible to point out a few aspects of MERMOS method that 
seem convincing, even though more data collecting and validation work still have to be 
carried on to completely finalize the method.

Another view on «  human error »
Shifting the HRA point of view on operation, as explained previously, leads to establishing 
that there is no need to assume that cognitive failure mechanisms at an individual level are the 
major elements generating failure of a human factor mission. If necessary, an operator’s errors 
will be taken into account as contextual features embedded in a situation, rather than as 
decisive elements per se. These isolated errors are not from the same explanatory nature as 
consistent and positive modes of organization within the crew (i.e. CICAs). The latter result in 
failure only in very specific situations we will try to assess the probability of occurrence of, 
but they would lead to success in slightly different situations.

For example, let us consider the opportunity fo r an operator to go through a 
procedure that would appear inadequate with respect to an a priori analysis o f  
prescribed operation. Two cases are examined : this action either results from a 
deliberate intention shared with the rest o f  the crew, or it occurs inadvertently 
without any decision or choice being able to explain it a t the level o f  the operation 
system.

•  In the f irs t case, what is searched fo r  are the justified motivations o f  the crew and 
how they can lead to a failure o f  the system : as a consequence, an answer to a 
test w on ’t be an explanatory element to failure. Instead, it will be an episode in a 
scenario generated by a consistent operation from  the crew explained by 
particular elements o f  the situation that will be searched for. In this case, the 
answer to the test won't be referred as an « error » since the operator had « good  
reasons » to act this way.
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• In the second case, there is no reasoned process from  the crew that can explain 
the opera tor’s choice. Therefore, this event will be considered as quite random, 
and assimilable to « careless error » (it will have a low probability o f  occurrence 
given French state-based computerized procedures design) : what is searched fo r  
is whether this event, combined with others (within the fram ework o f  studied  
accidental context), can lead to a dynamic and reasoned process from  the crew  
(i.e. CICAs) lasting in time up to failure. This notion o f  operator’s individual 
error w ill be considered as a factual data (it can fo r  example be systematically 
measured on simulator) : the fir s t approach fo r  HRA will consist in using 
statistics about these errors to assess the frequency o f  situations in which they 
occur. Understanding their origin results from a local objective o f  improvement o f  
interface or training.

Eventually, the concept of error will only be used for isolated events -at operator’s individual 
level- with minor consequences that can not exclusively explain a failure with respect to 
safety given all existing redundancies and recoveries. The use of the notion of human error 
being defined like that, another way, richer, seem to exist for predicting and understanding 
accidents. It places failure at the level of operation system failure centered on the crew rather 
than on individual.

A productive method

MERMOS method is designed as an indicative guidance for HRA analysts. It is not supposed 
to restrict his analysis, but rather to give him both a support in structuring data and the 
knowledge his has on cases to be studied, and a guide in discovering failure potentialities. On 
the one hand, the analysis of situations and CICAs observed in the simulator or during 
incidents will be carried on : the analyst will be asked to imagine what other elements of 
situation or other CICAs may give rise to a failure scenario corresponding to the failure of one 
of the three functions : Strategy, Action, Diagnosis. This inductive phase will give the 
opportunity to integrate and extrapolate feedback by deriving clues to discover failure modes. 
On the other hand, the mission functional requirements will be decomposed and stated 
according to Strategy, Action, Diagnosis functions : investigation of each of these functions 
failure modes (no function, damaged function) will provide, by deduction, indications to build 
failure scenarios by searching CICAs and elements of situations justifying these CICAs. What 
is most likely to happen is that the analyst should carry out analyses according to both those 
movements, in an iterative way. Their complementarity provides rich analyses that integrate 
both feedback from the field and « theoretical » analyses.

The description of each failure scenario is standardized, decomposing the explanation into 
isolated elements that can be observable (elements of the situation such as a failure of a 
captor, and CICA such as focusing on one point of operation), or that can be assessed by 
expert judgment. Each of these elements will have a non-negligible probability of occurrence. 
But the scenario assumes that they all exist simultaneously. So, it will be possible to 
determine the frequency of each element from simulator observation or surveys. Thus, data 
collection for quantification will be greatly determined by qualitative analysis o f detailed 
failure scenarios for each failure mode of SAD functions.
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Conclusion

At this point in the project, a first evaluation may be started : MERMOS method proposes a 
sensible evolution in comparison with EDF’s previous tools. Each discipline represented in 
MERMOS team brought complementary points of view and approaches that made it possible 
to take all the aspects of the problem in. Thus, resorting to requirements with respect to safety 
as a reference with the help of a functional approach appeared necessary both to go beyond a 
negative view of the operators based on human error, and to apprehend collective and 
dynamic aspects of operation. In MERMOS method, operation adopted by the crew in the 
control room is analyzed from a positive point of view, as following a logic that has to be 
pointed out. If these fundamental features seem essential, several questions still are to be 
answered in the present phase of refining of the method. Among these, one of the main 
question deals with feasibility of application. Isn’t the developed method too demanding 
towards the analyst ? Asking for a great amount of expertise may reduce opportunities to carry 
out HRA studies. Still, an HRA study carried out by an unexperimented analyst would 
challenge the validity of results. As a consequence, applying the method requires logically 
enough knowledge about emergency operation and HRA. Doesn’t the qualitative analysis 
required by the method go too far into details ? We would answer that this work also was 
required in the past, even though it wasn’t as structured as it has to be now. A formalized 
decomposition of qualitative analysis allows the analyst to keep 'track of analyses, identify 
critical points, and, eventually, to easily update those analyses, whether to adapt them to a 
similar subject, or to take modifications of the plant or procedures into account. The 
qualitative analysis meant to explain the failure of a human factor mission constitutes, thanks 
to its decomposition level as well as its structure, a rich source of qualitative information that 
goes beyond HRA purpose.

The design of MERMOS method will be ending in 1997. Its application to N4 PSA sequences 
will be starting in 1998. MERMOS team will help carrying out the first analyses, and will 
therefore be able to complete validation of the method. Parallel with carrying on with data 
collection, this validation is already in progress (e.g. two mission have already been analyzed 
with MERMOS method : completing feed-and-bleed after a loss of auxiliary feedwater 
system, and non stopping of safety injection pumps after a small LOCA). These cases will be 
useful as a basis for N4 analysts, and for shortly presenting an illustration of the method.
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ATHEANA: A Technique for Human Error Analysis:
An Overview of Its Methodological Basis

John Wreathall, The WreathWood Group, Dublin, Ohio 
Ann Ramey-Smith, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

Abstract

The U.S. NRC has developed a new human reliability analysis (HRA) method, called A 
Technique for Human Event Analysis (ATHEANA), to provide a way of modeling the so-called 
“errors of commission" - that is, situations in which operators terminate or disable engineered 
safety features (ESFs) or similar equipment during accident conditions, thereby putting the plant 
at an increased risk of core damage. In its reviews of operational events, NRC has found that 
these errors of commission occur with a relatively high frequency (as high as 2 or 3 per year)
[3], but are noticeably missing from the scope of most current probabilistic risk assessments 
(PRAs). This new method was developed through a formalized approach that describes what can 
occur when operators behave rationally but have inadequate knowledge or poor judgement. In 
particular, the method is based on models of decisionmaking and response planning that have 
been used extensively in the aviation field, and on the analysis of major accidents in both the 
nuclear and non-nuclear fields. Other papers at this conference present summaries of these event 
analyses in both the nuclear and non-nuclear fields.

This paper presents an overview of ATHEANA and summarizes how the method (1) structures 
the analysis of operationally significant events, and (2) helps HRA analysts identify and model 
potentially risk-significant errors of commission in plant PRAS.

1. INTRODUCTION

The record of significant incidents in nuclear power plant (NPP) operations shows a substantially 
different picture of human performance than that represented by human failure events modeled in 
most typical probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). The latter typically represent failures to 
perform required steps o f a procedure. In contrast, human performance problems identified in 
real operational events often involve operators performing actions that are not required for 
accident response and that, in fact, worsen the plant's condition (i.e., errors of commission). In 
addition, accounts of the role of operators in serious accidents, such as the accidents that 
occurred at Chernobyl 4 [1] and Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) [2], frequently leave the 
impression that the operator’s actions were illogical and incredible. Consequently, the lessons 
learned from such events often are perceived as being very plant specific or event specific.

As a result of the TMI-2 event, there were numerous modifications and backfits implemented by 
all nuclear power plants in the United States, including symptom-based procedures, new training, 
and new hardware. After the considerable expense and effort to implement these modifications 
and backfits, the kinds of problems that occurred in the accident at TMI-2 would be expected to
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be "fixed." However, there is increasing evidence that there may be a persistent and generic 
human performance problem which was revealed by TMI-2 (and Chernobyl) but not fixed: errors 
of commission involving the intentional operator bypass of engineered safety features (ESFs). In 
the TMI-2 event, operators inappropriately terminated high-pressure injection, resulting in 
reactor core undercooling and eventual fuel damage. NRC's Office for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data (AEOD) published a report in 1995 entitled “Operating Events With 
Inappropriate Bypass or Defeat of Engineered Safety Features” [3] that identified 14 events over 
the preceeding 41 months in which ESFs were inappropriately bypassed. The AEOD report 
concluded that these events, and other similar events, show that this type of human intervention 
may be an important failure mode. Events analyzed to support the ATHEANA project [4] also 
have identified several errors of commission resulting in the inappropriate bypassing of ESFs.

In addition, event analyses o f power plant accidents and incidents, performed for this project, 
show that real operational events typically involve a combination of complicating factors that are 
not addressed in current PRAS. Examples of such complicating factors in operators' response to 
events are (I) multiple (especially dependent or human-caused) equipment failures and 
unavailabilities,(2) instrumentation problems, and (3) plant conditions not covered by 
procedures. Unfortunately, the fact that real events involve such complicating factors frequently 
is interpreted only as an indication of plant-specific operational problems, rather than as a general 
cause for concern.

The purpose of ATHEANA is to develop a human reliability analysis (HRA) quantification 
process to support PRA to accommodate and represent human performance found in real NPP 
events.

Observations of serious events in the operating history of the commercial nuclear power 
industry and experience in other technologically complex industries indicate that the underlying 
basis of ATHEANA: significant human errors occur as a result o f combinations of influences 
associated with the plant conditions and specific human-centered factors that trigger error 
mechanisms in the plant personnel. These error mechanisms are often not inherently bad 
behaviors but are usually mechanisms that allow humans to perform skilled and speedy 
operations. For example, people often diagnose the cause of an occurrence by the technique of 
pattern matching. Physicians diagnose illnesses by using templates of expected symptoms to 
which patients' symptoms are matched. This pattern-matching process enables physicians to 
make decisions quickly and usually reliably. If physicians had to revert to first principles with 
each patient, treatment would be delayed, patients would suffer, and the number of patients who 
could be treated in a given time would be severely limited. However, when applied in the wrong 
context, these mechanisms can lead to inappropriate actions that can have unsafe consequences.

Given this basis for the causes of human "error," what is needed for the development o f an 
improved HRA method is a process to identify the likely opportunities for inappropriately 
triggered mechanisms to cause errors that can have unsafe consequences. The starting point for 
this search is a framework that seeks to describe the interrelationships between error 
mechanisms, the plant conditions and performance shaping factors that set them up, and the 
consequences of the error mechanisms in terms of how the plant can be rendered less safe.
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The framework is discussed at length in Reference 4. It contains elements from the plant 
operations and engineering perspective, the PRA perspective, the human factors engineering 
perspective, and the behavioral sciences perspective - all of which contribute to our 
understanding of human reliability and its associated influences. It was developed from the 
review of significant operational events at NPPs by a multidisciplinary project team representing 
all of these disciplines. Its elements are the minimum necessary set to describe the causes and 
contributions of human errors in, for example, major NPP events.

The human performance-related elements o f the framework (i.e., those requiring the expertise of 
the human factors, behavioral science, and plant engineering disciplines) are performance- 
shaping factors, plant conditions, and error mechanisms. These elements are representative of 
the understanding needed to describe the underlying causes of unsafe actions and, hence, explain 
why a person may perform an unsafe action. The elements relating to the PRA perspective, 
namely, the human failure events and the scenario definition, represent the PRA model itself The 
unsafe action and human failure event elements represent the point o f integration between the 
HRA and PRA models. The PRA traditionally focuses on the consequences of the unsafe action, 
which it describes as a human error that is represented by a human failure event. The human 
failure event is included in the PRA model associated with a particular plant state, which defines 
the specific accident scenarios that the PRA model represents.

The framework has served as the basis for retrospective analysis o f real operating event histories 
[4, 5,6]. That retrospective analysis has identified the context in which severe events can occur; 
specifically, the plant conditions, significant performance shaping factors (PSFs), and 
dependencies that set operators up for failure. Serious events seem to always involve both 
unexpected plant conditions and unfavorable PSFs (e.g., situational factors) that constitute an 
"error-forcing" context. To clarify the term "error-forcing" context, we mean those conditions 
whereby an unsafe action becomes significantly more likely than compared with other conditions 
that may be nominally similar in terms of a PRA-based description (for example, a small 
loss-of-coolant accident with failure of high-pressure injection to operate).

Plant conditions include the physical condition of the NPP and its instruments. The plant 
condition, as interpreted by the instruments (that may or may not be functioning 
as expected), is fed to the plant display system. Finally, the operators receive information from 
the display system and interpret that information (i.e., assess the situation) using their mental 
model and current situation model. The operator and display system form the human-machine 
interface (HMI).

The operating events analyzed indicate that the error-forcing context typically represents an 
unanalyzed plant condition that is beyond normal operator training and procedure-related PSFs. 
For example, this error-forcing condition can activate a human error mechanism related to 
inappropriate situation assessment (i.e., a misdiagnosis), which can lead to the refusal to believe 
or recognize evidence that runs counter to the initial misdiagnosis. Consequently, mistakes (i.e., 
errors of commission) and, ultimately, an accident with catastrophic consequences can result.
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2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ATHEANA

There have been many attempts over the past 30 years to gain a better understanding of the 
causes of human error. The main conclusion from the ATHEANA project is that few human 
errors represent random events; instead, most can be explained on the basis of how people 
process information in complex and demanding situations. Therefore, it is important to 
understand the basic cognitive processes associated with plant monitoring, decisionmaking, and 
control, and how these can lead to human error. The main purpose of this section is to describe 
the relevant models in the behavioral sciences, the mechanisms leading to failures, and the 
contributing elements of error-forcing contexts in power-plant operations. The discussion is 
based largely on the work of Dr. Emilie Roth, whose assistance is acknowledged here.

The basic model underlying the work described in this section is an information processing 
model that describes the range of human activities required to respond to abnormal or emergency 
conditions. The major cognitive activities represented in this model are (1) situation assessment,
(2) response planning, (3) response implementation, and (4) monitoring and detection.

Situation Assessment: When confronted with indications of an abnormal occurrence, people 
actively try to construct a coherent, logical explanation to account for their observations; this 
process is referred to as situation assessment. Situation assessment involves developing and 
updating a mental representation of the factors known, or hypothesized, to be affecting plant 
state at a given point in time. The mental representation resulting from situation assessment 
is referred to as a situation model. The situation model is the person's understanding of the 
specific current situation, and it is constantly updated as new information is received.

Situation assessment is similar in meaning to “diagnosis” but is broader in scope. Diagnosis 
typically refers to searching for the cause(s) o f abnormal symptoms. Situation assessment 
encompasses explanations that are generated to account for normal as well as abnormal 
conditions. Situation models are constantly updated as the situation changes. In power-plant 
applications, maintaining and updating a situation model entails keeping track of the 
changing factors influencing plant processes, including receipt of plant information, and 
results in an understanding of faults, other operator actions, and automatic system responses.

Situation models are used to form expectations, which include the events that should be 
happening at the same time, how events should evolve over time, and effects that may occur 
in the future. People use expectations in several ways. Expectations are used to search for 
evidence to confirm the current situation model. People also use expectations they have 
generated to explain observed symptoms. If a new symptom is observed that is consistent 
with their expectations, they have a ready explanation for the finding, giving them greater 
confidence in their situation model.

When a new symptom is inconsistent with expectations, it may be discounted or 
misinterpreted so as to make it consistent with the expectations derived from the current 
situation model. For example, on numerous occasions operators have failed to
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detect key signals, or have detected them but misinterpreted or discounted them, because of an 
inappropriate understanding of the situation and the expectations derived from that 
understanding.

However, if the new symptom is recognized as an unexpected plant behavior, the need to 
revise the situation model will become apparent. In that case, the symptom may trigger 
situation assessment activity to search for a better explanation of the current observations.
In turn, situation assessment may involve developing a hypothesis for what might be 
occurring, and then searching for confirmatory evidence in the environment.
Thus, a situation assessment can result in the detection of abnormal plant behavior that 
might not otherwise have been observed, the detection of plant symptoms and alarms that 
may have otherwise been missed, and the identification of problems such as sensor failures 
or plant malfunctions.

The importance of situation models, and the expectations based on them, cannot be 
overemphasized. Situation models not only govern situation assessment, but also are 
important in guiding monitoring, in formulating response plans, and in implementing 
responses. For example, people use expectations generated from situation models 
to anticipate potential problems, and in generating and evaluating response plans.

Response Planning: Response planning refers to the process of making a decision about what 
actions to take. In general, response planning involves operators using their situation 
model of the current plant state to identify goals, generate alternative response plans, 
evaluate response plans, and select the most appropriate response plan relevant to the current 
situation model.

Although this is in the basic sequence of cognitive activities associated with response planning, 
one or more of these steps may be skipped or modified in a particular situation. For 
example, in many cases in NPPs, when written procedures are available and 
judged appropriate to the current situation, the need to create a response plan in real time 
may be largely eliminated. However, even when written procedures are available, some 
aspects of response planning will still be performed. For example, operators still need to (1) 
identify appropriate goals based on their own situation assessment, (2) select the appropriate 
procedure, (3) evaluate if the actions defined in the procedure are sufficient to achieve 
those goals, and (4) adapt the procedure to the situation if necessary.

Response Implementation: Response implementation refers to taking the specific control 
actions required to perform a task. It may involve taking discrete actions (e.g., flipping a 
switch) or it may involve continuous control activity (e.g., controlling steam generator 
level). It may be performed by a single person, or it may require communication and 
coordination among several individuals.

The results of actions are monitored through feedback loops. Two aspects of nuclear power 
plants can make response implementation difficult: time response and indirect observation. 
Plant processes cannot be directly observed; instead they are inferred through indications,
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and thus, errors can occur in the inference process. The systems are also relatively slow to 
respond in comparison to other types of systems such as those in aircraft. Since time and 
feedback delays are disruptive to the execution of responses because they make it difficult to 
determine that control actions are having their intended effect, the operator's ability to 
predict future states using mental models can be more important in controlling responses 
than feedback.

In addition, response implementation is related to the cognitive task demands. When the 
response demands are incompatible with response requirements, operator performance can 
be impaired. For example, if  the task requires continuous control over a plant component, 
then performance may be impaired when a discrete control device is provided. Such 
mismatches can increase the chance of errors being made. Another factor is the operator's 
familiarity with the activity. If  a task is routine, it can be executed automatically, thus 
requiring little attention.

Monitoring and Detection: Monitoring and detection refer to the activities involved in 
extracting information from the environment. They are influenced by two fundamental 
factors: the characteristics of the environment and a person's knowledge and expectations. 
Monitoring that is driven by characteristics of the environment is often referred to as 
data-driven monitoring. Data-driven monitoring is affected by the form of the information - its 
physical salience (e.g., size, color, loudness). For example, alarm systems are basically 
automated monitors that are designed to influence data-driven monitoring by using aspects 
of physical salience to direct attention. Characteristics such as the auditory alert, flashing, 
and color coding are physical characteristics that enable operators to quickly identify an 
important new alarm. Data-driven monitoring is also influenced by the behavior of the 
information being monitored such as the bandwidth and rate of change of the information 
signal. For example, observers more frequently monitor a signal that is rapidly changing.

Monitoring can also be initiated by the operator on the basis of knowledge and expectations 
about the most valuable sources of information, typically referred to as knowledge-driven 
monitoring. Knowledge-driven monitoring can be viewed as active monitoring because the 
operator is not merely responding to characteristics o f the environment that "shout out" like an 
alarm system does, but is deliberately directing attention to areas of the environment that are 
expected to provide specific information.

Knowledge-driven monitoring typically has two sources. First, purposeful monitoring is 
often guided by specific procedures or standard practice (e.g., control panel walkdowns that 
accompany shift turnovers). Second, knowledge-driven monitoring can be triggered by 
situation assessment or response planning activities and is, therefore, strongly influenced by 
a person's current situation model. The situation model allows the operator to direct 
attention and focus monitoring effectively. However, knowledge-driven monitoring can also 
lead operators to miss important information. For example, an incorrect situation model 
may lead an operator to focus his attention in the wrong place, to fail to observe a critical 
finding, or to misinterpret or discount an indication. This failure to detect discrepancies 
between what the operator expects and the actual plant conditions has been seen often in
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accidents. It is a major factor in operators failing to recover abnormal situations for extended 
periods. For example, in an event at Oconee, Unit 3 [7], operators overlooked at least six cues, 
any one of which should have caused the operators to realize that they were not properly 
understanding what was wrong.

Typically, in power plants, an operator is faced with an information environment containing 
more variables than can realistically be monitored, Observations o f operators under normal 
operating and emergency conditions make it clear that the real monitoring 
challenge comes from the fact that there are a large number of potentially relevant things to 
attend to at any point in time and that the operator must determine what information is worth 
pursuing within a constantly changing environment. In this situation, monitoring requires 
the operator to decide what to monitor and when to shift attention elsewhere. These 
decisions are strongly guided by an operator's current situation model. The operator's ability 
to develop and effectively use knowledge to guide monitoring relies on the ability to 
understand the current state of the process.

Under normal conditions, situations are assessed by mapping the information obtained in 
monitoring to elements in the situation model. For experienced operators, this 
comparison is relatively effortless and requires little attention. During unfamiliar conditions, 
however, the process is considerably more complex. The first step in realizing that the 
current plant conditions are not consistent with the situation model is to detect a discrepancy 
between the information pattern representing the current situation and the information 
pattern detected from monitoring activities. This process is facilitated by the alarm system 
that helps to direct the attention of a plant operator to an off-normal situation.

When determining whether or not a signal is significant and worth pursuing, operators 
examine the signal in the context of their current situation model. They form judgments with 
respect to whether the anomaly signals a real abnormality or an instrumentation failure.
They will then assess the likely cause of the abnormality and evaluate the importance of the 
signal.

3. CONCLUSIONS

ATHEANA is currently under an initial trial application at a U. S. commercial NPP. This initial 
trial appears to indicate that the method can identify potentially significant human actions that 
are not in the spectrum of human actions normally represented in PRAs. The separate 
consideration of the four stages in the information-processing model appears to help identify 
different ways in which unsafe actions can come about. Work is continuing to develop the final 
details of the process used to quantify these failures.
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Abstract

The ATHEANA project, sponsored by the USNRC, began as a study of operational events during 
low power and shutdown conditions at US commercial nuclear power plants. The purpose was to 
develop an approach for human reliability analysis that is supported by the experience; i.e., with the 
history of operational events. As the analysis of operational events progressed, a multidisciplinary 
framework evolved that can structure the analysis, highlighting significant aspects of each event.

The ATHEANA multidisciplinary framework has been used as the basis for retrospective analysis of 
human performance in operational events in the nuclear power, chemical process, aviation, and 
medical technologies. The results of these analyses are exemplified by three operational events from 
different industries. Attention is drawn to those common elements in serious operational events that 
have negative impacts on human performance.

Introduction

The ATHEANA project [1] was conceived to address the special nature of human performance in 
events that could occur during low power and shutdown conditions at commercial nuclear power 
plants in the U.S. [2] During shutdown the configuration of the reactor coolant system is changed 
routinely. The plant also undergoes a series of unusual maintenance configurations. Few technical 
specifications or emergency procedures are in effect and most emergency response is by manual 
action.

The work progressed as a study of operational events that led to the development of a 
multidisciplinary framework to structure the analysis and display the interrelationships among factors 
affecting human performance. The framework is illustrated in Figure 1 and is fully described in earlier 
reports and papers [3,4], Later, as the value of the framework was established through retrospective 
analysis of operational events [5,6], the project was extended to examine events at power. 
Eventually, events from other industries were analyzed as well. Not only is the framework a useful 
tool for structuring the analysis of operational events, but the results of the event analyses feed back 
into the search tools developed for ATHEANA as an HRA method [7,8], A rich base o f analyzed 
events is needed to provide a sound basis for prospective analysis to support probabilistic risk 
assessment.
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Figure 1. The ATHEANA multidisciplinary framework

In addition to the framework, ATHEANA has adopted an information processing model of human 
cognition to address the mental activities involved in complex systems operation [7,9], The stages 
involved in information processing can be represented as shown in Figure 2. Here unsafe acts can 
be explained as failures in situation assessment, monitoring, response planning, or response 
implementation. The most troublesome failures involve situation assessment. With an incorrect 
situation assessment, due to incomplete or erroneous knowledge or because of an inadequate 
situation model, the operator misunderstands the current and future states of the facility. Therefore, 
actions are likely to be misdirected and monitoring may be biased. These two models, the 
multidisciplinary framework and the information processing description, can provide alternative views 
of the factors affecting human performance.

Analysis of Three Operational Events

Three operational events from different industries (nuclear power, aviation, and chemical processing) 
are summarized in the following paragraphs, with the goal of identifying common elements in all three 
events. These events are more fully described in other documents.
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Underlying Model of Operator’s Behavior

Internal to Operators

Figure 2. Information Processing Stages

The first to be examined is the well-known TMI-2 accident in 1979 [10], That accident involved
several key plant conditions and performance shaping factors that interacted in a way to create an
error-forcing context.

•  Pre-existing misalignment of emergency feedwater valves with a maintenance tag obscuring 
valve indications

• Misleading relief valve indication

•  Previous problems with leaky relief valves contributed to discounting of the true relief valve 
position

• “Level” indication not really representative of coolant level in the reactor core region, 
especially for saturation conditions experienced in the event

•  Operator training emphasized the dangers of “solid” plant conditions and the resultant loss of 
pressure control

•  Key indications on back panels and computer printouts were running 2 hours behind real time



One way to look at the TMI-2 accident under the framework is shown in Figure 3, where the effects 
of context are clearly shown. Key unsafe acts and human failure events (PRA events) are identified.

PSFs Error Unsafe Act HFE

Figure 3. TMI-2 Represented in ATHEANA Framework

However, when we take an operational view of the accident, a slightly different picture is 
obtained. Here one finds parallels with the accident at Chernobyl [11,12] that is usually seen as 
quite different and more a function of reactor design than human performance. This reframing.of 
the two accidents demonstrates that, from a human point of view, there are striking similarities.
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TMI-2 Chernobyl

W ork-around (IA to unblock resin beds) and 
all EFW  tagged out

Intentionally violate/bend rules on 
power/reactivity

Lack o f understanding o f implications of 
reaching saturation

Lack o f understanding of core physics in 
unusual condition

Continued refusal to believe implications o f 
instruments

Continued refusal to believe instruments 
and field reports

Next we turn our attention to an accident in U.S. aviation, the Air Florida crash in Washington in 
1982 [13], The analysis is summarized in Figure 4 and the accompanying table. Again it is 
possible to note similarities with the two nuclear accidents discussed above.

Framework Application to Aviation
Performance- Unsafe

Organizational Shaping Error Actions Human Failure Unacceptable
Influences Factors Mechanisms (Multiple) Event Outcome

C ontingen t Conditions:
W eather conditions -  perfect fo r icing.
Inadequate  deicing solution.
Delay between deicing and takeoff.
B -737 p itch-up characteristic. B ased on N TSB-AAR -82-8

Figure 4. Air Florida Flight 90 Crash on January 13, 1983
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Air Florida Crash

Circumvention Did not verify free of snow or ice; used 
reverse thrust; failed to use engine anti-ice

Regim e not understood Effects of special conditions on ice 
formation on aircraft

Refusal to believe evidence Instrument anomalies ignored or 
overlooked

It turns out that the features observed in these events are repeated in many others and lead to the 
following two generalized descriptions of the comment elements found in many serious accidents.

Character of Serious Accidents: 
Operational Point of View

♦ Operations outside designer’s intention
♦ The resulting physical regime not well 

understood
♦ Operators refuse to believe or do not 

recognize the evidence coming to them within 
the available time

♦ Prepared plans are not applicable or helpful
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Character of Serious Accidents: 
Error-Forcing Context

♦ Random error under nominal conditions is not 
the issue in serious accidents

♦ Error-forcing context is the key
-  Complicating physical condition and
-  Complicating human condition (PSF)

♦ These human errors appear to be impossible 
a p r io r i

As a last example, consider the chemical batch reactor shown in Figure 5. The accident

Explosion at ICI Batch Reactor

Glycerol »

Ethylene
Oxide

Reactor Catalyser

Taken from Trevor A. KJelz, What Went Wrong? Case Histories o f  
Process Plant Disasters, Gulf Publishing Co. London, 1985.

Buttonwood Consulting, Inc. 'iVVWjr

Figure 5. Batch Reactor
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is thoroughly described by Kletz [14], The operator started the system with no flow indication (a 
circumvention due to a plant condition), relying instead on the pump to prove flow. However, the 
reactor discharge valve was Unexpectedly closed. The operator invented a rationale (incorrect 
situation assessment) to explain why the system was not reacting. When he belatedly realized the 
valve was closed he opened it, not understanding the true overheated state o f the system, despite 
plentiful indications. The result was an explosion destroying the reactor and injuring several 
people.

It seems that the causes of all these accidents are related. Learning more about human accidents 
in one industry helps all others.

Findings and Conclusions

Serious accidents often involve “human error;” i.e., the severity of the accident is directly related to 
one or more unsafe acts. However, the operational events also demonstrate that operators act 
rationally, give the information available to them and the situation in which they are involved. The 
unsafe acts appear to be the right things to do. In other words, the operators are “set up” by the 
circumstances they face (error-forcing context). Moreover, understanding the situation involving 
serious results and understanding how to predict and how to prevent such events is a multidisciplinary 
problem requiring the attention of PRA specialists, operators, engineers, human reliability analysts, 
and behavioral scientists.

It is often helpful to view the common elements in accidents involving unsafe acts from several points 
of view, as shown in Figure 6. While all such events involve failures in information processing, the 
most serious cases occur when situation assessment is impaired. Although unsafe acts can occur for 
isolated reasons, those associated with the most serious accidents in highly reliable systems seem to 
involve multiple elements of error-forcing context, specifically both unfavorable plant conditions and 
unfavorable performance shaping factors. Finally, from an operational point of view, the most serious 
are associated with a common sequence of events: the plant enters an unusual configuration, the 
operators do not fully understand the facility response under the new configuration, they fail to 
recognize that information coming to them is in fact evidence that they are taking the wrong path, and 
their prepared plans and procedures are not helpful under the current context.

The common factors in serious accidents cut across industries. They are characteristics of people and 
technological systems. Collecting data from a wide variety of industries can be directly useful to 
ATHEANA in all industries.
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Figure 6. Common Elements—Alternative Points of View
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Abstract

A new method to analyze human errors has been demonstrated at a pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear 
power plant. This was the first application of the new method referred to as A Technique for Human Error 
Analysis (ATHEANA). The main goals of the demonstration were to test the ATHEANA process as described 
in the frame-of-reference manual and the implementation guideline, test a training package developed 
for the method, test the hypothesis that plant operators and trainers have significant insight into the 
error-forcing-contexts {EFCs) that can make unsafe actions (UAs) more likely, and to identify ways to 
improve the method and its documentation. A  set of criteria to evaluate the "success" of the ATHEANA 
method as used in the demonstration was identified.

A human reliability analysis (HRA) team was formed that consisted of an expert in probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA) with some background in HRA (not ATHEANA) and four personnel from the nuclear power 
plant. Personnel from the plant included two individuals from their PRA staff and tw o individuals from 
their training staff. Both individuals from training are currently licensed operators and one of them 
was a senior reactor operator "on sh ift" until a few  months before the demonstration.

The demonstration was conducted over a 5-month period and was observed by members of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's ATHEANA development team, who also served as consultants to the HRA team when 
necessary. Example results of the demonstration to date, including identified human failure events 
(HFEs), UAs, and EFCs are discussed. Also addressed is how simulator exercises are used in the ATHEANA 
demonstration project.

Introduction

Over the past several years the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has sponsored the development 
of a new method for performing human reliability analyses (HRA). A major impetus for the program was the 
need for a method that would not only address errors of omission (EOOs), but also errors of commission 
(EOCs). Both Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) have 
participated in the development of the new method, referred to as A Technique for Human Error Analysis 
(ATHEANA). Although several documents have been issued describing the basis and development of ATHEAN

Regulatory Commission and was performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated 
by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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[e.g., 1,2,3], tw o  documents currently in draft form will ultimately provide the necessary 
documentation for applying the method. They include the frame-of-reference manual, which serves as the 
technical basis document fo r the method, and the implementation guideline, which provides step-by-step 
guidance for applying the method. Together, the tw o  documents provide the information needed to 
identify, characterize, quantify, and integrate into probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) models, 
potential human failure events (HFEs), unsafe actions (UAs), and their error-forcing contexts (EFCs).
HFEs, UAs, and EFCs are defined as follows:

• HFE - A basic event that is modeled in the logic models of a PRA (event and fault trees), 
and that represents a failure of a function, system, or component that is the result of 
one or more unsafe actions. An HFE reflects the PRA systems' modeling perspective.

• UA - Actions inappropriately taken, or not taken when needed, by plant personnel that 
result in a degraded plant safety condition.

• EFC - The situation that arises when particular combinations of performance-shaping 
factors (PSFs) and plant conditions create an environment in which unsafe actions are 
more likely to  occur.

With the completion of the draft FOR manual in early 1997 and the draft IG in April 1997, along with 
several "step- throughs" o f the process by the development team, it was decided that the method was 
ready for a third party test. Thus, a demonstration of the method was planned for July 1997.

The main goals of the demonstration were to test the ATHEANA process as described in the FOR manual and 
the IG, test a training package developed for the method, test the hypothesis that plant operators and 
trainers have significant insight into the EFCs that can make UAs more likely, and to identify ways to 
improve the method and its documentation. A set of criteria to evaluate the "success" of the ATHEANA 
method and the demonstration was identified as follows:

1. FOR manual and IG "W ork”
•  Documentation is understandable
• Process is usable

2. Training is effective
• Motivates team
• Facilitates use of the FOR manual and IG
• Enables leader to direct team
• Results in plant team applying useful retrospective analysis

3. Process identifies demanding scenarios involving errors of commission
• Plant operators judge the scenarios to be "demanding"
• Plant identifies and implements fixes for some scenarios
•  Plant believes that ATHAENA can or will identify important problems

4. Users identify improvements in ATHEANA tools and processes 

Seabrook Nuclear Station Demonstration Project

The first demonstration of ATHEANA began at the Seabrook Nuclear Station on July 14, 1997, with a 3-day 
training session provided by the ATHEANA development team, followed by the beginning of the application 
of the method. The licensee supported the analysis w ith tw o  individuals from their PRA staff and two 
from their training staff. Both individuals from training were currently licensed operators and one of
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them was a senior reactor operator (SRO) "on shift" until a few months prior to the beginning of the 
demonstration. A PRA expert, w ith experience in HRA (not ATHEANA), from SNL served as the team leader 
for the demonstration. Consulting and documentation support on the application of the method was 
provided by current members of the ATHEANA development team.

The demonstration was scheduled to proceed over a 20-week period, w ith  most of the actual analysis 
occurring during six team meetings held at Seabrook. The results and status of the current plan are 
summarized in Table 1.

As indicated in Table 1, simulator exercises are an important step in the ATHEANA demonstration. They 
were used in the ATHEANA demonstration to assess the response of actual operating crews to identified 
EFCs. The goal was not only to see if certain HFEs actually occurred, but also to be able to discuss 
with operators their perceptions of the scenario, even if they were successful in responding to the 
initiating event. Even though some crews may handle the



Current Plan, Results, and Status of Seabrook ATHEANA Demonstration
Table 1

Current Plan Results Status

Step 1 : Set priorities among 
initiating events (lEs) based 
on criteria such as licensees 
interest or concerns regarding 
potential problems, IE 
frequency, time to CD, etc.

Top three lEs:
1. Medium loss-of-coolant 

accident (MLOCA)
2. Loss-of-offsite power (LOSP) 

- station blackout (SBO)
3. Transient (followed by 

anticipated transient 
w ithout scram (ATWS) undei 
special conditions)

Completed

Step 2: Using guidance from FC1 

manual and IG, identify 
possible HFEs and associated 
UAs for functions identified in 
scenarios.

FMLOCA (3 critical functions)
•  Makeup - 6  HFEs identified
• Heat removal - 6  HFES 

identified
• Long-term heat removal -5 

HFES

LOSP - SBO (3 critical
functions)
• Heat Removal - 5 HFEs 

identified
• Support (Diesel generators 

(DGs) and/or cooling to DGs) 
- 5 HFEs

• Depressurization (manual) - 
6  HFEs identified

Completed for MLOCA and LOS 
SBO scenarios 
ATWS - Pending

P-

Step 3: Identify/derive 
potential EFCs that could lead 
to identified UAs

See discussion of interesting 
scenarios below.

Partially completed for MLOCA 
sequences.
LOSP-SBO and ATWS - Pendinc

Step 4: Conduct simulator 
exercises to evaluate impact of 
reasonable EFCs on UAs 
(includes information from 
debriefing of operators)

MLOCA scenario scheduled for 
week of October 6 , 1997. LOSP- 
SBO scenarios planned for 
November 1997.

Step 5: Quantisation of EFCs 
and HFEs

Planned for early November 19Î 7

Step 6 : Document demonstratic 
and submit method and results 
of demonstration for peer 
review

Peer review scheduled 
tentatively for February 1998

situation, their sense of how the EFCs might effect other crews could be relevant to the quantification 
of the potential
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HFEs, given the EFCs. The use of the simulator runs also provides an opportunity see what other aspects 
of the simulated scenario may affect operator performance and to obtain ideas from the operating crews 
about nonsimulated EFCs that might influence their performance.

Findings and Conclusions

Process. A t this stage of the analysis, it appears that the ATHEANA process is working well. The IG's 
search process and the FOR manual's guidance tables, theoretical discussions, and summary of operating 
experience are providing a means for nuclear power plant licensees and others to identify potential 
HFEs, UAs, and EFCs. Through application of the method, interesting scenarios (described in more detail 
in next section) are being identified and plant personnel on the HRA team are learning to think about and 
examine potential human errors in different ways. In applying the method, however, the HRA team found 
several areas where the process documentation and working tools could be improved. We have found that 
additional guidance must be provided for the search for EFCs and that the tables developed to document 
and provide a paper trace of the analysis can be improved. In addition, we have come to realize that the 
training for application of the method must have later modules for EFC search and quantification.
Finally, it was found that while the process can be fairly time-consuming the first time through when 
the analysts are just beginning to understand the method, the analysis rate improves with practice.

A benefit of the process is that it has helped plant personnel identify opportunities for improvements 
in plant procedures. Specifically, the MLOCA scenario they developed has led to an unexpected sequence 
of events that might lead to confusion when using the existing emergency procedures. The EFC 
development work has suggested ways to improve performance in d ifficu lt areas. It appears that one of 
the trainers will suggest a procedural change to avoid 'the potential difficulties. In addition, he has 
decided that inclusion of a version of this scenario in the training sequence next year would be a good 
idea and is working to that end.

Most Interesting Scenarios.

As presented in Table 1, the ATHEANA process has been used to develop EFCs for the MLOCA and LOSP-SBO 
initiators/sequences while the EFCs for the ATWS sequence have yet to be developed. As an example of the 
results from an application of the ATHEANA process, the following information describing the EFCs 
associated with the MLOCA initiator/sequence is provided.

The MLOCA sequence constructed during the application of the ATHEANA process consists of the initiating 
event, tw o  HFEs (with one specific UA analyzed for each HFE), and various other "failures" that provide 
error-forcing contexts. The tw o HFEs result in loss of makeup and failure of long-term heat removal, 
and ultimately lead to core damage. The following descriptions provide insight into the sequence as 
developed by the ATHEANA process.

MLOCA - The medium LOCA initiating event in and of itself may pose a problem to the operators 
since they do not generally receive training on this size LOCA and thus are less familiar 
with the postulated plant conditions and their impact on stepping through the emergency 
response procedures.

HFEs- Inappropriate termination of makeup: The UA analyzed for this HFE is "Operators stop
pump." The specific EFC associated with this 
HFE/UA deals w ith  the failure of wide-range 
reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure



indications in such a manner that the operators 
may be led to believe that RCS pressure is 
higher that it actually is. With this 
potentially misleading information, along with 
other accurate information, the operators may 
elect to terminate injection as allowed by 
specific steps w ith in the emergency response 
procedures. For this UA to ultimately lead to a 
functional failure, the operators would have to 
continue to believe tha t termination of makeup 
is the appropriate action.

- Inappropriate depletion of resources: For this HFE, the UA is "Operators operate pump
outside design parameters." The specific EFC 
involves the failure to receive an "Empty" 
reactor water storage tank alarm. Since the 
operators are directed by procedure to stop 
pumps that take suction from the reactor water 
storage tank upon receipt of an "Empty" alarm, 
the failure to  receive this alarm may delay 
operator action long enough for the pumps to be 
damaged due to  inadequate suction head 
requirements. Given the nature of the 
postulated pump failure, the operator would 
have little time to correct the effects of the 
UA.

Other "failures"that w ill not necessarily lead to core damage but which have the potential to cause 
the operators problems as they deal w ith the event include:

A small (3 gpm) steam-generator tube leak,
A turbine-driven emergency feedwater pump trip on overspeed that can be restored, and
A diesel generator failure that is recoverable.

The main effects from these failures are to reduce the operators' cognitive resources as they deal 
w ith the accident scenario and cause support staff to  respond to and correct failures that by 
themselves would not lead to core damage.

Evaluation Against Success Criteria. As noted above, at this stage o f the Seabrook demonstration 
project the ATHEANA process seems to be working well. To illustrate how the demonstration is 
proceeding, Table 2 presents an evaluation of the ATHEANA method and the demonstration against the 
success criteria. Additional information regarding progress on the demonstration should be available 
for the presentation coinciding with this paper.

Table 2.
Evaluation of the Demonstration of ATHEANA Against the Success Criteria
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Criterion Evaluation

Do the FOR manual & IG work? Self-evaluation: While improvements should be 
made in some of the guidance and support 
information contained in the FOR manual and IG 
and in the process documentation tables, the 
basic search process for HFEs, UAs, and EFCs 
appears to be working well. While we have not ' 
reached the quantification stage, it at least 
appears that the EFCs being identified are 
reasonable and in principle quantifiable.

Was the training effective? Utility evaluation: Initial comments 
(immediately after training) from the Seabrook 
personnel who participated in the training were 
very positive about the overall training 
package. Some important suggestions for 
improvements included a more extensive initial 
overview of the method directed at plant 
management and a brief review of PRA for the 
benefit of trainers and operators who need a 
refresher. It was also suggested that detailed 
training for later steps in the process, such as 
quantification, be presented just prior to the 
beginning of that step.

Did the process identify significant scenarios?

1. Operators judge them as cognitively 
demanding?

2. Did plant changes result?

3. Plant believes ATHEANA can identify 
important scenarios

• Operators on the team thought so. Tests 
on current operating crews are planned 
for October and November.

• Procedure changes are planned and it is 
clear that the method will allow plant 
personnel to consider their procedures 
from a useful new perspective.

• Will be evaluated after completion of 
the demonstration

Did the users suggest improvements in the 
ATHEANA process and tools?

Yes. For example, the team indicated that the 
tables in the FOR manual used to guide the 
identification of EFCs, could be tied together 
in a clearer and more systematic way. In 
addition, they also indicated that some aspects 
of the search process for EFCs in the IG could bn 
improved by more directly tieing the description 
of the process to the use of the tables in the 
FOR manual.
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Human Reliability Assessment and Human Performance Evaluation: 
Research and Analysis Activities at the U.S. NRC

presented by A. M. Ramey-Smith 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The NRC mission "is to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety, the 
common defense and security, and the environment in the use of nuclear materials in 
the United States..." The more specific mission of the human performance and human 
reliability activities at the NRC is to ensure effective risk-informed and 
performance-based regulation and oversight of safetycritical personnel performance in 
the design, operation, maintenance, decontamination, and decommissioning of nuclear 
reactor sites and other NRC-regulated facilities, as well as the transport, storage, and 
use of nuclear materials. Consistent with this mission, the Human Performance and 
Human Reliability Implementation Plan was developed based on the vision that human 
performance should not contribute to undue risk associated with the use of nuclear 
materials.

To implement this vision, the NRC has adopted a three-part strategy: 1) to take a 
proactive approach to identifying human performance and reliability issues important to 
public health and safety; 2) to increase knowledge of the causes and consequences of 
degraded human performance and reliability; and, 3) to implement the appropriate 
regulatory response to such issues. The mission discussed above will be accomplished 
through regulatory activities associated with research and analysis and with inspection 
and review. Six programs have been identified. The six programs include:

Development of Technical Basis

Program 1. Develop the technical basis to support human performance
evaluation and human reliability analysis, including the 
technical basis and guidance on management and 
organizational influences on human performance and facility 
risk.

Program 2. Develop and update a model of human performance and
human reliability.

Program 3. Foster national and international dialogue and cooperative
efforts on human performance evaluation and human 
reliability analysis methods and data.
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Operating Event Analyses

Program 4. Conduct operating events analyses and database development to
support human performance evaluation and human reliability 
analysis,

Review and Inspection

Program 5. Provide support to human performance and human reliability
inspection and review activities of nuclear reactors.
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Program 6. Provide support to human performance and human reliability
inspection and review activities for nuclear materials usage.

Each of these programs will be discussed, with special emphasis on research and 
analysis activities. The plan will guide the agency's efforts to understand, predict, 
detect, prevent or mitigate the consequences of human errors that are important to the 
safety of NRC-regulated facilities and licensees.
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ABSTRACT

The Operator Certification Division of the Atomic Energy Control Board authorizes Control Room 
Operators and Shift Supervisors at nuclear power stations in Canada. In the past, this has been 
accomplished primarily by setting and grading written examinations and, from time to time, by 
administering ad hoc simulator based examinations. Since 1993, the AECB has implemented 
simulator based examinations as a key component of its authorization process. Prior to introducing 
this new regulatory examination, a great deal of work was done to develop a method where an 
objective marking scheme, based on generic performance expectations, could be used to determine 
whether the performance of a candidate is satisfactory. A working group of staff from Canadian 
nuclear stations and from the AECB worked for nearly two years to develop this examination 
method. The method was refined during a two year introductory period. The validity of the 
method was assessed independently by a consultant. This assessment contributed to the credibility 
of the method developed by the working group. What was not anticipated, however, was the 
impact that the implementation of such a systematic examination method would have on the 
stations. The assessments of candidates on the simulators has forced the stations to revise many 
aspects of their operation and training. This revision has resulted in the clarification of station 
performance expectations for Control Room Operators and Shift Supervisors and in improvements 
in many areas of station operation such as teamwork, operating procedures and communications.
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Canada

B ackground

When the Canadian nuclear program began in the early sixties, training of main control room 
personnel of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) followed the traditional curriculum-based approach 
similar to that followed in complex conventional process plants. NPP Shift Supervisors (SSs) and 
Control Room Operators (CROs) received extensive training on plant systems and overall plant 
operation. From the beginning, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) decided that CRO and 
SS candidates would be individually subject to formal regulatory examinations before they would 
be permitted to take up their duties. Candidates for these positions were required to pass a number 
of written examinations in areas such as scientific and engineering principles, specific plant 
systems, plant behaviour and operating procedures, and radiation protection, before being 
authorized. Written essay-style examinations have been used for more than 30 years, and continue 
to be used, by the AECB to independently assess the competence of CRO and SS candidates.

In 1976, the first full-scope replica simulator went into operation at one of the utility training 
centres. By 1991 full-scope replica simulators had been acquired by each NPP and simulator- 
based training became part of the overall training program for CRO and SS candidates in Canada. 
From time to time the AECB carried out ad hoc simulator examinations or employed simulators 
during orals in "special case" examination of candidates. In addition, simulator use became 
common in utility refresher training and testing of authorized CROs and SSs, some of whom had 
been authorized several years before the machines came into existence.

The advent of simulators in training presented the Canadian regulatory agency the opportunity to 
test the performance of candidates in the application of their knowledge in a life-like situation. It 
was apparent that such a test would complement the written regulatory examinations and the testing 
of additional subject material in a performance context would improve assurances of overall 
competence.

The knowledge aspect would continue to be tested on the written examinations while areas like 
diagnostic capability, decision making skills, panel skills, procedural familiarity, and the practical 
application of knowledge, that was difficult if not impossible to do within the constraints of the 
written test, could now be tested in the simulator. The utilities themselves were enthusiastic to 
begin simulator-based testing as they felt that many written type examination questions had placed 
difficult requirements on the candidate to "memorize" and write out long procedures and describe 
plant evolutions. Like the regulatoiy agency they felt the latter would best be demonstrated by the 
candidates through manipulations of panel controls and other positional responses while 
addressing a series of malfunctions in the simulator environment.

Developm ent of a Regulatory Simulator-Based Test

In 1991 the AECB initiated a joint venture that involved consultation with the utilities in order to 
develop a practical and effective testing methodology for the simulator environment. A working 
group was formed consisting of representatives from each of the utilities in Canada and members 
of the Operator Certification Division of the AECB. The group met regularly over a two-year 
period and developed a prototype testing methodology that has been refined and is in use today.

Introduction of Simulator-Based Examinations and its effects on the Nuclear
Industry
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The cornerstone to the simulator-based evaluations was the establishment of Generic Performance 
Expectations to be accounted for in each step of a detailed Examiner Guide employed by the 
examiners to assess each candidate’s performance. The workgroup divided the Generic 
Performance Expectations originally into eight Competency Areas. The Expectations were later 
refined and restructured into the five that exist today. Each Competency Area consists of several 
discrete Generic Performance Expectations that define the expectations of CRO and SS candidates 
during simulator-based examinations. Although a formal job and task analysis was not performed, 
the generic expectations resulted from what was already documented in existing station 
documentation, and other expectations agreed to by both the utility and regulatory bodies.

The five Competency Areas containing the Generic Performance Expectations for both CRO and 
SS candidates are:
- Monitoring

Actions W ithout Reference to Procedures 
Diagnosis and Decision Making 
Procedural Compliance 
Communication and Crew Interaction Skills.

Each discrete step in the Examiner Guide was assigned a Generic Performance Expectation and 
after much research and deliberation a pass mark was set at 80% for each Competency Area. It 
became apparent during the development of the methodology that some candidate errors should rate 
more than the loss of a single credit in the evaluation phase. To account for this, the Critical and 
Significant Error concept was introduced. Candidates making errors conforming with the 
definitions for these types o f errors would be penalized. Incurring a single Critical Error, or 
multiple Significant Errors, would mean failure, regardless of the mark achieved by Competency 
A rea assessment.

Im provem ents due to the Introduction of Regulatory Sim ulator-Based Testing

As discussed earlier, the advent of the full-scope simulator allowed for testing in areas that were 
previously difficult, or perhaps impossible with written examinations. For the first time, the 
development of the Competency Areas allowed the regulators to focus on important performance 
functions of the CRO and SS. Separate Generic Performance Expectations were developed for 
CRO, and SS candidates and modifications to the methodology were made to cater to the different 
functional responsibilities o f the two positions.

Even though stations already possessed documentation detailing station performance expectations 
for CROs and SSs, it wasn’t until regulatory simulator-based testing was instituted that these were 
formally challenged for their completeness, accuracy and clarity. In many instances the documents 
were vague and open to interpretation. Not all expectations were documented. Many fell in the 
"operator skills" category and were passed orally to candidates during on-the-job training. Queries 
by the regulator forced the utilities to review, better define and docum ent all of their expectations.

M onitoring

M ost station operating procedures give the minimum steps necessary to complete an operation, or a 
series of operations. W hen it came to things like the checks and monitoring that w ere required to 
complete a step of a procedure the expectations were often found to be unclear. Questions arose 
like: When equipment was started what pre-start and confirmation checks would be carried out? 
W hat checks should be done of indicating lights, amp meters, process fluctuations? And once in 
placed service, what parameters should be checked to ensure normal operation? Should bearing 
and cooling water temperatures, flow, pressure, and levels be checked to ensure normal operation?
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Other issues that arose in the development of the methodology addressed Critical Safety Parameter 
Monitoring during upset conditions, and clarification of the responsibilities of the individual crew 
member carrying out this monitoring and any other independent monitoring. Simulator testing 
challenged utility expectations and stations had to define what the "operator skills" were in order to 
set standards for them.

Actions without reference to Procedures

Stations were forced to identify the initial actions that were expected of the control room staff in 
response to an upset before the staff obtained and accessed relevant procedures. For some, this 
resulted in the clarification and documentation of the checks expected while for others, new 
procedures were written for main control staff to respond in a generic sense to unit perturbations. 
Some stations developed so-called, Power Reduction Action Guides to be used at the onset of an 
upset in order to standardize the approach to an upset by all crew members. Some stations defined 
a limited but specific number of checks and actions that had to be carried out before obtaining and 
following the relevant procedure.

Diagnosis and Decision M aking

This Competency Area was developed primarily for assessing the candidate’s ability to diagnose 
the problem and come to a decision as to how to deal with it, recognizing that it is sometimes very 
difficult to say with complete certainty that the candidate knows what the problem is. Many times, 
credit is given for diagnosis and decision-making skills based on the actions taken by the 
candidate. For instance, the procedure the candidate obtains or instructs- control personnel to 
follow can indirectly demonstrate what the candidate believes to be the problem. This is evidently 
one of the most important competency areas because if the event cannot be properly diagnosed then 
the chances of addressing the event effectively is diminished. For this reason, great emphasis has 
been placed on this aspect of the training and on which parameters and system conditions should 
be restored even in the event the upset cannot be completely diagnosed.

Procedural Compliance

The most notable improvement was seen in the area of station operating procedures. Because the 
focus was on procedural compliance more so than ever before, "blind compliance" with procedures 
in the simulator soon detected deficiencies in many of them. Procedures were revised to correct 
observed deficiencies and still others were reviewed to determine if sim ilar deficiencies existed in 
them as well. Clearly, not all procedures are alike. Some, like Abnormal Incident Manuals 
demand verbatim compliance while others are administrative in nature and contain general 
instructions which must applied appropriately by the proper authority to suit the situation at hand. 
Stations were forced to revisit their CRO and SS performance expectations to determine which 
procedures required verbatim compliance and which necessitated lesser degrees of compliance.
The level of compliance associated with each type of procedure had to be clearly documented.

Communication and Crew Interaction

Communication and crew interaction skills are typical examples o f skills that were not testable in 
written examinations. Improper or poor communication skills can lead to misinformation and 
serious operator error. Communication standards had to be improved and standards set for the 
information that should be communicated from one member of the crew to another. The need for 
clear, accurate communication had to be documented to ensure that the message given was the one 
received. Standards were created that called for the use o f an exact description or unique station 
identifier code for equipment. Use of repeat-back to ensure that a message was received correctly, 
was instituted and practiced. From the SS viewpoint special emphasis was place on the monitoring
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of crew response during a transient to ensure a standard approach from crew to crew, and to gain 
assurance that the upset was being handled in a logical and consistent way.

C on clu sion

It was originally expected that the biggest benefit of introducing regulatory simulator-based 
examination o f  CROs and SSs in Canada would be an increase in the overall assurance of the 
competency o f candidates before granting them formal authorization for their positions. The 
unexpected benefit was that the whole process has allowed for the constructive review of areas not 
previously exam ined in depth and this, among other things, has resulted in improvements in the 
quality of station documentation. Utility standards are now under continuous review and in some 
cases are being documented for the first time. Previously documented station expectations are 
being revised for clarity and completeness resulting in improved and consistent application at the 
station. Procedures are being upgraded and improved performance expectations statements are 
being implemented in the continuing training programs of authorized individuals. Although more 
needs to be done, it is readily apparent that the introduction of simulator-based examinations has 
helped to effect improvements in licensee practices going beyond the preparation o f their staff to 
occupy senior positions in the station main control rooms.
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1. IN TR O D U C TIO N

In France, electricity produced by EDF nuclear power plants represents a little more than 77% 
o f  the total electricity production (56 pressurized w ater reactors).

Therefore, the French Safety Authority takes special care to  control the operating safety o f 
these power plants, mostly on generic issues, because o f  the standardized PW R reactor types 
operated by only one licensee (EDF).

Experience feedback from operation accumulated over almost 20 years, has contributed a great 
deal to  gradually identifying ways o f  improving safety in fields such as:

- organization o f  maintenance,
- organization o f  operations,
- training,
- increased application o f safety and quality principles in liaison with the safety culture,
- making modifications on reactors,
- etc.

H owever, although it became obvious at the beginning o f  the 1990s that the number o f 
incidents declared by EDF power plants caused by technical problems with equipment had 
actually reduced, this was not true for incidents including at least one non-technical cause 
related to the human factor (these incidents mainly concern reactor operations teams, involving 
operators and other agents), which represent 82% o f all declared incidents in 1996, according 
to  ED F source (sec fig 1).

Therefore, in 1995 the Safety Authority initiated a major action, mainly lateral, to  assess and 
possibly correct the way in which EDF takes account o f  this human factor in its pow er plants.

The purpose o f  this document is to explain the main components o f  this major action in liaison 
with EDF’s solutions ; this presentation will be preceded by a reminder about operation o f the 
French Safety Authority and will be followed by tw o specific examples o f  incidents that 
occurred recently in France.

2. OPERA T IO N  O F  T H E  F R E N C H  S A F E T Y  A  U TH O R1TY

The French N uclear Safety Authority is composed o f  the DSIN (Nuclear Installations Safety 
D irectorate) based in Paris, and regionally o f  nuclear divisions o f  the DRIRE (Regional 
D irectorate for Industry, Research and the Environment).

This Authority continuously relies on the expertise o f  the IPSN (Institute for N uclear Safety 
and Protection), and also on the opinions and recommendations made periodically by the 
Advisory Committee for reactors, concerning power plants operated on different sites by EDF.



In practice and in summary, it can be said that:

- the DSIN, composed o f  inspectors, is the organization that prescribes, authorizes and 
defines the general policy o f the Safety Authority. In particular, it regularly sends generic 
letters to  EDF, in which it asks that summary reports be written on actions requested by 
it as a result o f  finding o f  dysfunctions, and to  specify its policy and the corresponding 
implementation means.

- The Nuclear Divisions o f  the DRIREs, composed o f  inspectors, are responsible for 
monitoring o f  installations in the field, in accordance with the general policy set down by 
the DSIN, particularly by making inspections, monitoring refueling outages, processing 
significant incidents declared on the INES scale by power plants and processing waiver 
requests.

- The IPSN, composed o f  engineers, provides its expertise for the preparation o f 
inspections, the analysis o f  reports on significant incidents, and miscellaneous events, etc ; 
the IPSN also regularly prepares complete reports on some important generic subjects.

-The Advisory Committee for reactors, composed o f  members from various sources, 
including representatives from abroad, which gives its opinion and recommendations 
based on EPSN reports, after holding meetings on various subjects, at two to  six years 
intervals; these opinions and recommendations are used by the DSIN and sent to  EDF.

Section 3 describes how this Safety Authority works in practice, to  deal with the human factor 
subject in the operation o f power plants : in particular generic letters sent by the D SIN to 
EDF, EDF replies, and future meetings o f  the Advisory Committee for Reactors.

Firstly actions taken by DRIREs, which carry out daily monitoring o f  power plant operation 
(mainly by the processing o f significant incidents and by making inspections) are essential, since 
the way in which EDF national policy is implemented locally may vary considerably in different 
power plants.

The DRIREs carry out 15 to  20 inspections per year on each PW R site, on various themes 
some o f  which affect the FH (human factor), such as :

- training,
- organization o f  operations,
- safety management,
- incidents: inspections are reactive for some incidents, in other words they concern an 

important incident and the Safety Authority would like to  have a fast opinion (this type 
o f  incident frequently has a relatively large FH) which was the case for the inspection 
mentioned in section 4.

During these inspections, Safety Authority Inspectors (mainly DRIRE) check that the reactor 
is operated in compliance principally with:

- General Operation Rules,
- DSIN prescriptive letters,
- the O perator’s prior commitments,
- the regulations (Ministerial decrees and orders) particularly concerning pressure vessels 

and quality assurance.



The Safety Authority processes non conformances discovered by Inspectors appropriately, 
depending on their importance, normally at the DRIRE level, and at the DSIN level if  there are 
generic issues (like for the second example).

It should be said also, as regards processing o f  incidents declared by EDF nuclear power plants 
on the international INES scale, that those at level 1 or above are systematically reported by the 
safety authority, on a so called “M AGNUC” viewdata system, with public access.

3. F H  A C T IO N S  T A K E N  B Y  T H E  S A F E T Y  A U T H O R IT Y

3.1 H istory

The AS has always been interested in the FH. However, in the past, its actions were limited to 
investigating some files with a FH component, such as training and licensing o f  operators, setting 
up the new operations organization decided on by EDF, or the ergonomy o f  new control rooms 
for the future N4 series (1450 MWe).

Besides, FH aspects w ere not ignored in the investigation o f  more technical files such as 
procedures. However, no genuine synergy had been obtained from these multiple actions, and 
the AS did not have any overall view or any genuinely lateral action.

Furthermore, inspections made by the DRIREs and examinations o f  significant incidents declared 
by EDF regularly emphasized dysfunctions involving the FH.

This is why, in 1995, the AS wanted to  initiate a major action concerning the FH.

3.2 The f i r s t  steps taken by A S  concerning the F H

Firstly the AS made a summary o f observations resulting from 17 inspections made between 1993 
and 1995 in order to assess the influence o f  the FH  on operations safety, and an examination o f 
16 significant incidents with a considerable human component, that occurred between 1994 and 
1995.

This summary demonstrated that there were still some dysfunctions and some underlying causes 
related to  the FH. They concerned mainly the behavior o /E D F  agents  at all levels.

U p to  now, EDF has implemented conventional measures for the prevention o f human failings 
such as the man/machine interface, documentation, procedures, etc. [Note that at the beginning 
o f  the 1990s, EDF had iniated more global actions concerning modifications in the work 
organization and methods, namely the “operations safety” and “maintenance safety” approaches. 
These approaches were accompanied by a major effort to explain their meaning, which improved 
the safety culture].
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These measures represented “external” actions, in other words actions decided upon by central 
departments o f EDF and that agents were asked to apply. However it is observed that there are 
still some basic weaknesses despite gains made by these “external” actions. These weaknesses 
relate to  individual and collective work methods, behaviors, preparation before action, thorough 
implementation, etc.

Thus in a first letter dated 1995, the AS asked EDF to make a commitment about actions decided 
upon to  improve the behavior o f  agents, in six subjects identified as taking priority in this 
synthesis. These subjects are :

- firstly taking account o f  ergonom y at the equipment design stage (control room), and 
secondly o f  constraints related to  equipment during preparation o f  operations;

- definition o f  the role o f  procedures with respect to the know how o f agents and their 
preparation consistently with the need to maintain this know-how;

- identification o f  training  needs for agents and the involvement o f  local supervision in 
daily training;

- thoroughness in im plem enting and  m onitoring  actions affecting safety, and 
particularly management o f  arbitration between safety and availability;

- com m unication  between different departments and different hierarchical levels, and 
particularly feedback o f  known information and difficulties encountered by basic 
players;

- a detailed analysis o f  operations experience.

3.3 The response o f  E D F

Thus in 1996, the operator established its policy concerning the human factor. This is based 
essentially around three main themes :

- the man/machine interface,
- training,
- changes in w ork methods, and involvement and behavior o f  players.

Without neglecting the first two themes, EDF is now expecting significant progress on the third 
theme which globally includes the six subjects identified above by the DSIN, and consists o f 
acting “fr o m  the in side” on states o f mind, personal and collective work methods, attitudes 
and ways o f working, so that previously implemented measures will be fully effective, and will 
not act simply as badly assimilated “external” factors.

This type of approach is consistent with the safety culture emphasized in the INSAG 4 report. 
In particular, it is the “prudent and questioning” attitude.
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3.3.1 Tools used by EPF to implement the third theme on site

EDF power plants are responsible for the tools used to  develop this policy in the field. 
However these tools, including self-diagnostic and self-evaluation  o f  operational teams which 
are some o f  the preferred tools, all have common characteristics and satisfy the following 
principles :

- the work consists o f an introspective analysis o f operational practices and methods used 
by operational w ork teams,

- the work is done with the participation o f  local management,

- “basic” agents participate in the diagnosis o f  minor and major points, and in searching 
for and implementing solutions,

- measures concern the operational teams, management and also each individual agent, 
who must feel personally involved.

This w ork must form part o f  a continuous a n d  iterative practice. The objective is to  create 
a climate o f  permanent requestioning about dysfunctions and good practice.

3.3.2 Structures set up by EPF to develop this policy:

This policy is based on the involvement o f  players and requires action “as close as possible to  
th e fie ld ”, necessitating active participation by local management. Although the principles o f 
this policy were decided upon nationally, actions to  be taken must be decided upon locally, and 
they must be implemented by operational teams.

This is why all sites have a “hum an fac to r c o r r e s p o n d e n tThese persons are responsible for 
carrying out or supervising FH aspects causing incidents, making summaries o f  these analyses 
in order to  demonstrate failure categories specific to  the site, identifying priority lines o f  action 
for the site, providing assistance to  site management to  initiate programs and actions, for 
monitoring and assessing them, etc.

In order to  provide necessary consistency o f  site actions, a national “hum an  fa c to r” team  
within EDF has the mission o f  consolidating and carrying out detailed studies on everything 
concerning the analysis o f human factor causes, carrying out studies on subjects in order to 
make progress, providing sites with assistance by contributing expertise and means, and more 
generally to develop skills in the human factor in all operational pow er plants, to  prom ote FH 
actions forming part o f  ED F’s policy, to  make full use o f  experiments carried out on the 
various sites, etc.

3.4 Prerequisites required by A S

In 1997, the AS recognized this policy which complies with the recommendations made by 
INSAG 4 and, in principle and globally, satisfies the questions raised by the DSIN.
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But it is obvious that the effect o f  this policy, firstly on the behavior o f  players and secondly 
on safety, can only be assessed in the long term. Thus, before continuing its action in the six 
priority subjects identified in section 3.2, the AS considered it essential that it should firs tly  
become aware o f  structures and  tools set up  by E D F  (see sections 3.3.1 and  3.3.2), as well 
as som e aspects considered to be im portant.

This is why the AS sent a second letter to EDF at the beginning o f  1997 containing a number 
o f  prior questions about the following four aspects:

- “human reliability” : The AS would like to collect data about “human reliability” . Apart 
from the statistical aspect, it is also necessary to  consider the concept o f  recovery from 
errors and the mechanisms involved, from qualitative and quantitative points o f  view.

- organization and means implemented by EDF : questions from AS concerned mainly:
- the satisfactory nature o f  the organization set up, compared with defined 

objectives;
- precautions taken concerning distribution o f this FH policy within each department 

in nuclear power plants, so that the message to be transmitted is not “depleted” or 
excessively “technical” .

- to  the extent that this policy requires active participation by local management, 
measures taken by EDF to  ensure that this management has the right managerial 
and pedagogic capabilities and the time to efficiently implement actions decided 
upon within the framework o f  this policy.

- impact and monitoring o f  the FH : within the field o f  the FH, and particularly when it 
is required to  modify the behavior o f  agents, it is difficult to  relate an effect to  a given 
action. Therefore, AS considered possible tools for monitoring and assessing EDF’s FH 
policy so that it would be possible to  appreciate the effects and correct any insufficient 
or negative aspects.

Thus the  AS asked EDF to  implement a program on each site and in each central 
department, to  be able to monitor the impact o f  the FH and EDF’s policy. It also asked 
EDF to  consider the consequences on safety o f  any relational or organizational 
dysfunctions within EDF central departments and between central departments and sites, 
a subject which EDF had not considered. It will be seen later during the presentation 
o f  the second example, that these dysfunctions can have non-negligible impacts.

- analysis o f  FH in incidents and transmission o f  FH documents: up to  now, the AS does 
not have a sufficiently precise and concrete visibility o f  the daily impact o f  the FH on 
sites. Although technical files and the analysis o f  the technical aspects o f  incidents have 
been sufficiently and accurately investigated, this is not true for FH data. The lack o f  
practice, the almost complete absence o f  formal procedures and some understandable 
reticence dealing with the human dimension are the real causes.

However, this visibility is essential for the AS. More than for technical aspects, the treatment 
o f  FH  requires experience feedback and a concrete “view” o f  the way in which measures 
“decided on paper” are accepted and included in daily reality. Thus to  improve this visibility, 
the AS asked that a number o f documents and reports should be systematically sent to it. 
These include the FH analysis o f  incidents declared by the EDF site managements.
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.?. 5 M eans u sed  by A S :

Every 2 years, the AS asks the Advisory Committee for Reactors its opinion on experience 
feedback from EDF reactors during the last tw o years. Themes selected in this Committee 
concern incidents, risks o r dysfunctions with potential safety consequences, and also more 
generally organizational and methodological aspects implemented by EDF for this feedback.

For the first time, the Committee selected tw o themes concerning the FH  for examination, in 
the same way as other m ore technical themes. They concern :

- incidents with causes related to  organizations or the behavior o f  persons,
- any conflicts between safety and availability.

We have seen that the AS actions described above are generally nationwide. This is a 
conventional process for treatment o f “generic subjects”, in other w ords those that could affect 
all nuclear pow er plants. The DRIREs are then asked to  check that national decisions are 
correctly implemented as mentioned in section 2 .

However for the FH, a significant difference has to be considered: although the main principles 
are national, actions to be taken subsequently must be launched on site, after an analysis o f  the 
situation that actually exists. Consequently, the DRIRE’s role will be increased so that it can 
make a judgm ent about local actions decided upon by sites, in addition to  checking that 
national principles are applied.

Within this framework, the processing o f  FH aspects o f  significant incidents takes on special 
importance. This processing itself is an indicator o f the depth o f  the analysis carried out by 
the site, but it is also a gateway to actual actions carried out and their effects, so that an 
appraisal can be made o f  the motivation o f  sites to  develop this policy. Reactive inspections 
initiated individually by the DRIREs after an incident contribute to  this action.

4. E X A M P L E S O F  IN C ID E N T S A N D  A SSO C IA TE D  R E A C T IV E  IN SP E C T IO N

Two examples have been chosen: the advantage is that each o f  them has the same 
type o f technical error, but there is a difference in the human factor between the two.

4.1 Technical context

In both cases there was an error in the display o f  neutronic param eters necessary for reactor 
control:

F or 900 M W e PW R reactors, this control is done inside what is called an “operating 
diagram”, on a chart showing the axial pow er difference (directly related to  what is called 
the axial offset) as the abscissa, and the nominal power percentage as the ordinate (see 
figures 2 and 3).
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This control within this diagram avoids the difference in neutron flux between the top and 
bottom  o f the core becoming excessive, which is necessary to  limit the consequences of 
some accidents.

The left and right sides o f this diagram are determined starting from calculations o f  accident 
situations :

- the left side, for which the axial offset gives the maximum downwards flux in the core 
corresponding to  an accident scenario with a large break in the primary system 
resulting in a completely dewatered core ;

- the right side, for which the axial offset gives the maximum flux in the upper part o f 
the core corresponding to  an accident scenario with a small or medium break in the 
primary system in which the top o f the core is dewatered, o r an accident scenario (for 
example dilution or excessive cooling) causing a boiling crisis near the top o f the core.

Secondly, these tw o limits are associated with automatic reactor load reduction functions 
which are periodically updated as a function o f the condition o f  the reactor core, and 
particularly its bum up rate.

The following formula is used to  calculate the axial power offset as a function o f  electric 
current measurements output by power range channels (upper and lower parts) :

ÀI = a  (KhIh - K SIS)

where IH and Is are current intensities (upper and lower parts).

Kh and Ks are the associated coefficients.

The coefficient a  is calculated from various parameters, including the primary coolant cold 
leg temperature.

Once a  is displayed in the analog logic o f the reactor (together with KH and Ks) coefficients, 
the following are determined :

- the value o f  the reference AI (after Xenon oscillations) as a function o f  the power ;
- the left and right sides o f  the diagram (and therefore automatic pow er reduction 

conditions).

The general principle is the same for the 1300 MWe reactor, but there are many morè 
automatic calculations o f  parameters done by a digital integration system. In particular:

- limits corresponding to  transients with slow kinetics scenarios with breaks on the 
primary system are automatically determined by the system, which itself displays 
parameters corresponding to the left and right sides o f  the diagram;

- however, the calculation o f the control rod ejection accident gives an implanted right 
limit, for which a special calculation has to  be made (reference AI + 5%) at 100  % 
o f nominal power.
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For both types o f  reactors, two different pow er plant departments are directly involved 
when the coefficients (or parameters) have to  be calculated or recalculated and then 
displayed (or implanted):

* the “Tests” department which does the calculation;
- the “Automatic control” department which implants the calculated parameters in the 
instrum entation control logic (within the framework o f  w hat is called a Periodic 
Test);

the third department directly involved being obviously reactor operations (operators). 

Other departments may also be concerned:

- the Safety/Quality department or mission,
- the EDF central calculation department.

(these tw o departments played a role in the second incident).

4.1.1. In  th e firs t exam ple (900 M W e reactor)* the error w as as follows: during 
a cycle prolongation, measurements o f  the electric current intensity in the channels are 
carried out every tw o days with a calculation o f  the associated ÀI, but the alpha coefficient 
itself is recalculated (by a technician in the Tests department using a spreadsheet) only if its 
accumulated variation after the last display reaches a value o f  0 .2 .

This is what happened on August 12 : since the A a  reached 0 .2 , in order to  recalculate a, 
the technician in the “Tests” department consulted the spreadsheet used to  calculate the 
previous a  coefficient (July 22); he found an inconsistency between this previous 
calculation (a  = 1.9) and the calculation that he had done him self (a  = 2.8) and he 
discovered the error : the technician who had made the calculation on July 22 had made 
an input error on the com puter (379.3°C instead o f 279.3°C for the loop 1 cold leg input 
temperature).

The consequences o f  this error were as follows : the calculation o f  the reference AI was 
underestimated o f  about 30%.

However, note that the limits o f the operating diagram were found not to  have been crossed 
between July 24 and August 13, when plotting the corrected (actual) values o f  AI.

4.1.2 In  th e  second exam ple (1300 M W e reactor), there w as a sign error in the 
calculation o f (reference AI + 5%), which resulted in an incorrect value (2.67%  instead o f  
1.92%) between November 20 1996 and Januaiy 11, 1997, and then a second time (2.37% 
instead o f  0.36%) between January 11, 1997 and February 13, 1997, causing a shift o f  the 
right limit o f  the diagram tow ards the right.

But in this case the actual right limit was actually crossed for 13 hours at the time o f  a start 
up at the 50% Pn level (it should have been decreased to  15% Pn in less than 1 hour) 
between February 9 and 10, 1997.
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4.2 Analysis o f the causes

4.2.1 F irst exam ple : there was an isolated error (incorrect computer input o f a 
parameter on July 22, which was displayed on July 24), but which was corrected as soon 
as it was discovered on August 12. (This incident was classified at level 1 on the INES 
scale only). There were two contributing causes related to the individual behavior (in 
accordance with the INSAG4 breakdown, fig.l page 7) :

- the lack o f  a questioning attitude on the part o f  the technician in the “Tests” 
department who made the initial error on July 22 (however the second technician 
had an excellent attitude on August 12) ;

- insufficiently thorough approach by the checker o f  the technician on July 22.

4.2.2 Second example : more errors accumulated, including a dissimulation (hence 
the classification in level 2 on the INES scale).

The sign error on 20/11/96 was made by a “Tests” technician. This mistake was not 
detected by the checker, because the tw o were working simultaneously. It was detected, 
on 22/11/96, when the computer software program made its official report ; however, the 
“Tests” technicians and their supervisor saw no point in correcting (since it was considered 
to  be insignificant for safety).

On 11/01/97, when the parameters were renewed, an other “Tests” technician corrected his 
own calculation, wich was initially correct, on the basis o f the earlier, erroneous report. The 
checker did not detect his error, as he was content to sign rather than check the calculation. 
Once again, the mistake was detected 48 hours later when the computer gave his report ; 
however the “Tests” technicians and their supervisor likewise saw no point in correcting 
it.

It was not until the beginning o f  March that an agent in the same “Tests” department 
informally but deliberately alerted a technician in the “quality safety” department, which was 
followed by the declaration o f a significant incident to the Safety Authority on March 11. 
This incident was initially classified by EDF as level 1 and was reclassified as level 2 
following action by the DSIN.

For this second incident, there are two types o f  causes, still in accordance with INSAG4 : 

Concerning individual behavior:
- lack o f  a questioning attitude,
- particularly a failure by checking and supervision to  exercise a rigorous and 

prudent approach,
- poor communication.

Concerning the organization (commitment o f Managers):
- responsibilities defined too vaguely,
- inadequacies in qualifications or training.
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This second incident required a “reactive” inspection that took  place on M arch 13, 1997, 
therefore two days after the declaration o f  the incident. This inspection was done by three 
Inspectors in the regional DRIRE concerned, which wrote 13 statements on the various non 
conformances.

These statements were written based on discussions with the various representatives o f  
M anagem ent, but not the players themselves since they w ere not available on that day. 
Some o f  them w ere sanctioned by the Power plant Management (at least withdrawal o f 
authorizations).

Following the inspection, the DSIN w rote quickly to  EDF (on April 7, 1997) to  ask for a 
number o f  answers to  questions concerning :

- technical aspects,
- organizational aspects,
- safety culture,
- training / authorization.

In practice, it asked EDF to  :

- urgently take operational measures to  improve competence and the organization 
system ;

- reinforce actions already committed in order to reduce dysfunctions related to the 
human factor, in term s o f  organization and behavior ;

- specify the interface between power plants and central departments.

5 / C O N C LU SIO N

In requests made by the French Safety Authority to  its licensee EDF, to  take better account 
o f  the impact o f  the Human Factor in the daily operating safety o f  French nuclear power 
plants, it is clear that the main field in which a major effort must be made concerns the 
behavior o f  agents.

The national principle adopted by EDF is that the approach should be to use 
“interiorization” actions on personal and collective work methods. This principle requires 
action closer and closer to the field, mainly concerning operational teams, with participation 
o f local management making use o f  tools such as self-diagnostic and self-evaluation tools.

The Safety Authority make its own assessement o f this policy, and associated means 
implemented by EDF to  develop it and improvements that it could make to safety. These 
assessements will be made through :

- w ork done by the Advisory Committee for Reactors (and follow-up 
recommendations),

- thorough examination o f  files sent by EDF central department,
- expertises made by the IPSN,
- last but not least, “closer to  the field” actions, i.e. analyses o f  some declared 

incidents, and associated reactive inspections.

A first conclusion will be prepared by the end o f  the year 1997.
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Fig. 1
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Fig . 2

O PE R A  T IN 6  Ù IA & R A M  I

900 M W e - Pow er regulated rod cluster control assemblies in  load fo llo w
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Fig. 3

O PER A  T IN S  D IA G R A M

900 M W e  - Power regulated rod cluster control assemblies completely extracted
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Human Performance in Bavarian Nuclear Power Plants 
as a Preventive Element

Dr. J. Walther, Bavarian State Ministry for State Development and

Environmental Affairs, Munich 

Hubert Sacher,TÜV Energy- and Systems Technology GmbH, Munich

1 General

In Bavaria, a state of the Federal Republic of Germany, nuclear power is one of 
the major sources of electricity generation. Five nuclear power plants, with a 

total net electric power output of 6082 MW, generate approximately 70£ of all 
electricity in Bavaria.

The first power plant started operation in June 1961, the last in January 1988. 
In the meantime, two of the commercial nuclear power plants were shut down and 
are now under decommissioning or already decommissioned. The following plants are 
in operation:

The nuclear power plant ISAR 1 (KKI 1) is a boiling water reactor of the 

69 series. It began operation in December 1977 and has a net electricity 
output of 870 MW.
Next to KKI 1 is the nuclear power plant Isar 2 (KKI 2), a pressurized 

water reactor from the Konvoi series with a current net electricity output 
of 1365 MW. It started operation in 1988.
The two plants in Gundremmingen (KRB II) are boiling water reactors of the 
72 series with a net electricity output of 1284 and 1288 MW. They are in 
operation since 1984.
The Grafenrheinfeld nuclear power plant (KKG) is a pressurized water 
reactor with a net electricity output of 1275 MW. Operation began in 1982.

Fig. 1 shows the locations of the Bavarian nuclear power plants.

2 Role of Human Performance in the Safety Concept

In principle, plant safety is influenced by the human factor, technology and 
organization (Fig. 2). These three factors, in turn, are interdependent. In 

the light of this, the proof that the safety objectives have been achieved, 
must take into account all influencing factors. This can only be realized by 
an integral approach, which is the only way to ensure that interfaces have 
also been taken into consideration sufficiently /3/ and /4/.

The results of this integral approach together with the feedback of experience



gathered from plant operation shows, that the relative importance of the human 
factor with regard to plant safety has risen. Due to the continuous 

improvement in technical aspects, the human factor has become a more important 

influencing factor. Measures taken to increase the reliability of human 

activities can thus contribute considerably towards increasing the safety in 
nuclear power plants. This is especially obvious when looking to the part, 
human actions have in events, especially in severe events (Fig 3, from 111).

When evaluating the events which occurred world wide we found out, that 
measures to improve nuclear safety by improving human reliability have to 

differ from country to country according to the different design principles 

and the different requirements concerning the qualification of the staff.

3 Measures to Improve the Human Reliability

The supervision authority of Bavaria, the Bavarian State Ministry for State 
Development and Environmental Affairs initiated a lot of measures to improve 
the reliability of human actions in nuclear power plants and thus to improve 
the safety.

According to Reason III , accidents are the result of a very complex 
interaction of different factors (Fig. 4). Severe accidents only occur if 
there are weak points in the different levels of the safety concept lying on 

the trajectory of accident opportunity. In this context, latent failures 
(failures hidden in the system with no immediate consequence) are assumed as 
the most important ones. Consequences of latent failures become only visible 
if all levels of the safety concept are penetrated. In the case of nuclear 
power plants they are often the root causes for common mode failures. The 

results of PSA show, that the importance of latent failures on the total risk 
of the plant is growing when there is a high degree of redundancy and a high 
degree of automation (Fig. 5, from 111).

In German nuclear power plants the defense n depth concept is realized. In 

four levels measures are realized to guarantee the plant safety. In Fig. 6 the 
defense in depth concept is illustrated together with a quantitative 
estimation of the frequency of the different levels.

Level 1 and 2 are the different situations of normal operation. The 
safety relevant measures are realized by the operational system 
(operational control system and limiting devices). The general goal of 

level 1 and 2 is to avoid initiating events as well as the use of safety 
systems.
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Level 3 is the level of the accidents. The safety relevant measures are 
realized by the reactor safety system. The general goal is to control 

the course of the accident and to avoid dangerous situations as a 
consequence of the accident.

Level 4 characterizes the situation when the safety systems were not 

able to control the accident and a dangerous situation (severe accident) 

was produced. The general goal of the measures of level 4 is to mitigate 
the consequences of the severe accident and to achieve a safe plant 
situation.

Part of the principle design of German nuclear power plants is the automatic 

control of the behavior during the first 30 minutes after an initiating event. 
So there are no human actions necessary to control the course of accidents 

(level 3). The necessary safety systems are requested by the reactor 
protection system automatically. The shift personnel only has to control 

whether safety goals are injured. Even after the 30 minutes most of the 

necessary actions are automated (level 4). The results of PSA show clearly 
that the importance of human performance concerning the control of the course 
of accidents during power operation is very small.

In German nuclear power plants there is high degree of redundancy. The most 
important safety systems are 4x50% or 4x100% systems. Accordingly, the results 
of PSA show that the most important influencing factors on the plant safety 
are the common mode failures (see Fig 5, from 111).

This and the results of the evaluation of the events which occurred world wide 
together with the high grade of automatism in German power plants show 
clearly, that the potential to improve the plant safety by increasing human 
performance, is beyond power operation and lies in the preventive and 
mitigating area.

Therefore we concentrated our actions to increase human performance on: 
measures to avoid initiating events and to detect latent failures, 
measures to control the plant during situations beyond power operation 

(this includes also shut-down and start-up-periods) and to mitigate the 

consequences of an accident.

3.1 Measures to Avoid Events

The measures to avoid initiating events and to detect latent failures have 
their focal points in ensuring a highly qualified staff and a high safety 
culture. This allows the detection of weak points before resulting in an
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event.

3.1.1 Qualification of the Staff

It is part of the licensing procedure of a nuclear power plant, that all 

members of the staff have to proof the necessary knowledge about their field 
of work. In Germany there are several ordinances which regulate the special 

education of all plant personnel. The goal of these rules is to ensure a 
sufficient high level of education and training. Of course the necessary 

knowledge depends on the different tasks of the staff. In general there are 

the groups "non-responsible persons" and "responsible persons". Responsible 
persons for example are the head of the nuclear power plant, the heads of the 

technical departments, their representatives and especially the operating 

staff.

Considering the special topic of this meeting, I will focus only on the 
qualification of the operating staff: The shift-personal has at least a 
training as workman with a long experience in technical tasks. For more 
important functions an education as master craftsman is necessary. The 
senior-operators and also most of the reactor-operators are graduated 
engineers with university degree.

All shift-operators got a special education in reactor-physics, reactor- 

behavior and reactor-operation. This special training is carried out by the 
plant-operator and supported by different education-centers. It lasts about 

three and a half years. At the end of this training there is a formal 
licensing procedure which includes a formal examination. This examination is 
carried out under participation of the supervising authority.

Further on there is a fixed plan for the training of all personnel of the 
nuclear power plant. The plant operator and in some cases the supervising 
authority check weather the objectives of the training are met . Special 

part of these regular training for the shift personnel are exercises with 
full scope simulators, which allow a realistic simulation of transients and 

plant accident situations.

To ensure the quality of the staff, the training measures and the results' 

are checked by the supervison authority in regular periods.

3.1.2 Detection of Weak Points

To prevent events a human factor (HF) -system was introduced, which allows the



identification of symptoms which could lead to an accident /3/. In this system 
all available information is used to look for possible measures to improve 
human performance. These are national and international events as well as 
plant internal information which could give hints for an improvement of the 

plant safety.

According to our integral approach all information is analyzed, whether there 

is a hint for possible improvements of the plant safety. If there is an 

influence of human failures, the following points are analysed: what are the 

reasons for the incorrect actions and are there possibilities to improve the 
technical devices, procedures, organisation etc. to reduce the probability of 

incorrect actions. This is done by using proven procedures according to the 

state of the art.

The procedure to collect and evaluate the data and the integration of 
authorities and independent experts in the HF-system is given in this scheme 

(Fig. 7).

National and International Events

All events producing a report to the authority are studied in detail. Events 
which did not occur in the plant itself are analyzed whether there is an 
influence of human actions and it is analyzed whether it is to apply. Events 
which occurred in the plant itself are investigated in detail and the results 
are discussed with authority and independent experts.

PI ant-internal Hints

In each plant, responsible HF-personnel gathers information from the plant 
personnel and the independent experts which carry out site inspections about 
incidents and possible weak points in organization, technique and human 
actions. There is no restriction about the type of information gathered. So 
additionally the plant managers get a lot of optimization hints which are not 

only in the area of human performance. Very important in this context is, that 
all of the information gathered is confidential and anonymous.

3.2 Measures to Control or Mitigate the Consequences of an Accident

As already mentioned the direct importance of human actions in the accident 
sequences is very small. Human actions are necessary to

recognize indicators for accidents and to initiate measures to avoid the 

event



control the plant during shut down and start up
to transfer the plant into a safe condition for a long period of time

after the accident occurred or to put it into operation again.

During the course of accidents the shift personnel mostly has to gather 

information to recognize the type of accident and to prepare measures to go 
into operation again or to mitigate the consequences of the accident.

In this context, all the responsible plant personnel, the relevant independent 
experts and the authority participates in special simulator exercises as I 

mentioned before. The general goal of these exercises is to get a clear 
understanding of the behavior of the plant and an idea about the plants actual 
state.

For each type of reactors in Bavaria, there are special simulators available. 

They allow a realistic simulation of accident sequences, of countermeasures 
and of the sequences during shut down and start up. Additionally the situation 

after an accident is simulated. The staff learns to interpret all the 
information coming together in the control room and to prepare the necessary 
measures to take over the plant after the 30 minutes are gone. For this 
purpose, a safety goal oriented manual was developed, which supports the plant 
personnel in the evaluation of the plant status.

Focal points of the simulator exercises are the sequences which are identified 

in PSA as important for the plant safety and all sequences which call for 
human handling. Additionally the information of the detailed analysis of 
events and of the operation experience are considered.

The systematic experience feed-back of all parties involved in operation and 
supervision of nuclear power plants ensures a high efficiency of the 

procedure. So a high probability is realized that the staff acts correct in 
the case of an accident and in situations outside power operation where human 
actions are necessary to realize a safe plant operation.

All of the necessary measures are put together in manuals. They are the base 

for all the actions the plant personnel has to carry out in the case of an 

event. They are used in the simulator tests too, so that the plant personnel' 
gets familiar with the use of the manuals. Because of their importance the 

manuals are part of the supervision procedure by the Bavarian authorities.

4 Operating experience

The effectiveness of all the measures to improve the safety of nuclear power
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plants, is shown in the small number of safety related events and in the high 

plant reliability.

This shows, that preventive safety relevant measures also help to improve the 

reliability.

4.1 Events

In Bavaria at the moment (1997, July) there is an experience of about 115 

operating-years of nuclear power plant operation. Since 1985 a general German 

system for the evaluation of events is introduced. According to that, in total 

367 events have been reported to the authority. Most of them were events in 
the category "Normal (N)". Although the categories are not primarily a measure 
of the safety-relevance, this category means in general events with very small 
safety relevance. Only 16 events were categorized as "Eilt (E)" events, this 

means events with a (small) safety relevance. 1991 additionally an evaluation 
according to the INES scale was introduced. Since then in Bavaria there was 
only one event according to INES 1. All the others are evaluated as INES 0, 
which describes events below the scale.

4.2 Reliability

The mean availability of the Bavarian nuclear power plants during the total 
time of operation was about 89 %. The availability is clearly dominated by 
the times necessary for refueling and preventive maintenance. A decrease of 
time availability for example caused by aging is not visible. It seems obvious 
that the root cause for this trend is the rising experience of plant personnel 
and the ongoing optimization procedure.

5 Conclusions

The operating experience of Bavarian nuclear power plants allows the 

conclusion, that the above presented preventive measures guarantee a high 
human performance in all levels of the safety concept. This leads at the end 

to both,

a high safety and 
a high reliability.
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Human Performance Event Database

E. A. Trager

Office for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe several aspects of a Human 
Performance Event Database (HPED) that is being developed by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. These include the background, the 
database structure and basis for the structure, the process for 
coding and entering event records, the results of preliminary 
analyses of information in the database, and plans for the future. 
In 1992, the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data 
(AEOD) within the NRC decided to develop a database for information 
on human performance during operating events. The database was 
needed to help classify and categorize the information to help 
feedback operating experience information to licensees and others. 
An NRC interoffice working group prepared a list of human 
performance information that should be reported for events and the 
list was based on the Human Performance Investigation Process 
(HPIP) that had been developed by the NRC as an aid in 
investigating events. The structure of the HPED was based on that 
list. The HPED currently includes data on events described in 
augmented inspection team (AIT) and incident investigation team 
(IIT) reports from 1990 through 1996, AEOD human performance 
studies from 1990 through 1993, recent NRR special team 
inspections, and licensee event reports (LERs) that were prepared 
for the events.

BACKGROUND

Since the mid-1980s, NRC's Office for Analysis and Evaluation of 
Operational Data (AEOD) has performed studies of human performance 
in operating events. In 1990, AEOD began to perform multi
disciplinary team studies of human performance in response to 
specific operational events. These studies were performed on-site 
and with the assistance of the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). AEOD performed these studies



sometimes as part of assistance to augmented inspection team (AIT) 
inspections, or other inspections, and sometimes simply to analyze 
what appeared to be interesting individual and team performance 
during events. All the studies were performed using a protocol, to 
help ensure that the same questions were asked during each of the 
event investigations and so that the investigation results would be 
comparable. Use of a protocol also helped ensure the same 
questions were posed to each person interviewed. AEOD completed 2 0 
of these human performance studies over the time period from 1990 
to 1993. A summary of the results of the first 16 of those studies 
was published in NUREG-1275, volume 8, "Operating Experience 
Feedback Report - Human Performance in Operating Events," dated 
December 19 92.

In 1992, AEOD began to develop a database for information on human 
performance during operating events. The database was needed to 
help classify and categorize the information to feedback operating 
experience information to licensees and others. In addition, the 
database was needed to perform analyses to determine what 
information was necessary and sufficient and should be reported for 
events. 10 CFR 50.73 requires that licensees report certain events 
and NUREG-1022 describes the information that should be reported 
including information on human performance. However there are a 
variety of different opinions on what constitutes complete 
information on human performance.

To determine user needs regarding the content of the database, AEOD 
asked the NRC Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and 
Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) to assist as part of an 
interoffice working group to determine what human performance 
information should be included for events. The working group 
determined that the list of information should be based on the 
human performance investigation protocol (HPIP) that had been 
developed by RES as an aid in investigating events. The working 
group recommended that the list of information be included in a 
revision to NUREG-1022. However, because changing NUREG-1022 to 
specify information more precisely might be considered a backfit,' 
AEOD decided to construct a database containing this information 
and perform studies to determine whether it was reasonable to 
require the reporting of this information. In 1993, the list was 
specified as the basis for the structure of the HPED. AEOD had the 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) 
construct and develop the HPED.
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Current plans are to use the HPED to develop better guidance to 
licensees on human performance information that should be reported 
for events, to provide information needed to support development of 
human reliability analysis (HRA) models, and to improve inspection 
guidance on the human performance information that is required.

DATABASE DESCRIPTION

The HPED currently includes data on events described in AIT reports 
from 1990 through 1996 time period, AEOD human performance studies 
that were performed from 1990 through 1993, and recent NRR special 
team inspections (STIs). The database also includes data from the 
licensee event reports (LERs) that were prepared for these events, 
as there generally should be one-to-one correspondence between 
events and LERs. Because it is possible to have two or more 
different types of reports for a given event, the database has a 
total of 160 reports for 88 events.

ORIGIN OF CODED INFORMATION

AITs/lITs HPS STIs LERs
Events

Total

1990 9/1 7 - 14 31
15

1991 15/1 6 16 38 21
1992 11 3 “ 11 25

12
1993 17 4 2 20 43

25
1994 3 0 1 3 7

4
1995 2 0 4 1 7

6
1996 5 0 0 4 9

5

62/2 20 7 69 160

The HPED contains information on events and on human performance 
factors/issues that influenced performance by crews and

8 8
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individuals. The record for each event report includes information 
on whether the following factors were reported as contributors to 
the event :

• Human Factors Engineering/Human-System Interface
• Work Environment
• System Design and Configuration
• Procedures
• Training
• Communication and Coordination
• Supervision
• Management and Organization
• Fatigue/Stress/Workload
• Individual Personnel Issues {e.g., situation awareness)

The HPED has 54 other fields for other human performance and 
general event information, including,

• Event Summary and Classification
• Time and Date
• Operating Mode and Power Level
• Preceding or Subsequent Subevents
• Numbers, Titles, and Types of Personnel
• Whether Licensed and Number of Years
• Personnel Training
• Shift Rotation and Duration
• Activity Type and Time on Shift

The database structure was designed to collect information on the 
many possible contributors to human performance problems. The 
database structure was based on the Human Performance Investigation 
Process (HPIP)1 which provides for a systematic and thorough 
examination of possible contributors (and which in turn is based on 
the Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) approach to 
accident/incident investigation). It should be clear from 
examining records in the database that events almost never occur 
simply because an operator simply erred.

PROCESS FOR CODING AND ENTERING DATA

There is a process for coding event data from reports and entering
the information in the data base. Two people code an event
independently then meet and reach a consensus on what should be in
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the record. Then you have a review by a person with operating 
experience, who does a reality check on the content of the record.

It has been specified that the database records only include 
information that is explicitly stated in the report and not read 
anything into the report. For example, if an LER stated that the 
root cause was found to be one specific thing, say an operator made 
a mistake, then the database record for that LER would include only 
that. Another report of the same event, such as an AIT might have 
additional information that might permit a better understanding of 
why the event occurred. For example, the operator made a mistake, 
but it was cold and noisy and the lighting was bad. In addition, 
the operator may have had a poorly written procedure and may not 
have been adequately trained. Because a protocol was always used 
during the AEOD human performance studies (HPSs), more questions 
were asked consistently during interviews of operators and other 
involved personnel, and this resulted in more information.

TESTING OF THE DATABASE

We developed a few sample questions to test the database. The 
questions were designed to characterize the events that occurred 
and also to compare the information that was included in different 
types of reports. Questions included how have events been 
distributed in time, are there differences in the contributing 
factors reported in different types of reports, what is the 
relative frequency for contributing factors reported for AIT 
events. A sort of the data to answer the first question revealed 
that events have occurred at all times of the day and more 
frequently during the day. This might be expected as there are 
more opportunities for error during the day shift.

Sorts of the HPED data indicate there were relatively high numbers 
of contributors to events that were the subject of AEOD Human 
Performance Studies. This is partially because the HPS studies 
were performed of events in which human performance appeared to be 
interesting, complex, or unusual. It is also because a protocol ' 
was used during the studies. Therefore it is not surprising that 
the studies seem to identify so many causes and contributing 
factors.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
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Work on this project so far has focused on developing and testing 
the database and we have not attempted to make correlations or 
perform other types of analyses. We are still trying to determine 
what data fields are needed. We plan to release the database to 
groups inside and outside the NRC and solicit their comments and 
advice, try to resolve the comments and make suggested 
improvements. We have studies planned for the near future that 
will involve the database.

During future work with the HPED we plan to examine the role of 
human performance in events that were significant from a risk 
standpoint. We plan to compare data from the HPED with data from 
the Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) database, which is also 
maintained by the NRC. The ASP database contains analyses of and 
conditional core damage probabilities (CCDPs) for selected events. 
Events with higher CCDPs are considered to have a relatively higher 
risk. We plan to add to the HPED records for events that have high 
CCDPs and then attempt to characterize those events in terms of 
factors that influenced performance during the events.

We also plan to review the ATHEANA (A Technique for Human Error 
Analysis)2 human reliability assessment (HRA) framework and other 
HRA models and try to identify steps that can be taken to make the 
HPED a more useful source of data for human reliability 
assessments.
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A summary of the work planned for the future includes :

• Distribute Draft HPED and request comments

• Update the HPED with recent event information from AIT and 
other reports

• Continue to test and develop the database and consider 
including data from other sources, for example,

• ASP events with high CCDPs
• Regional inspections performed using the HPIP, and
• Foreign event reports (Unconditionally released)

• Perform studies of human performance using the HPED data

• Examine risk significance of events and develop information 
for use in studies of human reliability/risk assessment

• Assess database adequacy for modeling human reliability 
assessment techniques

• Distribute HPED at NEA PWG-1 Specialists Workshop October 1997 
in Chattanooga, Tennessee

• Convert HPED and ASP databases to Microsoft ACCESS database 
format
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Crew Situation Awareness, Diagnoses, and Performance in Simulated Nuclear Power Plant 
Process Disturbances

Session: Simulation of Human Performance in Operating Events

Angelia Sebok and Magnhild Kaarstad 
Institute for Energiteknikk 
OECD Halden Reactor Project 
PO Box 173 
N-1751 Halden, Norway

Abstract
Research was conducted at the OECD Halden Reactor Project to identify issues in crew performance in 
complex simulated nuclear power plant scenarios. Eight crews of operators participated in five scenarios, 
administered over a two or three-day period. Scenarios required either rule-based or knowledge-based 
problem solving. Several performance parameters were collected, including Situation Awareness (SA), 
objective performance, rated crew performance, and crew diagnoses. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate differences in performance measures in knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. 
Preliminary data analysis revealed a significant difference in crew SA between the two scenario types: 
crews in the rule-based scenarios had significantly higher SA then crews in the knowledge-based 
scenarios. Further investigations were initiated to determine if crews performed differently, in terms of 
objective performance, rated crew performance, and diagnoses, between the scenario types. Correlations 
between the various crew performance measurements were calculated to reveal insights into the nature of 
SA, performance, and diagnoses. The insights into crew performance can be used to design more 
effective interfaces and operator performance aids, thus contributing to enhanced crew performance and 
improved plant safety.

Background I Introduction
Situation Awareness (SA) is a measure of an operator's understanding of the process. SA includes 
knowledge of the value of current process parameters, the normal values of these parameters, the 
difference between the current value and the normal value, the past state of the process, and the 
predicted future state of the process. (Endsley, 1993)

Developing and maintaining SA is an integral and important aspect of operator activities (Adams, Tenney, 
& Pew, 1995). During routine conditions, operators gather information to assess the plant state or 
operations being conducted. Operators integrate the information they gather with their knowledge of the 
plant to develop and maintain situation awareness. Through this feedback loop, operators maintain 
understanding of the process state, determine the need for and type of control activities, and predict the 
process state in the future (Hallbert et al, 1997).

Intuitively, SA and performance should be related. Also, SA and diagnosis correctness should be related. 
Crews possessing high SA should better understand and diagnose the condition of the plant and should, 
thus, perform better in a scenario. High SA should contribute to correct diagnosis formulation and thus to 
improved crew performance in process disturbances. However, little research has been conducted to 
assess these assumptions. The current effort is to compare these metrics and assess if SA is, in fact, 
positively correlated with correct diagnoses and improved crew performance.

Although intuitively connected, the relationship between SA and performance appears difficult to define. 
Understanding the process state (i.e., possessing good situation awareness) and taking the appropriate 
control actions are not necessarily closely linked. Operators may fully understand the process state, but 
may perform poorly due to lack of control over key variables or due to prioritizing economic concerns over 
process functioning. According to Endsley (1990), SA is



necessary, but not sufficient, for optimal performance. On the other hand, operators may appear to 
possess poor SA, lacking full awareness of all process variables, but may be aware of the salient, relevant 
process information and so be able to perform the necessary tasks successfully. Other research has 
found SA and performance are not directly related (Reising, 1995).

Given the unclear relationship between SA and performance, a possible method for exploring this 
connection is to measure and compare SA and performance in different types of tasks. In rulebased 
scenarios, where operator actions are directed by procedures, high situation awareness may not be 
required to maintain control of the plant. However, recent studies have found active situation assessment 
to be part of using EOPs. Good SA enables operators to detect faults and important information, and to 
identify situations or problems not addressed by procedures (Roth, Mumaw, & Lewis, 1994). Although 
procedures are in principle applicable to a wide range of foreseeable events, the execution of procedures, 
especially during accidents, may involve significant planning and situation assessment to achieve 
procedural goals (Hallbert et al, 1997).

In knowledge-based scenarios, however, operators lack clear procedural guidance. In these situations, 
high SA appears to be a requirement of good performance. An operator must clearly understand the 
process state in order to implement appropriate control actions. A clear understanding of the process 
state implies correct diagnosis. Thus, in knowledge-based scenarios, where crews lack clear procedural 
guidance, a correct diagnosis of the plant condition appears necessary for good performance.

The purpose of this study was to attempt to understand better the nature of Situation Awareness by 
comparing it with various operator performance measures. Given the present lack of research on this 
topic, and the inconclusive results of research that has been conducted, this study attempts to address 
some unanswered questions.

The approach to this analysis was to use data from a study previously conducted at the Halden Reactor 
Project (Hallbert et al, 1997), identify crew performance variables, and perform analyses to address the 
topic. The crew performance variables chosen include Objective Performance, Rated Crew Performance, 
and Diagnoses. The approach of the analyses was first to determine if differences in these parameters 
exist between the knowledge-based and the rule-based scenarios, since differences were found in SA 
between these scenario types.

Once performance differences were identified, then correlations were calculated to determine the 
relationships between various parameters. These correlations were calculated for the following pairs of 
variables: SA and Objective Performance, SA and Rated Crew Performance, SA and Diagnoses,
Objective Performance and Diagnoses, Rated Crew Performance and Diagnoses. The correlation 
between and Objective Performance and Rated Crew Performance was not calculated; these were found 
to be significantly and positively correlated in previous research (Hallbert et al, 1997).

Based on the results of the analyses, insights into the nature of situation awareness were revealed. The 
analyses to identify differences between the scenario types provide information on how operators perform 
in the two different types of scenarios. The diagnosis data provide insights into operator diagnoses in 
different types of scenarios.

The correlations reveal which parameters are related. After identifying the related parameters (from the 
correlations) and comparing the differences in SA and performance between knowledge-based and rule- 
based scenarios, insights into the connection between SA, performance and diagnoses becomes more 
evident.

Method
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In a recent study, eight crews of nuclear power plant operators participated in five simulated process 
disturbance scenarios. Two scenarios required knowledge-based problem solving, three required rule- 
based problem solving.

All crews consisted of operators from the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant in Loviisa, Finland.
Crews were selected from actual operating crews at the plant. All participants were licensed plant 
operators, having the equivalent of an RO or SRO license. Crews received training prior to participating in 
the study. Practical training focused on minor process modifications. Crews were informed about the 
overall purpose of the study, the inventories used for data collection, and requirements for completing the 
inventories.

All crews participated in the same five scenarios. The scenarios were presented in random order and 
lasted approximately an hour to three hours. The scenarios contained several faults and events which 
occurred regardless of operator actions, but the crews could significantly influence the outcome of the 
scenarios. Operator actions had the influence they would in the plant.

The scenarios in which the crews participated were modelled on a full-scale nuclear power plant simulator. 
The process simulated was the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant. Five design-basis scenarios allowed for 
data collection in a variety of events:

• Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) with a fire in the turbine building and a stuck-open steam 
generator safety relief valve

• Total Loss of FeedWater (LOFW)
■ Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) with a stuck-open steam generator safety relief valve
• Interfacing Systems Loss Of Coolant Accident (ISLOCA)
• Steam Generator OverFill (SGOF)

The first three scenarios listed above, the SGTR, LOFW, and LOOP, required rule-based problem solving. 
The last two scenarios, the ISLOCA and the SGOF, required knowledge-based problem solving. In the 
rule-based scenarios, operators had clear procedural guidance for remediating the disturbances. Also, 
the symptoms presented were salient, allowing for more direct diagnosis. The knowledge-based 
scenarios involved misleading symptoms or did not have a direct corresponding procedure.

Several features of the scenarios improved the realism and the degree of challenge. The scenarios 
required the crew to coordinate with external personnel; the scenarios were of long duration; and by their 
control actions, the operators could influence the outcome of the scenario. Crews made phone calls to 
simulator instructors who acted as field operators, maintenance, instrumentation technicians, radiation 
protection personnel, and firemen. Crews also made offsite emergency notifications in the scenarios. The 
scenarios generally required an hour to three hours. This duration allowed the investigators to study crew 
performance over time.

Crews participated in the scenarios, performing the necessary actions to mitigate the disturbances. At 
certain pre-determined points in the scenario, the simulator was frozen and situation awareness 
questionnaires were administered to the crew. These data-collection interrupts lasted, on average, 5-7 ■ 
minutes.

While crews were participating in the scenario, two process experts sat in the simulated control room and 
unobtrusively observed the crews' performance. A third observer, also a process expert, sat in the 
observation booth and monitored crew performance. At the end of each scenario, these observers 
subjectively rated crew performance. Further ratings of objective performance and diagnosis correctness 
were made following completion of the experimental sessions.
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Measures
Situation Awareness
Situation Awareness (SA), subjective performance, objective performance, and diagnosis correctness and 
timeliness served as measures of overall crew performance. SA was assessed using a questionnaire 
administered during interrupts in the process simulation. The technique, the Situation Awareness Control 
Room Inventory (SACRI), is a questionnaire that measures global situation awareness (Hogg, Follescf), 
Strand-Volden, and Torralba, 1995) and is based on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment 
Technique (SAGAT) developed by Endsley (1993).

The questions in SACRI were specifically chosen to be relevant to nuclear power plant control, and they 
ask about the trends of different process parameters. The inventory contains 18 questions, which may be 
divided into 6 groups. Questions ask about the past, present and future state of both primary and 
secondary side parameters. The questions are evenly distributed among these categories, so 3 questions 
are asked in each group.

Since a measure of global SA evaluates the operator's awareness of parameters from all over the plant, 
SACRI questionnaires contained questions about many different process parameters. The questionnaires 
were generated randomly by a computer program; they were not tailored to the specific scenarios or 
malfunctions. Global SA is the operator's understanding of the entire process, not merely the fault in 
question.

Rated Crew Performance
One measure of crew performance used in this study was rated crew performance. This was evaluated 
using a questionnaire and rating scale. The rating technique was used to evaluate how well the crew 
performed on a variety of dimensions required to achieve and maintain control of plant performance. This 
technique was based on an earlier study that focused on the performance of nuclear power plant control 
room crews (Hanson, Meyer, Blackman, Nelson, and Hallbert, 1987).

Immediately after a crew completed a scenario, three process experts rated the crew's performance on 
four dimensions: solution path, control of plant, communication, and confidence. Solution path refers to 
the crew's use of time in recognizing the event and selecting the correct mitigation procedures. Control of 
plant refers to the crew's demonstrated understanding of procedures and the extent to which they 
maintained plant safety. Communication refers to the extent to which the information exchange among 
the crew members facilitated transient mitigation. Confidence refers to the ease with which the crew 
completed transient mitigation without hesitation, and self-statements about the sureness of their own 
actions and decisions. Each dimension was rated on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst performance, 
and 10 being optimal performance.

Objective Performance
In addition to the subjective measures of crew performance, objective data indicating crews’ management 
of the scenarios were collected. Important tasks were identified and initiation times for these tasks were 
obtained during the experiment.

Objective performance was assessed based on three main criteria: announcements and notifications, 
critical task completion, and stabilization and cooldown. To evaluate crew performance, sub-tasks were 
identified for each of the three criteria. Specific objective criteria included implementing pre-identified 
necessary actions and maintaining safe plant operations.

In terms of Announcements and Notifications, the required plant announcements and off-site phone calls 
were identified based on operating procedures, technical specifications, and scenario-specific 
requirements. Crews received a score based on the number of announcements and notifications they had 
made.
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To analyse Critical Task Completion, tasks necessary to mitigate the major faults in each scenario, were 
identified, resulting in a number of tasks in each scenario. Some tasks only needed to be completed; 
some needed to be completed within a certain time; and some required a plant parameter to be 
controlled. Tasks that only needed to be completed were rated with a check if they were completed. 
Tasks that had to be performed within a certain period of time were rated based on occurrence and 
timeliness. Tasks that required complex control actions were rated by a process expert who evaluated if 
crews maintained safe parameter values.

Stabilization and Cooldown tasks were evaluated similarly to Critical Task Completion. Plant parameters 
and operator events were studied to determine when stabilization activities were begun and how well 
these tasks were accomplished. The specific tasks necessary for each scenario were identified. Crews 
were evaluated (objectively) in terms of whether or not they completed the tasks and a weighting scale 
was applied (subjectively) in terms of the quality with which they controlled various critical plant 
parameters.

Diagnoses
Diagnoses were evaluated using notes from the scenarios and operators' and experts’ transcribed verbal 
protocols. Crews were rated on à scale of 1 to 5 in terms of diagnosis correctness and timeliness. A crew 
that diagnosed a fault correctly, shortly after the appropriate information was presented, was rated as a 5. 
Crews that made a correct diagnosis but required more time than optimal, as judged by a process expert, 
received a 4. Partial diagnoses received a 2 or a 3,
depending on the degree of correctness. A crew that failed to make a correct diagnosis received a 1.

Three scenarios were evaluated for crew diagnoses: the SGTR, the ISLOCA, and the SGOF. This 
included both of the knowledge-based scenarios and one of the rule-based scenarios. These scenarios 
were chosen because the main area of interest regarding diagnosis was the knowledgebased scenarios.
A rule-based scenario can be mitigated by following appropriate procedures; recognizing salient 
symptoms is more important than making a correct diagnosis. However, knowledge-based scenarios, in 
which operators lack procedural guidance, require a diagnosis. Thus, in this study, the diagnoses of the 
knowledge-based scenarios were evaluated. For comparison, a rule-based scenario was included in the 
analysis.

General Comments Regarding Measures
Data were in different forms: objective and subjective performance measures were assessed for an entire 
crew (not individual operators) for an entire scenario (not individual periods). Diagnoses, also, were 
calculated for a crew for an entire scenario. SA data was averaged across operators and periods to 
obtain comparable measures. Crew SA were calculated as the average SA of the individual operators. 
Scenario SA was calculated as the average of the individual period SA.

Results
Analyses were performed on the SA, performance, and diagnosis data to identify differences between 
knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. First, the data were analysed individually, to determine if 
differences in each of the measures were found between the two scenario types. Secondly, correlations 
were calculated for each of the measures to determine interactions.

The data were analyzed using STATISTICA software. Statistical analyses present a risk of two types of 
errors: the error of noticing a difference when no real difference exists (a Type I error) and the error of not 
noticing a difference between samples when a difference does, in fact, exist (Type II error). Statistical 
tests requiring a significance level of 0.01 or 0.05 guard against Type I errors, but increases the risk of 
Type II errors. In this study, avoiding Type II errors is as important as avoiding Type I errors: if a 
difference exists, we want to see it. Thus, a significance level of 0.2 is used in this study (Hallbert et al, 
1997).
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Rule-Based versus Knowledge-Based Scenarios
Tests for significant differences between data sets were calculated to determine if, for each of the 
performance ratings and diagnoses, significant differences exist between the rule-based and knowledge- 
based scenarios. A Difference Between Two Means test in STATISTICA was used for these analyses.

Preliminary analysis revealed a significant difference in the Situation Awareness of operators in the two 
types of scenarios. Operators possessed significantly higher SA in the rule-based scenarios than they did 
in the knowledge-based scenarios.

Table 1: Situation Awareness in Knowledge-Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Knowledoe-Based Rule-Based p-level 1

1 SA 0.69 0.72 0.1309* 1

Results of the analyses of data from objective performance measures are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Objective Performance in Knowledge-Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Objective Criteria Knowledge-Based | Rule-Based p-level

Announcements and 
Notifications

2.83 3.42 0.0120*

Critical Task Completion 2.62 2.95 0.1467*

Stabilization and Cooldown 3.11 2.84 0.2138

For both types of objective rated crew performance showing significant differences, the crews performed 
better in the rule-based scenarios than in the knowledge-based scenarios.

Regarding rated crew performance, however, no significant differences were found between the two 
scenario types. None of the dimensions of rated crew performance revealed differences.

No significant differences were found between the knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios in terms of 
diagnoses.

Correlations Between Performance Measures
Correlations (Spearman Rank Order) were calculated using STATISTICA software. The following items 
were evaluated for knowlege-based and rule-based scenarios:

•  Situation Awareness (average, for the entire scenario)
•  Objective Crew Performance (all three dimensions)
•  Rated Crew Performance (all four dimensions)
•  Diagnosis Correctness / Timeliness (rating)
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Table 3: Correlations between Situation Awareness and Objective Performance in Knowledge- 
Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Correlation Knowledge-Based Rule-Basecj

r P r P

SA & Announcements and 
Notifications

0.2321 0.0978* -0.2585 0.0223*

SA & Critical Task Completion -0.0060 0.9665 -0.3726 0.0008*

SA & Stabilization and Cooldown -0.0171 0.9143 -0.3409 0.0023*

SA and objective crew performance were significantly correlated along several dimensions. A difference 
was observed between the knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. In the knowledge-based 
scenarios, the correlation between Announcements and Notifications and SA was significant and positive. 
In the rule-based scenarios, all correlations between all objective performance dimensions and SA were 
significant and negative.

In terms of SA and Rated Crew Performance, the following were found:

Table 4: Correlations between Situation Awareness and Rated Crew Performance in Knowledge- Based 
and Rule-Based Scenarios

Correlations Knowledge-Based Rule-Basecj

r P r P

SA & Solution Path -0.1909 0.1752* -0.1070 0.3512

SA & Control of Plant -0.1187 0.4021 -0.0594 0.6052

SA & Communication -0.0329 0.8170 -0.2591 0.0220*

SA & Confidence 0.0257 0.8566 -0.0261 0.8207

Two of the dimensions on which crew performance was rated correlated significantly and negatively with 
situation awareness. In the knowledge-based scenarios, SA and Soluation Path were significantly and 
negatively correlated. In the rule-based scenarios, SA and Communication were significantly and 
negatively correlated.

Analyses to identify correlations between diagnoses and other variables (i.e., SA, Objective Performance, 
and Rated Crew Performance) revealed no significant correlations. Diagnoses did not correlate with any 
other performance metrics.

Discussion
Rule-Based versus Knowledge-Based Scenarios SA
SA is higher in rule-based than in knowledge-based scenarios. Crews were better able to maintain an 
awareness of the plant parameters in rule-based scenarios than they were in the more unfamiliar 
knowledge-based scenarios.



Objective Performance
Objective crew performance is better in rule-based than in knowledge-based scenarios for the 
Announcements and Notifications and Critical Task Completion. No difference was found between the 
two scenario types for Stabilization and Cooldown. Crews were better able to make the appropriate 
notifications and announcements in the rule-based scenarios, and they were more effective in performing 
the scenario-specific mitigation tasks.

When clear procedural guidance is offered (i.e., in rule-based scenarios), crews are better able to perform, 
procedurally-directed activities. Specific tasks identified in procedures include appropriate 
announcements and notifications and critical tasks for mitigating the disturbance. Thus, a difference 
between rule-based and knowledge-based scenarios along dimensions that require procedural guidance 
is easily understood.

In contrast, no difference was found between the two scenario types on activities directed by general plant 
procedures (i.e., stabilization and cooldown). In both types of scenarios, crews had

the same general guidance for stabilizing the plant, so operators in both types of scenarios performed 
equally well.

Rated Crew Performance
No differences between scenario types were found for the aspects of Rated Crew Performance.
Crews were rated to have performed equally well in terms of Solution Path, Control of Plant, 
Communication, and Confidence on both types of scenarios.

Diagnoses
In both knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios, crews diagnosed the plant conditions. No differences 
were found between scenario types. A methodological issue, identified after the analyses had been 
conducted, was identified as a significant problem. Diagnoses were rated based on whether or not the 
crew made the correct diagnosis after receiving the information that would allow them to make the 
diagnosis. This criterion, in an attempt to make the rating system fair, artificially washes out differences in 
diagnosis formation across scenarios.

In the rule-based scenario, the SGTR, information operators need to make a diagnosis was presented 
early in the scenario, and operators quickly diagnosed the situation. In contrast, the knowledge-based 
scenarios were designed differently. Crews in the ISLOCA scenario received misleading information at 
the beginning of the scenario. Never did they receive all the necessary information: this scenario required 
operators to make diagnoses and test hypotheses. As expected, most crews did not diagnose the 
problem until the end of the scenario. Similarly, in the SGOF scenario, operators were presented pieces 
of information that could lead them to the correct diagnosis, but the information presentation was not as 
straight-forward as in the SGTR scenario.

The rating system used in this investigation evaluated diagnosis correctness in terms of how long it took a 
crew to make the correct diagnosis after receiving all the necessary information. Thus, a crew in the 
SGTR scenario had to make a correct diagnosis shortly after the rupture was initiated to be rated as a 5; 
however, in the ISLOCA scenario, crews had until the end of the scenario to make a correct diagnosis. 
Essentially, this rating criterion resulted in almost all crews being rated as having a correct and timely 
diagnosis.

Further investigations of the relationship between SA, performance, and diagnosis should use a different 
rating technique for assessing diagnosis correctness and timeliness. The technique should compare 
equivalent scenarios (in which the fault is initiated at the same time), and evaluate the time required to 
make a correct diagnosis after the fault is initiated. Attempts to equalize the scenarios, to



make the ratings fair will falsely wash out the differences.

The fact is that in the knowledge-based scenarios, operators typically needed until the end of the scenario 
to make a diagnosis. In the rule-based scenarios, operators diagnosed the fault early in the scenario, 
shortly after the fault was intiated. In the knowledge-based scenarios, operators typically required 
considerably more time to make a correct diagnosis. A re-evaluation in which timeliness is rated more 
consistently across scenarios would likely reveal different results.

Another problem with the methodology was relying on verbal protocols. This was identified early in the 
research and corrected. When analyses were initiated, the criteria used to evaluate a crew were crew 
verbalisations: when the crew said the correct diagnosis, they received credit for making the diagnosis. 
Some crews verbalised their diagnosis, but many did not. Those that did not, often took actions indicating 
a correct diagnosis. Once this fault was identified (i.e., that crews only received credit for appropriate 
actions if they explicitly stated their diagnosis), it was corrected.

Correlations Between Performance Measures
SA & Objective Performance
For knowledge-based scenarios, SA & Announcements and Notifications were positively and significantly 
correlated. SA was not correlated with Critical Task Completion or Stabilization and Cooldown. In 
contrast, for the rule-based scenarios, SA & Announcements and Notifications, SA & Critical Task 
Completion and SA & Stabilization and Cooldown were significantly and negatively correlated.

These results reveal significant differences in the ways crews respond to different scenario types. In 
knowledge-based scenarios, crews possessing a good knowledge of the specifics of the plant state (i.e., 
high situation awareness), performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications. Their 
performance on fault-specific tasks (i.e., Critical Task Completion) and stabilizing the plant was not 
affected by their SA.

Since correlations do not reveal cause and effect, another explanation may be that, in knowledge-based 
scenarios, crews performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications, leading to higher SA. By 
making all necessary Announcements and Notifications, crews kept up with/tracked details of the plant 
state.

Regardless of the cause and effect, in knowledge-based scenarios, performance on specific scenario- 
remediation tasks was not correlated with SA. Crews that made the necessary phone calls and 
announcements were focusing on small, manageable tasks that led to overall worse performance in the 
knowledge-based scenarios. They were aware of the details of the plant state (i.e., high SA) but were 
unable to tie this to improved performance on scenarios.

In contrast, in rule-based scenarios, significant and negative correlations were found. Crews that 
performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications, Critical Task Completion, and Stabilization 
and Cooldown were those crews with lower SA. A possible explanation is that in rule-based scenarios, 
high SA is not a requirement for good performance. A crew needs to know which procedure to use, but 
after that the crew does not need to attend to all specific details of the plant to implement their solutions 
effectively. A minimum level of SA appears necessary (to identify the problem in the plant) but, 
afterwards, maintaining high SA is not needed.

In fact, crews that have high SA in rule-based scenarios may be focusing on specific plant details because 
they do not know what procedure to implement or they are ineffective in implementing their solutions.



SA & Rated Crew Performance
A couple of significant correlations were revealed between SA and Rated Crew Performance. In the 
knowledge-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA and the Solution 
Path. In the rule-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA and 
Communication.

In the knowledge-based scenarios, crews with high SA were rated as performing more poorly in terms of 
their solutions to the process upset conditions. This finding is interesting compared to the SA-Objective 
Performance ratings. In knowledge-based scenarios, SA & Solution Path were negatively correlated, 
while no correlation existed between SA & Critical Task Completion or SA & Stabilization and Cooldown. 
Subjectively, the raters may have felt that crews who were not taking actions, and were acquiring / 
maintaining high SA, were performing poorly in terms of controlling the plant. However, objectively 
speaking, the crews with high SA were performing as well as crews with low SA.

In the rule-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA & Communication. 
Crews with high SA, objectively rated as poorly-performing crews, were not communicating effectively. 
They were following details of the plant status, but not discussing and agreeing on a solution strategy.

SA & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between SA and diagnosis correctness.

Objective Performance & Rated Crew Performance
Objective Performance and Rated Crew Performance were significantly positively correlated. Since both 
were measures of the same phenomenon, this finding is reassuring.

Objective Performance & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between Objective Performance and Diagnosis Correctness.

Rated Crew Performance & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between Rated Crew Performance and Diagnosis Correctness.

Summary
These results suggest that SA differs from performance and diagnosis correctness. A certain level of SA 
is probably necessary for good performance, but SA and performance appear to be very different issues. 
The high level of SA exhibited by crews rated as performing poorly in the rule based scenarios indicates 
that crews either perform or they try to figure out the condition of the plant (i.e., gain SA).

Crews probably require a minimum level of SA to perform adequately and appropriately, as indicated by 
the overall higher SA and performance in rule-based scenarios compared to the knowledge-based 
scenarios. Once this minimum is acheived, crews start performing.

A crew that recognizes the salient features of a rule-based scenario is able to begin remedial actions 
almost immediately. In contrast, a crew that does not quickly recognize the scenario fault may spend time 
trying to find more specific plant details. Crews that are focused on assessing the situation, attending to 
details, are not performing critical actions. This assessment-versus-performance difference explains the 
negative correlation between SA and objective performance measures in rule-based scenarios.

A crew that understands the faults in a rule-based scenario has guidance for correcting the faults and 
does so. An effective crew implements actions, while an ineffective crew (in terms of performance) tries to 
figure out the status of the plant rather than taking action. They pay attention to many different
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aspects of the plant and assimilate more information, thus having better SA through better knowledge of 
process details, but objectively perform more poorly.

In contrast, in knowledge-based scenarios, performance and SA were positively correlated. This finding 
intuitively makes sense. In a scenario with misleading indicators and no clear procedural guidance, a 
crew requires better SA (knowledge of the plant details) to choose and implement appropriate corrective 
actions.

Operators appear to be very good at knowing what they need to know. They keep their SA only as high 
as they have to to solve the probelms. They don’t worry about the level in an unimportant tank when they 
have to implement a scram.

The measure of SA used in this study was global, not fault-specific. A crew, in rule-based scenarios, 
requires salient information to diagnose the situation and then begin performing mitigation techniques. A 
crew that does not understand the fault will possibly have higher SA as they do not limit their attention to 
the fault. They look at all aspects of the plant, resulting in higher SA.

Diagnoses did not correlate with any other performance metrics. The reason for this finding, as explained 
earlier, appears to be the methodology used to assess diagnosis correctness and timeliness. The 
expected correlation between SA and diagnoses would appear to be positive and significant; a crew that 
understands the details of the plant should better understand the cause. However, another possibility is 
that a crew that has a correct diagnosis begins taking action; they do not continue to attend to process 
details.

In contrast, the relationship between diagnoses and performance appears to be straight-forward. A crew 
needs a good diagnosis to perform well. In rule-based scenarios, a correct diagnosis (or recognition of the 
salient features) appears necessary for selection of the appropriate procedures. In knowledge-based 
scenarios, a correct diagnosis allows operators to formulate appropriate response strategies.

The findings in this study suggest that operators maintain an optimal level of SA for diagnosing and 
performing in a process disturbance situation. They attend to as much information as they need to in 
order to diagnose and solve the problem.

Further research should concentrate on improving the diagnosis metric to reveal differences between 
knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. One possibility is a time-sensitive diagnosis metric.
Reviewing simulator logs and video tapes, experimenters can extract approximately when the diagnosis 
occurred (i.e., based on verbalizations or beginning appropriate corrective actions). The crew could, at 
that time, receive a score for "correct diagnosis." Before that time, the crew would have a lower score.
The time-sensitive data could be converted to a raw score to allow comparisons with data that are not 
time-sensitive. The diagnosis would be rated in terms of how long the crew held a correct diagnosis; a 
crew with a correct diagnosis throughout the scenario would receive a higher score than a crew with a 
correct diagnosis at the end of the scenario. This metric would have the advantage of discriminating 
between crews that performed while holding a correct diagnosis and those that performed without the 
correct diagnosis. Distinctions (in terms of intermediate scores) could be made to indicate partial 
diagnoses.

Another possibility for further research is global SA versus fault-specific SA. A current global measure of 
SA, in process control, appears to be spread too thin: operators must know much more of the process 
than is optimal or perhaps even useful. A more fault-specific measure of SA could be developed to 
investigate the crew's awareness of variables related to the specific plant condition. Certainly the 
operators need to keep track of many other parameters, but attention is focused during



upsets. A measure of SA that highlights only relevant parameters may be more revealing than a global 
measure.

This research has revealed intriguing insights regarding the relationships between SA and performance. 
Continued investingations into diagnoses could further deepen the understanding of crew performance in 
complex process control situations. These insights will help create improvements in the design of 
equipment and procedures used in control rooms, to further enhance the safety and efficiency of complex 
process control operations.
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Abstract
A "Plant Navigation System (PNS)" is under development to assist nuclear 

power plant (NPP) operators by automatically displaying the plant situation and 
plant operational procedures on a CRT screen when abnormalities occur. The 
operation procedures given in a symptom-oriented manual are expressed in a tree- 
type flowchart (modified PAD). The optimum operation procedure for an NPP is 
selected automatically using built-in diagnostic logics based on the current status 
of the NPP. Concerning the plant situation, the PNS displays important 
information only on the current status of the NPP. A prototype PNS system is 
being constructed.

1. Introduction
The development of automobile navigation systems which assist car drivers, and similar 

systems, has made remarkable progress. They are currently being put into practical use in 

the fields of not only automobiles but also airplanes, ships and railroad operations. During 

operation, these navigation systems help to reduce human errors.

For nuclear power plants (NPPs), there are operator support systems which have 

already been developed and introduced. Some of these systems have been targeted to display 

only the measured physical process parameters on a plant block diagram or on trend charts. 

Other systems are aimed at showing the procedures during start-up and shutdown o f the NPPs 

as operational guidance. These systems only display the operational situation of NPPs or the 

operating sequence on a CRT screen. Recently, development of a system to display the 

operating instruction manual described with diagrammatic languages such as flowcharts of 

NPPs on a CRT screen as they are has started/

The aim o f the present work is to develop a Plant Navigation System (PNS) which 

displays both the plant situation and operational procedures on a CRT screen. In NPP 

operation, operation manuals (symptom-based emergency procedure guidelines) correspond to 

maps which are used in the automobile navigation systems. The operation manuals are 

expressed in a tree-type flowchart (modified PAD) in the PNS. The optimum operation 

procedure is selected automatically using the built-in diagnostic logics and process parameters
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on the current status o f the NPP. The PNS also displays the information on plant and 

operating conditions as well as the operation procedures on a CRT screen. Even when NPP 

operators have not followed the procedures shown by the PNS, the diagnostic logic 

automatically selects and displays the suitable operating actions (procedures) to be taken, by 

considering the status of the NPP and the operations performed by the operators.

2. Scope of the PNS
(1) Operating condition targeted by the PNS

The main work o f plant operators during normal operating conditions of NPPs is to 

m onitor the plant parameters. Therefore, it is not necessary for the PNS to show operation 

procedures. The normal operating condition is outside the target of the PNS. For trivial 

incidents and troubles such as in the case of a single alarm, the navigation system is not 

necessary either because it is considered that these is relatively adequate time for correct 

diagnosis.

The target o f the PNS is to support NPP operators during operating conditions under 

time pressure from  the occurrence of scram to the prevention of degraded core.

(2) Intended personnel

An operator team consists of several persons (supervisor, sub-supervisor, reactor 

operator, turbine operator, auxiliary operator, etc.). A supervisor is responsible for judging 

the operation procedures. Therefore, the PNS is intended to support the supervisor.

3. Integration o f Navigation Information and Operational Information
There are two types of information for NPP operation; navigation information such as 

current operating procedures, and information on plant state (operational information).

On presently existing NPP control panels, no navigation information is supplied at all; 

only operational information is provided. Operators, in fact, take the necessary operation 

actions by comparing the operation procedures written in the manuals with the operational 

information given on the control panels.

In principle, the navigation information should be considered as the “primary” 

information for operators and the operational information as “secondary” because the 

operators are basically monitoring the operational information according to the operation 

manuals.

Therefore, various operational information such as plant block diagrams, trend charts of 

im portant parameters and important alarms is integrated while using the written information 

in the operation manual as the basis of navigation information. Furthermore, the operational 

information given in the grid-type diagram which shows the present plant situation and 

corresponding operator’s tasks with combinations o f two or more than two plant parameters is



effective during the operational conditions immediately after the occurrence of abnormalities 

because it is not clear which operation procedures should be applied.

The PNS also gives information about major plant status using audio guidance.

4. Diagrammatic Language Suitable for PNS Display
Different types o f maps are used in automobile, ship and other navigation systems. 

However, the following are common features in navigation systems:

# The present position.

#  The goal position and the path to the goal position.

# The start position and the path up to the present position.

Maps used in the automobile navigation system correspond to operation manuals in the 

operation of NPPs.

Grasping the “start position”, “present position” and “goal position” and finding a 

suitable path to the “goal position” are difficult when reading an operation manual in sentence 

form. However, diagrammatic languages such as flowcharts make grasping the “positions” 

and “path” easier, and can be used to draw a “map” in the navigation system.

Flowcharts, which are frequently used for describing operation procedures, etc., were 

originally developed for computer algorithm.® Therefore, the flowcharts are suitable for 

expressing procedures which have multiple paths. However, they are not suitable for 

expressing operation procedures which have hierarchical structure.

The operation procedure is an integration of various procedures and has hierarchical 

structure; each procedure consists of several tasks and each task consists of several operation 

actions.

Fig. 1 Example o f tree-type flowchart expression

The tree-type flowchart*3) of which an example is shown in Fig. 1 is available as a 

diagrammatic expression that provides easy understanding of hierarchical structure. The
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tree-type flowchart which is a modified PAD (Problem Analysis Diagram) expresses, by 

adding arrows, the basic flow o f operation procedure in the direction top to bottom and the 

hierarchical structure horizontally. This means that the tree-type flowchart uses the entire 

CRT screen. Since it has various good points for displaying procedures on a CRT screen, the 

PNS adopted the tree-type flowchart to show the navigation information of operational 

procedures.

5. Functions of the PNS
(1) Functions of the PNS

Abnormal events in NPPs start with trivial initial troubles in the normal operating state, 

and progress to reactor scram. Abnormal events progress further, but a reactor is shut-down 

safely by appropriate operations of operators.

When the reactor scram or the events leading to scram occurs, PNS starts navigation, 

and classifies the symptoms o f the plant by using the grid-type diagram. Once a reason for 

the initial event is identified, the PNS shows the optimum operation procedures and the paths 

to normal shutdown which is the target point o f the operation, by using the tree-type 

flowchart.

The PNS also displays the following operational information:

# Status o f operation procedure (progress o f operation):

Status of the automatic operating equipment and manual operations which are 

described in the operation manuals for abnormal events.

#  Status o f plant (progress of plant status):

Individual plant parameters such as the water level and pressure of the reactor.

The plant parameters are displayed on the “important alarm display”, “plant block 

diagram”, “trend chart” and “grid-type diagram”. The PNS automatically selects and 

displays important operational information related to the procedures displayed in the tree-type 

flowchart. For instance, when a trouble such as low reactor w ater level occurs, the plant 

block diagram describing the operational condition o f the feed water system and the trend 

chart o f the reactor water level are automatically displayed.

(2) Concept o f PNS diagnosis
■

Operation manuals consist of many operation procedures. The operation procedure to 

be used is determined in accordance with the degree of progress of the abnormal event. In 

some cases, multiple procedures may be introduced simultaneously.

In the PNS, the diagnostic algorithm has been constructed to display optimum 

inform ation by taking the above features o f the abnormalities into consideration.

1) Concept o f diagnostic logic in the PNS
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There are three types of diagnostic logic for procedure introduction, plant situation and 

operational situation. The procedure introduction logics for all procedures are always 

executed in parallel. After introduction of a procedure, the logics for plant and operational 

situation judge the plant conditions and progress of the operation and navigate the operator, as 

described in Fig. 2.

Process parameters

T
diagnosis o f “Procedure A ” introduction

Monitoring the 
procedure introduction 

condition

1’ ■>
Starting the 

plant condition 
diagnosis

. Starting the 
operation condition 

diagnosis

diagnosis o f “Procedure B ” introduction

Monitoring the 
procedure introduction 

condition

Starting the 
plant condition 

diagnosis

Starting the 
operation condition 

diagnosis

Fig. 2 Concept o f PNS diagnostic logic

a) Diagnostic logic for procedure introduction

This is the logic which judges the introductory conditions of each operation procedure. 

Once introduction conditions for an operation procedure are satisfied, all actions of the 

operation procedure become the target of navigation. In the case of a quadruple accident, 

about 5 to 7 procedures may be introduced. If necessary, multiple procedures are 

automatically displayed on a CRT of the PNS.

b) Diagnostic logic for plant situation

This is the logic which judges the plant situation by using only the process values of the 

plant. The range o f active actions of the introduced procedure is determined in accordance 

with the plant situation.

c) Diagnostic logic for operational situation

This is the logic which judges the situation of manual operations made by operators and 

of automatic operations such as interlock. This logic judges whether the countermeasure 

operation at each action has been performed or not, and diagnoses the machine condition or



the operational situation.

2) Diagnostic method o f the diagnostic logic

The diagnosis is performed in each operating action. The basic attribute o f each 

operating action in the tree-type flowchart is shown in Fig. 3.

Diagnosis is started when the 
activation signal is supplied 
from the previous operation 
action.

Operational situation
The diagnostic processing which is 

specific to the individual operation 
action is performed.

Status display
Color of the activated action changes according 

to diagnostic results.

Output conditions
ON OFF

Operational
situation

completed Green Red
not yet Pink Red

Output conditions
ON/OFF o f the activation signal to the next 

operation action.

Fig. 3 Basic attributes o f tree-type flowchart element

Each operation action which corresponds to each elem ent of the tree-type flowchart has 

attributes of “operational situation” decided by the diagnostic logic for operational situation, 

and “output condition” which is nearly the same as the result of the diagnostic logic for plant 

situation. W hen the “output condition” has been satisfied (ON), if the “operational 

situation” is completed, the color of the element is green, otherwise pink. W hen the “output 

condition” has not been satisfied (OFF), the color o f the element is red.

6. Example of a PNS Display
Figure 4 shows an example o f the display in the case of “Loss o f feedwater due to 

abnormalities in the condensing system” . W hen a trip occurs in an HPCP (High Pressure 

Condensate Pump), all o f the feedwater systems are stopped resulting in the loss of all 

feedwater so that low reactor water level occurs.

As the water level is lowered, automatic scram of the reactor occurs due to the water 

level L3, all control rods are inserted, the turbine is manually stopped, and the water level of 

the reactor continues decreasing.

When the reactor scram occurs, the m onitor screen o f the PNS is changed to the 

navigation screen which shows corresponding procedures using the tree-type flowchart. The 

degree of progress of procedures is shown in colors. The red shows the latest procedures 

from  the viewpoint of plant conditions, the pink shows unexecuted actions, and the green
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shows completed ones. Alarms and plant parameter values, which are considered important 

for execution of the operational procedures, are also displayed on the tree-type flowchart.

In Fig.4, operation procedures of “Reactor power”, “W ater level of reactor” and 

“Pressure of reactor” are performed in parallel. The entire flow from the start position 

(scram) up to the goal position (normal shutdown) is shown in the left-most end of the screen 

so that sequence o f operations of “Scram”, “Recovery” and “Normal shutdown” can be 

visually monitored.

The example shows that in the procedure of “Reactor power”, the action of “Start of 

automatic scram” has succeeded. Even though “Mode switch tu rn-off’ has not been 

performed yet, “Insertion o f all control rods” has been successfully performed so that the 

latest action has arrived at “Operations of SRM/IRM” of “Confirmation o f subcritical state” . 

In this example, we can easily see that the “Mode switch turn-off operation” has been 

forgotten.

The plant information part at the top and right-hand side of the screen displays alarms, a 

grid-type diagram, trend charts, a plant block diagram, a log o f major alarms. W hen an 

alarm is given, the corresponding alarm tile changes to red. Grid-type diagrams and trend 

charts o f important process values are automatically displayed. The simplified block 

diagram of the plant shows the ON/OFF status of the equipment. A log of major alarms is 

also listed.

7. Summary
The PNS which is a new type of operator support system is under development. Its 

outline has been described in this paper. The PNS automatically displays the operating 

procedures and situation by adopting the tree-type flowchart as well as the plant conditions. 

W e are expecting that the PNS will be effective in reducing the mental work-load of operators 

and human errors.

A prototype PNS system is being constructed. When the prototype is completed 

experiments with subjects will be made in order to verify the effectiveness of the PNS.
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Introduction
Development of Plant Navigation System

VjJ
co

_________ _______________________________________ j j r _______________________________________________

Present work aims for developing a "Plant Navigation 
System (PNS)" which displays plant situation and plant 
operation procedures automatically on a CRT screen.

Background
# Development of navigation systems for automobiles, 

airplanes, ships and railroad operations has made 
remarkable progress.

# These navigation systems help to reduce human errors.
# In NPP operation, navigation systems have not been put 

into practical use.
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Scope of PNS |
Development of Plant Navigation System

Operational conditions aimed hy PNS
From the occurrence of scram to the prevention of 
degraded core.

Objective personnel
A supervisor who judges operation procedures.
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Differences of Operational Information and 
Navigation Information

Development of Plant Navigation System

Navigation Information Operational Information
Air
planes

Map (aerial map) speed, altitude, etc.

Ships Map (ocean map) speed, direction, etc.
Auto
mobiles

Map (road map) speed, fuel, etc.

NPP Operation procedures 
expressed in 
diagrammatic languages

reactor water level, 
pressure, etc.

PNS displays the navigation information (operation 
procedures) and the operational information (measured 
physical process parameters) on a CRT screen.



Development of Plant Navigation System

Diagrammatic Language Suitable for PNS I

Necessary information as a navigation system:
# The present position
# The goal position and the path to the goal position
# The start position and the path up to the present position

r-o
4>-

o

Diagrammatic languages can be used to draw a "map" for plant 
operation

Diagrammatic languages such as flowchart can show the 
"positions" and "path" among procedures.



____jEtevelopment of Plant Navigation System

Comparison of Diagrammatic Languages I

ho

ro

Languages Example Characteristics
Flowchart

r + c S >  
f..  ...i

- Easy to express transference points
- Not easy to express hierarchical 
structure

- Not suitable for CRT display
PAD
(Problem Analysis 
Diagram) P i L J: _ r .— i

. .. 1

- Easy to express hierarchical 
structure

- Suitable for CRT display
- Not easy to express transference 
points

Tree-type
flowchart

L 1 U  -  .1
4----------------- 1

1___ i

Both advantages of flowchart and 
PAD

PNS adopts the tree-type flowchart.

- 6-



# Arrows are added to PAD (Problem Analysis Diagram)
# A basic flow is expressed in direction top to bottom
# Hierarchical structure is expressed in direction left to right
# Tree-type flowchart uses the entire area of a CRT screen
# Start, present and goal positions can be displayed

ho
. - START POSITION

PRESENT POSITION

Qpcmio'i-B

Task 4 -
' * GOAL POSITION



Process of diagnostic logic in PNS

fN5

-(N.

u
P m m â m e A ” : ^ in f c m 4 M c t io n

Monitoring the ; 
procedure 

introduction condition ̂

“Procedure B” introduction
Monitoring the 

procedure 
introduction condition

NO

yi, ■ .....  *sl..........

Plant
situation
diagnosis

Operation
situation
diagnosis



ogic for procedure introduction:
Introduction o f  operation procedures

logic for operational situation
Judges operation condition

logic for plant situation :
Judges current plant situation

« 
«



Development o f Plant Navigation System
mm—oiwminamiqww

Displayed Navigation Information

Green: Introduced procedures 
and completed operations Pink: Operations not completed yet

7 ^

Colorless: Procedures or 
operations not introduced yet

Red: Waiting for 
operation (present position)



Development o f Plant Navigation System

Unexecuted operation is displayed 
by "pink"

■wvw m k  ■Ü 8» Sj

ho \
-C"
SI..

....... .■•■Kr . .
; Procedure C

■ :. : :

up!»

f..-.

Decision A ^
YF.S
: ' : : ■

^O peration A3

Procedure B

Path in the previous 
procedure is simplified

Operation procedures for a new plant 
condition



Information Displayed by PNS

Navigation•, ■

Information
■■■ ' ' ■ ■■■ ■ ■■:■■ ' :■■■

'. ' ■ . ■ :V. '

Information 
Start position

Explanations 
[example] Scram

Present
position

.............

Operation actions to be done which are 
shown with red or pink in the tree-type 
flowchart

Goal position [example] Normal shutdown

■■■.■ ■ . '■":' ' ......... "!' '■ ' :; ' .

Operational
Information

Grid-type
diagram

Relation between two process parameters 
such as reactor water level and reactor 
pressure

Trend chart Trend of important process parameters 
such as reactor power

Plant block 
diagram

ON/OFF of equipment

Alarm and 
alarm log

Tile-type display and a log list of major 
alarms

acwm noeoM t

Development o f Plant Navigation System
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Development of Platst Navigation System

PNS is a new type of operator support system.

PNS automatically displays the operation procedures and 
situation by adopting the tree-type flowchart as well as the 
plant conditions1.

Ml...

When the prototype of PNS is completed, experiments with 
subjects will be performed in order to verify the effectiveness 
of PNS.

*  The. present work was performed as a part of .studies under a contract 
between the Ministry o f International Trade and Industry and NUPEC.
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OPERATION SYSTEM INTERFACES AND THEIR EVOLUTION IN TIME

1. INTRODUCTION.

Control room operators well trained in the performance of specified tasks and 
using specific procedures as a guideline go to create a Dynamic System  
containing the following fundamental components:

•  Operation team: The Operation crew both control room operators and field 
operators, performing the tasks.

•  Pow er Plant: The systems, components,information and controls of the power 
plant through which the operator acts.

•  Procedures: Written instructions and other knowledge and skill items not 
included in the documentation and managing the actions performed by the 
operators.

•  Training program: A program covering the training received by the operator and 
representing current knowledge and skill levels.

The system includes the Operator, Power Plant, Procedures, and Training 
Program described graphically in figure 1. The angles represent the four 
components of the system and the lines joining them the interfaces.
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rt
1 1

Trainin 
Prog ran

g
j

k .

Operation
Team

■d
Plant

rocedurei — ( Contre
D ̂

L
■ W*  V4 * 4  1 w nf 1

Figure 1

Nowadays further capabilities can be implemented to improve usefulness of such 
interfaces. Special interest has arise the design, verification and validation of the new  
operational aids systems, such computerized procedures or alarm s filtering systems.

As a consequence, several regulatory and review guidelines w ere  issued. Tecnatom  
has worked together with the spanish NPP s in their implementation.

Using the accumulated e>perience and computer technology, Tecnatom began to 
design and develop computerized operation support systems.

An exam ple of the current technologies is the Computerized Operator Support System  
installed in Jose Cabrera N PP in 1997.

This system has been designed, developed and located in its Control Room taking into 
account the operational experience feedback. In this sense, an important source of 
information has been the résulte of the Em ergencyOperating Procedures (EO Ps) 
validation process carried out in the Control Room .

This system supplies enough information to aid in the accident diagnosis and in 
following the EmergencyOperating Procedures (EOPs).
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In normal operation the S P D S  supplies information, organised in various for
mats, about the m ain Plant parameters and their evolution in time.

2. CONFIGURATION

The system configuration can be divided into:

Data Acquisition System (DAS)
Central Processing System (CPS)
Graphical System (GS)

3 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The System can be used in anytype of operating situation.

The System functional applications are the following:

Real tim e data displays 
Data Analysis Functions 
Other utilities

3.1 Realtime data displays

These displays provide the operator with precise information under any kind of 
operating conditions to aid in the accident diagnosis and in following the 
Em ergency Operating Procedures (EOPs).

Feedback from the EOPs validation prooess has been used in the design of 
these displays. This design contemplates the sa m e logic that the operators are 
trained to use for the diagnosis and mitigation of an accident or sequence of 
accidents.

The displays have a hierarchical structure in pyramid form with five levels of 
information. At the top (level zero) there are two displays. The m ain Plant 
param eters are represented on the first one. The status of the m ain Plant 
systems is represented on the second one. Under this level there are  two 
subgroups with three levels each.

Optimal Recovery Subgroup (OR)

This subgroup consists of three levels. The dis play that shows the status of 
the seven initiating events, included in the EOPs, constitutes the upper level.

2 5 3
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The second and third levels contain displays with information related to the 
corresponding EOP.

Critical Safety Functions Recovery Subgroup (FR)

This subgroup consists of three levels. The sum m ary of the state o f the six  
Critical Safety Functions (CSF) constitutes the upper level. Six displays are  
included on the second level which give details o f the state of each  CSF, 
indicating the threat to the function and the recovery procedure to be fol
lowed in response to such a threat. The third level contains displavs with 
information related to the corresponding CSF recovery procedure.

The lowest level (le \e l four) is com m on to both subgroups described above. It 
consists of auxiliary dis plays needed in the EOPs (Reactor vessel venting tim e  
display, natural circulation verification display, etc). These relive the work 
overload the Control Room operator has to face during stressful situations.

3.2 Data Analysis Functions

These functions are used to proude information to aid in the evaluation o f Plant 
transients and normal Plant operation. The results can be visualized on the 
displays or via printers.

These functions are the following:

Tabular trends
Logic status change sum m ary (digital signals)
X-TG raphs (real tim e or historical time)
Point sum m aries
Reports to the regulatory body

These analyses can be performed on thefollowing signals:

Signals in rea ltim e
Historical data stored on disk or reloaded from m agnetic tape to disk

3.3 Other utilities

These utilities permit the operator to carry-out the following:

System files m anagem ent
Saving files from d iskto  magnetic tape
Reloading files from magnetic tape to disk
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Manual fixing of signal value 
System configuration m anagem ent

4. CONCLUSION

The Computerized Operator Support System installed in José Cabrera N P P is  a 
powerful tool to assist the operator in the unlikely event of an emergency. Its 
functions provide a significant safety im provem ent In its design has been taken 
into account the operational experience an the results of the EOPs validation 
process.

This system can also be used in normal operation to obtain information about 
the m ain Plant parameters and their evolution in time.

5. V&V PROCESS

The analysis of the operating experience, safety analysis, commisionning and 
the technical support on emergency procedures are essential activities to improve 
the above mention interface.

Regulatory authorities and Utilities must face Verification and Validation 
processes in order to be able to continue with the necessary effort to upgrade control 
room interfaces.

Tecnatom  study this problem coming with the conclusion of a double approach 
for such V& V  Plans. This process will consist on a combination of verification and 
validation activities, as shown in figure 2.
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•  Verification activities will be focused on two main directions.

A) Review of the development and configuration processes of system  
interfaces.

B) Independent evaluation on the following subjects:
Interconnection to plant data buses.

- Configuration databases of systems inetrfaces.;
- Hum an factors

In this process, the application data will be verified for:
-consistency with the data structures,
- completeness, and
- correctness (consistency with the EO Ps and the alarm logic of

the plant).

•  Validation activities will be performed to demonstrate that the systems are 
operational and comply with the functional, operational and interface 
requirements contained in the design documents. This validation process will
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be based on a System Performance Evaluation having as main working areas the  
following:

-Functional 
-Operational 
-H um an Factors
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OPERATOR AIDS

TECNATOM'S OPERATION SYSTEM INTERFACES 
AND THEIR EVOLUTION IN TIME

Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA 
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Operation Engineering Division Activities

OPERATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
■ Information System s

■ Diagnostic Systems

■ Alarm  Systems

■ S P D S

■ E O P  Support System s

OPERATION PROCEDURES
■ Normal O peration Procedures

■ Failure Operation Procedures

■ Em ergency Operation Procedures

OPERATION STUDIES
■ M an-M achine Interface

■ Hum an Factors

*  Control Room  Upgrades

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
■ M anagem ent Guidelines

■ Em ergency Support Guidelines

■ Severe Accidents G uidelines

■  Plant Drills

-HXXXX------
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TECNATOM'S EXPERIENCES (I)
DURING THE SEVENTIES AND EIGHTIES

SUPPORT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPANISH NPPs 

ACQUISITION OF FULL SCOPE SIMULATORS 

TRAINING OF THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM CREWS 

TRAINING OF TECNATOM PERSONNEL



TECNATOM'S EXPERIENCES (II)
AFTER TMI INCIDENT

• OPERATIONAL ASPECTS BEGAN TO BE ANALYZED IN DETAIL 
(IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN FACTORS)

• PUBLICATION OF REGULATORY AND REVIEW GUIDELINES

• TECNATOM WORK WITH MAIN CONTROL ROOM CREWS OF THE 
SPANISH NPPs IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REGULATORY AND 
REVIEW GUIDELINES

• CONSIDERATION OF ALL OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEWS

• MODIFICATION OF THE TRAINING PLANS

• DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPDS



TECNATOM'S EXPERIENCES (III)
THE PRESENT

• DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SPDS FOR CONVENTIONAL PLANTS

• AP600

• ABWR

• HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT



SPDS

■ Real Time Data Displays

■ Data Analysis Functions

■ System Files Management

■ System Configuration Management



AP600
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■ Transients Analysis

■ Emergency Operation Guidelines

■ Human Factors Analysis

■ Plant Displays 
(Functional, Logic, Physical)

m Start-up and Shutdown Procedures

■ Computerized Procedures specification

■ Severe Accidents Management 
Guidelines



ABWR
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■  fntrocfuction of H um an Factors  
Engineering in the Control Room Design

■ Control Room  Functional Requirem ents  
Analysis

■ M an-M achine Functions Allocation

■ Task Analysis

■ Control Room  Design including Hum an  
Factors Guidelines and C riteria

■ Control Room  Verification and Validation

■ Functional and Design Specification of 
the Com puterized Operation Procedures  
System

■ Functional and Design Specification of 
the Control Room  Alarm  System

■ Functional Analysis o f several systems

■ Analysis of the plant autom ation

■ Design and Evaluation of the Rem ote  
Shutdown System

■ Design and Evaluation of the 
Com puterized Alarm  Prototype
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Halden Reactor Project

■ Human Factors Estudies

■ Computerized Operator Support 
Systems

■ Advanced Control Room

■ Software Verification & Validation



TECNATOWTS ACTIVITIES 
THE FUTURE

APPLICATION OF NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES (WINDOW BASED 
INTERFACES) IN NEW COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS

CONSTRUCTION OF ADVANCED PLANTS (LUNGMEN)

OPERATION OPTIMIZATION, IMPROVING SAFETY TOPICS

V&V AS NECESSARY FOR UPGRADING OR IMPLEMENTING ALL 
THESE NEW APPLICATIONS IN CONTROL ROOMS
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COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURE SYSTEM

area 2

area 4

CRITICAL
SAFETY

FUNCTION
ÔTAÎUS

moCÊDURÊ UTlfe

1 QUKSTIOUGTEP \ DATE TIME
2 QUESTION STEP 2 DATE TiMS

3 QUESTION SI HP 3 DATE TÎM£

4 QUESTION SfEP 4 DATE TIMË

5 QUESTION STEP 5 DATE TIME

area 1

APGOO C OMPUTERIZED EMERGENCE PROCEDURE SYSTEM

J

area 3

area 5

-HXXXX



COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURE SYSTEM
area 1

area 9



COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURE SYSTEM

€1 APGOO COMPUTERIZED EMERGENCY PROCEDURE SYSTEM 3

Examples: Details o f a step and its substeps «
Physical Display mg
Functional Display 
CSF Stains Trees
Continuously Monitored Parameters «

Cautions 
Foldout Page 
Initiated actions

Graphics »
Containment conditions
Short Log «

i i i i i i ^ ^

V -  ■ ■' ■ ....... ..... .........— .....,= = ^

+<xxxx



SPDS
Real Time Data Displays

General Diagnosis of the Plant Situation I

Events

General Diagnosis of the Plant Situation II
(level 0) 

Symptons

Event Diagnosis 
(level 1 - OR)

ORPs Information 
(level 2 - OR)

ORPs Information 
(level 3 - OR)

CSF Status Summary 
(level 1 - FR)

CSFs Status Tree 
(level 2 - FR)

FRPs Information 
(level 3 - FR)

Auxiliary Displays 
(level 4)
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ABSTRACT

This study is carried out to investigate performance differences between two alarm presentation 
methods from the viewpoint of human factors and to provide items to be improved. One of the 
alarm display methods considered in this study displays alarm lists on VDT combined with 
hardwired alarm panels. The other method displays alarms on plant mimic diagrams o f VDT. 
This alarm display method has other features for operator aid with which operator can get 
detailed information on the activated alarm in the mimic diagrams, and the capability for alarm 
processing such as alarm reduction and prioritization.
To compare the two display methods, a human factor experiment was performed with a plant 
simulator in the ITF (Integrated Test Facility) that plant operators run for 4 event scenarios. 
During the experiment, physiological measurements, system and operator action log, and 
audio/video recordings were collected. Operators subjective opinion was collected as well after 
the experiment. Time, error rate and situation awareness were major human factor criteria used 
for the comparison during the analysis stage of the experiment. No statistical significance was 
found in the results of our statistical comparison analysis. Several findings were identified, 
however, through the analysis of subjective opinions.

INTRODUCTION

The basic role of alarm systems in nuclear power plant (NPP) is to alert operators to plant 
disturbances. However, advanced alarm systems being developed in the world intend to 
provide operators with processed alarm information with which operators can be aware of plant 
status quickly and correctly. Since VDTs are considered for alarm displays, alarm reduction, 
prioritization and display schemes become the main issues in the development of alarm 
systems.

KAERI developed a prototype of an alarm system called ADIOS(Alarm and Diagnosis 
Integrated Operator Support), which displays alarms on plant mimic diagrams with the 
capabilities of state/mode-dependentprocessing, dark-board concept, alarm classification, and 
so on.

In this study, we compared the ADIOS prototype with the alarm system in the Integrated Test 
Facility (ITF) using a human factors experiment. In the human factor experiment, plant 
operators run 4 event scenarios on a plant simulator in ITF. Physiological measurements,

Operator Performance Comparison of two VDT-based Alarm Systems



system and operator action log, and audio/video recordings were collected. The operators 
subjective opinions were collected as well after the experiment. We carried out quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of the collected data Time, error rate and situation awareness were major 
human factor criteria for the comparison during the analysis stage of the experiment. In our 
analysis, we focused on finding information that can be used for the enhancement of ADIOS 
and the ITF alarm system.

The brief features of the ADIOS prototype and ITF alarm system, the experiment method, data 
analysis and evaluation results are described in that order.

ADIOS PROTOTYPE

ADIOS is being developed to support the development of the advanced compact workstation 
for Koreas next generation nuclear power plants (KNGR). ADIOS will have a general alarm 
system function integrated with process monitoring, diagnostic functions and control supports, 
in order for operators to understand the large amount of plant information, diagnose the cause 
of plant upsets, and control the safety function in a timely manner. A prototype of ADIOS was 
developed to have the typical alarm function [1 ].
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the ADIOS prototype. ADIOS receives source alarms from 
a plant simulator and processes the source alarms by using the predefined schemes for alarm 
prioritization, suppression, classification, etc. The resulting alarm information is displayed at 
the VDT-type operator interfaces which consists of two schematic displays, an alarm list 
display, and alarm tile displays.

ADIOS alarm processing

Alarm Classification: ADIOS classifies incoming alarms into plant alarms, process alarms, and 
equipment alarms. A plant alarm is related to overall plant status such as reactor trip, radiation 
releases, and earthquakes. A process alarm is an alarm caused by setpoint excess. An 
equipment alarm is used for equipment malfunctions or failure. Alarms that dont require 
immediate operator attention, such as equipment status alarms, are coded to be discerned from 
process alarms.

Mode Dependency: Alarms are suppressed according to operation mode, equipment status, 
multi-setpointlevel precursors, and cause-effect relationships. This concept is used to prevent 
operators from being overloaded and distracted by many unimportant alarms[2].

Prioritization: A prioritization scheme in three levels is used in ADIOS. Alarms related to the 
reactor trip in 10 minutes have priority 1. Priority 2 alarms for reactor trip after 10 minutes. 
Alarms which could be mitigated without operator action, such as those caused by instrument 
drift, are categorized into priority 3. Red color is used for priority 1, yellow for priority 2, and 
white for priority 3. Plant process evolution can change the priority levels of alarms

2
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dynamically.

ADIOS alarm presentation

ADIOS provides operating crew with alerting cues and more detailed alarm information 
including values, setpoints, causal alarms, and alarm sources than conventional alarm systems. 
Three VDT displays are used for alarm presentation in ADIOS: a primary system overview 
display, a secondary system overview display and an alarm list display (see figure 2.). The 
primary and secondary system overview displays have 10 sub-screens for their subsystems. 
The alarm list display consists of 3 different screens: time-ordered, priority-ordered, and 
system-based lists.

ITF ALARM SYSTEM

The human factors team of KAERI established the Integrated Test Facility (ITF). ITF is an 
environment for human factor experiments. ITF has a PWR-type nuclear power plant 
simulator, main and support test rooms with VDU-based HMIs(Human-Machine Interfaces), 
an experiment control room, human factors measurements as well as built-in alarm systems. 
HMIs of ITF include flat-panel displays for safety function monitoring, VDTs for hierarchical 
plant mimic screens and trend graphs, a large scale overview display, and soft control devices 
(mouse, trackball, and touchscreen)[3],

The ITF alarm system is comprised of VDT-based alarm Iist(time-orderedonly, see figure 3.), 
alarm tile widows, and hardwired annunciator panels. ITF alarm system does not include 
advanced alarm processing features such as alarm reduction or prioritization.

EXPERIMENT

Scenarios
On the basis of event surveys and challenges to plant safety, three scenarios were selected for 
this study: a feedwaterpump trip together with RCP sealing line leakage, a SGTR, and a loss 
of feedwater together with main steam isolation valve fail-close. Time windows for each 
scenario were defined before the actual experiment.

Subjects
Two operation crews (4 men) from a commercial NPP participated in this experiment. 
Performance differentials between subjects were ignored because they work at the same plant 
and have enough operating experience. Before the actual experiment, they were trained on the 
ITF with and without the ADIOS prototype.

3
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Experiment Design
The randomized block design was chosen so that the number of scenarios were considered as 
the number of repetitions. Pairwised T-tests were performed to determine statistical 
significance. Time, error rate, and situation awareness were chosen as major evaluation criteria 
for operator performance.

Experimentation
There were two breaks for situation awareness data acquisition in each scenario. Video/audio 
recordings, physiological data, alarm events and operator action logs were automatically 
collected during the experiment for each scenario. After the experiment, interviews with the 
operators were performed to obtain subjective opinions. In general, one scenario took 40-50 
minutes to complete.

Data Analysis
The ITF includes the DAEXESS (Data Analysis and Experiment Evaluation Supporting 
System) which enables analysts to analyze experimental data quickly and easily. In particular, 
DAEXESS provides functions for qualitative analysis that requires many types of data, such 
as Video recordings, system and operator events, and workload data [4], DAEXESS was used 
in this study for statistical (quantitative) and observational (qualitative) analysis of 
experimental data. Time and error rate were calculated on the basis of predetermined time 
windows for each scenario. Operator workload was determined by physiological signal 
processing. Data from the post-experiment interviews were summarized to find human factors 
discrepancies and items to be improved.

Analysis Results
Statistical analysis of the time and error rate resulted in no statistical significance. Although 
workload analysis was not performed because data from one experimental run was 
contaminated, the other data showed insignificant differences. Regarding situation awareness, 
we performed two statistical comparison tests: ADIOS vs. ITF alarm system and RO vs. TO, 
but the results were not significant in both tests.

CONCLUSION

Although it failed to find performance significance, important information on operators 
preference to ADIOS and ITF alarm systems was identified through the interviews which 
confirmed the opinion by our video recording review.

- Color coding scheme of ADIOS is very useful to identify the cause of alarms. Priority-based 
and mode-dependent color coding was preferred by operators.
- Operators have difficulties in moving from an ADIOS display to ITF HMI screens. They 
recommended the integration of ITF HMI with ADIOS features.

4
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- Operators tend to look at ADIOS overview displays to identify which systems have problems 
and then refer to ADIOS alarm list display to determine which alarm is the key-alarm.
- During the initial phase of events, operators try to identify the key-alarm for the events.
- Operators refer to the trend graphs of plant parameters to confirm their decision on plant 
status after the key-alarm is identified.
- Operators dont pay attention to any alarms other than the key-alarm when their immediate 
response is not required.
- Operators refer to an alarm list display on the course of mitigating plant events.

It seems to be necessary to integrate the ADIOS alarm system with ITF HMI screens and trend 
graphs. Contrary to our expectation that operators refer frequently to overview displays, an 
alarm list plays an important role in identifying the key-alarm during plant disturbances.
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Analysis of Human Errors in Japanese Nuclear Power Plants
using J-HPES/JAESS

Mitsuhiro KOJIMA, Masahiro M IM URA Osamu YA M A G U C H I t

abstract

CRIEPI(Central Research Institute for Electric Power lndustries)/HFC(Human Factors research Center) 
developed J-HPES(Japanese version of Human Performance Enhancement System) based on the HPES 
which was originally developed by INPO to analyze events resulted from human errors. J-HPES was 
systematized into a computer program named JAESS(J-HPES Analysis and Evaluation Support System) 
and both systems were distributed to all Japanese electric power companies to analyze events by 
themselves. CRIEPI/HFC also analyzed the incidents in Japanese nuclear power plants(NPPs) which 
were officially reported and identified as human error related with J-HPES/JAESS. These incidents have 
numbered up to 188 cases over the last 30 years. An outline of this analysis is given, and some 
preliminary findings are shown.

1 Incidents in Japanese Nuclear Power Plants

Tokai Power Station, owned by the Japan Atomic Power Co., started commercial operation in 1966 as the 
first commercial nuclear power plant in Japan. Starting that year, the Japanese government requires that 
all severe incidents at NPPs be reported to Ministry of International Trade and Industry(MITI).

At the end of the 1995 Fiscal year, there were 49 NPPs and a collection of 863 incident reports. These 
incident reports are investigated with their causes and 188 incidents were found to have resulted from 
human errors.

Fig-1 shows the number of Japanese NPPS, total incidents per each reactor year and human error 
related incidents per each reactor year.1

* CRIEPI/HFC  
tJapan Atomic Power Co.
’In 1981, report standards were changed to include less serious incidents, so this figure begins from 1981.



In Fig-1, total incidents decreased gradually, and in the 1990's, total incidents fell below one per each 
reactor year. On the other hand, incidents which were related to human errors were not so decreased in 
the late 1980's. Therefore the rate of incidents that were related to human errors has somewhat 
increased in the past several years.

Figure 1: Number of Japanese NPP's, Incidents rates, Human Error rates

2 Definition of Human Errors

CRIEPI/HFC and NUPEC(NUclear Power Engineering Center)/IHF(lnstitute of Human Factors) have a 
joint committee to evaluate the causes of the incidents and decide whether or not they are considered as 
human errors. This committee uses the following definitions of human errors as guidelines in its 
evaluations.

• troubles caused directly by human actions,

• there were deviations from the standards in design, manufacturing, building, operation, 
maintenance and management,

• incidents caused by human actions which were deviated from standards

Since, these definitions of human error are very strict, only about 20% of the total incidents were identified 
as human errors. This result is very low compared to aviation or transportation
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industries, where nearly 50% to 70% of incidents were reported as human errors.

CRIEPI/HFC and NUPEC/IHF selected these definitions for the following reasons. First, to see 
characteristicsof human errors in NPPS, we want to use typical human error related incidents. Second, as 
NPPs are huge and complex system, there are too many factors relating to human errors to analyze 
completely. Therefore, we focused our analysis on the most common factors.

Based on these strict definitions of human errors and discussions in the joint committee, personal 
differences are not taken into account in the judgment of whether incidents are human errors or not.

3 J-HPES/JAESS - Human Error Analysis system

J-HPES means "Japanese version of Human Performance Enhancement System". The original HPES was 
a kind of root cause analysis system designed by Institute of Nuclear Power Operations(INPO). HFC adopted 
the outlines of the HPES and re-designed it to suit Japanese situations.

The original HPES is check sheets methods but HFC arranged the method into combination of check 
sheets and free format fields. Check sheets are used to summarize the situations and free formats fields are 
used to write down the causes and measures in detail. The procedures of the J-HPES have four stages and 
divided into fifteen steps and these procedures were defined in J-HPES procedure manuals. Coordinators 
(people who analyze the incidents with J-HPES) can follow the manuals and check all items thoroughly.

The four stages are follows:

1. understand the incidents

2. analyze the circumstances of the incidents

3. analyze the causes of the incidents

4. propose countermeasures against each cause

In J-HPES, actions which directly caused the incidents were named "inappropriate actions". Causes 
which directly brought upon the "inappropriateactions" were named "direct causes". Similarly, causes which 
brought "direct causes" were named "indirect causes" and causes which brought indirect causes were named 
"latent causes". "Latent causes" are conceptually similar to "root causes".

The above terms and methods were also defined in J-HPES procedure manuals. The methods of J-HPES 
were programmed into a computer application running on MS-Windows, which was named JAESS(J-HPES 
Assistance and Evaluation Support System). HFC distributed J-HPES procedure manuals and JAESS 
program to all Japanese Electric Power Companies and held one



day course of training for the past five years. Attendants of this course to date total over 200 persons.

4 Some features of Human Errors in Japanese NPPs

In this section, we will show the some features already known from our research.

4.1 Where the Inappropriate actions occurred

Using 188 cases of HE related incidents, fig. 2 shows the proportion of "Where the inappropriate actions were 
occurred ?" From this figure, almost 90% of the inappropriate actions occurred in five locations, namely 
"Turbine building","Reactor building/Annulus","Central control room", "Containment/Dryweirand "others(such 
as factories/offices/unknown)".

Figure 2: Where the inappropriate action occurred ?

To see the differences between these locations, fig.3 shows the contents of the inappropriate actions 
which occurred in each location. From this figure, we can see what kind of actions are
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apt to occur in each location. For example, "omission of necessary operations" occurred in all locations 
nearly same ratio except in "Others". But the ratio for other actions varies between 
location to location.
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Figure 3: contents of the inappropriate actions occurred in each location

In the location of "Central control room", "untimely operations", "transposition" and "excess/shortage of 
operational values" are the most common kind of inappropriate actions. On the other hand, "excess/shortage 
of operational values" are the most common kind of inappropriate actions occurred in "Containment/Drywell". 
In "Reactor building/Annulus", many kinds of incidents were reported but "fall/contact/tumble" of the workers 
and "inadequate operations 277 were two major inappropriate actions and the rate of "excess/shortage of 
operational values" was somewhat fewer than other locations. In "Others" (most common location was cc 
manufacturers’factories"), "inadequateoperations2" was most common inappropriate actions and "omission 
of required operations" was in second place.

These results could be used to propose methods to prevent such inappropriate actions suited to each 
work place.

use “inadequate operations” to describe errors related to carelessness and clumsiness, e.g. too much or 
too little force was used.



In the total 188 incident reports, 117 incidents were reported from BWR plants, 50 incidents from PWR plants, 
21 incidents from GCR plant. So authors want to show the details in BWR plants.

In Japanese BWR plants, there are four kinds of design types according to General Electric's design 
scheme and one Japanese original design(ABWR). There were one BWR-2 plant, two BWR-3 plants, seven 
BWR-4 plants, 16 BWR-5 plants and 1 ABWR plant at the end of 1995 fiscal year.

On the other hand, after the late 1970s, plant designs were somewhat modified to fit Japanese situations 
from the accumulated operational experiences over the past decades. These modificationswere standardized 
by MITI as "new standards of reformed plant designs". BWR plants that started commercial operation after 
1984 were designed according to the revised design standards.

Categorized according to this criterion, there are 12 plants which was constructed from original GE 
designs(BWR-o group) and 14 plants constructed from the revised design standards(BWR-r group).

By analyzing the differences between these two groups using J-HPES data, we can identify what kind of 
improvements were achieved as a result of the revisions in design standards.

4.2 Detailed results in BWR plants
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Figure 4: inappropriate actions occurred in each location between BWR-o and BWR-r



Fig-4 shows the differences between these two groups, regarding the locations where the inappropriate 
actions occurred. Lines show the numbers of actual incidents(scate on right axis) bars show the rates of 
incidents per one reactor-year(scale on left axis).

From this figure, you can see that a drastic decrease in inappropriate actions occurred at 
"Containment/Drywell" or "Reactor building/Annulus" in BWR-R group.

Design modification initialized by MITI was aimed at "improvement of availability and operability", 
"shortening of periodic maintenance outage times" and "reduction of workers' radioactive exposure". These 
design modifications were mostly applied to reactor containmentto improve working environment there. The 
effects of these modifications were clearly shown from the occurrence of human error related incidents.

But BWR-0 reactors(BWR plants which adopted GE's original plants' design) also improved year by year. 
To see the differences between periods, we divided BWR-0 reactors operational periods into two decades 
at the year 1987. First half of the period is until 1987 and the other is after 1987 to the end of 1995. Fig. 5 
shows the differences of the frequencies of inappropriate actions at each location between two decades.
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Figure 5: periodical differences in inappropriate actions occurred in each location between BWR-0 group

From the Fig.5, we can also see the improvements that have been made in the BWR-0 group. Especially, 
inappropriate actions occurred at "Central control room", "Reactor building/Annulus" and "Turbine building" 
are decreased radically between these two periods. On the other hand, inappropriate actions occurred at 
"Containment/Drywell" didn't decrease like other locations. In Japan, improvements were horizontally 
developed into



electric power companies, so the principles of the above mentioned design modifications were also applied 
to these BWR plants if they were possible to adopt. But the modifications of working reactor's containment 
vessel was impossible, so authors suppose the occurrence of inappropriate actions in "Containment/Dry well" 
didn't decrease like other locations.

These results are comparable to BWR-R group. In fig.6, we compare the frequencies of inappropriate 
actions at each location between BWR-0 group after 1987 and BWR-R group. In BWR-0 group, total reactor 
years amount to 108(all 12 reactors were in operation in 1987) while for the BWR-R group, the total reactor 
years are 98.
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Figure 6: Comparison of recent BWR-O group and BWR-R group

From this figure, we can also see the improvements BWR-0 plants. Over the past 9 years( 1987 to 1996) 
the number of incidents occurring at BWR-0 plants were 25 cases and at BWR-R plants were 22 cases. 
There is no significance differences of the frequencies of incidents between these two types of BWRs.

On the other hand, differences axe found between the two groups regarding where the inappropriate 
actions were apt to occur. In some locations, such as "Central control room" or "turbine building", occurrence 
of inappropriate actions were nearly the same frequencies between two groups, but the frequencies of 
incidents occurred at "Containment/Drywell" or "Reactor building/Annulus" is somewhat higher in BWR-0 
group.



These results also show the difficulties in making improvements at the "containment vessel" or "reactor 
building" in working plants and hardware improvements are most powerful measures for preventing human 
errors.

5 Conclusion

From this study, we have learned that design modificationsto improve working environments reduced human 
errors drastically, but improvements in original design plants were also effective to decrease the human errors 
in many locations. On the other hand, incidents occurred in specific locations, such as "Containment/DrywelT 
or "Reactor building/Annulus"were not reduced significantly in the last decade at the BWR-0 group compared 
to BWR-R group. These results show the difficulties of making improvement in such locations. Of course, 
these incidents were very rare in absolute value(0.06 per each reactor-year), so we don't think any specific 
improvements were required in these locations.

Notice:

This report summarizes the work performed in the Joint Research Program of the ten Electric Power 
Companies in Japan. These organizationsdo not assume responsibility for any damage resulting from your 
use of this report or any information disclosed in this report.
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INTRODUCTION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) monitors, reviews, and analyzes operational events 
at nuclear power plants in the United States and identifies pertinent human performance issues. The 
assessments resulting from these activities consistently show that plant procedures and associated reference 
documents play significant roles in many of the operating and shutdown events. Despite the recognized 
improvements in procedure generation and procedure implementation over recent years, these roles are 
frequently found to be root causes or important factors relating to events. In particular, procedures continue 
to play a significant role in event initiation. This paper describes several key human performance issues which 
are associated with plant procedures and are integral to event initiation scenarios at nuclear power plants in 
the United States.

The following areas of weakness regarding procedures recently exhibited human performance concern and 
are of particular interest: (1) inadequacy of procedures; (2) failure of personnel to follow procedures
(procedure adherence); (3) use of the wrong procedures; (4) failure to properly control or maintain 
procedures (5); and unintentional personnel error in the use of the correct procedures.

These procedure-related human performance issues continue to occur at both Pressurized Water Reactor 
(PWR) and Boiling Water Reactor(BWR) facilitiesthroughoutthe United States. In fact, 694 Licensee Event 
Reports (LERs) were submitted to the NRC regarding procedure-related events that occurred in 1996. 
Similarly, 278 procedure-related LERs were submitted in the first half of calendar year 1997. In particular, 
many of the procedure-related human performance problems are prevalent as initiators of both
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power operation and shutdown events, and frequently precipitate confusion in communications, aggravate 
system problems, and delay recovery.

The examples provided in this paper are associated with power reactor licensee events which occurred in 
1996 and 1997.

DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Inadequacy of Procedures
The recognized adequacy of a procedure is fundamental to its effectiveness. Procedural adequacy is a direct 
result of the use of an appropriate procedure development and maintenance processes by knowledgeable 
personnel. The development process should incorporate certain key elements such as a restrictive writer's 
guide criteria, inputs from users (operators, technicians, etc.) and training personnel, and an independent 
quality assurance review, as well as, any specific elements which may be warranted by the particular 
procedure. Similarly, a knowledgeable, multi disciplinary group including personnel possessing expertise in 
procedure developmentand specialistsin the particular systems/areas associated with the procedure, should 
be involved in the development of the procedure. Effective, comprehensive verification and validation (V&V) 
should ensure that the process results in a useable product that accomplishes what is desired.

Inadequate Work Control Procedures
With the passage of time, the nuclear plant work force may suffer under the loss of experienced and seasoned 
personnel, and as a result, inadequate work control procedures may become more evident.

The first example of inadequate procedures concerns a General Electric BWR that tripped from 100% power 
as a result of work in the plant's switchyard. Utility electrical maintenance personnel were performing a 
preventive maintenance task on a gas circuit breaker in the switchyard. The electrical maintenance personnel 
inappropriately activated a protective relay scheme which resulted in a loss of power to the reserve auxiliary 
transformer (RAT) which, in turn, caused a momentary loss of power to the turbine building main steam tunnel 
high temperature instruments. This caused the main steam line isolation valves to close which resulted in an 
automatic reactor scram. This event was complicated by the severe transients on the normal power supplies 
to the rod control and information system core map display which caused indication that some of the control 
rods did not fully insert into the core.

In this example, the plant's work control procedures were inadequate in that they did not clearly require an 
"impact matrix” Therefore, the “impact matrix,” which would have ensured identification of all potential impacts 
associated with this task, was omitted from the work procedure. The electrical maintenance personnel 
performing the preventive maintenance task were confident that the "clearance” would prevent
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then from adversely affecting the plant. In fact, when the RAT lost power, they did not believe that the work 
they were performing was the cause.

Inadequate Operating Procedures
In addition to the demonstrated inadequacies in some work control procedures, significant deficiencies in 
abnormal and normal operating procedures have initiated events or escalated minor instrument or equipment 
faults into events.

Inadequate Abnormal Operating Procedure
The second example of inadequate procedures concerns a 4-loop Westinghouse PWR that automatically 
tripped from 100% power as a result of an inappropriate operator response to the loss of a 118 VAC 
distribution panel. In order to restore power to the distribution panel, including the associated protection bus, 
a nonlicensed operator transferred power to a separate power source in accordance with the appropriate plant 
Abnormal Operating Procedure (AOP). When the power supply for the distribution panel was switched to the 
alternate power source, an electrical spike resulted in a spike (high) on the N-16/T sub avg instrumentation 
which created an error signal to the Steam Dumps control. Consequently, with the C-7 (loss of load interlock) 
Steam Dump arming signal not cleared, the Steam Dump valves opened. The sudden increase of steam flow 
caused a rate compensated main steamline low pressure steamline isolation, a Safety Injection, and a 
subsequent reactor trip.

In this example, the plant's AOP for the loss of protection or instrument bus did not anticipate the electrical 
spike which caused the inadvertent steam dump actuation. In response to this event, the AOP was changed 
to ensure that the C-7 (loss of load interlock) Steam Dump arming signal is cleared prior to reenergizing the 
protection bus.

Inadequate Normal Operating Procedure
A third example of inadequate procedures concerns another 4-loop Westinghouse PWR. The reactor 
automatically tripped and a subsequent feedwater isolation occurred at approximately 8% reactor power as 
a result of the incorrect performance of a routine reactor shutdown. One of the two Intermediate Range 
Neutron Flux Instrumentation channels' high flux trip bistables did not reset due to the effects of a significant 
shift in radial power distribution and channel power supply degradation. The reactor trip was automatically 
initiated when the high flux trip signal (set to trip at 25% Rated Thermal Power (RTP) and to reset at 12.5% 
RTP) occurred as the high flux trips were automatically unblocked below the P-10 reset setpoint (8% reactor 
power).

In this example, the plant's shutdown procedure did not provide adequate procedural guidance regarding 
verification that the intermediate range neutron flux trips were reset prior to decreasing power below the P-10 
setpoint.
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Failure of Personnel to Follow Procedures
The failure of personnel to follow procedures continues to give rise to shutdown and operating events. A 
clear, written, and well understood procedural adherence policy is necessary to provide assurance that 
procedures are performed as intended. Certainly, the failure to follow a procedure and the inadequacy of a 
procedure are not mutually exclusive. It is has been observed that an actual or perceived inadequacy of a 
procedure can adversely affect the procedure's credibility with the user, and thereby, promote deviation from 
the procedure.

Failure to Follow a Surveillance Instruction
Outside of this relationship between perceived inadequacy and procedure adherence, the following example 
involves a failure to follow a procedure in which the procedure was viewed as relatively credible. This event 
occurred at a General Electric BWR that tripped from 100% power as a result Instrument Maintenance 
personnel error in the performance of a surveillance instruction. During the performance of the Core and 
Containment Cooling Systems Analog Trip Unit Functional Test, Instrument Maintenance Technicians 
inadvertently connected a volt-ohm meter being used in the test across terminals of a companion Channel 
A instead of the intended Channel C relay. When Channel C was tripped per the instruction (procedure), with 
the meter connected to Channel A, the two-out-of-two trip logic for high water level was completed. The main 
turbine and all three reactor feed pumps tripped as a result of the high water level trip signal, and the reactor 
scrammed as a result of the turbine trip. This event was complicated by the unexpected closure of the Main 
Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) due to a high main steam line flow signal. This signal was caused by the 
instrument response to a pressure wave which resulted from the turbine stop valve closure and the process 
noise f rom the safety relief valve operation.

In this example, the Instrument MaintenanceTechniciansdid not consistently employ selfchecking techniques 
to ensure the test instrument was properly connected in accordance with the applicable procedures. In 
particular, they focused on connecting the leads to the correct terminal and did not reverify the connection to 
the correct relay.

Use of the Wrong Procedures
Use of the wrong procedure or wrong portions of a procedure may result from such problems as a lack of an 
appropriate procedure, inappropriate entry conditions for a procedure, or inadequate training of the procedure 
user.

Use of Inadequate Action Plan in the Absence of Appropriate Procedure
The first example of the use of a wrong procedure involved the use of an inadequate action plan and brief in 
the absence of an appropriate procedure. This event occurred at a Combustion Engineering PWR. The unit 
tripped from 100% power due to a low steam generator water level following the degradation of main 
feedwater flow which resulted from the improper filling and venting of a condensate pump being restored
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to service after maintenance. When the condensate pump suction valve was partially opened, to allow filling 
of the suction piping, the two running condensate pumps became air bound. This resulted in the main 
feedwater pumps tripping on low suction pressure, the reactor tripping on steam generator low water level, 
and an Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System actuation of the Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System.

At the time of this event, the filling and venting of condensate pumps was not formally proceduralized at this 
facility. The operators restoring the condensate pump to service had developed an action plan and held a pre
job briefing for the pump restoration. However, the action plan and briefing were inadequate to ensure proper 
venting. Following the event, the "Feedwater and Condensate” procedure was revised to include instructions 
for filling and venting a condensate pump.

Use of Inappropriate Procedural Step
The second example occurred at a General Electric BWR and involved the use of an inappropriate procedural 
step which resulted in the loss of electrical power to vital loads, a reactor scram from 1 00% power, and 
automatic actuation of Engineered Safety Features. The event resulted from an incorrect shifting of a Non- 
Essential Vital Power Supply (inverter) to its alternate source and the shutdown of the power supply to 
accommodate another work activity. The loss of power initiated a downshifting to slow speed of the Reactor 
Recirculation pumps; the Reactor Pressure Vessel water level decreased to cause the Reactor Protection 
System to cause a reactor scram.

Supervisory personnel directing this activity failed to clearly communicate the specific procedural steps to be 
performed. Prior to performance of this evolution, the Senior Reactor Operator on shift and Operations 
Foreman assigned to supervise the power supply shift discussed the evolution and independently recognized 
that certain conditional steps of the governing procedure should not be performed. However, the Operations 
Foreman's pre-job briefing with the Nonlicensed Operator performing the shift omitted discussion of the 
specific procedural steps and the conditional steps that did not apply and should not be performed. The 
Nonlicensed Operator reviewed the procedure, developed his plan, and performed the evolution including the 
inappropriate steps. During the evolution, opportunities for the operators to detect the error through self
checking and checking of others were missed.

Failure to Properly Control or Maintain Procedures
In addition to the use of wrong procedures, incidents have occurred where licensees have failed to control 
procedures to ensure that only the correct, most recent approved procedures are used. Furthermore, there 
have been cases where the procedures have not been maintained to reflect alterations such as equipment 
modifications, setpoint changes, and calibration changes.



6
Failure to Use the Most Current Revision of a Procedure
Procedural problems are not limited to power operation events. One example of a shutdown plant's failure 
to use the most current revision of a procedure occurred at a 4-loop Westinghouse PWR. Three fuel 
assemblies were placed in Region 2 of the Spent Fuel Pool without meeting the minimum burnup 
requirements, nor were they placed in a checkerboarded configuration. The incorrect storage of two of the 
fuel assemblies was due to the use of incorrect data for ensuring eligibility for their storage locations. One 
of the fuel assemblies was being incorrectly stored because nuclear engineering personnel failed to use the 
current procedure revision to verify that the fuel assembly had accrued the minimum required burnup for 
uncheckerboarded Region 2 storage. The previous revision that was used did not reflect current plant 
conditions.

Failure to Properly Maintain a Procedure
Another example occurred at a General Electric BWR which was operating at 100% power. While the plant 
operated with an isolated recirculation loop, the indicated reactor coolant flow read higher than the actual flow. 
On two occasions, this resulted in plant operation with the Power-to-Flow Ratio greater than the Technical 
Specification limit (1.00).

The cause of this event was determined to be ineffective change management. During the development of 
a new recirculation flow calibration methodology, personnel did not perform a comprehensive assessment of 
the impact of the new methodology on all modes of plant operation. Consequently, not all of the applicable 
procedures were revised to include the new restrictions and requirements needed to operate in a reduced 
recirculation loop configuration.

Unintentional Personnel Error in the Use of the Correct Procedures
The final area of weakness regarding procedures discussed in this paper concerns unintentional personnel 
error in the use of a procedure. Writers’ or users' guides are required for Emergency Operating Procedures 
and frequently serve to provide guidance in the use of other operating procedures. Typical^, there is far less 
written guidance provided for non-operating procedures such as surveillance and maintenance procedures. 
In addition, the training of the procedure user is a foundational necessity to ensure proper use. Other factors 
regarding useability include the procedure's compatibility with system/component design and labeling, 
environmental considerations, and the procedure's format. However, despite the years of improvement 
regarding procedure useability, both licensed and nonlicensed personnel continue to make significant errors 
in the use of procedures, and a continued diligent effort in this area is appropriate.

Failure to Properly Sequence Electrical Loads
A recent example of this problem occurred at a General Electric BWR. While the reactor was in the refueling 
mode, Licensed personnel were in the process of returning an Emergency 4160V bus to service following 
preventive maintenance on the bus switchgear.
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During the performance of the restoration procedure licensed personnel did not adequately evaluate the plant 
status in establishing a sequence for returning the bus to service. As a result, the control power to the bus 
protective logic was restored prior to restoring power to the bus. With control power restored, the protection 
logic sensed no power on the bus and generated an actuation signal for the associated Emergency Diesel 
Generator (EDG). This resulted in an unplanned, automatic actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature, the 
EDG.

Since the EDG's output break was racked-out under a clearance, and an EDG did not start in the two previous 
times this procedure was used, the operator performing the procedure concluded that an automatic start of 
the EGD was not a concern. A contributing factor in this event was the less than adequate procedural 
restoration guidance provided.

CONCLUSIONS

During 1996 and 1997, procedure-related issues have been significant contributors to the causes, courses, 
or consequences of reported events in approximately one third of the Licensee Event Reports submitted to 
the NRC. Therefore, to reduce both the number and severity of these events that challenge safety systems, 
there needs to be continued efforts to improve procedures and the use of procedures. The most effective use 
of resources in these efforts should be focused in the following areas: improved procedure development and 
procedure maintenance processes including comprehensive updates with detailed verification and validation; 
periodic review of procedures; distinct written policy regarding procedural adherence; procedure compatibiliV 
with user capabilities and system design; and clear guidance and training on the use of procedures.
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ABSTRACT

Some recent events at U.S. operating nuclear power plants revealed interesting human 
performance issues. Events discussed in this paper are: (1) a September 1996 event at 
Clinton, (2) a February 1997 event at Zion 1, and (3) March 1997 operator failures of “in-house” 
examinations at LaSalle. The specific human performance weaknesses exhibited in these 
events, some underlying organizational or institutional issues and factors which influenced 
operators and their management, and implications regarding regulatory oversight are 
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Recent operating events at Clinton and Zion, and training weaknesses at LaSalle have shown 
that despite the strong overall safety and operating records of U.S. nuclear plants, pockets of 
significant performance weaknesses continue to be manifested. The positives from these 
examples are that the problems are now known and recognized, actions are in progress to 
correct the weaknesses; and that the events were of little actual safety significance. The 
negatives are that at Clinton and Zion, broad weaknesses had developed over time, and prior 
licensee and NRC oversight were ineffective in either identifying or correcting the true extent 
and significance of the weaknesses until the weaknesses were revealed by plant operating 
events. Although identified during shutdown, the LaSalle training issues have similar origins 
and lead to similar questions regarding oversight effectiveness.

SITUATION OVERVIEWS

CLINTON RECIRCULATION PUMP SEAL LEAK EVENT
(Refs.: NRC Inspection Reports 50-461/96-010 and 97-001, and NRC Notice of Violation and 
Imposition of Civil Penalties dated June 9, 1997 [Accession Nos. 9611260063, 9707170166, 
and 9706110241, respectively])

The Clinton Power Station is a General Electric BWR-6 with a Mark 3 containment. The station 
is located in central Illinois. On September 5, 1996, the licensee began actions to place the 
reactor in single loop operations by isolating the "B" reactor recirculation loop. The licensee 
believed that seal leakage from the "B" reactor recirculation pump was causing unidentified 
reactor coolant leakage to increase and that isolating the pump might reduce the leakage.



Power reduction commenced at 6:05 p.m. in preparation for securing the "B" reactor 
recirculation pump. At 8:08 p.m., the "B" reactor recirculation pump was secured and the pump 
discharge valve closed. Reactor power level decreased to 58 percent. Approximately 45 
minutes later, as a result of procedural non-compliances, unidentified drywell leakage exceeded 
the technical specification (TS) limit. Operations personnel entered the limiting condition for 
operation (LCO), 4 hours to reduce the leakage or shutdown the reactor, and declared an 
Unusual Event for unidentified leakage greater than 5 gallons per minute (gpm).

Operations then shut the pump suction valve. The licensee believed that seal injection flow to 
the reactor recirculation seals was contributing to the amount of unidentified leakage, and 
parameters indicated that the loop would not depressurize with seal injection flow lined up. A 
decision, contrary to procedural and vendor guidance, was made to isolate the seal injection 
flow. Twenty-three minutes later the seal failed as indicated by rapid reactor recirculation loop 
depressurization. The drywell floor drain leak rate was later calculated by the licensee to have 
peaked at 38 gpm. Following the depressurization, unidentified leakage decreased to 
approximately 10.5 gpm. During this time, the licensee continued actions to reduce leakage 
below 5 gpm.

At 12:55 a.m. on September 6, 1996, the 4-hour LCO time expired. Since leakage was still 
greater than 5 gpm, the licensee was required to begin preparations for shutting down the plant 
(required to be in hot shutdown in 12 hours). The unit was placed in Hot Shutdown and Cold 
Shutdown at 12:06 p.m. and 11:16 p.m., respectively. The unusual event was terminated at 
9:50 p.m. on September 6, 1996, when unidentified leakage consistently remained below the 
TS limit.

SELECTED CLINTON HUMAN PERFORMANCE ISSUES (based on this event and 
subsequent NRC inspections)

Excessive management emphasis on production, (i.e., minimizing equipment and unit 
outage time).

• Non-conservative decision-making by management and operators. In this event,
management directed and operators performed actions contrary to procedure which 
directly contributed to the seal failure (isolating seal injection). This event was unique in 
that plant staff worsened the situation rather than taking the action necessary to mitigate 
it.

Management failed to provide appropriate control over procedures until after significant 
NRC involvement. Problems included the guidance for use of procedures and controls 
for modifying procedures. Clinton staff believed that procedures were guides and did 
not always have to be followed. There was a pervasive problem (across plant 
departments) with procedural compliance, with some instances amounting to careless 
disregard for NRC regulations.



A specific problem with procedure usage in this event was selective interpretation of the 
wording of procedures such that the action the operators wanted to take was allowed, or 
at least not explicitly prohibited (regarding the decision to isolate seal injection prior to 
the recirculation loop cooling). Operators isolated the reactor recirculation loop under a 
step of the procedure for "emergency" conditions, (i.e., seals failed). Seals were not 
failed when the reactor recirculation loop was isolated, but operators believed that this 
was an emergency situation since the Emergency Plan had been entered and an 
Unusual Event declared.

Tracking of identified leakage was not performed at any time during the event. It is 
important to track identified leakage because it is a parameter used in the licensee's 
emergency action level classification scheme.

Operators encountered difficulties determining if the degraded reactor recirculation 
pump seal was the only source of unidentified drywell leakage. These difficulties 
stemmed from conflicting indications and some long duration, inoperable or degraded 
equipment.

ZION 1 CONTROL ROD MANIPULATIONS DURING SHUTDOWN EVENT
(Ref.: NRC Inspection Reports 50-295/97-006 and 007, and Information Notice 97-62
[Accession Nos. 9705070073, 9706050139 and 9708040036, respectively])

The Zion Station is a twin unit site with Westinghouse four loop PWRs and dry ambient 
containments located about 40 miles north of Chicago, Illinois. On February 19, 1997, the 
licensee declared a Unit 1 containment spray (CS) pump inoperable and entered the associated 
TS LCO. The TS LCO allowed 48 hours to restore the pump, if not the unit was required to be 
in hot shutdown within the following 4 hours.

In the early morning of February 21, 1997, the licensee had repaired the CS pump and initiated 
post-maintenance testing (PMT). The pump failed its PMT and the licensee initiated additional 
troubleshooting. Later that morning, the on-coming crew began their first day of shift duty 
following three days off. Although the LCO would expire soon, requiring the plant to be 
shutdown within the following 4 hours, the shift turnover briefing centered around restoration of 
the CS pump. No plan had been developed to support an orderly and controlled unit shutdown.

At 10:40 a.m., the LCO expired. At approximately 11:00 a.m., an informal discussion was held 
between plant management, operations management, and operations supervision regarding the 
CS pump and when to start actions to shut down the unit. Ten minutes later, the shift engineer, 
who has responsibility for both units, conducted a formal shutdown briefing.

At 12:09 p.m., control room operators began reducing power at the rate of %-percent per 
minute. A short time later the licensee identified that the CS pump should have been declared 
inoperable 20 minutes sooner. As a result, the licensee now had to be shutdown at 2:20 p.m. 
(20 minutes sooner) to comply with the TS action statement. Operators increased the rate of 
power reduction to ^-percent per minute. At about 2:05 p.m., with Unit 1 at 7 percent power,
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the shift engineer directed the unit supervisor to maintain the reactor critical. The shift 
engineer expected the CS pump to be returned to service within the next few minutes. The unit 
supervisor and primary nuclear station operator (NSO) reviewed the step in the shutdown 
procedure (Procedure GOP-4) for taking the turbine offline and inserting control rods to 
establish power at or below the point-of-adding-heat (POAH) (0.025 percent power). The 
review consisted of the unit supervisor reading the relevant step (5.21 .f) aloud and requesting 
the primary NSO to locate the point on the intermediate range (IR) power monitor 
corresponding to the POAH. The primary NSO identified this point and then asked the unit 
supervisor if he wanted him to drive rods in. The unit supervisor responded by re-reading the 
step. The step directs that the rod motion control switch be held in to minimize the dumping of 
steam and to establish power at or below the POAH.

Shortly thereafter, the main turbine was tripped. The unit supervisor then read step 5.21.f aloud 
to the primary NSO. After acknowledging this directive, the primary NSO inserted control rods 
continuously for 3 minutes and 48 seconds (a total of 232 steps) until reactor power indicated
0.025 percent. When questioned by the qualified nuclear engineer about why control rods had 
been driven in so far, the primary NSO replied, "this doesn’t look right, but I am just following 
procedures."

With the reactor substantially subcritical and power continuing to decrease, the primary NSO 
informed the unit supervisor that he intended to withdraw control rods to stabilize power at the 
POAH. The primary operator then withdrew control rods continuously for 1 minute and 45 
seconds (82 steps). The qualified nuclear engineer observed this rod withdrawal and stated 
that he "did not like what the operator was doing." The primary NSO responded that he was 
also uncomfortable. However, neither the primary NSO nor the qualified nuclear engineer 
informed the unit supervisor of their concerns. Shortly thereafter, the unit supervisor directed 
the NSO to trip the reactor. The unit supervisor was instructed by the shift engineer to trip the 
reactor because the CS pump had not been restored and the unit had to be in hot shutdown 
within 6 minutes in order to comply with TS. At 2:15 p.m., the reactor was manually tripped, 
placing the unit in hot shutdown.

SELECTED ZION HUMAN PERFORMANCE ISSUES (based on this event and subsequent 
NRC inspections)

Complete breakdown in command and control by operations supervision

Inadequate communications between operators, operations supervision, operations, and 
nuclear engineering department personnel

An operator continued control rod manipulations rather than stopping and informing 
supervision when he was uncomfortable with the actions he was taking.

Failure of operations supervision, operations management, and plant management to 
provide clear direction to the operating crew regarding the planned shutdown
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Failure to pre-plan the shutdown evolution. This resulted from operations supervision 
and management emphasis on production, (i.e., restoration of the CS pump, rather than 
on oversight of shift activities), (i.e., planning for and monitoring the plant shutdown and 
associated activities).

The actions of the primary NSO in continuously withdrawing control rods to re-establish 
power at the POAH reflected a significant lack of understanding of reactor physics and 
proper control rod manipulations for a controlled approach to criticality.

Operations management did not appreciate the significance of the actions of the primary 
NSO in continually withdrawing control rods in an attempt to take the reactor critical.

Immediate corrective actions were inadequate in that licensed operators directly 
involved in the event resumed licensed duties.

Operations supervision did not ensure that planned reactivity changes were 
accomplished in a controlled manner and the effects of these changes were understood 
and appropriately monitored.

The licensee failed to correct the underlying causes of a number of precursor events.
The events involved poor communications, weak command and control, and poor 
reactivity management.

LASALLE TRAINING WEAKNESSES
(References: Chicago Sun-Times, "ComEd Nuke Operators Flunk Tests" [4/2/97], Chicago 
Tribune, "ComEd Says Most of Its Nuclear Plant Operators Failed Test" [4/2/97], and NRC 
Oversight Panel Meeting Summaries [6/23/97] [Chicago Sun-Times and Chicago Tribune 
articles available via WWW, NRC Meeting Summaries Accession No. 9706300244])

The LaSalle County Station consists of two General Electric BWR-5 reactors with Mark II 
containments. The site is located in north central Illinois. Commonwealth Edison confirmed in 
April 1997, that 25 of 31 control room operators failed a midterm in-house simulator exam for 
responding to abnormal conditions. The exam was part of a "high intensity training" program 
developed by the licensee to provide knowledge and skills to improve operator performance, 
and also to screen for technical competence, ability, and behavior or attitude problems. The 
licensee viewed this examination as very difficult and aimed at testing operators under new, 
higher standards. The NRC was quoted as saying that the examination results and associated 
weaknesses "did not involve safety related concerns." Others, however, found it "very 
disturbing that so many operators flunked simulator tests specifically designed to require 
‘thinking.’"

On May 7, the licensee met with NRC and presented information on the high intensity training 
program. The licensee stated that operator knowledge had degraded over time in the areas of 
Technical Specifications, fundamentals and reactor theory, and systems. Further, in-the-field



performance was declining significantly, and there was poor performance on "as found" 
evaluations.

Results as of May 7, 1997

Crews rated satisfactory on 22 of 31 scenarios (71%)
Crews rated unsatisfactory on 9 of 31 scenarios (29%)
Individuals rated satisfactory on 113 of 158 scenarios (71%)
Individuals rated unsatisfactory on 45 of 158 scenarios (29%)
Individuals rated satisfactory on all scenarios, 13 of 56 (23%)
Individuals retrained and returned to shift, 25 of 56 (45%)
lndividuals-1 dropped license, 5 in long term, 9 in intermediate, and 3 in short-term 
remediation

Commonwealth Edison also identified attributes of reactor operators (ROs) and senior reactor 
operators (SROs) who were successful during training.

The "successful" SROs were described as having good supervisory skills, (i.e., effectively 
prioritized multiple issues), were decisive, were willing to confront and correct performance 
problems on their crews, and possessed good communication skills. The "successful" SROs 
were also knowledgeable of abnormal operating procedures, had good diagnostic abilities, and 
practiced procedure adherence.

The "successful" ROs were described as good communicators and team players who 
effectively used peer checks, backed up other crew members, and possessed a questioning 
attitude and willingness to challenge SROs. The "successful" ROs also had good diagnostic 
abilities, a good working knowledge of abnormal procedures (including strict procedure 
adherence and effective self-checking), a good awareness of control panel indications, and 
were able to visualize system and plant components in the field.

Commonwealth Edison gave several reasons for the poor results on simulator tests:
1) management standards and expectations had not been internalized and were not routinely 
practiced on shift, 2) self-assessment had been ineffective, 3) there was an improper focus 
during simulator training, and 4) evaluation techniques had changed (prior evaluations were 
done at the crew level instead of at the individual level, resulting in a lack of individual 
accountability).

The licensee restructured its High Intensity Training program to increase training on the 
identified, widespread, weaknesses of command and control, diagnostics, abnormal procedure 
familiarity and use, and expectations and standards. The program is designed to build "simple 
to complex."



SOME COMMON THEMES BETWEEN THESE THREE SITUATIONS

Common themes are listed below. However, before focusing on the negative, the events 
should be placed in perspective. None of these events or situations had actual safety 
significance. These plants are receiving significantly increased regulatory attention. At Zion 
and LaSalle the licensees had conducted Independent Safety Assessments that had identified 
some of these performance issues. LaSalle's training issues became apparent during their 
attempts to address operator performance weaknesses while the plant was shutdown. Zion 
management, however, felt that their problems could be addressed at power. At both Clinton 
and Zion, the extent and implications of the problems revealed by the event were not initially, 
fully appreciated by the licensee.

Procedures and Procedure Usage Problems 
-Operators not familiar with procedures 
-Selective "interpretation" by operators and management 
-Rules for Procedure Usage (Procedures "only a guide")
-Quality of procedures

Control Room Command and Control Problems
-Management Standards and Expectations Not Set and Enforced
-Monitoring of Activities in Progress
-Communications and Communications Practices
-Planning for Intended Plant Maneuvers
-Control of the Control Room Environment

Non-Conservative Decisions

Operator Knowledge Weaknesses 
-Technical Specifications 
-Fundamentals and Reactor Theory 
-Systems
-Abnormal Procedures

Management Weaknesses 
-Standards and Expectations Not Set and Enforced 
-Emphasis on Power Production 
-Non-Conservative Decisions and Priorities 
-Tolerant of plant and personnel problems 
-Ineffective Oversight of CR operations, training 
-Ineffective Event Reviews
-Ineffective Corrective Actions to Prior Events and Industry Experience 
-Initial Mindset that Denied Problems and Their Extent

Ineffective Licensee and NRC Oversight



CONCLUSIONS

The situations described in this paper challenge some of the bases for the extent of regulatory 
oversight as practiced in the U.S. particularly with respect to human performance. Hence, it 
may be appropriate to reconsider the appropriateness of this oversight. The extent of current 
U.S. regulatory oversight is premised, at least partially, on the assumptions that utility workers 
and management are well-intentioned, reasonable, competent, and responsible (i.e. utility 
personnel will do the "right thing" because the power plant is a very large investment, and 
everyone working there has a vested interest in its safe and efficient operation). Another 
premise is that NRC mandated QA processes and programs, intended to ensure that licensees 
promptly identify and correct conditions adverse to quality, are in place and effective.

Current methods to monitor and trend licensee safety performance and safety culture were not 
fully effective in identifying and correcting significant weaknesses prior to these weaknesses 
being revealed by operating events. An underlying theme in the situations described in this 
paper was that management standards were either low, or management and supervision did 
not set and enforce high standards. In either case, poor performance became acceptable and 
the norm. Such performance was not effectively challenged at a early stage by either NRC or 
licensee oversight. Improving current methods to monitor and trend licensee safety 
performance and safety culture offers the potential for safety and economic benefits, improved 
human performance, and enhanced regulatory effectiveness.

More narrowly, current methods to monitor and assure operator competencies were not fully 
effective in identifying and correcting significant weaknesses prior to these weaknesses being 
revealed by operating events. Improving these methods offers the potential for safety and 
economic benefits, and improved human performance.
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Workshop Insights
l  PRA/HRA must expand their present boundaries
il Expansion of the PRA model to include M&O factors is a 

reasonable near term goal
M Modeling safety culture continues to be challenging
m Differences between the person model, engineering model, 

and organizational models o f causation need to be 
appreciated

it The literature on safety culture and organizational factors 
is not written in the language of the regulator.



Future Directions

Workshop Report
•  Annotated Bibliographie Search
■ Technical Gaps and Needs Analysis Report
■ Research collaboration with University of 

Akron, University of Wisconsin at Madison
« Follow on workshop/meeting to refine 

M&O in PRA model and develop SC model 
and technical basis
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Abstract: As part of its regulatory activities, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews events 
and routine activities at commercial nuclear power facilities throughout the United States. Frequently, these 
reviews have highlighted team performance as an important factor in either the initiation or mitigation of 
significant events and conditions at these facilities. This paper summarizes operating experience relevant 
to the understanding of teamwork at U.S. nuclear power plants during recent years, describes the specific 
behaviors that were considered detrimental to team performance, and discusses the conditions that were 
identified as contributing to these behaviors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teamwork can be defined as "cooperative or coordinated effort by a group of persons acting together as a 
team for a common cause" (reference 1.). Although this definition describes what teamwork is, it tells us little 
about how teamwork is accomplished. For example, no mention is made of communications. Technically, 
one could argue that communications is not required for teamwork, assuming that the task does not change 
and everyone performs his or her part of the team’s task without error. Unfortunately, these conditions are 
rarely met, in power plants or elsewhere. Changes in the task, task conditions, and occasional performance 
errors are but a few of the challenges to a team's ability to accomplish its common goal, and effective 
communication is one of several skills that enable a team to adapt to these challenges. To gain insight 
concerning teamwork behaviors and the conditions that challenge teamwork, a review was conducted of 
recent events at U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. This paper summarizes findings from reports 
submitted to the NRC concerning significant plant events, and presents a case study in which more detailed 
information concerning the factors influencing teamwork was available.



II. REVIEW OF OPERATING EVENTS

In accordance with Federal regulations, specifically Section 50.73 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR 50.73), U.S. Nuclear Plant licenseesare required to submit reports concerning operating 
events and conditbns, including those that resulted in the serious degradation of the condition of the power 
plant or in the manual or automatic actuation of engineered safety features. These reports include a 
description of operator actions that affected the course of the event. Review of these licensee event reports 
(LERs) for the period 1 994 through june 1997 revealed that only 1 7 of 4, 687 LERs explicitly identified 
teamwork in their analysis of causes of the event. A subsequent search of LERs citing communications was 
conducted on the basis of the assumption that such LERs represented instances of implied teamwork 
deficiencies. This search revealed that the communication-related events occurred at the rate of 
approximately 135 instances per year and constitute from 10 to 14 percent of the LERs involving human 
performance each year.

A search similar to that conducted for LERs was conducted in a database of U.S. NRC inspection findings 
related to human performance, the Human Factors Information System (HFIS). Although the HFIS does not 
contain a specific code for teamwork, a search was conducted for communications items (i.e., 
communications misunderstood, not timely, less than adequate, or no communication). The analysis revealed 
that for the years 1994-1996, communications problems accounted for 8 to 12 percent of the human 
performance issues, results very similar to those obtained through the LER search. Together, the LER and 
the HFIS inspection report results provide a rough indicator of the importance of monitoring and evaluating 
teamwork and the factors that influence teamwork in nuclear power plants.

Behaviors and Conditions That Challenge Teamwork

To gain an understanding of the role of teamwork in nuclear power plant events, event reports were reviewed 
to identify the specific behaviors and conditions that influenced the performance of the team. Teamwork 
behaviors were considered to be any activity, including cognitive activities, that involved, or should have 
involved, two or more members of the team and which were integral to completing the team's objective. The 
conditions that were identified were performance shaping factors, including characteristics of the team, work 
processes, and deficiencies in individual performance that influenced teamwork behaviors.

The review was limited to identifying those behaviors and conditions that had a deleterious affect on teamwork 
and was based on an analysis of the 17 LERs citing

Event Frequency
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teamwork deficienciesfrom 1994 until June 1997. Asummaryofthe results of this review is provided in Table
1 for the 1 5 LERs that provided sufficient detail to determine the nature and cause of the teamwork 
deficiency. Definitions for each behavior and condition identified in Table 1 are provided in Table 2. The 
general areas of ineffective teamwork behaviors were inadequate communications, weaknesses in group 
decisionmaking, and failures of personnel to monitor or verify the activities of other team members. 
Conditions that contributed to these ineffective teamwork behaviors included decisions based on incorrect 
assumptions, high workload, team composition, undetected changes in state of the plant, and weaknesses 
in procedures or work control documents.

Inadequate communicationswere cited most frequently (11 of 15 events) and were generally identified as the 
most direct cause of the teamwork deficiencies. The failure to communicate necessary information or to direct 
important actions was identified in eight of the events analyzed, and misunderstood communications were 
involved in four of the events. Inadequate use of group resources (e.g., knowledge or experience) for 
decisionmaking or for situation assessment was cited as a contributor to three of the events. Failures to 
challenge decisions or assessments when they were perceived to be incorrect were identified in two of the 
events.

The communication deficiencies were also coded according to whether the communication failure occurred 
within a work group or crew or between work groups or crews and whether the communication was vertical 
(i.e., up or down a chain of command) or horizontal (i.e., at the same relative organizational level). Review 
of the event reports indicated that seven of the events involved communication failures between work groups 
or crews and seven events involved communication failures within work groups or crews. Similarly, five 
events involved communication failures up the chain of command and five events involved communication 
failures down the chain of command. The most common communication deficiency was at the same 
organization level between work groups (nine instances in seven events).

In the majority of the event reports reviewed, one or more factors were cited as contributing to ineffective 
teamwork. In several instances, weaknesses in procedures, work control documents, or work processes "set 
up” communications failures because they caused the teams to be working with unclear, confusing, or 
ambiguous expectations. In other instances, the high workloads or changes in the composition of the team 
disrupted the team's normal ability to communicate or coordinate activities. A few events were due, in part, 
to a change in work plans or a change in plant state that was not effectively evaluated for its impact on the 
activity in progress.



Significant Events

Although LERs provide insights into factors affecting teamwork at nuclear power plants, the events vary widely 
with respect to safety significance. In order to examine teamwork in the context of some of the more safety- 
significant events, the results of a study conducted by the NRC’s Office for Analysis and Evaluation of 
Operational Data (AEOD) were reexamined (Reference 2). The AEOD study was focused on factors that had 
either a positive or a negative influence on human performance during significant operating events and was 
based on the onsite analysis of 16 events from 1990 through 1 992. The events represented one-fourth to 
one-third of the events that significantly challenged U.S. operating crews during the 2-1/2 year time period of 
the study and included a wide variety of plant conditions, including a stuck open safety-relief valve, a partial 
loss of instrument air, a pipe rupture in the turbine building, and a loss of shutdown cooling.

In general, the AEOD study found that teamwork was an influential factor, either positive or negative, in 14 
of the 16 events. The study report identified specific teamwork deficiencies for six of the events. Three of the 
events involved a "failure to inform" type of communication deficiency. Individuals failed to inform other 
members of the crew or team that a specific action had been taken or was about to be taken. In two of the 
events, individuals failed to effectively use capabilitiesor expertise of other crew members to accomplish tasks 
or to gain input to the decisionmaking process. One event involved a failure of a crew member to challenge 
an incorrect decision, weak supervisory oversight, and individual performance deficiencies that challenged 
the ability of the crew to respond to the event. The conditions that contributed to the teamwork deficiencies 
in these events were, in many cases, similar to those identified in the LER review (e.g., high workload, lack 
of experience, and recent changes in the individuals that comprised the team). However, the AEOD study 
also identified other factors that had a deleterious affect on teamwork, including fatigue and a human-machire 
interface weakness.

Case Study - Unplanned Radiation Exposure

The importance of teamworkand the diversity of factors that can impair team performance were well illustrated 
in the review of an unplanned radiation exposure event at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (reference 
3). On April 3, 1997, a diver entered the spent fuel pool at Calvert Cliffs, Unit 2, to commence work on an 
upender limit switch at the south end of the fuel transfer area. The south end was the only surveyed and 
authorized work area. Following completion of one part of the work, the diver requested some materials. 
While waiting for the materials, the diver requested permission to inspect a kink in the upender cable. A 
radiation protection (RP) technician approved the request, and the diver headed toward the north end of the 
pool. The observer at the surface did not detect the diver's unauthorized entry into the north end of the fuel 
transfer area.



Near the north end of the transfer system, the diver stopped to survey a pipe on the west wall of the pool that 
he did not recognize. During the survey, the monitors on the diver's right and left wrists alarmed and 
increased to 90 mGy/hr (9 rad/hr) and 23 mGy/hr (2.3 rad/hr), respectively. The RP technician instructed the 
diver to retreat to a lower dose area. The RP technician was not aware that the diver had actually 
encountered the radiation field from recently offloaded spent fuel located in the racks on the east side of the 
transfer area. Thinking that the diver was at the south end of the pool, the RP technician instructed the diver 
to survey the area to locate the source of the unexpected radiation. When the survey meter readout increased 
to 30 mSv/hr (3 rem/hr), the dive was suspended. Only after the diver surfaced, did the RP personnel realize 
that the diver had actually been in the north end of the pool. The diver had crossed about 4.6 meters (1 5 feet) 
of unsurveyed fuel transfer area floor and came within a few feet of radiation dose rates ranging from 120 to 
200 Gy/hr (1 2, 000 to 20, 000 rad/hr).

An investigation of this event revealed the following behaviors and conditions that contributed to the ineffective 
teamwork and unplanned exposure of the diver.

1. The scope of work was not clearly understood by all parties involved (Inadequate 
communication - failures to inform).

Subsequent to the survey of the spent fuel pool, a change was made to the work package to include 
inspection of a cable kink at the north end of the pool. The radiation protection department was not informed 
of this change in the work scope. During the formal pre-job briefing it was noted that the scope of work 
included an inspection of the cable kink if radiological conditions permitted. The RP personnel in attendance 
were not sure if the radiation survey made to support the dive covered the north end of the pool. After the 
briefing, the RP supervisor determined that the survey was limited to the south end of the fuel transfer area 
and informed the dive engineering support personnel that work in the north end of the pool was not authorized 
No one gave this information to the diver or the dive tender.

2. The diver was given inadequate instructions about the location and magnitude of the radiation 
sources accessible to him (inadequate communication - communications misunderstood).

A second communications failure took place at the dive site when the RP technician briefed the diver on the 
radiation levels in the work area. A map indicating the results of the radiation survey was shown to the diver. 
However, this map was an enlarged view of the south end of the transfer area. Because of a lack of 
perspective, the diver believed he was being shown the radiation levels in
the entire pool. This miscommunication reinforced the diver's incorrect understanding of the scope of the 
authorized work. An opportunity to correct this miscommunication was missed when the diver requested 
permission to inspect the cable because the RP technician assumed that the cable the diver was referring to 
was the cable that had just been replaced in the authorized area.



3. Control over the diver in the pool was inadequate (Inadequate monitoring).

The investigation revealed that the observer initially failed to detect that the diver had left the authorized area 
because of rising air bubbles from the diver, and the observer then became distracted by other duties and 
never regained visual contact with the diver. The dive tender continued to provide cable and breathing air line 
to the diver unchallenged. The licensee observer failed to recognize the importance of maintaining continuous 
visual contact with the diver. The inattentiveness and lack of a questioning attitude by the dive support 
personnel contributed significantly to the loss of control.

The licensee's investigation of this event determined that several of the people involved did not clearly 
understand the scope of their responsibilitiesfor the planning and conduct of the diving operation. One of the 
root causes identified was the practice at Calvert Cliffs of providing management expectations on how a task 
is to be performed in documents other than the formal job procedure. For example, the licensee found that 
the individual assigned to observe the diver did not understand that he was to continuously observe the diver 
and thought that this task was optional since it was not stated in the procedure. The requirement to maintain 
visual contact with the diver was in an RP job coverage standard instead of in a formal procedure. A 
contributing factor was that the maintenance dive coordinator had recently been assigned this position and 
was unaware that he was responsible for the overall performance of diving evolutions.

In summary, the event was initiated by a change in work scope, a condition that contributed to ineffective team 
behaviors, an inadequate pre-job brief and subsequent inadequate communications. The design of the survey 
map, the involvement of a new team member, and the communication of management expectations were 
additional cond/f/onsthat contributed to ineffective-team behaviors, specifically, inadequate communications 
between an RP technician and the diver and ineffective monitoring of the diver by other members of the team. 
These conditions contributed to team behaviors that allowed the diver to come within a few feet of 
experiencing a significant overexposure.

III. DISCUSSION

The review of LERs since 1994 yielded few LERs explicitly citing teamwork deficiencies. That statistic, 
however, is a misleading indicator of the importance of teamwork to the safe operation of nuclear power 
plants. Subsequent reviews of LERs and inspection reports indicated that teamwork is frequently a factor in 
operating events and is regularly evaluated through NRC inspection efforts. However, the findings are 
generally presented in terms of the specific team behaviors (e.g., command, control, and communications) 
rather than the more abstract concept of teamwork.

The detailed review of LERs provided an opportunity to examine collectively the teamwork issues that have



been cited in event reviews during the past several years and to catalog these findings as teamwork behaviors 
or conditions that influence teamwork. The cataloging process was somewhat subjective and dependent upon 
how broadly one defined the team and the team's objectives). For example, if the team is defined as the on- 
shift control room operators, then management expectations would be a condition affecting team performance 
Alternatively, if the team is defined as the operations department, the communication of management 
expectations would be a team behavior. Despite these limitations, the cataloging process was a useful 
approach to evaluating and communicating the contribution of teamwork issues to the operating events and 
experience.

Review of the LERs initially resulted in the cataloging of relatively few teamwork behaviors that remained fairly 
constant during subsequent reviews. In contrast, the number of conditions that can challenge teamwork 
continued to grow as more LERS, or event analyses, were reviewed. This observation is consistent with the 
NUREG/CR-5953 conclusion that "the effectiveness of teamwork can be challenged by problems with any 
of . . .  [ 13 factors]..  in addition to the challenge presented by the unanticipated event itself."

Findings from the LER review concerning the relative frequency with which various behaviors and conditions 
were factors in events should be interpreted with caution, given the small sample of events that were 
analyzed. However, the frequency of events involving communication failures between work groups appeared 
high, and consequently a review of inspection report findings concerning communication failures was 
conducted through a search in the NRC's HFIS. The search revealed that 28 percent of the findings 
concerned communication weaknesses or problems between departments. This statistic underscores the 
challenge to effective communications that occur between groups who do not share the same background 
or perspective, who do not communicate face to face, and who do not work in conditions (e.g., close proximity) 
that provide frequent opportunities to detect and correct miscommunications.

The inadvertent exposure of the diver at Calvert Cliffs demonstrated the importance 
of two teamwork behaviors: (1) monitoring the actions of other team members, and 
(2) challenging decisions, assessments, or actions that appear to be incorrect or
inappropriate. These behaviors were highlighted in a study by the National Transportation Safety Board 
(reference 4), which found that failures to monitor or challenge were involved in 31 of the 37 major aircraft 
accidents analyzed in the study. In the Calvert Cliffs event, an initial instance of ineffective teamwork, an 
inadequate pre-job briefing, not only cascaded into multiple communication failings and misunderstandings 
but significantly degraded the ability of the team to employ the monitoring and challenging behaviors that 
would have allowed them to cope with the initial challenge. Members of the team lacked a clear 
understanding of their responsibilities for monitoring the diver and lacked the knowledge to effectively 
challenge his actions outside of the authorized work area.



In conclusion, it should be noted that reviews, such as this one/which are focused on operational events (i.e., 
teamwork failures) do not adequately capture the importance of successful team performance to nuclear 
power plant operations. Examining activities important to the safe operation of nuclear power plants it quickly 
becomes evident that the vast majority are dependent on an effective team effort. Nevertheless, this review 
provided information concerning the relative contribution of teamwork to significant events and conditions at 
nuclear power plants, and such information can be useful to assessing risks and directing resources in order 
to obtain performance improvements. Insights gained through the analysis of teamwork behaviors, and the 
conditions that influence team performance, can be applied to the development of team skills training or other 
initiatives focused on eliminating challenges to effective teamwork.
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Table 2. Teamwork Behavior and Condition Definitions

The following definitions were used to catalog teamwork behaviors and the conditions that influenced teamwork 
summarized in the Table 1 summary of the LER analysis.

Behaviors

Failure to inform or direct - Failures to provide team members with information necessary to complete a task 
correctly or to direct team members to conduct activities necessary to meet the team’s objective.

Communication misunderstood - Failures to verify that receiver understood the sender's message.

Group decision making less than adequate - Failures to involve members of the team with applicable knowledge 
and expertise which result in incorrect decisions or situation assessments.

Failures to challenge decisions - Failures of team members to question the decisions or assessments of other team 
members when they have reason to believe that the decision or assessment may be incorrect.

Supervisory oversight or cross-checking less than adequate - inadequate monitoring of team activities by direct 
supervisors or failures of team members to monitor and verify the correct performance of critical activities performed 
by other team members.

Conditions

Plan or plant state change - Any change in the state of plant components or systems, or in the scope of a work plan, 
that would require the team to alter its activities or the performance of the activities.

Wrong assumption - Decisions or situation assessments by individuals based on incorrect and unverified information

Analysis less than adequate - Decisions or situation assessments by individuals that were incorrect given the 
available information.

Work scope not understood - Conditions involving team members having incorrect expectations concerning the 
activities that they are to perform.

Procedures or work processes less than adequate - Any deficiency in the procedures or work processes governing 
team activities that negatively influences team performance.

Management expectations not clear - Inadequate communications of management expectations concerning 
individual responsibilities and standards of performance.

Workload or time pressure - Task loads or time constraints that negatively influence the ability of the team to 
coordinate activities and to perform without error.

Crew Experience or Composition - Conditions involving teams that include relatively inexperienced personnel or 
newly formulated teams or teams.
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The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events.

V.N. Abramova, E.V. Volkov,
Obninsk Scientific Centre "Prognoz",

S.P. Mefodiev, Concern "Rosenergoatom", Russia Ministry for 
Atomic Energy, Russia.

Abstract

The possibilities of Psychological Assessment in Operational Events in nuclear power engineering 
are discussed. The approach of psychology use in quantitative analysis of direct and root causes of 
operational events is presented. The main attention is paid to the practical method of investigation of an 
individual who makes an error. The socio-technical system elements can be considered by this method as 
the external conditions, affecting correctness or errors of actions. The types of errors (violation, mistake, slips) 
can be clarified. The direct causes of failures and sources of probable root causes of errors also can be 
defined.

Experience shows that the psychological situatbn of events caused by a human error depends on 
professional competence, motivationand some professionally important psychological qualities of a person, 
his functional state, psychophysiological qualities, characteristics of mentality, attention and memory. In an 
emergency situation successful personnel performance is mainly effected by such professional qualities as 
the ability to take the lead in actions, to resolve urgent problems of minimizing the scale of the accident 
significance; personal participation in dangerous procedures of the accident follow-up, even risking one's life; 
devotion to one’s job; resolute and bold actions; high level of self-control; thoroughness and 
conscientiousness.

External means of activity, influencing the events, include ergonomical characteristics of working 
place, ergonomics of events technology. External means can be also defined by socio-psychologicalsituation 
in a group, which refers to the data of social conditions, social-politicalsituation, relationships between people, 
and by organizational factors.

2The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev CSR 'Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom Russia 
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The safety of nuclear power plants (NPP ) as a sociotechnical 
system complex is developed from two main components:

- safety of technical and technological processes;
- safety of workers' activity at NPP.

The mutual adaptation and equation of requirements between engineering and a person in 
sociotechnical systems is indispensable condition of NPP high level of reliability, quality and safety culture.

This approach was discussed during the IAEA consulting meetings: "Single Human Failures in 
Nuclear Power Plants: A Human Factor Approach to the Event Analysis" [1] and "Reporting Human- 
Dominated occurrences in NPP events to the IAEA Incident Reporting System" [2], During both of these 
meetings the idea about necessity of the analysis of interaction between the elements of socio-technical 
systems was discussed. This is important for receiving answers to the questions of "how", "why" and "what" 
happened during an event caused by a human error.

Both NPP personnel and researches agree, that a long professional experience doesn't eliminate 
errors which may develop into unprescribed actions and random mistakes. The nature of these errors is deep 
in psychology of human activity [6,7,12,14],

Concept of the functional structure of a person's activity requires the analysis of [7-9]:
- internal conditions and means of activity;
-external conditions and means of performance.
As it is shown in fig. 1, main attention is being payed to the individual, making an error. Other 

elements of socio-technical systems are the external conditions, affecting correctness of actions.

The inadequate perception of information, wrong decisions, inexact commands or wrong actions 
of personnel, causing the events which lead to deviations from normal modes of operation, are defined as 
human errors [12-15]. The study of the data on ideal worker model, corresponding to the requirements of high 
culture of safety, can be used to determine the professional reliability of each separate worker of a NPP. The 
ideal workers would have characterislcs, which are in total accordance with the requirements of high safety 
culture. The comparison between data on an ideal NPP operator model and data on real personnel is done 
with the purpose to make a prognosis of successfulness of real personnel professional activity.

1. The Approach

3The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR *prognoz*, Rosenergoatom
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i  Intentional, or Needs-motives factors, determining workers' motives and psychological attitude to the 
productive high-quality work and high safety culture, their moral, ethical norms and qualities.

Anomaly .irresponsibility, negligence, low motivation level in work "Motivational" violations: the 
worker didn't want to consider the meaning of the task, to be responsible, was idle to concentrate 
on his work, wanted to "bypass" the instructions, to "make it better and faster" and etc.

Fig. 1. INDIVIDUAL in Socio-technical Systems. 
The level of internal means of activity includes:

he Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR *Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom
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•  Professional knowledge, reflecting professional training.
Anomaly : the absence of necessary knowledge in questions of competence. Mistakes, connected 
with bad professional training: an operator has overlooked the instruction, rule, has misunderstood 
the command, used wrong keys, has omitted action or has committed action, that was not 
necessary.

•  Professional behavior, actions and skills necessary for solving tasks in NPP operation .
Anomaly, the absence of skillsof using the knowledge in particular situations. Errors are connected 
with professional bad training (mistake, confusion) or with discrepancy on psychophysiological 
parameters, unability to work in critical situations: slips, lapsus, omissions, confusion. For example, 
being confused in conditions of time deficit, a person has omitted an action and has not realized, 
what happened; a person has failed to control his excitement and has shaking hands, and etc.

The level of external means and conditions includes:

•  The technical and technological eraonomv factors of activity; the organization and working conditions in 
work places; ergonomy of characteristics; the communicative conditions; work environment, industrial 
danger and harm.

Anomaly :low parameters of the listed above factors influence actions of personnel. Omissions: An 
operator has not had enough time to react to a signal because of physical inability of a human to 
monitor more than seven signals simultaneously; an operator has not heard the command because 
of a high level of noise and etc.

•  Social-political situation in region of NPP location, and also social and social-psychological conditions.
Anomaly y: the mode of work and rest in which it is hard to restore in sufficient amount personnel’s 
ability to work; bad moral-psychologicalclimate. Errors: the same, that at reduced motivation, when 
there are low levels of professional training and psychophysiological readiness for work.

2. The quantitative analysis of direct and root causes of operational events

High-quality quantitative methods of human characteristics measurement and of the influence of 
characteristics on the safety of activity are considered a seek point for the estimation of human factor 
reliability. There is no common opinion on acceptability of the methods measuring influence of the external 
conditions on hu

5The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR 'Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom
Russia Chattanooga
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man activity. However, problems of the measurementdon't bring down its importance and necessity. In order 
to bring a decision nearer it is necessary to overcome the difficult way in search of truth through the 
understanding of real activity facts and analysis of the connection between the facts and concrete 
characteristics of individuals. Only this way provides a necessary degree of psychological measurements.

In the system of psychophysiological professional selection the questions of quantitative estimation 
of individual characteristics and qualitative interpretation of its results are connected with the problem of 
scaling procedure.

Each stage of the construction of the professional selection system requires to solve following 
questions of scaling procedure:

1. In order to determine psycho-physiological norms for different kinds of activity it is necessary 
to build scales of estimation of influence of the specific technical technological production 
conditions on human state.

2. Definition of psychological and psycho-physiological qualities of personnel, which are 
professionally important, depends on the construction of scales of individual characteristics.

3. It is necessary to unify different methods used for definition of professional suitability. System 
of scaling is necessary for qualitative assessment of professional suitability.

4. To determine professional suitability on the basis of psychological and psycho-physiologicaltests 
data it is necessary to estimate the significance of each of the factors for the success of a 
person’s activity and then include the most important ones into one unified absolute scale.

5. For examining changes in the personnel characteristics during period of time it is important to 
maintain and update data base of psychological and psycho-physiological tests results.

There are several stages in scaling procedure:

1. The scaling procedure of measurements of the separate qualities by separate methods and 
tests (T - points, « r a w »  points, stems and so on). The logic "if... then..." is used in this scaling 
procedure. If i is quality (factor) and n is quantity of test questions then the ratio k / /  n i is relative 
expression of the factor and presents the measured quality, where k is a number of identical answers 
of a tested individual. This ratio is qualitatively interpreted as individual human characteristic that is 
identical to the population standards for an analogous numerical point on the test scale. The truth 
the statement is defined by test validity and reliability.

2. The scaling procedure of results of separate methods measuring a set of qualities. The construction of 
personality profile is based on the results of a certain method. The comparison of quantitative and 
qualitative data is done according to the « an d  - a n d »  logic. Confirmation: personality profile is 
presented by the set of factors i characterized by the ratio k i / n , .

3. The scaling procedure of all test results received by the full package of methods, that satisfies all 
requirements for assessment of professional suitability. Here it is

6The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR 'Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom
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necessary to reduce the results of different tests to common measurement system, which is 
mathematical «abso lu te»  scale. At this stage the scaling procedure has a goal to receive a solid 
quantitative assessment of the professional suitability of a person.

The scales of different methods are identical if the following conditions are satisfied:

■  test results of different methods can be reduced to 1 ;
■  each of measured qualities receives expert assessment on its importance for professional 

responsibility and is given a coefficient of weight;
■  significance of each measured quality is determined by test data and with the account of weight 

coefficient of this quality as professionally important.

3. An example of examination of an individual who made an error

Psychological analysis of personnel errors has been conducted in accordance with Statute on order of 
reporting and registration of Russia NPP events and methodological recommendation prepared by the 
Scientific Center «Prognoz».

Form 1

Position Description Code
Event 1 damage o f 3 rd bearing as a 

result o f overheating of  
2TH12D01 after pump re
pair

4.2.20

Event data, 
time

21.11.96 
11.05 p.m.

Event direct causes Personnel error during op
eration because of negli
gence

5.1.8.1

Installation and start up of  
unchecked and defective 
equipment

5.1.8.1.6

Event root causes Lack to test the equipment 
before start up and after 
repair

5.1.8.1.7

Deviation from procedures, 
not using procedures for 
reference.

5.1.8.1.9

Lack o f control of subordi
nated personnel activity

5.2.9.3.1

Other Psychological data 5.2.11

7ThePsychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR *Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom Russia
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One of the operators has a low level of professional motivation, absence of professional interests, 
instability of motivation system; decrease of functions of self-checking of behavior and emotions, which can 
be displayed in action carelessness, decrease of a level of conscientiousness.
The maintenance worker (6) has deviations from norm on the scale parameters of self-checking of behavior, 
that can be expressed in decrease of work discipline, negligence, discrepancy, insufficient degree of 
integration and deliberateness of behavior.
Other participants of event, according to the data of the PsychophysiologicalLaboratory-PPL, are considered 
suitable for the type of work, requiring high level of responsibility.

8The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefbdiev SCR 'Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom Russia
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This is an example of a data form on the operator who made an error.

The practical method of examination of an individual 
who made an error

Form 2

Name: (2)
Incident reactor building event
Date of incident 23:30; Nov., 1996
Type of the error (slips, mistake, violation):

Wrong actions of the operative personnel because of carelessness, negligence(code5.1.8.1) 

Installations and start up of untested and defective equipment (code 5.1.8.1.6)

Description of the direct reason of an error: Deviation from the instructions, failure to use technical 

specifications procedures.

JVs Levels and sources of 
errors

Name and data of tests Validity of deviation 
from norm

1 Psyhological situation

1.1 Motivation 16 FLO Valid
deviation

C,G,Q3 below norm
G below norm

MMPI - F 
L,K, 4,6,7 above norm

Attitude
questionnaire

Significantly 
reduced motivation

1.2 Professionally important 16 FLO Deviations
are:

psyhological qualities C,G below norm

Q1,Q3 below norm

Q4 norm

MMPI 
4,6,7,8

norm

9The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR 'Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom Russia Chattanooga, 1997
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JYs Levels and sources 
of errors

Name and data of tests Validity of deviation 
from étalon

1.3 Psyhophysiological quality 16 FLO
Q4 Norm

T-reaction test below norm
MMPI 1,3,4,6,7,9 

2
above norm

1.4
The characteristics: of 

thinking, memory,
16 FLO: B, Ql, 
Pictogramme,

norm
norm
norm

attention, Test o f correction norm
thinking, memory, 

thinking, memory, attention

Raven test 
and

MMPI - 7,8

Significantly 
below norm

norm
1.5 Functional status Interview fatigue

1.6 Professional competence No data No data
1.7 Social-psyhological

Qualities
16 FLO: A,C,Q3,H Reduced

2. External means o f  activity

2.1 The ergonomy characteristics 
o f working places

The ergonomy 
expertise

below norm

2.2 The ergonomy 
examination of 

events technology

The ergonomy 
expertise

below norm

Mode o f work and rest Night shifts, last half 
an hour

fatigue

Work operations Professiographical
method

The physical and psycho- 
emotional load o f work 
mode

2.3 Social-psyhological situation 
in collective

Sociometricai
method

norm

2.4 Social conditions Questionnaire Reduced
2.5 Socio-political situation Questionnaire reduced
2.6 The organizational factors Interview control is reduced

■tOPsychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Voikov Mefodiev SCR * Prognoz", Rosenergoatom
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Note: Low level of professional motivation, absence of professional interests. Emotional instability, low 

stress-resistance.
Reduction of functions of self-checking, conscientiousnessis not advanced, the behavior is unsufficiently 

considered. Efficiency of thinking is reduced.

According to the scale of professionally important qualities, the integrated psychological parameter is 
equal 0, which shows that operator 2 has low professional reliability and his psychological qualities do not 
correspond to the requirements to NPP operative personnel.

4. Elements of the socio-technical system can be considered by this method
as the external conditions, affecting correctness of actions.

The socio-political and socioeconomic working conditions of the personnel of nuclear stations are 
important factors of safety. These conditions can lower ability to work of very many workers at the same time, 
whole collectives.

The determination of the factors, influencing psychological condition of a worker, is carried out in several 
stages.

•  Determination of "zones of risk ” in socio-psychological climate according to socio-political and 
socioeconomic factors;

•  Study of their condition;

•  Prognosis of influence of the socio-psychological state of the personnel on NPP safety.

As an example of influence socio-political situation on psychological state of personnel, we give the 
results of socio -psychological survey, which was conducted last summer at one of the Russia NPPS. 200 
people of operative personnel were subjects of the survey.

There were determined three major problems influencing the socio-psychological state of personnel:

1. 0.3 % have noted that the most irritating problem is instability in salary payments.
2. 52.7% consider the second most important problem the decrease of the
prestige of atomic energy specialists.
3. Third - problem of a moral - psychological climate on NPP station (51.6

Other important problems that require fast solution:
4. Housing - 43.0 %,
5. Medical service - 36.6 %,
6. Off-duty environment - 34.4 %,
7. Safety culture - 30.1 %,
8. Management culture - 29.0 %,
9. Work ethics - 23.7 %,

Formation of the positive moral - psychological climate and decrease of conflict situations among 
personnel depend on accurate and timely information about plant operation.

11 The Psychological Assessment in Operational Events. Abramova Volkov Mefodiev SCR * Prognoz*, Rosenergoatom
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11.8% consider themselves very well informed about NPP state; 22.6% think that they are completely 
unaware of what is going on at the plant.

4.3 % consider, that they receive from plant management the complete information, 24.7% - incomplete 
information, 3 0. 1 % - not true information.

Fig. 2, 3 show sources of information about plant work given to personnel. You can see that personnel 
believes that the least information is received from top management.

This kind of survey can also measure other characteristicsof psychological climate, such as work motivation 
and relations between workers.

Conclusions.

It is possible to reach high level of human factor reliability when there is a chance to study and 
measure its characteristics. Precise quantitative characteristics of human factor are necessary for different 
methods of analysis of human behavior and for prognosis of human errors. Our experience shows that such 
measurements are principally possible to do.

While measuring characteristicsof internal means of activity (psychological and psychophysiological 
individual data), we pay special attention to parameters of motivation and psychological attitudes of a person.

The quantitative assessment of professional suitability according to psychological parameters is built 
on the principle of additivity.

Major "zone of risk ” of destabilization of NPP personnel is a problem of delays in salary payments. 
The other important problems is that personnel is poorly informed about plant work and the way social 
problems are being solved.

Such situation usually becomes a basis for development of the conflict forms of the personnel 
behavior. It is possible, that just for this reason almost half of the survey subjects feel like protesting against 
deterioration of life conditions, although one third of the subjects think that protesting will not improve their life. 
The level of dissatisfaction with the lack of information grows in relation to the social distance: director of the 
plant - simple worker. This problem of destabilization is very serious and requires deep study and 
development of means of improvement of personnel opinion.
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4 -CONCLUSION

HUMAN FACTOR ON GRAVELINES NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Î - INTRODUCTION

In 1996, Electricité de Fiance (EdF) generated 374 Twh of nuclear power - more than 80% ofthe overall total of 457 
Twh produced in France. All together the 56 units are operating m l  8 different sites: 34 PWR 900 MW, 20 PWR 
1300 MW, 2 PWR 1400 MW.

Gravelines located in north part of France along the Nc*th Sea is with its 6 PWR 900 MW units one of these. It is the 
most powerful! plant of Western Europ and by January 1997 it had generated 500 billion kWh since the first 
cormecticHi to the grid Units 1,2,3 and 4 woe connected to Ihe grid in 198081, Units 5 and 6 in 1985/86. Total EdF 
personnel in Gravelines is less than 1500.

2 - COMMITMENTS BY EDF NUCLEAR POWER PI ANT OPERATIONS TO THE SAFETY 
AT JTHQRITY REGARDING ACTIONS IN'THE HUMAN FACTORS FIELD

2 -1 - Background

In early 1995, t e  French Safety Authority expressed its desire to appoint one of its members to fccus specifically 
on Human Factois aspects, and requested a meeting wilhNuclear Power Plant Operations on the subject Three 
meetings took place in 1995, which reviewed the different spheres of action in the field of Human Factors in 
Nuclear Power Plant Opérations, Engineering and Construction Branch, and the EdF Research and 
Development Branch. The Safety Authority made its position clear. In late November 1995, the Safety 
Authority wrote to Nuclear Power Plant Operations setting out its analysis and its requests. In mid-June 1996, 
Nuclear Power Plant Operations responded with details of its own analysis and its policy. The individual sites, in 
our case Gravelines NPP, were being asked to state their intentions by the erxl o f1996, and provide information 
on real projects, if possible accompanied by a time fiame.

The aim is to initiate a global approach to integrate Human F ac te  in operations.

2 -2 - Concerns expressed by the Safety Authority

During the meetings with Nuclear Power Plant Operations in 1995, the Safety Authority expressed the 
following main concerns :

DBC Réf : A:\DUBOC WPDAADUBOC WPD
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* the quality of maintenance work performed by contractais, guarantees taken out by Nuclear Power Plant 
Operations,

* the working conditions of employees of subccotracting companies.

In France, some union organizations, occupational health doctors, and Health Ministry officials have joined 
forces to express their concern about the lack o f job security for employees of some subcontracting companies, 
and certain alleged unscrupulous practices involving exposure of personnel to radiation The view is that 
companies are winning contracts with low-cost bids by taking uniàir the poor employment situation to find staf£ 
and putting pressure on t e n  to accept difficult waking conditions.

Such pessimistic hypotheses are not entirely unfounded Sane cases of such practices, albeit rare, have been 
observed; seme have been blown up by the media. There is much pressure on the Safety Authority to state its 
position In view of its key role in relation to guarantees made to the public, it can scarcely keep silent, even if it 
fœls that working conditions M  outside its brief

* the attention devoted by Nuclear Power Plant Operations to the marHnachine interfæe of units, in particular 
operations interfaces and operating documents*

* the effectiveness of the measures implemented following incidents caused by human tktors;

* fairly regular indications that field conditions are not fostering the necessary focus on safety.

The letter sent by the Safety Authority to Nuclear Power Plant Operations re-states sane of these arguments, but 
is mainly based around questions arising fiom its analysis of around a hundred a  so incidents, and on-site 
observations. The main areas in which the position of Nuclear Power Plant Operations is requested are so 
follows :

* conditions of skills assessment and issuing of certification,

* skills maintenance conditions,

* certain modaMes of training oig^nization,

* coisideiatiaiofmarHnadfeinterfece, projects in this area,

* quality ofoperating documents, instructions, procedures, checklists, etc...

* what it considers to be a lade ofprofessionalism in the performance of activities, equipment confusion lade of 
vigilance, etc...

* decision-making methods, arxljudgjngbetvveen safety and availability,

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC
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* quality ofcommunications and exchanges in performances of activities,

* resources in terms ofhumanfktoœ specialists, arrf organization ofthe Human Factors Network.

It should be noted t e t  the global problem of the policy of estalishing partnerships with contracte, in relation to 
performance of maintenance w ok during unit outages, is t e  subject of a specific monitoring program, the results 
o f which aie regulariy reported to 1he Safety Authority.

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

2 -3 - In-depth analysis performed by Corporate Nudear Power Plant Operations

To establish the main thrust of its commitmerts, Nuclear Power Plant Operations drew on the analysis of its 
experience since the start-up ofFrendi Nuclear Power Plant Operations in the late 1970’s.

In particular:

It re-slates Ihe recent basic human reliability data, obtained in the field, which give failure rates in a range between 
104 and 10-5, supplemented by other evaluations. It emphasizes (without being able to give any values, at least 
for the moment) that the human factor brings a permanent added value to safety through an ability to recover 
situations, but also by inevitably complementing and adapting safety instructions and specifications. The concept 
of « human unreliability » should thus be seen in relative terms, and, to a certain extent, fàlæ images of t e  
situation should even be corrected.

However, Nuclear Power Plant Operations states that t e  whole company (managers, safety specialists, Human 
F ac te  specialists, field supervisors, and operational staff themselves) are convinced that there is still much room 
for progress, which would be welcomed across t e  board, including among the operational staff themselves, 
who are t e  first to be affected by inadequacies in management of situations.

Taking a step back from its own experience. Nuclear Power Plant Operations says that, until now, like the 
majority of industries where risks are involved, it has relied mainly on measures which are described as being 
« external to t e  individual » (oigarrization, regulations* requirements, quality assurance, procedures, mantaachine 
interfaces, e tc ...) whereas t e  majority of weaknesses which currently remain relate to personal or collective 
woridng methods and precautions:

* preparation before acting, to enable each individual to build up a clear picture of what they have to do (risks, 
difficulties, prospective measures planned in advance, etc...),

* correctly carrying out t e  various actions during performance of work : obtaining information, targeting of 
individual attention, cross-checking situation data, practicing self^hecking, access to independent rrwnitoring, etc

* ensuring the situation is clear after carrying out the activity : providing information, reporting, ensuring 
demobilization and cleanness ofworksites, traceability of operations,
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* taking responsability for the whole of the activity, managing interferences and interactions with other actors, 
coordinating, informing others, practicing safe exchanges of infoimatian, etc

* improved understanding and improved application of safety regulations (General Operating Regulations, 
Technical Specifications),

* actively participating in detection and correction of non-quality, becoming a dynamic actor in this field,

* better recognition of personal weaknesses, particularly in relying on menxxy, making diagnoses, targeting 
attention, organizing tasks (difficulty of parallel tasks), « false certainties », etc

The principal measures implemented so far have had virtually no impact on these weaknesses. Other lines of 
approach are thus needed which are « internal » to the individual, and make individuals reconsider some 
fundamental work practices. A questioning approach needs to be initiated among staff and work groups, 
generating awareness among individuals of what should be done, ensuring that each indrvidal has a sense of 
involvement, and instilling a climate of change. The objective of these changes is to enhance personal 
involvement and generate a desire to make an active and sage (Le well-constructed and prudent) contribution, in 
which the risks have been properly assessed Such an approach fits in completeley with the logic of INSAG 4. 
We will deal with the type ofactions it invokes at a latertime.

As most of the weaknesses areoflhis type, they provide the focus for the main thrust of the policy. Nuclear 
PowerPlart Operations is keen to stress most strongly that, with such an approach, it is not possible to make 
rapid progress in all areas. A typical program would involve implementation of indepth actions in the 
medium and long term Nuclear Power Plant Operations emphasizes that the risk of proliferation and 
activism, which would only confuse and limit the efficiency of actions, must be not appropriate with this 
approach. On the other hand, however, any immediate actions must be relevant and limited in scope. Nuclear 
Power Plant Operations wishes to avoid any obligation to commit to a comprehensive action plan to correct 
all human causes following every incident
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2 -4 -Nudear Power Want Operations position on the different points rased bvthe Safety Authority

Conditions ofskills assessment and. issuing certification

Nuclear Power Plant Operations states that it aims to change the situation through the development of « Local 
Skills Development Systems ». In future, greater importance will be attached to personnel skills and abilities 
whm issuing certification The fklofhaving attended a training course or program will carry less weight, the 
real skills which arise out ofthe training will be taken into consideration to a greater degree.

Skill maintenance measures, certain modalities o f traamg organization
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Nuclear Power Plant Operations provides explanations and information related specifically to its own 
situation, recalling that it recently decided on a significant increase in the duration of training for several 
personnel categories, including operations staff

Consideration o f rm m w dw e interface, projects in this area

Nuclear Power Plant Operations puts forward an inventory of errors attributable to problems of man- 
machine interface, and states that this category seldom causes incidents (in only 4% of cases). The analysis 
shows that recent improvements in location are becoming less effective as staff becc»ne fkniliar with them. 
The potential paths far progress thus lie in automatic actions, behaviors and personal w ok methods. This 
aspect is one ofthe themes marked for development in operational teams.

Nuclear Power Plant Operations is keeping a close eye on problems of man-machine interface, enhancing 
activities for new installations (computerized control room...), but stating that comprehensive work on 
existing installations will not a priai be earned out Instead, each case will be studied, balancing the possible 
advantages against the risks arising firm the modifications (technical malfonctionning, center training, re
training, etc...).

Quality o f operating documents

Nuclear Power Plant Operations recalled the measures implemented at national level to guarantee the quality 
of the documents in use throughout all nuclear generating plants. Each site will indicate how it applies the 
national principles, and tie measures it takes with regard to its specific responsibilities.

Lack o f professionalism inperformance o f activities

Nuclear Power Plant Operations was keen to recall some operating principles which are specific to mental 
(or cognitive) activity, in particular with regard to the focusing of attention and the modalities of automatic 
actions. Judgments in this area must also be seen in relative toms, in view of the global reliability rates 
achieved Potential actions lie basically in the questioning and self-disagnosis approach within work groups.

Dedsion-nzûdng methods, ftdg ing  between safety and availability

Nuclear Power Plant Operations re-stated its position, citing the recent reorganization of Technical 
Specifications, and the creation of a « Safety Observatory » with a brief to gather « learning examples » to 
enable analysis to be carried out and lessons learned

Q ixdity o f communications and exchanges in performance o f activities

Nuclear Power Plant Operations referred to a new study on this subject, which principally demonstrated a 
lade of communication Omissions are the most frequent error category in this area Staff are not sufficiently 
aware that their work interacts with others, and that they need to pay attention in others, and provide them 
with information. This subject is an internal theme for development within teams on nuclear plants.
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Resources in terms ofhumanfactors specialists, and the Human Factors Network

All sites have now appointed « Human Factors engineers», who are responsible for drawing up or supavising 
human factors aspects. They aie involved in incidents analysées, producing summaries o f these analysis 
showing the site-specific error categories, outlining priority actions for the site. They also provid competent 
assistance to site management in undertaking programs or actions in all areas ofhuman factors. When 
necessary they participate in such programs'actions, monitor and assess them, and provide assistance to tte 
site.

The national Human Factors team is made up of 9 people from different backgrounds. Its mission is to 
consolidate and to enhance the results of analyses ofhuman f e t e  causes at national level, to cany out 
subject studies enabling progress to be made, to provide assistance to sites in terms of skills and resources (in 
particular to the human factors correspondents at each site), and, in broader terms, to develop human factors 
skills throughout Nuclear Power Plant Operations (e.g through training programs)* promote human factors 
actions within Nuclear Power Plant Operations policy, to organize the sharing of experiments conducted at 
the different sites, etc ... To facilitate exchanges of experiences (which are a key factor in this area) arri 
maintain the impetus of the approach, all human factors specialists are part of a network, managed by the 
national Human Factors Group.

3 - GRAVE! INES HUMAN FACTOR ACTIONS

Starting from conclusions of discussions between the Safety Authority and the Nuclear Power Plant Operation, 
Gravelines NPP developped a general policy on human factor. As examples, in the frame of this policy, the following 
actions are carried out:

3 -1 - Creation of a Local System of Competences Development

Analysis ofEdFandGiavelines training system shown tihat it centralised arri «automatic «characteristic provide 
good initial training. On the other hand this system had shown its limits related to development and maintenance 
of competence. Due to its « automatic » characteristic, it also does not allow a sufficient oommitmaTt of the 
management

So the following orientations were decided :

-site responsabilisation on competence management,
- reinforcement ofmain competencies and professionalism with actions based on job/field situation which favour 
problem solving and collective approach training instead of standard training
-grantee of the system coherence with a pemianent connection of actors (training and operation)
- provide on site training tools and force to solve training problems related to safety and quality close to the 
process
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These mentations were developed with :

- a new cyanisation called « Local System of Competence Development », directed by the Deputy Site 
Manager,
- an involvement of all department managers
- creation of four committees : one at the plant level for policy definition and co-ordination and three in charge of 
competency' of the différent category of jobs : operation, maintenance and lo^c/administratiai

As a result oftbis new oiganisation specific training wœdevelqped such as shift training on field andamulator

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

Previously, field operators and control roan operates woe trained separately. This type of training does not 
allow operate to manage simulation of major event in connection with field operators. Communicaticn aspects 
were simulated by the instructors.
In the new training session, field operators on training are on the plant and operators are on simulator and te y  
manage events and of course ados field operators actions. In ader to get maximum infamatiai fey debriefing, 
communications are recoded Additionally human factor engineer watch training session, so he is able to 
propose advise and improvement to the shift in human factor area during debriefing. On another hand working 
with the shift on training, is also fruitful fir the human factor engineer : when event on plant occurs, shift knows 
human factor engineer suppcat and their cooperation fir event analysis is of a higher quality.

3 - 2 - Creation of an «Operator Chib»

3-2 -1 -C on text

Operating reactors is a sensible issue towards the nuclear safety and reliability goals set by EDF Nuclear Power 
Plant Operations Division : the specificity of the knowledge needed to control the actions, die variety and the 
complexity of the situations met, contribute to give an essential place to the eontrokoom Operator.

Furthennoie, the environment ofthe Operators has a strong infirme on the overall quality (woddng conditions, 
documentation, reactor-control aids, communication between the actors...).

Incidents which occurred in EDF Nuclear Plants and in Gravelines highlighted these difficulties.

These incidents are the over-inseition ofthe T-bank of control rods in operation, which was ranked at level 2 on 
the International Nuclear Event Scale in 1994 because it was identified t o  such an event had occurred in many 
circumstances on diffèrent EDF’s units (the T-bank of control rods is used to control the average temperature in 
t e  core).

These incidents implicate the following issues :
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- safety, since an over-insertion of the T-bank below the low-low insertion limit is not taken into account in the 
accident analysis

- the ability o f the plants to opeiate in the load following mode, since 1he incidents usually occuned during power 
changes. This operating mode is critical for the security of Hie grid and to the optimisation of the uæ of energy 
sources (nuclear energy provides % of the French electricity production).

They highlighted the following problems :

- knowledge of the Technical Specifications requirements
- enforcement o f the operating documents
- clarity ofthe operating documents
- communication between the actors.

The control-room Operatorswere directly affected by these reactor-control problems.

This example uiged Gravelines NNP to set up an « Operators Club » , shared between the 6 reactors, and 
convinced operational staffto take a positive action in this field.

3 -2 -2 -M ission and objectives o f the «operators dub»

The « Operators d ub  » goal is to develop quality in operating activities linked with reactor control, fulfilling the 
following objectives :

- identifying the operating phases and modes where progress is necessary or possible.
-identifying the various Mvidual or coHective working practices
- identifying the improvements to be made in the preparation, the carrying out and the checking of activities, as 
well as 1he tracking of operations.
- identifying reactor-control aids
- highlighting the specificities oftheworking conditions :

- specific technical limitations (MOX,...)
- phyacal environment 
-documentation 
-communication
- influence of the actor’s positioning
- organisation ofthe team, etc.

Bringing out the differerres ofpereeptionand representation:

- objectives and priorities
- various representations of physical systems.
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The « Operators Club » must be a structure fir experience exchange, sharing reactor control strategies, and 
reflection about practices and woridng methods.

3 -2 -3 -M ethods andm eans

- The way of wak must be emphasised field experience. Therefore, it is based upon the expression o f the people 
directly concerned : the Operate. The way of leading the group should also make easier the identification of 
non-technical aspects.
- The « operate Club » is made of :

*9 Operators (3 Operate fram each Operations Department in charge of 2 units)
* A member of the Human F ac te  Group ( from the Corporate Operations Department ), who 
conducts the meeting and brings assistance for the identification of non-tedhnical aspects.
* Gravelines NNP Human Factors Engineer
* A member o f the plant Engineering Department, acting as the technical expert of the group.
* A production Deputy Manager, who leads the group and brings the support of the Plant management 
to the Club.

- The dub  meets one day evety six weeks.

- The group is entitled to make any proposal in order to improve reactor control and safety organisation, 
responsibility, documentation, training...)

Each proposal must specify the benefit expected as well as the budget, if needed

- The Operate ofthe gtoup must keep their colleagues informed of the woric ofthe Qub, for enridimait arri 
infoimal validation.

- The proposals of the Qub are sent to the 3 Operations Departments for information and posable discussion 
They are submitted to Ihe Plant Management who decides whether to implement t e n  or not

- The implementation of the decisions and their effects are also trackedL(see « 3-2-5 Tracking file »)

3 -2 -4 - The first m eeting

The Club met in April, May and June 1996.

* The first two meeting were held within a few days in ader to « launch » the dub. The mission of the Club was 
detailed by the leader and discussed with the Operate. A list of subjects was identified during a brainstorming
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session. After a work of clarification in order to isolate the subjects related to reactor control, they were classified 
in 21 topics, with 3 levels of priority.

Three topics woe chosen among the highest priority subjects fir discussion during the next meeting. One of 
them was the problem of repetitive flashing alatms in the control room :

* A repetitive alarm has been defined as an alarm appearing periodically with a frequency of less than 10 
minutes. The persistence of these alarms, together with the alarm bell, has a negative impact on the 
quality of the Operator's w ok : they can hide other stress and fatigue, and can lead to use o f unauthorised 
temporary devices. The Operators mentioned that it usually takes 2 or 3 days before the problem is 
addressed, and that the alarm bell can be inhibited 50% ofthat time.

* The risk is to not notice a new alarm.

* The request made by the group is to solve this kind ofproblem within 24 hours.

In order to have a more precise evaluation before meeting the I & C Department, it was asked to 1he Operators 
for the next meeting :

-to make an invertoy of 1he situations and to classify them in 3 types:
sensors problem, real physical phenomenon, and automatic controllers problems

-to bring the corresponding alarm sheets.

* During the third meeting, the three subjects chosen previously were discussed. A Tracking Sheet defining the 
treatmert was issued about the repetitive alarms.
The tv*o other subjects were technical and were explained by site specialists.

* The aims of the « Operate Club » in the future is to centre its w ok on the involvement of the actors and on 
collective self diagnosis.

As an example, sonx topics involving Human Factor to be addressed are :

- The problem of shift turnover and reactor control, the specific requirement during a transient, the continuity 
between the diift teams regarding the reactor control.

- The nuclear safety concept : is it tie same from 1he Plant Manager to the Operator ?
What are tie  effects of event reports on Operators ? How to manage t e n  ?
Howto go towards more safety ?
This topic will be debated using a  selection of ate event repots made by the Human Facto specialist
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- Acquiring experience : howto organise shadow training, support The newly certified Operators ? How to get 
assistance or support if necessary ?

«

3 - 2 - 5 -  «Operatorsdub »Trackm gfie

For each subject a tracking file is created : it includes 1he following chaprtas

- subject : brief description ofthe problem
- feds : what was observed ?
- risks : what can occuie due to the problem observed ?
-analysis and proposals
- objectives after analysis
- actions : proposal
-decisions :taken by the management and status for and ofthe different actions
- communication : related to tiie different actions taken
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3 -3 - Development of a risk analysis strategy

Risk analysis aim to produce list of risk and associated safety fence used fix- operation activity decision Risk 
analysis is not related to one auxiliary, but is related to consequenoes of oneoperation activity. It helps to prevent 
unacceptable consequence (s) of an operation activity. Ride analysis leads, fiom collective analysis, to decisions 
which includes acceptable risk taking into account associated fences. In order to be efficient and to improve 
safety tins approach needs a daily individual and collective behaviour.
So ride analysis training aim is twice :
-at individual level
- at coüective and organisational levd
Of course, these tvw> a^eds includes human iàctors

Starting fiom these two objectives a specific project was carried out on Gravelines NPP.

-  Development o f risk analysis in operation departments.

In operation department risk analysis strategy is based œ  a method which gpve to actors (shift,...) responsibility 
and large initiative in determining appropriate arrangement whichwill insure activity completion.
This process of taking into account ride analysis in operation shift has two objectives :
- introduce structured risk analysis in operation activitieswith a formalised preparation,
- develop practically safety culture with a progressive evolution of reflection and action mechanism 
Action is based chi the following steps :
- training : each shift is trained on risk analysis : training pedagpgv reinforce process knowledge and is shared by 
all shift members.
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- realisation -implementation : fist target is to cany out and this methodology to sensitive transient is planned 
This action is mainly focused on control room operators. Second target is a progressive development in daily job 
actions.

-  Risk analysis renforcement in mcdntenance.

Risk analysis methodology was gradually integrated since 1990. It is taken into account in « intervention » file 
process. As a kiss of safety spirit in this areawas recorded risk analysis had been carried out for maintenance as in 
a production line and standardised 
A new action plan integrate:
- development of risk culture
- workers responsibility and initiative development
- safety ride culture development for all jobs
- method and device development to improve collective working
- classificative and share of requested competencies (training, on the job situation and coaching).

-  Common work maintenance - operation

A common w ok maintenance - operation organisation is now carry out in order to avoid separate analysis : risk 
analysis related to machines and risk analysis related to process.
Previously these types of analysis were carried out separately so exchanges and connection between these two 
analysis woe not developed
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3 - 4 - Human farinrmpineer mission

Also include in the answer to the French Safety Authority, Gravelines decided to increase role of the human 
factor engineer. His main tasks are :

- event analysis, audits and enquiries which must identify with operation actors, causes connected to behaviours 
and or organisations,
- human factor culture spreading to make conscious, actors and managers, ofthe importance ofhuman factor in 
daily operation Participation to human factor orientation by the mean of concrete actions such as training, 
working group animation...
- global analysis of the situation (starting firm synthesis and assessment), to extract main tendencies and to 
inform manageis on fundamental actions to cany out,
- contribution to EdF feedback in human factor network, which lead to exchange of experience ard to transfer 
competencies between the different plants and corporate human factor staff

3 - 5 - Human Factor Engineer Action
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Example : Significant event : reference Gravelines 2 - 96 - (XÏ3

3 - 5 - 1 -Sunvna/y

During outage loss of electricity supply during a test on main and auxiliary supply with loss of Reactor Cavity 
Spent Fuel Pit Cooling and Treatment System and Conlrol Room Air Conditioning.

3 -5 -2 -  General biformatkm

Plant : Gravelines 
Unit: 2
Type:PWR900MW 
Design : Framatome / Westinghouse 
Date of the event : October26,1996 at 1123 
Cycle number: 14

3 - 5 - 3 - Initial plant status

Core totally unload in spot fuel pit Electricity' supply is provided by the auxiliary external source 225 kV. Train 
B is completely available and diesel generator LHQ is also available. The main external source (400 kV) is 
available. Diesel generator LHP is out of service for maintmance. Battery LCA (48V  DQ ardLCC(48V 
DC) are also out of service for maintenance.

3 - 5 - 4 - Event description

Facts chronology

The return to normal operation of the mam external supply (40QkV) is planned during the night Thursday 
October 24. Difficulties on closing line breaker GEV001JA delayed the coming back to normal supply. .The 
iàultwas solved on Friday meaning and the transfer fiom 225 kV source to 400 kV source was carried out tain 
by train. First step on train B waked correctly.

At 11.43, LGB 002 JA breaker is opened fcy the operator in the control room. This breaker allowed supply of 
LGB switchboard by the external auxiliary' source (225 kV), its opening generate lake of energy on LGB. This 
action put out ofmain voltage LCC( 48V DC) and LCA ( 48 V DC) switdiwards which were not supplied 
by battery. Transfer to 400kV source is impossible and switchboards LGB and LHA cannot be ordered on 
supply fiom the control room. Control Room Air Conditionning(DVC) fens train A are unavailable.

Afler a briefing between operation shift and dectridan maintenance department, operation shift carried out return 
of voltage co LGB switchboard by closing with push-button control station on LOB 001 JA breaker. Following 
the lake of voltage on LCA switchboard over 5 minutes, when voltage came back, rectifier went in forced load 
position, which generate a high voltage on LCA In order to decrease this high voltage LCA to normal control
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voltage is put a i  manual position. This action generate « Jack of voltage LCA » information, which lead to an 
automatic change of external source S on  400 kV to 225 kV. Due to lade of LCC battery, lost of train A 
occurred again and transfer on diesel generator train B (LHQ). This transfer generated the stop of Train B 
Reader Cavity Spent Fuel Pit Cooling pump (PTR).

Note : during these events Computer and Data Processing system was not available so it was inpossible to have 
an accurate chronology o f the different actions.

Find status

Main source 400 kV in operation. Outage was carried out and unitwas synchronized on December 9,1996. 
Analysis

Scenario reconstitution

During preparation phase, sub project responsible in charge of electricity supply had identified the risk which 
consist of carrying out a transfer of electricity source while LCC (48V EXT) battery was unavailable. This risk 
was repeated on the risk analysis document, chapter « change of LCC battety. This document was verified by 
the safety engineer and distributed before the outage to Electrical Department and Operation Department. 
Nevertheless on outage planning, no «technical connection » which bar activity conocrnitance of « LCC batteiy 
replaceront» and « external sounæ transfer». Battery replacement were planned on October 22 for LCA battery 
and on October 24 for LCC batteiy.

During the outage, the w ok wœ not ready on time and replacement ofTXA battery gradually postponed.

Replacement of LCC batteiy started on October 24 at 3 pm  In otder to take into account t e  project request to 
cany out LCA battery replacement on October 25, wodc on LCC battery is interrupted LCC battety is not 
available but this is not known by Operation Department and by Outage Project.

Return to normal opération of the external electricity source is carried out during the night Thursday October 24 
in Older to realised transfer 225 kV to 400 kV in accordance with project target. Difficulty to close 400 kV 
breaker had delayed this transfer to Friday morning.

Comments on inappropriate actions and causes.

In order to catty out LCA battety replacemerti on Friday October 25, worie on LCC battery is interrupted, so unit 
is in a non planned status and Outage Project is not informed of this new configuration.

Outage Project has ordered to Operation Department to catty out external source transfer when it was impossible 
in regaidofunit status. This action was not reported on planning for daily outage meeting, but was reported on 
Operation planing and on instruction given to Operation Department
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Deviations regarding quality assurance

Ride was identified during outage preparation and was reported on risk analysis document But cordusion o f this 
risk analysis woe not reported on the planning.

Defense detection line

Due to lack of dialogue on the one hand between Outage Project and Electrical Department, and on the other 
hand between Electrical Department and Operation Department this defence line did notweak.

In the control roan, battery disconnection was indicated by cross on the electrical mimic. Operators did not take 
into account this information.

There was no specific operation procedure adapted to external source transfer which requested to verify 
prerequest such as battery availability.

Defense treatment line

Change to manual control of the rectifier was cany out in older to protect auxiliary but without sufficient 
analysis.

Consequences

Scfety

Spent fuel pit cooling was intempted during 10 minutes. Before the event pool temperature was of 25 °C. 
After 10 minutes temperature was estimated at 25.4 CC  Potentially temperature could readied 50 °C.

One control room air conditioning ikt was not availabfe during 30 minutes.

Irdustrid safety and radbprotection

No consequence were noted

INEScIassifiœtion

This event was classified as level 1 in order to take into account additional lk3or<< lack in safety culture capable of 
degraded defenoe in depth : risk analysis shortage »

Correctives actions
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To avoid such event, reminds woe carried out within tie  Project Department on use of risk analysas 
methodology and it is taken into aocount in planning.

Voluntary transfer of electrical source will be included in daily outage meeting planning to take into account 
« technical connections » coming from Risk Analysis.

An operation instruction to cany out voluntary electrical transfer source during outages was written. It integrate 
this experience feedback.

A label to avoid to commute rectifia- control in manual « position » when battery is not connected was displayed 
on rectifiers.

Comments

On one hand, due to unavailability ofthe Computer and Data Processing system, itwas inpossible to rebuilt the 
chronology of the event On the other hand number ofactars involved in this event was large and «interest» of 
each Department was to transfer deficiency' to the others. So doing interviews, human factor engineer was the 
only and the right person to built the scenario of the event His actions has allowed plant management after his 
contribution to define tie rigjbt corrective actions.

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

4 -CONCLUSION

These few examples illustrate how the human factor approach could contribute to improve the unit nuclear safety level. 
As any high level technology industries, a pragmatic assessment of oganization, procedure, relationship among the 
various operator should be a continous process to ensure a satisfactory out put
In EDF ’ s opinion it is one of the way to foster the conditions for a safe, sustainable and cost competitive nuclear erergy 
accepted by tie public opinion.

DBC Réf : A:\DUBOC WPDA:\DUBOC.WPD *  *7 A
Imp : 10/09/1997 22:17 J? /  U
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Abstract
This paper discusses the performance and tasks of the operators in the control room during refuelling outages.

Analyses of such events have, during the last years, shown that the risk for nuclear accidents is not negligible 
compared with the risk at higher reactor power levels. Some experts have the opinion that, due to mistakes during an 
outage, the risk for such accidents during the outage and other accidents later on during power operation is higher than 
in other plant situations. The high risk level is mainly a result of errors at maintenance actions and supervision of 
lining up of safety systems.

Most of the control rooms in existing NPPs were designed more than 10 years ago. At that time the activities 
and the tasks for the operators were not very well understood. Procedures for refuelling and other activities during the 
outages were not described very well. Often the utility organisation for refuelling outages was not established at the 
start of the control room design. Experience from operation during many years has shown that the performance of 
operators can be improved in existing plant, and thus risks be reduced, by upgrading the control room.
These issues have been studied as a part of the modernisation project for Ringhals 1, an ABB Atom BWR owned by 
Vattenfall AB in Sweden.

The paper will describe the working model for upgrading the control room and important issues to take care of 
with respect to refuelling outages. The identified issues will be used as the input for improving control room 
philosophy and the individual technical systems.

1. Introduction

The Ringhals 1 nuclear power plant on the West coast o f Sweden is owned by 
Vattenfall AB. The plant is a two-turbine plant with a BW R of ABB A tom  design with 
external recirculation pumps.

Construction was started in 1969. Up through 1995 the plant had produced 22,09 
TW h with an average availability factor o f 80%, and at a production cost o f 0,15 Swedish 
crowns per kW h (less than 19 US$ per MWh).

Three PWRs from W estinghouse are also located at the Ringhals site.

The I&C systems and the other electrical systems were designed in the early 60s 
using the standard components that were available on the market at that time. As a 
consequence, the design o f these com ponents was already some 10 years old when the
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plant was commissioned. The logic for the I&C was built with relays, and the closed loop 
control systems were based on discrete electronics. The alarm system was, for the first 
time in Swedish NPP, computerised. Ringhals 1 was also the first nuclear power plant in 
Sweden to be provided with an on-line process computer for core supervision.

The anticipated lifetime for I&C equipment is about 25-35 years. After this time, 
the number of incidents and failures will increase and the equipment becomes obsolete. 
Such problems may jeopardise the power plant availability and also impact on safety .

Typical problems are:

•  Ageing of material.
•  Increased fault frequency.
•  Spare parts are unavailable.
•  Lack o f technical support from original suppliers.
•  Younger people are unfamiliar with older technology.
•  M odifications are difficult.

During the 30 years operation o f the Ringhals 1 plant, some separate I&C systems 
have been replaced by digital systems, but no structural changes have been carried out. 
Such an approach may result in an I&C with equipment from different suppliers and no 
standard for communication, MMI (Man-Machine-Interface) or maintenance strategy. A 
feasibility study shows that such piece-by-piece modernisation would enable extending 
plant operation for another 5 to 10 years. The expected lifetime for the plant as a whole is 
substantially longer than that, and therefore, a major modernisation for I&C and electrical 
equipment was decided in 1995.

Another conclusion was that, evidently, the control room  w asn’t designed to the 
best ergonomic principles at least as we know today. During the design very little 
operation experience was available which in turn made it difficult to design the control 
room  in an optimal way. Especially it was concluded that, due to such lack o f operating 
experience, the design does not support the control room functions during annual 
refuelling outages well enough.

2. Policy and implementation

The policy decided for the modernisation o f I&C includes the following 
components:

•  After completion of the modernisation program, the expected life time for the I&C 
shall be at least 15 to 20 years.

•  The modernisation shall be carried out in steps during the normal annual refuelling 
outages.

•  Modem, i.e. programmable, technology and video display work stations, shall be 
used.

•  After the modernisation, the safety level shall be comparable with that o f the latest 
built NPP in Sweden.
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Based on this policy, a strategy for implementation was worked out. It was decided 
that the m odernisation should be carried out during 6 outages starting 1997 and finishing 
2003.

A nother im portant decision was that each modernisation step shall be a part o f the 
final I&C structure. As a logical conclusion it was decided that the final structure must be 
specified first, including determination o f the sequence o f the different upgrades. The 
design o f the final structure depends on the I&C products available on the market, and 
therefore, several feasibility studies were carried out by different suppliers, both for the 
Ringhals 1 BW R and the Ringhals 2 PWR.

The main conclusions from these studies were:

• The number o f suppliers m ust be drastically reduced since:
1. open systems for communication do not exist, at least not with maintained 

functionality;
2. in order to obtain an uniform and standardised operator interface, the MMI part 

must be designed and delivered by one supplier, and
3. plant com puters or other computers m ust be integrated in the new I&C structure.

• A co-operation agreement must be signed with one supplier.

A nother im portant observation made during the studies was that the amount of 
work for the I&C and electrical systems will be comparable to that for building a new 
plant, but the im plementation would be more complex.

In an existing plant constraints that must be taken care o f are:

• existing buildings,
• im plem entation in steps,
• short outages,
•  established operational and maintenance practise,
•  mentality and qualification o f the personnel,
•  increased safety requirement level.

As a first step in the modernisation process, it was decided to initiate an extensive 
analysis phase to be carried out in co-operation with the selected I&C supplier in a typical 
top-down approach. For the Ringhals 1 BW R plant, ABB Atom was selected as the I&C 
supplier.

It was also decided that the existing plant simulator should be used not only for 
renewed operator training, but also for verification and validation of modifications prior 
to installation in the plant.

3. Analysis Phase.

The main objectives o f the analysis phase w ere to develop plans for the 
modernisation and the implementation strategy, as well as establishing technical
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[POLICY! ORGANISATION 1

RULES; ST \NDARDS; DESIGN BASIS j

Other
Control room  principles j

Sim ulator principles j

TECHN OLOGY AREA’S ■

Other
Alarm  principles K
Redundancy, Diversity K

Outages £

Labeling principles j®

SYSTEM SPIXIFICATIONS I

Other

Control room  furniture |

Sim ulator |
HMI H

A larm  system (

Process computer |g|

Remote shutdown B

Table 1: Control room studies during the analysis phase

requirements. It should be carried out as a top-down project leading to a description of 
the requirements for the individual systems in the plant.

The analysis phase was divided into several stages, for definition or description of:

1. Policy, work organisation and general plant requirements.
2. Rules, standards and design basis.
3. Requirements for the different technology areas.
4. Specifications for every system in the plant.

The result from the analysis constitutes input for the modernisation o f systems 
during several outages.

The input for the analysis phase was taken from:

• The original requirements. These were described in more details by a design basis 
reconstitution project called REDA [6].

•  Operating experiences.
•  New rules and standards.
•  The selected programmable I&C system.
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The study was carried out in co-operation between Vattenfall Ringhals and ABB 
Atom.

The study for the control room started w ith a review o f the existing control room 
design through interviewing the operating and the maintenance personnel. The main 
goals for these first interviews were to:

•  study the strong points o f the existing control room,
•  to review the weak points o f the existing control room,
•  to list new requirements or wishes.

During the same phase of the analysis study new rules and standards were 
evaluated. The im pact on, and the use of the existing training simulator during the 
modernisation was also studied at an early stage. An important decision was to use the 
sim ulator not only for training but also for validation of new equipm ent before installing 
in the plant.

A special study was carried out for the refuelling outage on a technology level for 
defining control room philosophy and detailed specifications for the control room 
systems.

As shown in table 1 many other control room  items were included in the study.

Documents were reviewed in different steps in both organisations and issued as 
Vattenfall documentation.

4 Outages studies.

For many personnel categories in a NPP, refuelling outages lead to a very high work 
load. Compared with normal operation the supervision of process systems is no longer 
the main task. In Sweden it is common practice that the control room personnel co
ordinates and supervises the refuelling and the maintenance. The working situation and 
the influence on the crew was subject to a study for the Ringhals organisation early in 
1993 [5],

The study concluded that the mental stress for the whole crew was roughly a factor
2 higher compared with normal operation.

For the physical stress the average stress w as also a factor 2 higher than for normal 
operation. However the physical stress differed highly between the control personnel 
categories. The field operators had a stress factor of about 3 tim es and the control room 
operators 2 times higher than normal (Figure 1)

Against the background of the following known facts it becam e obvious that the 
control room was not optimally designed for refuelling outages.
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Figure 1: The physical stress of the control room crew during a refuelling outage [5]

The facts are:

•  Ringhals was one o f the first N PP’s in Sweden and very little was know about the 
working procedures during refuelling. Furthermore during the design o f the control 
room  no operation organisation was established yet at the utility.

• The number o f tasks carried out simultaneously is very large compared to normal 
operation.

•  Each operator must keep track o f a large amount o f information and facts such as 
administrative procedures, safety barriers, Technical Specifications.

• The task for the field operators is mainly to supervise local components and to 
assist the maintenance personnel. It is therefore natural that the amount of work is 
increased heavily and especially the mental stress.

During the modernisation planning it was further observed that there is a risk that 
stress will increase in the future as the amount of work during refuelling is expected to 
increase. The workload for the refuelling remains the same (’’fixed”), but more 
maintenance will be carried out due to ageing equipment and modernisation of 
equipment. (See figure 2) At the same time the pressure to shorten refuelling outages will 
increase due to economical reasons and deregulation o f  the m arket for electrical power. 
Normally, the length of a refuelling period is about three weeks.

For these reasons a special study was carried out at the end o f  the analysis phase to 
study how the design o f the control room may be improved w ith respect to refuelling 
outages.
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Figure 2: Activities during a refuelling (about 3 weeks).

The input to this study was:

•  Reported events from  Ringhals 1 but also from other BW Rs.
•  PSA studies carried out for refuelling outages.
•  The Technical Specifications for the plant.
•  Different reports from  utilities or authorities.

However the most important input came from  the plant staff.

This input was obtained by a series o f interviews during September/October 1996. 
As the activities during a refuelling outage are carried out not only by the control room 
staff also other categories o f personnel were also interviewed.

In total the following categories of personnel were involved:

•  outage planners (1),
•  shift supervisors (2),
•  reactor and turbine operators (3),
•  field operators (2),
•  maintenance (2).

After the first interviews more informal follow-up interviews with key persons were 
carried out

The interviews were carried out and co-ordinated by a  project leader from ABB 
Atom. For background information different types o f documentation on planning, 
procedures and outage evaluations were studied before and during the interviews. The 
interviews followed a practical approach. Tim e limitations made it not possible to carry 
out an extensive study covering all aspects o f an outage. In stead the most important 
aspects were studied and, most important, documented.

The first point of each interview was to describe the personnel task during the 
refuelling in or outside the control room.

During the interview various tasks were covered as :
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1 Supervision o f process systems.

D uring the outage several process systems must be in operation or m ust be lined up to 
start on request. For safety systems the requirements are specified in the plants 
Technical Specifications

Supervision o f the required process system operation is difficult as the control room  is 
not designed for a ’’subset” o f the entire plant.

2 A larm  handling.

During the outage many alarms are generated through testing or other maintenance 
actions. Real and important alarms can be shadowed by such alarms. This has been 
reported during several outages in Swedish power plants.

3 M aintenance support.

Before maintenance and during the outage the systems must be lined up to make 
maintenance possible. A wrongly lined up system can jeopardise plant safety but also 
that o f the maintenance personnel.

Before starting up the plant after an outage the systems must be restored and lined up 
for normal operation. Operational experience shows that there is an increased risk that 
the plant is started up without proper lining up of the systems due to human errors.

4 Refuelling.

Refuelling must be carried out in accordance with pre-planned procedures and 
sequences. At the same time as refuelling is carried out maintenance is done on the 
control rod drives beneath the reactor vessel in a BWR. Both types o f work must be 
co-ordinated with each other. This has been identified as a risk by PSAs for refuelling 
outages. This activity is very time-consuming and can be made more efficiently by 
improving the control room.

5 Fire protection.

During the outage many maintenance activities, e.g. welding, increase the risk of fires. 
At the same time it is possibly that passive or active fire protection system are not in 
operation due to maintenance.

6 Critical activities.

For each individual outage special high risk activities were identified and analysed. 
Typical examples are maintenance in the reactor pressure boundary or lifting o f heavy 
components. Such actions must be supervised by special procedures.

7 Communication.

Typical for an outage is that many people inside the plant need some type of 
communication with the control room crew. Often they contact the control room staff 
for information even if it is not necessary. Another observation was that for many 
process components only actuation from the control room was available even if this 
could be handled locally during testing. All these facts can be the cause for a higher 
stress as:
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•  much people are in the control room at the same time,
•  the control staff m ust answer many telephone calls,
•  communication w ith field operators for co-ordination of the testing can be heavy,
•  at the same time they must supervise processes and actuate equipment.

8 Task analysis

During the interviews questions were asked regarding the task o f the control room 
personnel and how the existing M M I (Man Machine Interface) is suited to these tasks.

The most important aspects for each task which were considered during the interviews 
were:

•  the function o f the existing control room and the use of the equipment within;
•  the strong or weak points o f the control room;
•  the requirements for communication;
•  the requirements for information;
•  listing of time-consuming tasks;
•  listing of tasks with heavy load on the memory.

5. Modernisation

Based on the interviews o f the plant staff and the study by ergonomic specialist 
several improvements were proposed for the modernisation project.

The implementation of the proposals must be co-ordinated with the similar ones for 
other operation modes o f the plant. Typical examples are the SPDS or the inoperable 
status indication.

Some of the m ost important ones are listed below.

5.1 F ield  operators.
As mentioned before the stress for field operators is especially high during 

refuelling outages. The main reason is that much information for their task is only 
available in the field. The new programmable I&C make it possible to present such 
inform ation also in the control room. For this reason two video work stations special for 
field operators are planned in the control room. This opens up a possibility for improved 
’’information sharing” between the personnel in the field and those in the control room. 
Another option is to display more information locally. This can be done by using several 
local workstations connected to the plants inform ation network.

5.2 Inoperable supervision
In order to im prove the supervision o f safety systems the following modifications 

are proposed:

•  An overview over systems that must be lined up for standby for each phase during 
the outage.
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• A detailed status information about such systems.
• Computerised tools to analyse the consequences if components are taken out of 

operation and to provide information about such components.

A general wish was that for all information display there shall be an option to show 
more background information.

5.3 Process supervision.
During an outage safety systems must be in operation to meet the requirements for 

the following safety functions:

• residual heat removal,
•  feed w ater to the vessel,
• reactivity control,
•  lim iting o f radioactivity release,
•  radioactivity supervision.

The operational status indication must be flexible. Flexible means that the amount 
of inform ation is selected and displayed adapted to the requirements to the current 
situation.

5.4 A larm s
In order to reduce the number of non-essential alarms it must be possible to 

disconnect such ones in the control room. Instead such alarms can be used only for 
indication e.g. during testing o f systems. An overview o f the disconnected alarms is 
provided in the control room.

The remaining alarms are sorted in accordance with the tasks and the responsibility 
of the different operators.

5.5 W ork perm its
Maintenance can be carried out only if such is approved after lining up the systems 

by the operators. M uch information is required to carry out such activities as flow 
diagrams, working procedures and descriptions, safety and risk analysis. A better tool can 
be provided by the programmable I&C which can use data from different computer 
system. Such tools will be investigated more during the modernisation process.

5.6 Fire protection.
In order to maintain the required level for fire protection it is important that fire 

alarms and the status o f the detectors and circuits are indicated in the control room. In 
addition the building layout with the location of detectors shall be displayed together with 
the routes for manual fire fighting. The communication between the field and the control 
room is also very important.
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5 .7  R efuelling
During refuelling today much temporary equipment is installed in the control room 

for monitoring the refuelling sequence and to co-ordinate maintenance for the control rod 
drives.

It is a strong desire that such equipment shall be located permanently in the reactor 
operating desk which is a natural place for the reactor operator during a refuelling. As 
w ork is carried out simultaneously on the top and beneath the reactor vessel means must 
be provided in the control room to co-ordinate activities. Examples are interlocking of 
certain critical actuations, supervision with TV cameras, position indication o f the 
refuelling bridge and display of all needed information in the same location.

5.8  Testing

During and after an outage many different type of tests are carried out to verify 
system functions. They are often time consuming and on the critical time path o f  the 
outage. In order to optimise the refuelling such tests shall be more automated by different 
application software. Test results are reported automatically through the com puterised 
system.

5.9  Other
Other options for improvements during the modernisation are:

•  tools for analysing and supervision of critical maintenance actions e.g. work on the
primary system beneath the top of the core,

•  means for reduction of the work volume of the control room staff e.g. more local
testing after maintenance tasks,

• improvement o f the communication between control room and the field,
• improvements for certain specific actions during an outage. This may result in

many proposals for improvement of the detailed design of systems or procedures.

6 C onclusions.

The analysis phase has demonstrated that the top-down approach is very useful for 
interpretation o f the overall plant requirements. It is nearly a ’’m ust” if a major 
modernisation is planned or other than the original requirements m ust be met. It was also 
very fruitful for specification and purchasing o f systems. The co-operation o f the utility 
and reactor designer brought in both operational experience and experience from  later, 
built plants.

As always in a project, the influences of proposed modifications on the SAR (Safety 
Analysis Report) and the Technical Specifications must be studied as early as possible.

During the analysis phase an observation made earlier was confirmed. The control 
room  design for earlier NPPs is not optimal for refuelling outages. As the volum e of 
work during such outage will increase in the future this can be a safety risk.
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Event reports from Swedish NPP show an increasing number o f human errors 
during maintenance actions. For this reason more attention shall be paid to the ergonomic 
design o f tools to be used to carry out and to supervise maintenance and to line up 
systems for operation again.

For major modernisations the regulatory body shall be kept informed continuously 
from the start.

A general judgem ent is that the proposed modifications will reduce stress and make 
the plant more safe.

The proposed improvements for the different systems in the control room must be 
logical parts o f the integrated control room philosophy as well for outages and for other 
plant situations.
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Error Reduction in an Operating Environment

Humans ... at our best, we are imperfect machines. At our worst we 
create problems for imperfect machines and other humans. Our 
repeatability is awful. We get bored easily. We make our own 
decisions, in spite of good information and direction.
But, we are the best we have to work with.
Learning to manage human performance is perhaps the biggest 
challenge facing managers at nuclear power plants today. In 
spite of the fact that we are all human, we know much less about 
human performance than we do about plant performance. In 1992, 
Comanche Peak launched an ambitious program to manage human 
performance and reduce human performance errors. Since that 
time, we have reduced our error rate by 88% (see Figure 1)

o

Figure 1 Comanche Peak Total Error Rate: 1992 - present

and our significant error rate by 99% (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Comanche Peak Significant Error Rate: 1992 - present
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These large performance improvements were obtained not so much by 
coming up with a new idea, but by coming up with a way to make 
the old ideas work. To understand this program, and why it 
worked, it is first necessary to understand what programs already 
existed and why they were not enough.
The Basis: The three cornerstones for human performance
management are Procedures, Training, and Leadership. All three 
of these elements are oriented towards either teaching 
expectations or reinforcing them. Procedures (taken here broadly 
to mean written communications) when properly done creates an 
archive of best practices, expectations, and other efforts to 
provide a consistent message that avoids the imprecise 
limitations of verbal communication. Training teaches correct 
practices in an effort to make them understood and habitual. 
Leadership daily reinforces these to ensure that the desired 
understanding and behaviors don't drift from acceptable limits.

These three elements are the most accessible levers management 
has to address human performance issues, but they are not enough
to ensure the levels of reliability needed by a nuclear power
plant. Since the late 1970's several new programs have been
embraced to compliment them and some old elements have been
overhauled :



Error Reduction in an Operating Environment

Figure 4 Traditional Programs for Human Performance Management

Corrective Action Programs are feedback loops intended to correct 
problems when they occur and to learn from those problems in 
order to prevent recurrence of both the problems that occurred 
and a broader class of similar events. These programs track 
repair efforts, determine causes, track preventive efforts and 
provide feedback to the plant personnel. These programs were 
developed in the 1970s. Typical event investigations resembled 
Figure 5 below. Once culpability was established, the analysis 
was complete and the discipline and counseling could begin.

Operator 
Flips the 

Wrong 
Switch

Figure 5 Traditional Endpoint for Corrective Actions in the 1970$
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An old, but potent element is verbal Communication. Verbal 
communication takes place thousands of times every day. However, 
it is such a potent shaping factor for events involving more than 
one person, that small losses of information can create strong 
error provocations. Effective communication is needed up, down, 
and across organizations. Verbal communication suffers from 
imprecision due primarily to the human lack of repeatability. 
The same message is rarely said the same way twice. "Three way" 
communication is the latest effort to transform an activity as 
ancient as mankind into a repeatable, reliable tool.
Self checking1 is a very powerful technique for stopping and 
verifying intended actions prior to actually performing any act 
that would critically effect the intended outcome (e.g., flipping 
a switch, opening a valve, inputting a setpoint, hanging a 
clearance). It typically requires strong, daily support from 
leaders to ensure that self checking behaviors become routinely 
used. The mechanics of self checking vary by situation so a 
common implementation failing is telling workers to self check 
without explaining how to do it for each of the critical tasks 
performed. Also, similar to safety practices, classroom lectures 
are not enough. They must be reinforced in the workplace daily.
Trending2 of corrective action issues complements the analysis of 
single events. Analytical techniques are used to identify when 
corrective actions are not preventing recurrence, and where the 
frequency of events may increase the risk to the plant where the 
significance of each individual event may not.
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) techniques are most effectively applied 
to solve equipment performance problems. RCA is just a logical 
method for breaking down a problem into cause and effect elements 
that can be proven and addressed. The techniques rely on 
demonstrating cause and effect, typically in a linear model. 
Examples include Events and Causal Factor Charting3, Barrier

1 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (1992) Self Checking. (INPO 92-010)-.
2 Station Performance Trending. A paper on Trending Good Practices devèloped 
through a joint utility effort. To be incorporated in the next revision of 
INPO 89-005, Guideline for the Use of Operating Experience. 1990. (currently 
in draft)
Minnick, L. E., and Reuland, W. B. (1988) . Guidelines for Analyzing and 
Trending Incidents in Nuclear Power Plants. Electric Power Research Institute. 
(NSAC-119).
3 EG&G Idaho, Inc. (1978). Events and Causal Factor Charting (SSDC-14, DOE 
76-45/14, Revision 1). P. 0. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, Id: System Safety 
Development Center.
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Analysis4, Fault Tree Analysis5, MORT^, Savannah River Root Cause 
Tree (now Taproot)7, Kepner-Tregoe8 .
At the time root cause analysis became widely used in utilities, 
the biggest problems facing the plant dealt with basics of 
getting the plant equipment to work right. Its adoption was 
driven by economics. The use of root cause analysis was most 
frequently embraced when it addressed issues involving power 
generation or serious regulatory issues. It won acceptance from 
management when it was able to address high profile events. It 
is best at fixing equipment and some procedural issues. Issues 
involving personnel performance and management performance were 
less often embraced because cause and effect were more difficult
to show, corrective actions more difficult to formulate, and the
effectiveness of corrective actions were more difficult to 
determine.

INPO's Human Performance Enhancement Program (HPES)9 is less 
rigorous than formal root cause analysis. It specializes in
human performance issues and focuses on items over which
management had some control. Successful implementation relies on 
the analyst’s intuition to complement analysis. Thus, it 
requires a skilled, seasoned worker with strong people skills to 
administer. It is typically a strong analytical technique if the 
right person applies it, but typically a dismal failure if the 
wrong person applies it. Interestingly, good root cause analysts 
are not automatically good HPES analysts and vice versa.
The most successful programs have had an HPES Coordinator who was 
respected and trusted by coworkers and had the ear of the plant 
manager. These programs typically have combined the cause 
analysis structure with an intuitive approach to problem solving

4 EG&G Idaho, Inc. (1985). Barrier Analysis (SSDC-29). P. 0. Box 1625, 
Idaho Falls, Id: System Safety Development Center.
5 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (1981). Fault Tree Analysis (NUREG-04 92).
6 Johnson, W.G. (1980). Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) safety 
assurance systems. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc.
7 Paradies, M.W., and Busch, D. A. (1986) . Savannah River Experience Using 
a Cause Coding Tree to Identify the Root Cause of an Incident. Workbook 
Notebook; Third Annual NSAC/ORSERG Workshop. Palo Alto, Ca: Electric Power 
Research Institute.
® Kepner, C. H. And Tregoe, B. B. (1981) The New Rational Manager, 
Research Press, Kepner-Tregoe, INC.
^  I n s t i t u t e  o f  N u c l e a r  P o w e r  O p e r a t i o n s  (1 9 8 8 )  Human Performance Evaluation System 
(HPES) Coordinator Msmual. (IN P O  8 6 - 0 1 6 ,  R e v i s i o n  1 ) .
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(i.e., the analyst could recognize some of the causes absent 
proof and could convince others) . HPES is good at solving 
"tangibly driven" errors such as procedure problems, 
communication problems, personnel/equipment interface problems, 
environmental problems, and traps. HPES is not good at solving 
"intangibly driven" errors (e.g., management/supervision induced 
errors and internal motivation induced errors).
Root Cause Analysis and HPES pushed the understanding of event 
causality back a level by looking at the defenses created to 
prevent human performance problems and why they failed in a given 
event.

active
error

flawed
defences

Figure 6 Human Performance Investigation from the Root Cause Analysis Era

Pressures impeding causal analysis and HPES:10

• Root Cause Seduction: A linear cause and effect model doesn't
account for the interaction between cause and effect for these 
types of errors. For example, in an organization with 
management out of touch, an increasing error rate can 
stimulate increased management pressure to perform. The 
corrective actions taken can add stress to the workers without 
addressing the causes. The increased stress can induce

■̂ -0 C a r r o l l ,  J .  (1 9 9 5 )  Incident Reviews. I n d u s t r i a l  & E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Q u a r t e r l y ,  V o l .  9 ,  

N o . 2 ,  1 7 5 - 1 9 7
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further errors. What then are the causes of these errors? 
Are they found in the circumstances surrounding the specific 
event or in the efforts to prevent it? Finding a root cause, 
even though not enough information is available to do so, 
satisfies one's desire to be able to say we know why something 
happened and what we can do to fix it.

• Sharp end focus: The "sharp end" is where the last human
barriers were located. External analysts tend to attribute 
causal accountability to personnel who were final barriers 
more so than to those whose roles may have been more 
substantial, but were earlier in the chain of events. As 
Carroll states, "It is the operators who 'touch things' that 
tend to be blamed when something goes wrong, not the engineers
who designed the modification.,#11

• Solution Driven Search: Analysts tend to form hypotheses as
to the causes of the event which are shaped by the structure 
of their analytical processes. Analysts further tend to focus 
on information supporting this hypothesis and discount 
information discrediting it. The supporting information
reinforces their hypotheses and increases their resistance to
counter information.12

• Acceptability of Conclusions: Conclusions and subsequent 
corrective actions are shaped by the cultural acceptability of 
those conclusions. Thus, a conclusion, and, therefore, 
solution which is more popular may be chosen over one which 
would be more effective.

• Other human error root cause methodologies have been developed 
(e.g., HPIP13), but they still face the same limitations.

Why aren't these programs enough? Most of the above programs 
have critical elements involving repetitive human behaviors. 
These behaviors are subject to the pressures of daily work 
practices which can cause bad habits to form. Merely knowing 
what is needed for successful performance is no more likely to be

1 1  I b i d . , p .  1 8 2

s t e r m a n ,  J o h n  D . (1 9 9 4 )  . Learning In and A b o u t  C o m p le x  Sys t e m s .  S y s te m  D y n a m ic s  
R e v ie w  V o l  1 0 ,  n o s  2 - 3 :  J o h n  W i l e y  & S o n s ,  L t d .  p p .  2 9 1 - 3 3 0

■*■3 P a r a d i e s ,  M. E t  a l .  ( 1 9 9 2 )  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  NRC's Human Performance Investigation 
Process (HPIP), (N U R E G /C R -5 4 5 5 , S I - 9 2 - 1 0 1 ,  V o lu m e  l )  . N u c l e a r  R e g u l a t o r y  C o m m is s io n .
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successful than knowing about exercise and diet will cause weight 
loss. Some mechanism is needed to induce the desired behaviors 
on a continuous, self correcting basis.
Performance Enhancement Program: Comanche Peak's Performance
Enhancement Program was adopted to address this need. The 
process represents a further step back from the rigor of event 
causal analysis. Rather than addressing the specific causes of 
the daily human performance events, it seeks to address a generic 
root cause analysis of a large class of events. Based on this 
analysis, it establishes expectations for management, 
supervisors, and workers and then tracks error rates in order to 
monitor the successful implementation of these expectations.

The logistics of the program are as follows:

• Plant events are reported on a common form. A committee 
screens these forms each day. One of the screens is to 
identify apparent errors. Apparent errors are events that 
appear to have been substantively caused by inappropriate 
human actions.

• The errors are categorized into three categories: Significant
personnel errors, personnel errors and trend only errors.

• Responsibility is assigned at an organization level (e.g., 
I&C, RP, etc.)

• An appeal process is available if subsequent facts show the 
event is not an error.

• Events over one year old at the time of discovery are 
excluded, since the intent is to give feedback while the 
behaviors surrounding are still known by the involved 
personnel.

• Supervision is intended to be the primary focus of the 
program. Root cause analysis was adequate to "lynch the 
guilty" (i.e., to bring accountability to the working level). 
But the cause and effect of supervision is intangible. A 
group's error rate is a measurement of leadership, even though 
the individual events cannot be causally linked to failures of 
leadership.

• A Performance Enhancement Review Committee is convened for 
each significant personnel error. The committee is made up of

3 9 3
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the Plant Manager or Vice President, a Training manager, the 
HPES Coordinator, and a representative of the performance 
enhancement program. The committee meeting provides direct 
communication between senior management and workers as to why 
prior efforts to prevent the event did not work. At least one 
peer of the effected workers is present. (If the peer would 
have made the same error, then the problem is possibly
systemic). The responsible supervisor and manager are 
present. The focus is the presumed failure of management
controls: Why didn't the barriers put in place work, and why
didn't management know that the barriers would fail? Senior 
management attitude and control is critical.

* The meetings have to be non-punitive (very hard to do,
harder still to convince workers you are doing it).

■ The focus should look at which barriers worked and which did 
not.

■ Barriers were put there by managers and monitored by 
managers for effectiveness.

Errors are trended to track performance. The number of errors 
are normalized by man-hours to account for changes in the work 
load (particularly during outages), thus giving an error rate. 
The group's error rate is compared to the same group's prior 
error rate since reporting thresholds vary by reporting group. 
Absolute rates are not meaningful, but changes in the error 
rate are (decreases are good!). Trending by different time 
spans reveals both short term changes in the work process and 
long term changes in the work culture.

Site Personnel Error Rates

I i 1 I I I I I I i I I | I I I | 5
' Long Term R*te -  -  -  -  Short Term R*te

Figure 7 Typical Error Rate Curve
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• Statistical process control charts14,15 are used to monitor 
changes in error rates.

Personnel Error Statistical Process Control Chart

Figure 8 Control Chart for Detecting Changes in Error Rates

• Changes in the error rate signal changes in the work
environment. This could be a change in the error rate or it 
could be a change in the reporting threshold. To distinguish 
between these two conditions, we look at the percent of errors 
self-reported and the ratio of significant to total errors, or 
ask the people.

• If the error rate is not addressed, the continued rise effects
higher level organization rates, putting pressure on
successive layers of management. This causes mounting levels 
of pressure to fix the problem while bringing increased 
resources to bear.

The connection between cause and effect is difficult to prove in 
human performance issues. As discussed above, some solutions 
never get implemented because the conclusions underlying them 
can't be proven, and are, therefore, unpopular. By being able to 
measure success in the form of error rate reductions, otherwise 
unpopular solutions can be tried. This allows solutions 
targeting unprovable influences (error provoking precursors) in
addition to the more easily identified flawed barriers (see
figure 9 below).

N e l s o n ,  L lo y d  S . ( 1 9 8 4 ) .  The Shewhart Control Chart - Tests fo r Special Causes. 
J o u r n a l  o f  Q u a l i t y  T e c h n o l o g y :  V o l  1 6 ,  N o . 4 .  p p .  2 3 7 - 2 3 9

N e l s o n ,  L lo y d  S .  (1 9 8 5 )  . Interpreting Shewhart Xbar Control Charts. J o u r n a l  o f  
Q u a l i t y  T e c h n o l o g y :  V o l  1 7 ,  N o . 2 .  p p .  1 1 4 - 1 1 6 .
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active
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f l a w e d
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Figure 9 Known but Unprovable Causal Factors Added to Analysis 

Program Strengths:

• It drives change when change is needed, 
improving error rates are left alone.

Organizations with

• It gives quick feedback on progress. The classifications
don't wait on the final determination of cause; they are made 
typically within 24 hours of the discovery of the event.
Therefore, the error rates are very fresh.

• Multilevel analysis of the data is possible (e.g., on the site
level, a multi-departmental level, a departmental level, a
group level.

• The data can be correlated with other trends in the event
database.

• The error rate trends tell when changes based on a single
event (including corrective actions for errors) are
inappropriate. For example, if the error rates are strongly
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declining, then corrective reactions to a single error may be 
counterproductive since changes are likely to interrupt the 
overall progress being obtained.

Program Downsides:

• While the error rate can be a very effective signal that 
something has happened, it doesn't yield information on what's 
happened! This frustrates management. If you don't prepare 
them for this, it can undermine their confidence in the 
program.

• It also induces a tendency to argue the numbers vice explore 
what the data is signaling.

• The fact that there is no clear cause and effect relating 
events makes results suspicious to some.

• It creates pressure on supervision to perform without giving 
any hints on how to do it.

• It is a blunt tool.

• It can be brutal on supervisors who want to change but don't 
know what to do.

• It can provide a disincentive to report.

• As the program is successful, the amount of data shrinks and 
the meanings of trends become less clear.

Management Actions Needed for Success:

• Absorb the pressure from the process without passing it on to 
the workers.

• Rigorously encourage continued reporting of events, even when 
it might hurt the department's error rate.

• Daily reinforce expectations, correct undesired behaviors and 
commend desired behaviors.
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Figure 10 Human Performance Initiatives 1992 - 1997

In addition to the performance enhancement program, several other 
programs were developed to extend the tools for managing 
performance.
Human Performance Days were established to teach basic human
performance issues. These are days in which the entire site 
stands down from work for approximately two hours to discuss
human performance tools, such as the Cue list from INPO's self
checking good practice or INPO's Anatomy of an Event, and to 
celebrate performance accomplishments. These days are scheduled 
prior to periods of increased risk, (for example, at Comanche
Peak, during the late May-early June time frame, errors increase. 
We think this is due to vacation being taken once school lets 
out). In the case of the largest risk of increased error rates, 
unit refueling outages, an additional human performance day is 
scheduled for the middle of the outage. During the rest of the 
year, the days are distributed with one about every 3 months.
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Comanche Peak's Behavior Equals Accident Reduction16 (BEAR) 
program is oriented to industrial safety. Industrial safety 
events are analyzed for the undesirable behaviors associated with 
the events. Behaviors have an advantage over causes in that 
behaviors can be observed in the workplace without requiring an 
event to take place. The behaviors are redesigned to a more 
desirable sequence and workers are trained on them. Observers 
monitor the presence or absence of the behaviors in the 
workplace. Where undesired behaviors are observed, the workers 
are given immediate, confidential feedback. Generalized
statistics from these observations are trended to monitor 
progress and to identify additional behaviors needing to be 
addressed.
In order to find (and steal) new, good ideas, Comanche Peak 
sponsored two workshops on root cause analysis and trending.
This workshop attracted analysts from all over the world and has 
been picked up by a group of utilities. Houston Power and Light 
is hosting the 1998 workshop in San Antonio.
Comanche Peak's self-assessment program is a site wide program in 
which each department forms a team to assess their performance at 
least annually. These teams are run by the department and tend 
to have representatives from the department, the department's 
customers and main interfaces, the Nuclear Overview department, 
and industry peers. Strong senior management support encourages 
critical realistic assessments. Team members receive training on 
self-assessments. Comanche Peak's most recent SALP report 
frequently cites the self-assessment program as a strength in 
each SALP area.
What is the next step?

• Address the downside of performance enhancement

■ Doesn't tell where to look => need to know what's 
not working,

■ Defensive reaction to being tagged with an error => 
need to collect data when there's no error present,

■ Supervision needs to know what to do => needs 
something observable, and

16 TU Electric behavior observation program for industrial safety based on 
model program by Behavioral Science Technology, Inc.

7  n  a
j  > 9
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■ Reduced data with success of the program => Need to 
increase data capture.

• Alternative Is Change the paradigm.

■ Encourage self-reporting by declaring " amnesty" 
for self-reported events.

■ The events would count toward site total, but not 
departmental goal.

■ Monitor ratios of self-reported to other errors.

■ Possibly set goals for rate of self-reporting (more 
is good!)

• Alternative 2 : Force an increase in first line
supervision's percentage of time coaching and counseling 
"in the field".

■ Increase reporting of prior unreported events

■ Increase knowledge of intimate details of daily work 
effort which collectively drive many of the events.

■ Force management to deal with issues keeping 
supervisors tied to their offices.

• Alternative 3: Target specialized initiatives with
clusters of performance issues-^. e.g.,

■ Circadian training for shift workers

■ Deferring maintenance away from high risk times of 
day

■ Reducing number of people in Control Room during 
start-ups

■ Task analyses from critical tasks.
• Alternative 4: Behavior observations

■ Look at significant events and identify 
" behaviors" associated with the e v e n t s 1 ^ # 
(Behaviors must have influenced severity).

H u g h s ,  G . (1 9 9 4 )  Keeping i t  simple and Getting Results. W o rk b o o k  N o t e b o o k ;  E l e v e n t h  
A n n u a l  NSAC/ORSERG W o r k s h o p .  P a l o  A l t o ,  C a :  E l e c t r i c  P o w e r  R e s e a r c h  I n s t i t u t e .
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■ Design " right way" for the behavior and train 
people on the right way.

* Do peer observations looking for occurrence of 
behaviors and give immediate feedback to observed 
workers.

■ Observers meet weekly with Plant Manager to discuss 
the findings. This helps insure observations take 
place and gives insight to Plant Manager on both the 
problems and the progress.

■ Calculate the percentage of time job done perfectly 
for both single observations and for groups of 
observations.

■ Set goals for percentages for each group.

■ Trend results.

Behaviors for Total Personnel Errors

5% 2%

16%

■  SELF 10 INADEQUATE ■  INFORMAL/MI □  BAD/INCOMPL
CHECKING REVIEW OF SSING ETE

DOCUMENTS COMMUNICATI ASSUMPTION
ON

■  INADEQUATE H i OTHER ■  FAILURE TO i §  FAILURE TO
PREPARATION/ ENSURE REFOCUS
REVISION OF BARRIER IN
DOCUMENTS PLACE

Figure 11 Behavior Breakdown for Observation Period

-1-® Daniels, Aubrey, C . ( 1 9 9 4 )  . Bringing Out the Best in People. McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
New York, N Y .
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Figure 12 Typical Trend of Behavioral Observations in Percent Observed Correct 

■ Use error rates as measure of success.
Hypothetical Examples of Behaviors : 
Imprecise communications (differing nomenclature leads to 
implicit assumption) coupled with self-checking leads to a wrong 
unit event.

With Unit 1 operating and Unit 2 in an outage, an operator
is tasked with isolating an RHR pump on train A, Unit 1.
Instead, he isolates the RHR pump on train A, Unit 2. In 
the prior week, the operator correctly performed this 
evolution on train B, Unit 1. He used the same procedure, 
had essentially the same pre-job brief. Trains A and B look 
very much the same in physical layout. Units 1 and 2 are 
mirror images of each other. All are properly labeled and 
color coded. In the tasks immediately before and after this 
event, the operator performed flawlessly. Past observations 
of the operator, and interviews of coworkers indicate that 
the operator is very conscientious about self-checking as 
part of the task. The only thing noteworthy discussed in 
the post event analysis was that during both this week's and 
last week's pre-job briefs, the pumps were referred to as 
"train A(B) RHR pump" with no specific discussion of unit. 
The operator doesn't know why he made the mistake; he thinks 
he may have been preoccupied with a problem he'd noticed on 
Unit 2 equipment earlier that day.
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Communication during the pre-job brief is a behavior that 
might have avoided the problem, but it can not be shown to 
have been a cause.
Self checking was performed (probably) but was not 
effective. This is an observable behavior, but a cause 
(it's more a statement of the problem than a cause).

Not checking package leads to missed QC holdpoint?
A mechanical foreman is responsible for reviewing a work 
package to identify what support from other organizations is 
needed. During one such review, the foreman fails to notice 
that buried in the midst of quality independent verification 
(QIV) holdpoints done by peers there is one holdpoint for 
which QC verification is required. The verification is 
performed as a QIV and quality control personnel are never 
involved. The foreman was experienced with both the task 
(infrequent, but performed several times in the past) and 
with the work order format.
The method for package review can be analyzed for desirable 
behaviors. Those behaviors can make such events less 
likely, and can be monitored in the routine work. Their 
absence or presence do not explain the slip and are not 
causes of the events.

High Radiation Area not locked
Placement of a used filter in a fuel building storage room 
resulted in the room's becoming a high radiation area. An 
RP tech was sent to lock the room. To ensure that only RP 
keys would open the door, he obtained an RP core, removed 
the core from the existing door lock, installed the new 
core, pulled the door closed. Later that day, an NRC 
inspector noticed the changed posting on the door, tested 
the lock, and found the door unlocked. The RP tech had 
successfully performed this evolution many times in the 
past. The door was different from others in that it did not 
automatically lock when pulled shut.
Although it is tempting to assign responsibility to the 
difference in door design, there is no evidence that it 
played a role.
The physical "rattling" of a door to check the lock is an 
observable, easily established behavior.

4 03
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Chosen Alternative: Proactive Interventions and Indicators for
Human Performance:

Figure 13 Human Performance Initiatives Under Development

In order to understand how to develop meaningful indicators of 
future human performance, one must first be able to model the 
cause and effect relationship for such events. From such a 
model, one can identify those key indicators which precede human 
performance events and whose presence have a substantive 
influence on the outcome.
Strategies for crafting effective performance indicators can be 
seen by examining the "Anatomy of an Event"19 shown in Figure 14 
below:

19 Muschara, A and Reeder, T. Human Performance Fundamentals Course Student 
Notebook. National Academy for Nuclear Training, Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations, Atlanta, Ga.
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Error Provoking 
Precursors

Figure 14 Variation on INPO's Anatomy of an Event

This model can be reduced to four major areas that could yield 
proactive indicators:
The first area that could yield performance indicators is 
e l i m i n a t i n g  t h e  " t r i g g e r  e v e n t " .  This triggering event is often 
an active error (an error for which there is an immediate adverse 
consequence). The frequency of behaviors associated with active 
errors could be sampled and used as indicators of the probability
of triggering an event.20 The reaction to such indicators would 
be to reduce the number of active errors. There is relatively 
quick feedback as to whether one's actions are well targeted. As 
such, this is the area most utilities use to attack error rates. 
If the program is successful, the amount of available data will 
drop and the meaning of the indicator will diminish.
The second fruitful area concerns f i n d i n g  a n d  f i x i n g  t h e  f l a w e d  
d e f e n s e s  a n d  e r r o r  p r o v o k i n g  p r e c u r s o r s .  To construct
indicators, one must look at worker and leader behaviors 
associated with finding problems and fixing them, and one must 
look at organizational factors concerning whether such behaviors
are supported or discouraged.21 One such program would be a work

20 This area clearly meets the burden of having a substantive influence on the 
outcome of the event. It can be considered proactive because the behaviors 
associated with active errors occur without adverse consequences throughout 
the work process. Therefore, the rate of occurrence of such behaviors is a 
measure of the probability that they will occur when the right latent errors 
are present to turn the error into an event.
21 This area meets the burden of "substantive influence" by virtue of the 
fact that for systems with multiple layers of protection, flawed defenses and, 
to a lessor extent, error provoking precursors must be present at the time of 
the active error for the event to occur. Reducing the average age of these
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place observation/behavioral monitoring program that looks at 
both workers and leaders. The leader observations are probably 
the most critical of the two. This would be coupled with an 
organizational assessment that would need to be performed 
periodically. The program should encourage the desired behaviors
and factors and discourage the undesired ones22.
The third area is in the actual g e n e r a t i o n  o f  f l a w e d  d e f e n s e s  a n d  
e r r o r  p r o v o k i n g  p r e c u r s o r s  (i.e., if we do it right the first 
time, we don't have to worry about finding and fixing the
problems before they bite us)23. At first sight, behaviors and 
organizational factors for this area would be similar to those 
for fixing active errors. In both cases, the strategy is to 
improve the efficiency of the work such that errors are 
decreased. Unlike active errors, efforts to reduce rates of 
latent errors lack short-term feedback. This means they lack a 
built-in mechanism that allows in-process improvement of 
effective solutions while abandoning ineffective ones.
The fourth area is in the r e a c t i o n  o f  w o r k e r s  to trigger events 
or active errors. This area focuses primarily on mitigating 
rather than preventing the event. Most utility training programs 
have long focused on this area. As this area does not prevent 
events, it is unlikely to be useful for large scale event 
reduction.

factors (fixing the problems) reduces the number present at the time of the 
error and, therefore, reduces the probability of the event. Both flawed 
defenses and error provoking precursors precede the event, so this indicator 
would be proactive.
22 In many organizations, finding and fixing problems starts with an 
admission of "guilt" and involves diverting resources from "important" tasks. 
Thus the organization that finds and fixes more problems is generally- 
considered more problematic. Organizations which truly support these 
activities are generally referred to as "enlightened". The reason they must 
be enlightened is that there is a act of faith involved in launching such 
corrective actions. As discussed above, cause and effect chains are blurred 
under such conditions, so corrective actions are launched with the faith that 
"if we eliminate enough problems, things have to get better." The possibility 
that the diversion of manpower will not result in increasing problems in the 
short term is discounted by a similar act of faith.
23 This area meets the burden of "substantive influence" by virtue of the 
fact that flawed defenses and, to a lessor extent, error provoking precursors 
must be present at the time of the active error for the event to occur. 
Reducing the number of such factors reduces the probability of the event.
This is clearly proactive as it precedes the events typically by long 
stretches of time.
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Which to Use? In terms of "bang for the buck", the biggest for 
relatively immature error reduction programs is to monitor active
errors24. As stated above, once a plant's efforts mature, this 
indicator will begin to lose its usefulness. Essentially, as the 
number of events begins to drop, the amount of data available 
with which to draw inferences also drops. Therefore, the time 
lag between the occurrence and feedback lengthens. Since much of 
the effectiveness comes from the feedback while the events are 
still fresh in the minds of the affected individuals, the success 
of the program adversely impacts it's future potential.

Of the remaining three areas, we suspect the one that looks at 
"finding and fixing" latent errors and error provoking precursors 
is the most "doable". Monitoring the creation of latent errors 
is more elusive and would have to come later. It is difficult to
prove this conclusion, but we believe it to be so25.

To implement a program based on "finding and fixing", programs 
such as Comanche Peak's BEAR program or Calvert Cliff's WRAP
program26 could be used as a model for the observation part. 
However, outside expertise would be needed to determine the 
behaviors associated with finding and fixing errors. Similarly, 
how to measure objectively the organizational factors supporting 
these behaviors would need similar expertise. Some sources where 
work of this sort has been performed are the University of

24 This is what Comanche Peak's Performance Enhancement program watched.
25 The logic discounting the area of "preventing latent errors" is based 
the large number of them present in the aftermath of an event. Essentially, 
if they were easy to spot before the event, we'd recognize their creation more 
frequently in our daily actions. We don't and so they must be difficult to 
recognize before the event, and almost invisible at the time of their 
creation. Similarly, for the area of "reactions to triggers", this area is 
necessarily after the trigger, so the event is in progress. It is unlikely 
that corrective actions targeted so late in the sequence of events will result 
in orders of magnitude improvements.
26 The BEAR and WRAP programs are behavioral observation/modification 
programs designed to identify critical behaviors associated with industrial 
safety. Although the framework is quite adaptable to the more general field 
of human performance, there are subtle differences from industrial safety 
human performance, and focused research would be required.
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Manchester27 (presumably under the guidance of James Reason) and 
the Brookhaven National Laboratory.28

Problems with Getting "Buy-in" for the Indicators: There is a 
significant gap between perception and reality in how cause and 
effect operates for human performance issues. In order to 
understand the issues involved in getting buy-in from the users 
of the indicators, one has to understand this gap.

Modeling Cause and Effect for Human Performance Issues: After an
event, people typically consider the relationship between cause 
and effect to be a simple linear one: if (cause 1 and cause 2 and 
cause 3, etc.) occur, then the event will happen. Each of these 
causes can be considered to be the result of similar causal
chains and so on. In the end, the event will happen if a
specific chain of causes occur. This view of cause and effect is
emotionally satisfying29 and tends to be true for equipment 
problems and to a lesser extent, for "trap-induced" human errors. 
(A trap-induced human error is an error that is caused by the 
circumstances surrounding the event so strongly that there is 
little chance of success once people are put in those
circumstances.) In this model, anything that aggravates or 
mitigates the event, but whose absence does not prevent the event 
are contributing factors.

At first blush, this model works for human performance events. 
Consider a simple event: a worker flips the wrong switch at a 
time in which there is also an error in the clearance for the 
work and a flawed design. This chain results in a spill of 
contaminated fluid. The above model would say that if the worker 
fails to self check and if the operator fails to align the 
clearance properly and if the worker fails to identify this error 
during a clearance walk down and if the engineer fails to design 
the system properly and if the post design testing fails to

27 Reason, James, Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents, to be published by Ashgate 
(Aldershot, UK) in the autumn, 1997, p. 104-123.
28 Haber, S.B., O'Brien, J.N., Metlay, D.A., and Crouch, D.A., "Influence of Organizational Factors 
on Performance Reliability," NUREG/CR-5538,1991.
29 Carroll, John S., Incident Reviews in High-Hazard Industries: Sense Making and Learning Under 
Ambiguity and Accountability, Industrial and Environmental Crisis Quarterly, Vol. 9, No. 2. 175-197
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detect this error, the spill will take place. Break these chains 
anywhere and the spill doesn't take place.

To understand why this model doesn't work, examine the first 
cause: self checking. The causes for failing to self checking 
cannot be mapped onto our simple model. A first-level model for 
the causes of this failure would likely look more like that shown 
in Figure 15 below:

active
error

flawed
defences

error
prevoking
precursors

latent
organizational
factors

Figure IS Typical Human Performance Issue Cause and Effect Chain
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Rather than clear cause and effect chains, this model can be 
considered as having causes connected to effects by probabilities 
of influence (represented by the arrows). Consider just one of 
the causal chains: the presence of understaffing causes a
probability of schedule pressure, but does not consistently cause 
schedule pressure. Schedule pressure in turn increases the 
likelihood that the employee's training is less than adequate to 
ensure that the operator will consistent flip the appropriate 
switch. The understaffing also directly decreases the likely 
efficiency of the training.
Repeatability is not a feature of human performance. Because of 
the probabilistic nature of the cause and effect relationships, 
all of the "causes" can exist and yet the event need not take 
place. For the above example, in spite of never having performed 
this job, and problems associated with training, with procedures, 
with schedule pressure and with supervisor feedback, the mechanic 
can operate the desired switch properly. In fact, this is often 
the more likely outcome.
This model also suggests that breaking the causal chain does not 
guarantee that the employee will operate the switch correctly. 
There is a probability that the employee will operate the wrong 
switch even in the absence of all of these causes.
So how does this impact buy-in? Several pragmatic problems emerge 
from this model with respect to performance indicators. The 
first problem involves the difficulty in satisfying management 
that what is being measured have a causal relationship to the 
frequency of events. The causal model of events is not the 
linear cause and effect that most people intuitively want. It is 
a nonlinear model of probabilities in which cause and effect 
links are blurred sufficiently that most people cannot "see" the 
resulting relationships. It doesn't result in the "warm, 
comfortable feeling" that most people use to validate' conclusions 
and thus make it difficult for decision makers either to accept 
or to initiate corrective actions.
A second problem is the difficulty in constructing corrective 
actions. Given the uncertainty involved in each of the causal 
links, corrective actions don't ensure that the next occurrence 
has been prevented, but must be constructed to preclude not the 
next event, but a majority of future similar events. One must be 
content with reducing the frequency of the event in lieu of 
preventing all such future events. This impacts the perceived 
usefulness for such indicators.
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A third problem is that the various probabilities intrinsic to 
the model are unlikely to be known. Therefore, the relative 
contributions of the causes are not known. Thus, even if one 
convinces everyone that the causes have been found, they can't be 
prioritized as to which are more important to fix.
Getting "Buy-in" for the Indicators: Creating indicators based on 
qualified expertise goes part of the way towards getting buy-in 
from the utilities. Getting expert acknowledgement is important 
for buy-in on a problem that lacks clear cause and effect and for 
which short term feedback is absent. However, to convince a 
skeptical audience, and to allow confirmation and prioritization 
of the targeted behaviors and factors, some method to link the 
monitored items to their effects is needed. The model in figure 
15 above may look like a root cause analyst's nightmare, but it 
is a commonplace model for the new field of "Knowledge Discovery 
in Databases" or "datamining" for which there are canned 
solutions30. It should be possible to build a mathematical model 
which takes the inputs (i.e., the leader and worker behaviors and 
the organizational factors over time) and accurately predicts 
the resulting error rates. This model, then, would provide the 
confirmation that the changes to processes and behaviors are 
necessary and, by allowing prioritization of the targeted 
cultural issues and behaviors. This is important because all 
such changes take a long time, and focusing on critical ones 
therefore saves time. Needless to say, this is also an area 
where outside expertise would be needed.
Conclusion: Just because we're human doesn't mean we can't learn
and improve. The effort to manage human performance is hard in 
part because the nuclear industry is already so good that 
learning opportunities are less common. Thus, when the lightning 
does strike, the number of latent problems available to combine 
can be larger. In order to manage future risks while maintaining 
low error rates, we must become as knowledgeable about the 
mechanics of human performance as we are about our plant 
performance. We must implement a wide variety of programs and 
do all of these things while operating plants that are making 
electricity more reliably and at a lower cost with record setting 
safety performance.

30 for examples see:
Hinton, Geoffrey E. and Jordan, Michael I. (1996). Learning Methods fo r  Prediction, Classification, Novelty 
Detection and Time Series Analysis

Musick, Charles R. (1994). B elief Network Induction. Dissertation for PhD at University of Ca., Berkley, p. 145.

Aha, David W. (1995). Machine Learning. A tutorial at the Fifth International Workshop on Artificial 
Intelligence and Statistics. Ft. Lauderdale, FI. p. 36.
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Complexity rating of abnormal events and operator performance

Per 0 iv in d  Braarud
OECD H alden Reactor Project
P.O. Box 173
N -1-751 Halden
Norway

Abstract

The com plexity o f  the work situation during abnormal situations is a major topic in a 
discussion o f  safety aspects o f  Nuclear Power plants. A n understanding o f  complexity and its 
impact on operator performance in abnormal situations is important. One w ay to enhance 
understanding is to look at the dimensions that constitute complexity for N PP operators, and 
how those dimensions can be measured. A  further step is to study how dim ensions o f 
complexity o f  the event are related to performance o f  operators.

One aspect o f  com plexity is the operator’s subjective experience o f  given difficulties o f  
the event. Another related aspect o f complexity is subject m atter experts ratings o f the 
complexity o f  the event. A definition and a m easure o f this part o f com plexity are being 
investigated at the OECD Halden Reactor Project in Norway.

This paper focus on the results from a study o f  simulated scenarios carried out in the 
Halden M an-M achine Laboratory, which is a full scope PW R simulator. Six crews o f  two 
licensed operators each performed in 16 scenarios (sim ulated events). Before the experiment 
subject m atter experts rated the complexity o f  the scenarios, using a Complexity Profiling 
Questionnaire. The Complexity Profiling Questionnaire contains eight previously identified 
dimensions associated with complexity. After com pleting the scenarios the operators received 
a questionnaire containing 39 questions about perceived complexity. This questionnaire was 
used for development o f  a measure o f  subjective complexity.

The results from the study indicated that Process experts’ rating o f  scenario 
complexity, using the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire, were able to predict crew 
performance quite well. The results further indicated that a measure o f  subjective complexity 
could be developed that was related to crew performance. Subjective com plexity was found to 
be related to subjective work load.
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Introduction

Complexity is a term often related to process control. For example Rasmussen and Lind (1981) 
stated that the complexity o f the operator’s work situation during abnormal plant operation is a 
major topic in a discussion o f  safety aspects o f  m odem  industrial installations.

A basic distinction can be made between ‘subjective’ and ‘expert rated’ complexity. An 
operator carrying out a scenario has a subjective experience o f the task and the situation. The 
operator’s perception o f  the complexity o f  the task can be labelled subjective complexity. A t 
the other hand the operator’s work situation for a scenario can be evaluated on complexity by 
persons w ith substantial knowledge o f process control o f  the relevant process. This kind o f  
rating is like asking ‘how  complex is this scenario for a typical operator’. This evaluation can 
be labelled ‘expert rated’ complexity. The term  ‘scenario’ complexity is sometimes used for 
process experts’ rating o f  the complexity o f  a scenario.

Complexity is often seen as related to performance. A description and a measure o f  the 
complexity o f  the operator’s work situation should relate to operator performance. This is the 
case for both expert rated complexity and subjective complexity.

Four areas of complexity

If  we exclude organisational factors and interaction between teams, four m ain parts that 
influence the complexity o f the work situation in a control room can be looked at as: the 
process; the interface; the operator or the team; and the operator’s tasks. This goes for both 
subjective complexity and expert rated complexity.

Another term  for process is system. The term ‘system com plexity’ is often used for this part o f  
complexity. Terms from ‘systems theory’ are often used to describe the characteristics o f  the 
task influencing the work situation, for example ‘number o f  components or variables,’ and 
‘number and degree o f  interconnection between variables and between subsystem s’.

For many tasks an interface is required between the process and the human to make the human 
capable o f interacting w ith the process. W ithin process control the interface is highly focused 
among other to give a representation o f the process and the task, and to enable effective 
interaction and control over the process. Some o f  the broad issues o f  the interface are mode o f  
information presentation, presentation of overview information, level o f  detail and aggregation 
o f information, processing o f information, controls and action, alarm processing and alarm 
display. These are characteristics o f the interface that can have effect on the complexity o f the 
operator’s work situation.

What the operator or team  brings in to the situation is also a part o f  complexity o f  the work 
situation. W hat is a complex work situation for one operator or team  may be o f  different 
complexity for another operator or team. For example if  one team is highly trained on one
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scenario the team ’s perceived complexity o f the work situation may be low, while a team 
lacking this training may perceive the com plexity o f the work situation as high. For this part o f  
com plexity it is possible to focus on characteristics that is common to all operators or team s or 
characteristics that operators or teams vary about in coping w ith the com plexity o f  the work 
situation.

Leplat (1988) define task as ‘a goal to be attained in given conditions’. These conditions may 
be expressed according to three points o f  view: the states to be covered, the perm itted 
operations and the procedure.

These four areas o f com plexity were used in developing a measure o f  subjective com plexity in 
the study reported below in section ‘Structure and measure o f  subjective com plexity’.

Dimensions for complexity profiling of scenarios (Complexity Profiling 
Questionnaire)

The com plexity o f scenarios is useful to quantity among other for com parison between 
scenarios. This applies to scenarios for experiments and scenarios for validation purposes, and 
could also apply to real incidents. The complexity o f  a scenario can be an im portant factor that 
conceals other operator behaviour issues o f  interest.

In a previous study eight dim ensions (factors) o f  complexity was derived from a factor analysis 
o f  operator ratings o f scenario complexity. These factors were not explicitly derived according 
to the four areas o f com plexity proposed above, and were rather a totality o f  the four areas o f 
complexity. The names given to the factors and their explanation based on the questions w ith 
highest loading on the factors are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Eight dimensions (factors) of complexity

1. Root cause difficulties
To what extent does the initiating event: (a) mask symptoms o f  the disturbance, and (b) 
prevent getting feedback about a diagnosis?

2. Spread o f information
To what extent does the scenario generate problems: (a) finding the right information in 
the process formats, (b) finding the format containing the right inform ation, and (c) 
tracking and memorizing information collected from process form ats?

3. Confusion
To what extent does the scenario involve: (a) ambiguous or m isleading information, (b) 
instrumentation faults, and (c) missing parameters in the display?

4. Breadth o f information gathering and co-ordination
To what extent does the scenario demand: (a) awareness o f  the work carried out by 
other control room crew  members and external plant personnel, (b) extensive 
knowledge about the physical layout o f  the plant, and (c) the operator to combine 
information from different parts o f  the process and information systems?

5. Obviousness
To what extent does the available information fail to point directly to the fault? (High 
degree means that there are no indications pointing to the fault, or that there are 
indications pointing the crew in the wrong direction).

6. Attentional demand
To what extent does the disturbance: (a) produce a high num ber o f  alarms, (b) involve 
distractions in the control room (telephones, communication, audible alarms etc.), and 
(c) generate problem s in differentiating important from less im portant information?

7. Severity
To what extent does the fault challenge the safety o f the plant and require stabilization 
to be accomplished prior to diagnosis?

8. Temporal demand
To what extent does the scenario result in: (a) time pressure on the operator, and (b) 
many simultaneous tasks?
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These dim ensions were used to develop a ‘Complexity Profiling Q uestionnaire’. A  seven 
point scale was applied to each o f  the eight dimensions. The questions were formulated as in 
the table above.

Experiment: Complexity in Simulation of events 

Method

This experim ent was conducted using the Halden M an-M achine Laboratory (HAM M LAB) at 
the OECD H alden reactor project in Norway. The plant model simulates a PW R closely linked 
to the plant model used in the large scale training sim ulator at the Loviisa nuclear pow er plant 
in Finland. The sim ulator includes all systems and has sufficient scope to provide realistic 
operational characteristics.

The HAM M LAB control room uses relative advanced technology. Plant monitoring and 
process control are done via the displays (i.e., the process mimic displays). It is possible to 
access dedicated reference symbols in the process displays via the trackball to obtain detailed 
inform ation and to carry out process control. Controls are m ainly input through keyboard and 
mouse.

For this study advanced operator support systems w ere not employed.

Scenarios
Subject m atter experts with extensive Loviisa experience developed 16 scenarios that 
represented both high and low complexity situations. The scenarios were failure o f  generator to 
trip, reactor scram, reactor coolant pump LOCA, turbine trip, inadvertent emergency boration 
activation, condensate valve coupling failure, superheater malfunction and tc controller failure, 
air leakage in valve between condenser and ejector, turbine overspeed, oil in compressed air 
(pneumatic) system, loss o f  main transformer-extreme weather-snow, instrum entation line 
leakage, small LOCA, steam generator tube rupture, small feedwater leakage inside 
containment, and cycling o f  M SIV-secondary pressure transient-m ain steam line break.

Data Collection
The crews ran through the 16 scenarios in a randomised order. There were three breaks in each 
scenario for collecting operator responses (i.e., filling out questionnaires). The operator 
answered NASA TLX (see below) in the two last breaks. Each break lasted about three 
minutes. The subjective complexity ratings were collected directly after the scenario was 
finished.

Subjects
Twelve professional operators from the Loviisa nuclear power plant in Finland participated in 
this study. The twelve operators made up six crews with two operators per crew: one reactor
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operator and one turbine operator. The crew members had an average o f  about ten years o f  
control room  operating experience.

Measures

Com plexity P rofiling  Q uestionnaire

Each scenario was rated on complexity by four process experts previous to the study. The 
measure used was the ‘Complexity Profiling Q uestionnaire’ described above. The Intra Class 
Correlation for the ratings was .55 (p < .01). Though, the process experts w ere in substantial 
agreement about the rating o f  a scenario. The m ean rating o f  the four raters was used as the 
com plexity profile for a given scenario. The ‘Complexity Profiling Questionnaire’ was also 
obtained from  each operator after the scenario w as finished.

E xtensive questionnaire about com plexity

A questionnaire containing 39 questions about com plexity was administered to the operator 
after the scenario was finished. The operator rate the contribution o f  the 39 characteristics on 
making the scenario difficult to solve. A scale ranging from 0 to 10 was used where 0 meant 
no contribution and 10 meant large contribution. The questionnaire was administered to the 
operators for a subset o f  all the scenarios. Four out o f  the total o f  sixteen scenarios were 
randomly selected for each crew. Four scenarios rated by each o f  the twelve operators gave a 
total o f  48 scenarios where these 39 questions w ere asked. In this study the 39 questions were 
analysed to develop a measure for subjective com plexity as reported in section ‘Structure and 
measure o f  subjective complexity’ below.

Crew Perform ance: Operator Perform ance A ssessm en t System  (OPAS)

The OPAS (Skrâning, 1998) was used to measure crew performance. OPAS was designed to 
allow consistent and reliable expert ratings o f  crew  performance. The performance score from 
the system allows for comparison across differing scenarios. The system consists o f  three 
steps: scenario analysis, data collection, and perform ance calculation.

A scenario analysis was carried out for each scenario. The main goal, subgoals, and critical 
operator activities were identified through discussion w ith subject m atter experts. Operator 
activities were classified as detections, operations, and critical sequences o f  detections and 
operations. Operator activities were weighted according to their importance for completing the 
main goal. During the scenario a subject matter expert registered operator activities in real time 
concurrent with operator performance. The activities carried out by the operator and the 
weights o f  these activities determine the performance score. The total performance score range 
continuously from 0 to 100, where 100 was the best performance. For further description o f 
OPAS see Skrâning (1998).

In this study performance was measured for the crew  as a whole, and not for each operator in 
the crew.
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W ork load

N A SA  Task Load Index (TLX) was used as a measure o f  subjective workload. The rating scale 
consisted o f  six factors: m ental demand, physical demand, tem poral dem and, performance, 
effort, and frustration. The scale used was 11-point ranging from  0 to 100, w ere 100 was the 
highest work load.
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Structure and measure of subjective complexity

The Structure o f  subjective complexity deals w ith the questions o f  how to describe subjective 
complexity, and how to measure subjective complexity.

After completing the random ly selected four scenarios the operators received the questionnaire 
containing 39 questions about complexity. The 39 questions were first analysed according to 
the four areas o f  complexity. The 39 questions in the questionnaire were grouped into the 
proposed four areas for describing operators subjective complexity. Seven questions were 
grouped as belonging to the operator's perception o f  the process, 13 questions as belonging to 
perception o f  the interface, 16 questions as belonging to the perception o f  the operator him  self 
or the team, and three questions as belonging to perception o f the task. Each group o f  
questions was factor analysed, except for the perception o f  the task questions that were to few. 
The method o f  principal components was used for extraction o f  factors, and the criterion for 
deciding the number o f  factors was eigenvalue greater than 1. Normalised varimax rotation 
was applied to the factors.

The factor analyses for each group o f  questions identified two factors for the perception o f  the 
process questions, four factors for the perception o f  the interface questions, and four factors for 
the perception o f operator / team questions. Table 2 gives the names assigned to the factors 
within the three areas.

Table 2. Factors within areas o f  complexity.

Area o f  complexity Factors identified within each area o f  complexity

Perception o f the process ‘Root cause’

‘Distance and spread’

Perception o f  the interface ‘Spread o f  inform ation’ 

‘M issing inform ation’ 

‘Alarm load’

‘Correctness o f  inform ation’

Perception o f  the operator / team ‘Information gathering and knowledge’ 

‘Operating strategy’

‘Problem structuring’
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‘Specific Experience’

The questions with the highest loading on the factors for each o f  the three analyses are given in 
table 3 below. The table also includes the three perception o f the task questions.

Table 3. Results from factor analyses. The questions with the highest loading
on each factor. Including three questions grouped as belonging to the task.

Perception o f  the process
Factor loading

A l. Root cause
Faults mask each other .87
Faults seemed at first to be something else than they actually w ere .69

A2. D istance and spread
Distance between symptoms and their cause .87
Faults led to changes in many parts o f the process .81

Perception o f  the interface

B l. Spread o f  information
N eeded to combine information from different sources .83
Problems in finding the right information on the process form ats .75

B2. M issing information
Specific measurements or process parameters you needed
w ere not displayed .84
Overview information was lacking .68

B3. Alarm load
High number o f  alarms to investigate .77

B4. Correctness o f information
Some information did not seem to be correct .86
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Perception of the operator

C 1. Inform ation gathering and knowledge
To diagnose fault(s) required detailed knowledge on how circuits
and components actually works .82
N eed to obtain information from other crew members in the
control room to diagnose the fault(s) .76
A lot o f  information was required to diagnose the fault(s) .76

C2. O perating strategy
Several different alternative diagnoses to choose from 
(symptom in the process could be caused by different faults) .89
Problems identifying relevant procedures .81
It was difficult to get relevant feedback from the process 
when you tested a diagnosis .79

..table 3 continued

C3. Problem structuring
Difficulties in finding the chronological order o f  the problems
you observed (what happened first and last) .83
Need to keep track o f  what the other crew members are doing
to the process to understand the fault .74
Problems in differentiating important and less important information .72

C4. Specific Experience
The fault(s) are very rare (faults not likely to happen) .80
Lack o f  training on this type o f  fault(s) .68

Perception o f  the task

D. Task. (Three questions were grouped as belonging to the task. No factor analysis). 
Time pressure (too little time available)
Urgent need to act on the process to stabilise it (preventing you from 
continuing to diagnose)
Severity o f the fault(s) (severe consequences for safe operations)
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A measure o f subjective com plexity was calculated based on the results o f the factor analyses. 
A score for each factor w as calculated as the mean rating o f  questions w ith factor loading 
higher than .6. In addition one score was calculated for the task area as the mean operator 
rating o f  the three questions grouped as belonging to the task. The measure then has 11 scores, 
two for process, 4 for interface, 4 for operator, and 1 for task.

Experts’ prediction of crew performance, the Complexity Profiling 
Questionnaire

A measure o f complexity should relate to performance, as stated above. This study looked at 
the relation between the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire and crew performance. Prediction 
o f crew performance from the process experts’ rating o f  complexity dem onstrates criterion 
validity (Lewin, 1979) for the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire.

Crew performance was predicted from the eight dim ensions from the Complexity Profiling 
Questionnaire. M ultiple regression, standard method, w as used to  predict crew  performance 
from the eight dimensions from  the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire. The sixteen scenarios 
run through by the six crews made up 96 cases (N=96) for the analysis. The multiple 
correlation ( R ) was .64 (adjusted R2 = .36), and F(8, 87) = 7.70, p < .001. The performance 
score predicted by the m ultiple regression model and the observed performance score are 
plotted in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Process experts prediction. Predicted versus observed crew performance.

The R  = .64 (adjusted R2 = .36) indicates that the process experts rating o f  scenario 
complexity, using the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire, were able to predict crew 
performance quite well.

In the above multiple regression eight dimensions o f complexity predicted the performance 
score o f  the crew. A multiple regression, method o f backward stepwise regression, was used to 
identify the ‘best’ regression model and to examine if  fewer dimensions could predict 
performance. The highest possible adjusted R2 was the criterion for identifying the best model. 
The result o f  this was an equation with five dimensions that all were highly significant. The R 
= .64 (adjusted R2 = .38), F(5, 90) = 12.41, p  < .0001. The five dimensions and the 
standardised (beta) regression weights are shown in table 4 (for description o f  the dim ensions' 
see above).

Table 4. Crew performance predicted from process experts complexity rating.
Backward stepwise regression. Complexity factors (independent variables) and 
standardised regression weights.
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Factor

2. Spread o f  information

3. Confusion

4. Breadth o f  inform ation gathering and co-ordination

5. Obviousness

6. Attentional demand

weight

1.13***

- .46**

-1.02***

- .36** 

.32*
* p < . 0 5 .  * * p < . 0 1 .  * * * p < . 0 0 1 .

Two o f  the standardised regression weights were not in the expected direction. The weights for 
‘Spread o f  inform ation’ and ‘Attentional dem and’ indicate that crew perform ance increases 
when complexity increases along those two dimensions. The bivariate correlation between 
crew performance and each o f  the eight dim ensions were all negative except for ‘Attentional 
dem and’, which indicates that ‘Spread o f  activation’ may act as a supressor variable (Howell, 
1992). This somewhat complicated pattern o f  weights for the factors m ay indicate that the 
interaction between ratings o f  each dim ension is important for the process expert's prediction 
o f  crew performance.

The correlations between complexity dim ensions (factors) are all positive, ranging from  . 13 to 
.90. The reason for high correlations could be that the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire was 
not sensitive to dimensions o f  complexity, or that the process experts perceived the complexity 
dimensions be too similar within each scenario. These high correlations suggest cautious 
interpretation o f  the individual weights from the regression analysis.

To conclude, the experts rating o f complexity predict crew perform ance quite well. The 
relation between the pattern o f  the rated dimensions and performance w as complicated, 
suggesting that the interaction between rated dimensions was important for prediction o f  crew 
performance.

Subjective complexity, measured by the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire, 
and crew performance.

The experts' prediction o f crew  performance was compared to the m ultiple correlation between 
the operators’ rating following the scenarios, using the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire, 
and crew performance. M ultiple regression was used to predict crew perform ance from  the 
crew ’s evaluation o f  the scenario. The sixteen scenarios run through by the six crews made up 
96 cases (N=96) for the analysis. R was .37 (adjusted R2 = .06), and F(8, 87) = 1.77, p = .09. 
The performance score predicted by the multiple regression model and the  observed 
performance score are plotted in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Operator’s ‘post-’ prediction. Predicted versus observed crew performance.

The adjusted R2 was .06 and the F statistic for the regression model was not significant (p < 
.09). This suggests that either the crew ’s evaluation o f dimensions o f com plexity was not 
related to crew performance, or alternatively the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire is not a 
good measure for subjective complexity. The second explanation is discussed below.

Subjective complexity, alternative questionnaire, and crew performance.

A measure o f  operator’s subjective complexity should relate the operator’s performance, as a 
measure o f  process experts’ complexity ratings should do.

The Complexity Profiling Questionnaire consists o f  eight rather extensive questions that 
represent the complexity factors. Each question comprises m ore than one issue o f  complexity. 
This may be efficient for process experts rating in general, how  complex the scenario will be 
for a typical operator. A possible methodological problem is that the eight questions o f  the 
Complexity Profiling Questionnaire were not well suited for the operator’s description o f  the 
experienced complexity. It is also possible that the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire is not 
sensitive to dimensions o f  process experts rating o f  scenarios as indicated above.
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For developm ent o f  an alternative measure o f subjective complexity 39 questions about 
complexity were given to the operators after finishing a scenario. The questionnaire, 
containing 39 questions, was administered to the operators for a subset o f  the scenarios. As 
previously mentioned in section ‘data collection’ the questionnaire was used only for four 
random selected scenarios. The twelve operators then rated four scenarios which gave a total o f  
48 com plexity ratings o f  selected scenarios.

The scores calculated for the 11 factors from the questionnaire described in section ‘structure 
o f subjective com plexity’ w ere used to predict crew performance. Twelve operators’ rating o f 
four scenarios each gave 48 cases for the analysis (N = 48). The results from the multiple 
regression, standard regression, were R = .67 (adjusted R2 = .28), and F (11, 36) = 2.62, p <
.01. The performance score predicted by the m ultiple regression model and the observed 
performance score are plotted in figure 3.

Figure 3. Operator subjective complexity. Predicted versus observed crew  performance.

The results suggest that a measure o f subjective com plexity can be developed that is related to 
crew (operator) performance. The m ultiple correlation o f  .67 and the adjusted R 2 o f .28 
indicated a substantial relation between subjective com plexity and crew performance. The
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rather low adjusted R2 o f  .28 compared to the multiple correlation of. 67 is mainly due to many 
predictor variables (eleven factors) compared to number o f  cases (N = 48). The adjusted R 2 
was quite higher for the regression model with fewer predictor variables as reported below.

A m ultiple regression, method o f  backward stepwise regression, was used to identify the ‘best’ 
regression model. The criterion for the best model was the highest adjusted R 2. The result o f  
the analysis was an equation with seven factors. The R = .66 (adjusted R2 = .44), and F (7, 40) 
= 4.47, p < .001. The seven factors and the standardised regression weights are shown in table
5.

Table 5. Crew performance and operator’s subjective complexity. Backward stepwise
regression. Complexity factors (independent variables) and standardised regression 
weights.

Factor weight

A I . Root cause - .54*

B 1. Spread o f  information .67* * *

B3. Alarm load - .49**

C l . Information gathering and knowledge - .45**

C2. Operating strategy - .22

C3. Problem structuring .47**

C4. Specific Experience .22
* p < . 0 5 .  * * p < . 0 1 .  ** *p< .0 0 1 .

Three o f  the weights were not in the expected direction, and two o f  these were significant. 
The bivariate correlation between crew performance and two o f the factors in table 5 were 
positive. The correlation was .09 (p = .50) between crew performance and ‘spread o f 
inform ation’ and .01 (p = .93) between crew performance and ‘problem  structuring’. The 
bivariate correlation between crew performance and the rest o f the factors in table 5 were 
negative. The bivariate correlation between crew  performance and the factors in table 5 
suggest that the directions o f the significant regression weights are in accordance with the 
factors individual relation with crew performance.
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The regression model suggests that the operator’s perception o f increased com plexity because 
o f ‘root cause’, ‘alarm load’, and ‘information gathering and know ledge’ were associated w ith 
decreased (actual) crew perform ance. A  perception o f  increased com plexity because o f  ‘spread 
o f inform ation’ and ‘problem  structuring’ were associated with increased crew  performance.

Process experts’ Complexity ratings and subjective work load.

Subjective work load was m easured during two o f the breaks during the scenario. A  mean 
work load o f  the two periods o f  the scenario was used in the following analyses.

There w as no correlation between workload and crew performance, r =  -.03, p =  .82.

M ultiple regression was used to predict the work load from the scores on the com plexity 
dimensions. The method o f  backward stepwise regression was used to identify the ‘best’ 
regression model. The criterion for the ‘best’ model was the highest adjusted R 2.

For the experts' ratings the best model was composed o f  five dimensions. The m ultiple 
correlation (R) between w ork load and the five dimensions was .61 (adjusted R 2 = .30). F(5, 
42) = 4.93, p < .001. The dim ensions and their standardised weights are shown in table 6.
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Table 6. Operators’ subjective work load and process experts’ complexity rating. Backward 
stepwise regression. Complexity factors (independent variables) and standardised 
regression weights.

Factor

1. Root cause difficulties

5. Obviousness

6. Attentional demand

7. Severity

8. Temporal demand
* p < .05. * * p < . 0 1 .  *** p < .001.

The negative weights for ‘root cause difficulties’ and ‘temporal dem and’ were not in the 
expected direction, since an increase in rated complexity was expected to predict increased 
work load. The bivariate correlation between work load and the dim ensions in table 6 were all 
negative. This means that an increase in the process experts’ rating o f  individual complexity 
dimensions was related to a decrease in operator’s subjective workload. ‘O bviousness’, 
‘attentional dem and’, and ‘severity’ can be seen as supressor variables that modify the effect o f 
‘root cause difficulties’ and ‘temporal dem and’ on work load.

Considering the bivariate correlations between work load and each complexity dimension, the 
relation between process experts’ rating o f  complexity and operator’s subjective workload was 
basically negative. The model given in table 6 indicates that the dim ensions togehter have a 
rather mixed relation to the operator’s work load.

Subjective Complexity and Subjective Work load.

For the operators subjective rating o f  complexity the best model w as com posed o f  four 
dimensions. R was .67 (adjusted R2 = .39), and F (4, 43) = 8.63, and p < .0001. The 
dimensions and their standardised weights are shown in table 7.

Table 7. Operators’ subjective work load and subjective complexity. Backward
stepwise regression. Complexity factors (independent variables) and standardised 
regression weights.

w eight 

- 1.33** 

1.33** 

.73** 

.51*

-1.15***
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Factor weights

B 1. Search for information . 15

B3. Alarm load - .1 9

C 1. Information gathering and knowledge .19

D l. Time pressure .50**
* p <  .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.

The bivariate correlations between work load and each o f  the dim ensions in table 7 were all 
positive. A n increase in an individual subjective complexity factor was associated w ith an 
increase in work load. Only the weight for ‘tim e pressure’ was significant and predicted work 
load in the expected direction.

Discussion

Process experts ’ complexity profiling o f  scenarios. The results from  previous studies suggest 
that eight dimensions could be used to represent the complexity o f  the operator’s work 
situation. Operator perform ance can be seen as the m ost important criterion against which 
expert rating o f  complexity should be related to. The results from the multiple regression 
analyses suggest that the experts’ rating o f  those dimensions, using the Complexity Profiling 
Questionnaire, predicted crew performance quite well. The ‘best’ dim ensions for predicting 
crew performance (in the expected direction) w ere found to be ‘confusion’ (i.e. am biguous or 
misleading information), ‘breadth o f  information gathering and co-ordination’ (i.e. awareness 
o f  the work carried out by other control room crew  members), and ‘obviousness’ (i.e. to what 
extent does the available information fail to point directly to the fault). The regression analyses 
demonstrate the validity o f the number and contents o f  complexity dim ensions identified. 
However, the high correlations between the com plexity factors, and com plicated pattern o f 
regression weights for the prediction o f  crew performance, suggest the opportunity exists for 
simplification and refinement o f  the Complexity Profiling Questionnaire.

The operator’s subjective complexity. A measure o f  subjective com plexity should be related to 
(actual) operator performance. The Complexity Profiling Questionnaire was able to 
successfully relate subjective complexity to perform ance. However, a measure based on 
detailed questions about complexity was able to relate subjective com plexity to crew 
performance. The ‘best’ dimensions for predicting crew  perform ance (in the expected 
direction) w ere ‘root cause’ (i.e. faults mask each other), ‘alarm load’ (i.e. high numbers o f  
alarms to investigate), and ‘information gathering and know ledge’ (i.e. to diagnose the faults 
required detailed knowledge o f  how circuits and com ponent actually work).
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As opposed to the experts’ rating o f  com plexity, subjective complexity was clearly related to 
subjective work load in the expected direction. An increase in subjective com plexity was 
related to an increase in subjective work load. There was no correlation (r = - .03) between 
operator’s work load and crew performance. Subjective complexity was found to be related to 
both work load and crew performance. A m ultiple correlation was found between subjective 
com plexity and crew performance, and between subjective complexity and work load. One 
possible interpretation is that part o f  subjective complexity is dependent upon the operator’s 
perception o f  how hard one has to work in a scenario, and at the same time somewhat 
independent o f  actual performance.

Further studies o f complexity will aim at enhancing and refining the measure for subjective 
complexity. The number o f questions required to cover the dimensions o f  complexity could be 
reduced, by using only those questions with highest loading from factor analysis. The 
sensitivity o f  the measure could be enhanced by covering more factors within the four areas o f 
complexity discussed, e.g. increase the num ber o f  questions dealing w ith the perception o f  the 
task. These additional factors will be identified and investigated in future experiments.
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ABSTRACT

A goal of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is 
to ensure safety in the application of digital equipment 
upgrades to nuclear power plant control rooms and local control 
stations. One of the areas of specific interest is the 
integration of digital technology into existing analog control, 
display, and information systems and the implications of such 
integration for operators in regard to their use of this new 
equipment to safely operate the plant. This paper is a 
discussion of human performance issues related to the 
introduction of such digital equipment into operating nuclear 
power plants.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of digital technology in nuclear power 
plant control rooms and local control stations has resulted from 
a combination of factors, including the degradation of analog 
electronic systems, the difficulty obtaining replacement parts 
for such systems, and the enhancements offered by digital 
technology (e.g, greater flexibility and self-test features). 
One of the areas of specific interest to NRC is the integration 
of digital technology into existing analog control, display, and 
information systems and the implications of such integration for 
operators in regard to their use of this new equipment to safely 
operate the plant.

The NRC staff has had experience with the review of digital 
systems for current operating reactors. This experience 
includes the following. (1) Review of initial operating license 
applications under Section 50.34 of Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.34). (2) Review of applications 
for amendment of license or construction permit under 10 CFR 
50.90. (3) Audits of changes to the licensee facility under 10

CFR 50.59. (4) Review of operational events at licensee 
facilities.1

With respect to the currently operating reactors, the NRC 
staff would review the application of digital technology if the 
introduction of such technology posed an unreviewed safety 
question, or if the digital technology was identified as a 
potential factor in an event at an operating reactor.

This paper gives an overview of some of the staffs human 
performance findings as a result of reviews of operating reactor 
events. Five operating reactor events are discussed in an 
attempt to (1) identify what humanrsystem interface (HSI) 
characteristics contributed to these events and (2) determine 
if any generic weaknesses in the design implementation process 
contributed to the events.

II. OPERATING REACTOR EVENT REVIEWS

A. Event 1 - Reactor Trip During Operation of Full- 
Range Digital Feedwater Control System (FRDFCS)

During a 1993 refueling outage, a licensee installed an 
FRDFCS on one of its units to replace its analog predecessor 
which was prone to control system-inducedtransients. During 
the power ascension activities after the refueling, a reactor 
trip occurred at approximately 3% reactor power as a result of 
low steam generator (SG) level. Before the trip an operator had 
placed the FRDFCS in manual mode after observing divergent 
oscillations in water level indication. In an attempt to 
control level manually, the operator was not able to maintain 
water level above the low SG level trip setpoint and the reactor 
tripped.
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Subsequent root cause analysis showed that aspects of the 
feedwater modification process, including operator training, 
simulator modelling of the expected FRDFCS response, 
communications between persons in different disciplines 
involved with the modification, and the control system HSI 
design contributed to the event.

Factors contributing to the event included the 
following.

(1) Operator training on manual operation of the feedwater 
bypass valve controller under low power conditions was 
inadequate.

(2) The simulator model did not adequately represent the 
expected large SG level oscillations experienced during the 
initial startup testing or post-refueling power ascension.

(3) The operators did not have an adequate understanding of the 
response characteristics of the digital controller in that he 
attempted to "bump" the valve open using short intermittent 
keypresses, which translated into negligible changes in valve 
position demand (each keypress is equivalent to 0.1 % demand)

(4) Personnel involved in the initial startup testing of the 
system did not adequately communicate their observations of 
large oscillations SG level at low power levels.

(5) Operators perceived that the new digital controller did not 
provide as fine a feedback of incremental manual manipulations 
as the "floating needle" indication of the old analog system.

(6) Although the digital controller was capable of providing an 
alpha-numeric readout of the valve demand signal in a secondary 
display mounted on the side of the controller, it would have to 
be placed in an abnormal operating configuration in order to 
access this information. Operators were not trained to use this 
secondary display.

B. Event 2 - Loss of Digital Overhead Annunciator 
(OHA) System

In 1992 a licensee installed a microprocessor-based OHA 
system during a scheduled refueling outage to resolve human 
engineering discrepancies identified during the licensee's 
detailed control room design review. New design features 
resulting from the installation included relocation of alarm 
windows, modification of auditory annunciators, and 
modification of the function of approximately 30 alarm windows. 
Additionally, a silence button was added to decrease the 
extraneous control room noise during multiple reflash alarm 
events.

In December 1993, the nuclear control operator (board 
NCO) received an alarm on the auxiliary alarm printer regarding 
the restoration of the "Chilled Water Expansion Tank Level - Low 
to Normal" indication. The board NGO observed that the 
corresponding OHA system window did not alarm as expected and 
further noticed that the clock on the OHA system cathode ray 
tube (CRT) display was not updating. The board NCO notified the 
other shift NCO of the situation. The second NCO, who believed 
he knew how to reset the system, relieved the board NCO and reset 
the system without procedural guidance. The operators then 
discussed the situation with shift management, who notified 

. additional licensee personnel. An OHA system engineer performed 
additional diagnostic tests to ensure the operability of the 
system. Subsequently, the licensee completed a test procedure 
to check the functionality of the system. The test confirmed 
that the system functioned properly; however, it also revealed 
that the system could be "locked up" if an operator initiated a 
specific input twice while the system was connected to the wrong 
computer port.

Subsequent review of the event showed that inadequate 
system design (e.g., lack of indication of system status), 
inadequate procedural guidance on normal operation and abnormal 
performance of the OHA system, and lack of adequate operator 
training on the use of the system were key contributors to the 
event. The most plausible root cause was determined to be 
keyboard entry errors coupled with a mispositioned system panel 
switch.

Factors contributing to the event included the 
following.

(1) Procedural guidance for operation of the OHA system was not 
followed when an operator attempted to obtain historical



information from the system. The action probably led to 
the failure of the OH A system.

(2) Procedural guidance to mitigate a loss-of-annunciator 
condition or use of alternated control room indications was 
not developed prior to the event.

(3) Operator training on loss of annunciation was not conducted 
as part of system implementation.

(4) Operators were not cognizant of indications of OH A system 
failure and were not trained to routinely verify proper 
system operation.

(5) Operators had no guidance on what alternative control room 
indications should be used or what compensatory measures 
should be taken during such an event.

(6) Training lesson plans and system descriptions were not 
developed as part of the OH A implementation process.

(7) The HSI did not provide adequate indication of system 
failure (i.e. no indication of system status after keyboard 
input and failure of alarm windows designed to detect 
system faults to perform intended function).

C. Event 3 - OH A System Failure

In October 1995, while the unit was shut down and 
defueled, a failure of the digital OHA system occurred that was 
not readily apparent to the operating crew. The OHA system was 
inoperable for approximately 30 minutes before an operator, 
verbally informed of a high sump level, recognized that the 
applicable OHA system window had not illuminated and that a 
problem existed. The crew used normal and abnormal operating 
procedures for the OHA system in an attempt to reset the system 
with limited success. After about 3 hours the licensee declared 
an alert. Subsequent actions by the OHA system engineer to 
reset the system and perform some diagnostic testing were 
successful, the system was returned to service, and the alert 
was terminated.

Subsequent review of the event showed that inadequate 
OHA system operating procedures, lack of operator training, and 
inadequate response of the system contributed to the event.

Factors contributing to the event included the 
following.

(1) Operator training on the OHA system did not adequately 
coverall indications of system failure (e.g., incomplete 
failure of sequential event recorder (SER) A to transfer to 
SER B).

(2) Expected indications of system failure were not presented 
(e.g., clock on the CRT used for alarm processing did not 
stop updating as a result of system failures).

(3) The HSI design was modified because of a previous failure 
of the OHA system. The modifications included adding a 
panel annunciator and auditory alarm. These modifications 
did not perform their intended function during the event

(4) Procedures for recovering the OHA system after failure of 
the SER were inadequate (i.e., procedure directed operators 
to reset the SER instead of manually switching to the 
alternative SER).

(5) Procedural tests to determine system status were cumbersome 
and lengthy. Operators resorted to using the "lamp test” 
to determine system status, which was not adequate for the 
circumstances.

D. Event 4 - Reactor Trip on High Torus Level (Digital 
Indication of Process Parameters)

On October 9,1995, during normal power operations with 
the reactor at 100% power, the engineered safety feature (ESF) 
automatically actuated when the pump suction path swapover on 
the high pressure coolant injection system portion of the 
emergency core cooling systems occurred as a result of a high 
torus water level. Operators were apparently unaware of the 
need to reduce torus level primarily because they believed 
sufficient margin existed before the trip setpoint 199.39 
centimeters (cm) (78.5 inches). The operators were relying on 
a digitally displayed level indication that is part of the 
safety parameter display system (SPDS) system because they 
believed the display, with output to 0.25 cm (1/10 inch) in 
alphanumeric readout, was more accurate than its analog strip 
recorder counterpart, which displayed to within 2.54 cm (1.00 
inch). At the time of the ESF actuation, the SPDS readout was



195.58 cm (77.0 inches). However, what the operators apparently 
did not recognize was that the digital readout from the SPDS was 
actually an average determined from the wide-range 
instrumentation, and that, in reality, the SPDS information was 
possibly less accurate than the analog-narrow range indication. 
In addition the control room simulator fidelity did not include 
"total loop" accuracy allowances. Through training, the 
operators were led to expect both the narrow- and wide-range 
indicators to read the same 199.39 cm (78.5 inches). The 
simulator did not accurately model the effect that drywell 
nitrogen makeup would have on torus water level. These 
simulator fidelity issues apparently contributed to operators 
relying on less accurate instrumentation for plant operation.

Factors contributing to the event included the 
following.

(1) Operators tended to rely too much on the digitally 
displayed information because it provided apparent 
indication with a finer scaling increment of 0.25 cm (1/10 
inch) than its analog counterpart of 2.54 cm (1 inch).

(2) The simulator did not accurately model torus water level 
under the conditions present.

(3) Operator training did not include information on the source 
of input for instrumentation in the control room.

E. Event 5 - Reactor Trip During Operation of Digital
Electrical Hydraulic (DEH) System

During the outage in the spring 1994, a licensee 
installed a new DEH panel in the control room. A similar panel 
was installed in the plant simulator to match plant 
configuration and to be used for operator training. The new 
panel was designed to maintain the functionality of the 
predecessor system and to appear nearly identical to the 
previous interface from the operators' viewpoint.

In October 1995 during routine overspeed surveillance 
testing of the turbine, an operator inadvertently mispositioned 
the " Overspeed Protection Controller " (OPC) keyswitch to the

"Overspeed Protection Controller Test" (OPCT) position instead 
of the ''Overspeed Test Permissive” (OTP) position. The 
mispositioningof the switch caused the turbine governor and 
intercept valves to close. The operator realized the error and 
restored the switch to the "In Service" (IS) position, which 
reopened the turbine governor and interceptor valves increasing 
steam flow and causing steam generator levels to swell to the 
high level turbine trip setpoints. This resulted in a turbine 
trip followed by a reactor trip.

Subsequent review of the event showed that aspects of 
the DEH panel modification process, including operator training 
and the control system HSI design, contributed to the event.

Factors contributing to the event included the 
following.

( 1 ) In adequate operator training on the modified HSI design 
resulted in the operator believing the OTP switch position 
was an indication only and not an actual system switch 
setting.

(2) During simulator training the other two switch 
positions(i.e., OPC and OPCT), which are used more often, 
were explicitly reviewed and operators were trained on 
their use.

(3) Operators were not cognizant of the expected turbine 
response when the OPC switch is placed in the OPCT position 
or switched from the OPCT position to the IS position.

(4) The operators did not confer with shift supervisors 
regarding their decision to return the OPC switch to the IS 
position after it was inadvertently placed in the OPCT 
position.

(5) Review of the modified DEH panel using the guidance in 
Revision 1 of NUREG-0700, "Human-System Interface Design 
Review Guideline, " (NUREG-0700, Revision 1) revealed 
several design characteristics which did not meet the 
intent of the NUREG guidance (e.g., labelling and control- 
display relationships).2

F. General Observations
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Weaknesses in human performance were evident in the 
events reviewed. Factors that appeared to contribute to these 
performanceweaknessesincludedthe following. (1) perceived 
overreliance or tendency to use or bias operators on digital 
indication over other sources of information, (2) lack of 
simulator fidelity regarding system function, (3) lack of 
operator understanding of plant conditions, (4) lack of 
comprehensive operator training on all aspects of system 
operation, (5) Weaknesses in HSI design, and (6) weaknesses in 
normal and abnormal operating procedures (Table 1).

These factors suggest the need for a comprehensive 
approach to the implementation of new or modified digital 
systems that takes into account the human factors issues related 
to such implementation. Operator training, including simulator 
modifications, procedural development, and HSI design should be 
considered an integral part of the system design process. The 
discussed events focus attention on the fact that the finest 
details of system implementation, such as minor modifications 
to the HSI and operating procedures or subtle indications of 
system abnormalities, are often overlooked during operator 
acclimation to new systems. These subtleties however have led 
to plant transients and delays in the mitigation of such 
transients.

1. U.S. Code o f Federal Regulations, Title 10 "Energy," U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. (revised 
periodically).

2. U.S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission, NUREG-0700, Revision 1, 
Human-System Interface Design Review Guideline, Washington,
D.C. (1995).

IV. CONCLUSION

The NRC’s staff been reviewing the human factors aspects of 
the implementation of digital systems at currently operating 
plants (e.g., initial applications, digital upgrades, and 
analysis of events involving digital systems). The staff has 
attempted to identify issues related to the introduction of 
these systems that have contributed to unanticipated reactor 
trips and other system complications (e.g., loss of indication 
and controls). The root causes for these operational events 
have implications for operator training, procedure development, 
and HSI design. Factors identified from these event 
investigations are useful reminders of the importance of a 
deliberate and thorough approach to the introduction of these 
systems into existing and future nuclear power plants.
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Table 1 - Synopsis o f Human Performance Factors Contributing to Events

Factor Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5

Operator
bias

Operators perceived 

feedback from 
digital controller 

to be less precise 
than that from old 
analog system.

Operator relied too 
much on the digitally 
displayed information.

Simulator
fidelity/trainin

g

The simulator model 
did not adequately 
represent system.

Operators were not 
trained in the 
simulator to look for 
other signs o f a 
system failover.

The simulator did not 
adequately model torus 
water level.

Operation o f the switch was 
not part o f simulator 
training.

Operator's
plant/system
paradigm

Operator lacked an 
understanding of 
system response 

characteristics.

Operators lacked an 
understanding of 
actual plant 
conditions.

Operators lacked an 
understanding of system 
response characteristics.

Operator
training

Operators were not 
trained on 
alternative 
controller 
functionality.

Manual operation of 
controller was not 
included in 
training.

Operator training on 
loss of annunciation 
was not conducted.

Operators were not 
trained on indications 
o f OHA system failure.

Training lesson plans 
and system 
descriptions were not 
developed.

Operator training 
narrowly focused on 
previous failures.

Other credible 
failure indications 
were not reviewed.

Operator training on 
input to level 
indications was 
lacking.

Operator considered the 
OTP position to be an 
indication only.

HSI HSI was not easy to 
use given, 
configuration of 
panel.

HSI did not provide 
adequate indication of 
system failure.

Modifications to HSI 
design to help 
identify system 
failures were 
inadequate.

Panel design did not meet 
several NUREG-0700, 
Revision 1, guidelines 
regarding labeling and 
control-display 
relationships.

Procedure use/ 
development

Procedural guidance 
was not followed.

Procedural guidance on 
loss-of-annunciator 
condition was not 
developed.

Procedures were 
written incorrectly.

Procedural guidance 
for troubleshooting 
was cumbersome and 
lengthy.
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Abstract

Provides a  description o f  human performance training for plant workers as implemented 
at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Practical concepts regarding the training are presented 
as well as a demonstration o f some o f  the training material. Concepts are drawn from 
INPO, Reason and Deming. The paper encourages the use o f  site-wide and individual 
organizational unit training in human performance management techniques.

Introduction

Data shows that all human performance errors have the same root cause - HUMANS. 
N ow  what do you do about it. Ultimately the end result o f hum an performance research 
is to be able to im plement design and procedure changes and training and supervision 
changes to enable workers to be more successful. This paper presents some o f the 
practical considerations in bringing human performance training to workers.

According to a survey presented at the 3rd Annual Utility W orkshop on Corrective 
Action, Trending and Human Performance held in June in Chicago, 17 o f  29 plants had a 
dedicated individual/group for human performance. Therefore roughly half o f  United 
States plants have a human performance specialist. This is rapidly increasing and there 
may only have been a quarter o f the plants with a human performance specialist a year 
ago. The Institute o f Nuclear Plant Operations recommended in 1992 that utilities could 
reduce the number o f  plant events by working to improve hum an performance. This 
recommendation had the first major impact on encouraging more efforts in the area o f 
human performance. Subsequently, results at several utilities have been quite dramatic 
and have raised the interest level at all plants. At the Perry N uclear Plant we currently 
have a three person task force which takes the lead for human performance development.
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The Perry Nuclear Plant currently issues about 3500 corrective action documents per 
year. The primary root causes are identified below  in three categories:

All o f  the corrective action documents are coded, but the levels o f  root cause 
investigation vary.

People often have a hard time differentiating between Personnel Error and Human 
Performance, but the distinction is important. Personnel error is an individual’s error. 
H um an performance problems are when you ask a human to do a task and the person is 
unsuccessful in accomplishing that task. This definition includes a wide variety o f  things 
such as procedure errors, or human factor problems.

Basketball Demonstration

The following is a demonstration w e have used in training. The text is taken directly 
from  the lesson plan.

Have an individual come up to the front and throw  two or three paper wads at a 
wastebasket from about 25 feet away. Have a second person do the same.
Discuss why they missed the basket (bad luck, poor shot, pressure to perform). 
Ask which o f  the following definitions apply.

The following definitions are from PA P-1608 (the Perry procedure on corrective

Personnel error - A hum an performance problem  that is specific to an 
individual. The appropriate depth o f  barriers (procedures, training, 
supervision, and plant design) are already in place sufficiently to preclude 
the error from recurring with any other individual.

Human performance problem  - A n undesirable situation caused by the lack 
o f  sufficient information for the perform er to com plete the task or 
evolution successfully. It is not specific to any individual, because the 
same insufficient barriers to the error would exist for any other person 
attempting to complete the task.

It is important to differentiate between these types o f  problem s, as the means to
prevent future problem s are different depending on the cause o f  the problem.

Personnel error 
Human performance 
Equipment

%
48
24
28

action):
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Have one o f the individuals come up again and say the following:

If  I said you could have a m illion dollars if  you put this paper in the 
wastebasket, and you only get one try, what would you do?

Try to get the individual to think o f  some means such as getting closer to the 
basket, putting the basket against the wall, etc. The object is to congratulate them 
on doing some creative thinking on the process, e.g. sometimes the procedure 
writers need to figure out they can get up from their desk and get closer to the 
wastebasket.

As another example, the instructor should take another paper ball, take a glance at 
the basket and make a half-hearted throw  without really looking at the basket.

Q: Why did the instructor m iss the basket?
A: Bad attitude.

Q: W hat is the fix in this case?
A: Career Counseling.
Note: This is usually not the case here at the plant. We don’t come to 
work saying to ourselves, “I ’m going to make a mistake.”

The use o f  this demonstration is very effective. It helps supervisors to understand their 
role in worker errors. It helps workers understand the basic problem s behind many 
errors. Sometimes people think that clear communication o f m anagem ent expectations 
and providing clear work instructions will solve all the problems. In the Basketball 
Demonstration, neither o f  these ensure w orker success.

Fixing the Root Cause

One o f  the dramatic improvements that I witnessed was the exponential reduction in 
procedure errors over a 5 year period at the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. This 
was the result o f three efforts:

•  rewrite many o f  the procedures
•  improve the procedure revision process (ease o f  request and tracking)
•  ownership by operators (they began to insist on having accurate procedures)

This was an effective human performance improvement effort. Just telling the operators 
to be sure they know their systems and to do the right actions would not have produced 
this improvement. It is im portant to fix the right cause. Cheerleading has minimal 
impact. When you tell a worker to watch out for rabbits, he looks for a rabbit, but then 
when he doesn’t see one for a while he will soon forget to watch.

OECD Conference on
Human Performance
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Often when we think o f  hum an performance we tend to think o f  the sharp end errors o f  
Operations and M aintenance. However, latent errors are installed by engineers and 
maintenance (contractors). Some training should be focused on certain sections, rather 
than delivered site-wide. One utility I visited had a peak in their num ber o f  corrective 
action documents issued to engineering which corresponded to their outage. This is to be 
expected. However, what was o f interest to me was that a couple m onths later they had 
an additional peak that was three times as high and three times as long. This peak 
corresponded to the following:

• reorganization o f  engineering
• relocation from downtown to the site
• first time ever layoff
•  largely absent manager who was working on company reorganization

Engineering errors are affected by organizational change and workload. H um an 
performance improvement efforts should not ignore key elements in the plant staff.

Management Philosophy

Organizations often becom e very focused on deadlines. When m anagem ent measures 
only results, not the methods, then errors are encouraged. One m anager in a training 
session with his people said that one thing he had realized from the training is that 
managers are a lot more responsible for worker error than he had thought. M y thought 
was that this manager had a good start on human performance im provem ent in his group.

The following Eire concepts that are key for management:
•  People m ake mistakes, this is to be expected.
•  M anagement is primarily responsible for the majority o f  workers mistakes.
• M anagement communication o f  expectations o f  efficiency versus safety.
•  M anagement assignment o f  resources.
•  Punishing people for making mistakes is punishm ent for being human.
•  Punishing people does not prevent errors.
•  M anagement is interested in preventing events rather than punishing people.
• Errors are usually the result o f common causes rather than special causes.
•  Human Performance improvement must be a part o f  the Business Plan.

OECD Conference on
Human Performance
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Many U nited States utilities have instituted a Human Performance Day. This goes by 
different names, but is human performance training given to all employees on the same 
day. Such general training helps set a new environment and terminology. This is an 
important supplement to individual human performance improvement efforts. Everyone 
on site is taught on the same day. At the Perry Plant this was about 800 people. Training 
was about two and a ha lf hours in length and was taught by organizational section, so 
there were about 35 sessions. Sessions are taught by section personnel who have been 
trained to present the lesson to their own section. All organizational units are included. 
Contractors are included.

The instruction is intended to teach concepts. Some plant examples are used, but the 
intent is to teach a concept rather than just explain an incident. Games are good. Games 
are very good. They are remembered much longer than ju s t a lecture. Videos are also 
used. The examples used are not limited to plant operations, but also draw on other 
industries and everyday human experience.

The handout from our last human performance day is attached for your information. The 
material is drawn prim arily from INPO and Jam es Reason.

Our student questionnaire analysis shows that:

The site has implemented these principles, normal bell curve

This shows that the training concepts were received very well by the workers, and that 
they feel we have additional work to do in this area in incorporating the principles into 
daily activities.

Future of Human Performance Day

At the Perry Power Plant our look to the future is to emphasize more detailed training at 
the section level. Our corrective action program  requires quarterly trend analysis by each 
section. Because m ost o f  these problems were caused by hum an error, the sections are 
essentially analyzing their human performance improvement needs on a  quarterly basis. 
Our plans are to couple this analysis with hum an performance training needs.

We have also found that shorter sessions (1-2 hours) are preferable than all day sessions. 
O ur intent is to review and enlarge human performance concepts with management and 
staff on a regular basis. Training o f  managers is often done in a 15 minute session added 
to an established managers meeting. W orkers are trained in section meetings.
Occasional Human Performance Days may also be utilized to encourage the site-wide 
environment.

Principles are important. 
The training is worthwhile.

Results
heavily skewed agreement 
skewed agreement
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The Perry Plant has also redesigned leadership training for supervisors. This nine day 
training course now also includes hum an performance fundamentals.

Conclusion

H um an performance training for plant workers has been implemented at the Perry 
N uclear Power Plant. It is im portant that the training effectively teach practical tools that 
workers can use. The training concepts are drawn from INPO, Reason and Deming.
Perry has found that these tools are effective in aiding workers and managem ent to find 
w ays to address human performance issues.
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PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT DAY

AUGUST 28,1997

I. INTRODUCTION I5m in .

II. TOOL BAG 50 min.
A. Attitudes
B. Brain Strain.
C. Team Effort

III. BREAK

IV. APPLICATION W ORKSHOP

V. PLANT MANAGER (DIRECTORS)

TOTAL

Lesson Plan Objectives

1. Provide human performance improvement tools.
2. Prepare for a successful outage.

10 min. 

40 min.

5 min. 

120 min.
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“TOOT/BAG”

Tools for improving hum an performance:

• Correct Documentation
•  Physical and Administrative Barriers (Defenses)
• Pre-Job Briefings (Error-Likely Situations)
• Post-Job Briefings (Continuous Improvement)
• Comm unication (3-way)
• Teamwork (questioning attitude)
• STAR and Peer-Checking
• Lessons Learned (Operating Experience)
• Continuous Im provem ent Culture

Other ways to “THINK” when using “STAR”

A. Attitudes
1. Rem em ber to be afraid
2. Expectations and violations (shortcuts)

B. Brain Strain.
1. U nfam iliarity - walking the first time
2. Strong but W rong

C. Team Effort
1. Team player vs. Group think (Can do vs. C an’t do)
2. Identify and eliminate error-likely situations
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Task Work Individual Human
Demands Environment Capabilities Nature Task Analysis Tool

Preview Pre-Job Brief Post-Job Brief

Error-likely
Situations

[Modify th e  task, [ E lim inate causes o f  error
w ork env ironm ent t precursors
or individual |

I Flawed Defenses ! [Reinforce or m odify  j  
defenses fo r the po ten tial 
errors

(Ëîülim inate causes o f  
flaw ed defenses

Potential t |D evelop contingency (Strengthen defenses

Consequences j m easu res for the 
potential errors

n n p im o n  F rrn r  P rec u rs o rs
Task Demands Individual ^apabilites
Time pressures or hiah workload Unfamiliaritv with task or lack of knowledae
Simultaneous tasks or multiple task assianments New task or a new techniaue being used
Unclear expectations or standards of performance Inexperience or lack of task Droficiencv
Unclear goals roles or responsibilities Fatiaue. illness or mental stress
Repetitive or monotonous task Imprecise communications habits/techniaues
Complexity of task or communications "Can-do" attitude or "not afraid" of failure
Lona-term monitorina. delavs or idle time Inappropriate values or ethics
Work Environment Human Nature
Distractions or interruptions Stress or mental strain - limited short-term memory
Chanaes or departures from expected routines Habits - pattern matchina bias
Confusing instruction or vague task guidance Complacency or overconfidence with a task
Unexpected initial eauipment/task conditions Inaccurate risk perception - "not afraid to fail"
Production pressures or conflicting priorities Mental short-cuts or biases - simplification bias
Work-arounds or hidden system responses Tunnel vision - overload bias
Back shift or recent shift chanae Limited attention span - easily bored
Fear of consequences Mind-set - assumptions and intentions

“SCRATCH”
•  Summarize significant task steps to ensure everyone understands the evolution
• Characterize the task performance mode (skill-, rule-, or knowledge-based)
•  Review the Error Precursor factors associated with this task, this performer and the current 

circumstances (Task Demands, Work Environment, Individual Capabilities and Human Nature) to 
determine if they are in balance

• Acknowledge task assumptions, weak or missing defenses, and any task imbalances
•  Target the Error-Likely Situation(s) and Flawed Defense(s) and compensate for the potential 

Consequences of task failure
• Create contingency plans for
• Handling task hazards

4 59
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H u m an  P erfo rm ance  C ause Codes 7/1/95-6/30/96

%
2686 Human Performance 72
1024 Equipment 28

3710 Total PIFs

N um ber Code Description %
102 A Verbal communication 3.8
415  B Procedure and 15.5

documents
14 C Man-m achine interface 0.5
11 D environment 0.4

3 E work schedule 0.1
1287 F work practices 47 .9

124 G planning 4.6
82 H supervision 3.1
41 I training 1.5
27  J change m anagem ent 1.0
47 K resource m anagem ent 1.7
40  L managerial methods 1.5
96 M design 3.6
99 N equip/construction 3.7
50 O maintenance/testing 1.9
39 P operation 1.5
10 Q external hazards 0.4

140 NA N/A 5.2
59 U unknown 2.2

2686 TOTAL 100

W o rk  Practices B reakdow n (Personnel Error)

%
45.5 F3 Error detection (STAR)
36.7 F4 Document use practices
5.7 F5 Equipment/material practices
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4.2 F6 W orker’s preparation
7.9 F7 Other
100 TOTAL
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Human Error Types

Description Example

Information deficiency U nfam iliar with reactor theory

Experience pattern All work packages are to be reviewed for
confined space hazards

Performance pattern Have used torque wrenches
more than a 100 times

OECD Conference on
Human Performance

Attachment A

E rror Producing Conditions

Probability

.75 Totally novel task with no clear idea o f  the likely consequences

.0005 Highly familiar, routine task performed by a well-motivated and competent
worker

Factor

17 Unfamiliarity w ith the task (e.g. driving in a new city)
11 Time shortage
8 Poor human-system interface
8 Information overload
4 Inadequate feedback from system
3 Inexperience (not lack o f  training)
3 Poor procedure
3 Inadequate checking
1.6 Disturbed sleep patterns
1.2 Hostile environment
1.1 Monotony and boredom

Error Base

Knowledge

Rule

Skill
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CRITIQUE

1. Course overall rating Very Good Good OK Poor Very Poor

2. Course Comments (content, presentation, time, location)

3. Misc. Comment (Complaint)

4. Hum an Performance factors are being considered by management in jo b  assignments: 

Always Almost always Usually Sometimes Rarely 

Com m ents (particularly if  rating is “Usually” or below):

5. Suggestions for Section Process Improvements

SECTION
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gder.edfgdf.fr

Tel: 33 1 47654546 
Fax: 33 1 4765 5173

Lee, Durk-Hun Korea Institute of Nuclear 
Safety
P.O. Box 114, Yusong 
TaeJon, Korea 305-600

K336ldh@pinpoint.
kins.re.kr

Tel: 82 42 868-0462 
Fax: 82 42 863-3381

Lee, Hyun-Chul Korea Atomic Energy 
Research Institute (KAERI) 
P.O. Box 105
Yusung, Taejon, Korea 305- 
600

Leehc@nanum. kaeri 
.re.kr

Tel: 82 42 868-2263 
Fax: 82 42 868-8357

Lindauer, Erwin KSG Kraftwerks-Simulator- 
Gesellschaft 
Postfach 15 0 2 51 
D—45242 Essen, GERMANY

Tel: 49 201 4862 190- 
Fax: 49 201 4862 199

Lindsey, Richard Northern States Power Co. 
1717 Wakonade Drive East 
Welch, MN 55089

Richard.Iindsey@ins 
pco.com

Tel. 612/388-1121 x 
4197
Fax: 612/330-6247

Llewellyn, Michael World Association of Nuclear 
Operators - 

Atlanta Center 
700 Galleria Parkway, NW 
Atlanta, GA 30339-5957

Llewellynmd@wano.
org

Tel: (770) 644-8769 
Fax: (770) 644-8505
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Marquardt, Andrew System Improvements, Inc. 
238 S. Peters Road, Suite 
301
Knoxville, TN 37923

Mquardt@taproot.co
m

Tel: (423) 539-2139 
Fax: (423) 539-4335

Nolan, Larry Northern States Power Co. 
Monticello Nuclear Plant 
2807 W. Highway 75 
Monticello, MN 55362

Tel: 612/295-1668 
Fax: 612/295-1421

Olausson, Jesper ABB Atom AB 
Stora Gatan 3 
SE-72163 Vasteras 
Sweden

Jesper.olausson@se
ato.mail.com

Tel: 46 021 347483 
Fax: 46 021 347318

Pedersen, Al Corporate Effects, Inc. 
4339 Prado Drive 
Boulder, CO 80303

AI_Pedersen@msn.c
om

Tel: 303/494-0613 
Fax: 303/554-0980

Prasad, Y. S. Nuclear Power Corpn. Of 
India Ltd.
Vikram Sarabhai Bhavan 
Anushaktinagar 
Mumbai - 400094 
India

Tel: 91 22-556 5176 
Fax: 91 22-555 7278

Rabe, Alan Perry Nuclear Power Plant 
10 Center Road 
North Perry, OH 44081

Awrabe@centerior.c
om

Tel: 216/280-5928 
Fax: 216/280-8002

Rollenhagen, Carl Vattenfall
Box 528, S-162 15 Vallinsby 
SWEDEN

Carl.rollenhagen@va
ttenfall.energisyslem.
se

Tel: 468 739-6000 
Fax: 468 739-6900

Rosenthal, Jack USNRC 
M/S T 4A9

Tel: 301/415-7488 
Fax: 301/415-6359

Rossi, C. Ernie USNRC 
MS T 4A9

Tel: 301/415-7499 
Fax: 301/415-6359

Rubin, Stuart USNRC
Mailstop: O 9H15

Sdr1@nrc.gov Tel: 301/415-2160 
Fax: 301/415-2222

Rumold, Gerald Con Edison of New York 
Indian Point #2 
Broadway & Bleakley 
Avenue
Buchanan, NY 10511

Rumoldg@coned.
com

Tel: 914/734-5817 
Fax: 914/739-8098

Sacher, Hubert Tuv Energie - Uno 
Systemtechnik GMBN 
Westend Str. 199 
D-80686 München 
Germany

Hubert. sacher@et. tu 
evsued.de

Tel: (089) 5791-1443 
Fax: (089) 5791-2696

Schoenfeld, Isabelle U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 
M/S T-10E33 
Washington, DC 20555
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Sebok, Angelia OECD Halden Reactor 
Project 
P.O. Box 173 
N-1751 Halden, Norway

Angelia.sebok@hrp.
no

Tel: 47 69-21 2200 
Fax: 47 69 21 2460

Shields, John Atomic Energy Control Board 
P.O. Box 1046, Staion B 
280 Slater Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada HP 589

Shields.j@atomcon.
gc.ca

Tel: 613/943-1005 
Fax: 613/992-9933

Smith, Ann Ramey U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 
M/S T-10E33 
Washington, DC 20555

ARS@nrc.gov Tel: 301/415-6877 
Fax: 301/415-5160

Thompson, Catherine U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 
M/S T-10E33. 
Washington, DC 20555

CMT1@nrc.gov Tel: 301/415-6981 
Fax: 301/415-5160

Trager, Eugene U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
M/S T-4A9
Washington, DC 20555

EAT1@nrc.gov Tel: (301)415-6350 
Fax: (301)415-6359

Trueba, Pedro TECNATOM, S.A.
Avda. Montes de Oca 1 
San Sebastian de los Reyes 
28709 - Madrid - Spain

ptrueba@tecnatom.
es

Tel: 65 16700 
Fax: 65 415 31

Van Den Berghe, 
Yves

AVN
Avenue du Roi 157 
1190 Brussels, Belgium

yvd@avn.be Tel: 32 2 5368 353 
Fax: 32 2 5368 585

Vlcek, Jaroslav Nuclear Power Plant 
Dukovany
NPP Dukovany, 675 50
Dukovany
Czech Republic

Tel: 420 509 60 2216 
Fax: 420 509 922390

Wallace, Barry Com Ed
ETW II, Suite 120 
1411 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Truenorth7@aol.com Tel: 630/663-5979 
630/435-0577

Wallace, Isaac Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation
4350 Northern Pike E465 
Monroeville, PA 15146

Wallacit@westingho
use.com

Tel: (412) 374-4195 
Fax: (412) 374-5099

Walther, Jurgen Bavarian State Ministry for 
State Development and 
Environmental Affairs 
Postbox: 810140 
D-81901 Munich 
Germany

Tel: 49 89 9214 2325 
Fax: 49 89 9214 2286
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Wieman, J. L. NV EP2
Borssele Nuclear Power 
Plant
P.O. Box 130 
4380 AC Vlissingen 
Netherlands

Tel: 31-113 35 6807 
Fax: 31-113 35 2434

Williams, J.C. Nuclear Safety Directorate 
512 St. Peter’s House 
Balliol Road, Bootle 
Merseyside, L20 3LZ, United 
Kingdom

Jerry. williams@hse. 
gov.uk

Tel: 0151-951-3662 
Fax.0151-951-4888

Woods, Roy U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 
M/S T-10E33 
Washington, DC 20555

HWW@nrc.gov Tel: 301/415-6622 . 
Fax: 301/415-5160

Wreathall, John 4157 MacDuffWay 
Dublin, OH 43016

Jwrthall@aol.com Tel: (614)791-9264 
Fax: (614) 791-92

mailto:HWW@nrc.gov
mailto:Jwrthall@aol.com

